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Foreword -
The decision of the Institutefor Urban Affairs, and Research to sponsor a

workshop on "Developing Reser,ch Priorities for the Bleck Community,"
stemmed from the recognition that Black social scientists must pke a more
active role in defining the..tesearch strategies for solving 'the problems of and
developing theyesources of the Black comnibnity. Traditionally, white scholars
have provided the research input into social prbgrams for Black communities. It
is becoming increasinglji clear _that the social scientific levis for many govern-
mental policies have produced ineffective social programs in many communities
especially those which are poor and Black in terms of their social and racial
composition. Thus, Black social scientists must assume a greater responsibility
for dispelling age-old myths and stereotypes of the Black community and must
develop viable research plans for attacking problems which confront many Black
communities. It is within this context that the Institute for Urban Affairs and
Research at Howard planned ite first summei workshop on selected research a

issues which impact on Black communities.
Five days during the summer of 1973, 70 individuals from 17 colleges and

universities, goVernmental agencies ancicommunity organizations participated in*
this research workshop. The purpose of the workshop was nat to arrive at.
definitive conclusions about social.research in Black communities; rathei:ilVias
to provide an opportunity for bringing together a group of Black social science
scholars-end practitioners to exchange ideas. Through such iriterchange, it was
456ped that new ideas about social research on the Black community would
emerge and new and relevant research areas and topics might be put into sharper
focus.'

A.,secondary purpose of the workshop was to estéblish better lines of com-
munications between Black researchers- and practitioners as well as between
Black Universities 4nd colleges and governmental and community agencies.-

Yo facilitate the purposes of the workshop, several persons actively engaged
-in either social research or social practice were invited by the research planning
committee of the Institute fo prepare papers tin selected tbpics. These papers
were presented to the Partiqpants of the seminars and they were criticized, first,
by a discussant and then by other invited participants. There was no attempt to
reach a consensus on specific issues or tovfocus the deliberationg on the isiug§
raised in the papers. Consequently; discussipn was of a-free-wheeling nature aia
ranged far and wide. In general, one can el'nolude that the workshOp 6rOught to
tfie surface many important issues thathaite riitc impficaticasjor_researG44iA......_
-Black communities as welt 'as strategies for .developing the resources of these
communities. ,

This volume attempts to make available to readers selected papers which were
preiented at the workshop. Part I presents an ovehiew of the functional signif?-
canceof in the .Black.community. The four papers in this section
deal with issues such as institutionalizing and the setting of prioritie% for research
in Black colleges and universities, and the conceptual and methodological limi-
tations of preseiit research on Black people. Part ..I I has several papers which
examine Black family life and- the socialization process in the Black community.-
In Part III, there are .several papers which review the relationship between the
criminal justice system and the Black community. In the final section, PartIV,



the papers are organized around human r6sdürce development and techniques
for assessment of human as well as societal growth and development.

Grateful acknowledgements are made to members of the workshop planning'
committee: Eugene Beard, EvaAell, Lee P. Brown, Arme Finney, Patrici&Mil-
!igen, George McFarland, Lorraine MartinPaul Milbourn,,end'Sharon.Prathec
These individuals rendered invaluable service in the advice, time and other re-.
sources theigave-to' the development andexecution of this-pr-oject. In 'addition,
sPecial attention is called to the assistance given by our secretarial.staff: MYrna
Cachola, Wanda Horne, Linda Adams, Sadie Smith, Carole Lewis and Jennifer
Fenn. Finally,a special word of appreciation is du& Ms. Delods Foskey for her
editorial assistance in the final preparation of' the manuscript. -

to
, Lawrerice E. G'ery

Washington,-b.c...
April 1974
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'SOCIAL,RESEARCH AND:TtiE 13.1..ACK COMMUNITY:

SECECTED ISSUES AND PRIORITIES °

"CRIME AND SOCIAL POLICY: THE POLIIICS'OF RACE"by
,

.. L. ALEX SWAN and LLOYD STREET r

The article cited above, appearing on pages 112-119, contairied incorrect
footnote material. The correct footnotes are as follows:

. _. . -
1. Allen D. Grimshaw, "A StudylSoCial Violence!, Uiban Rade Riots in

thep nitect States" (uppublished Ph.D. dissertation., UniverSity Of Penni,,'.
.sylvania, 1959):a

2. ee Ira De Augustine Reidoln-a Minor Key: Negro VoUth in Story anii
Fact - (Westport Corin.:: Greenwood Press: 1940); James Edward
McKeoWn, lioverty, Race and Cril.ne," Journal of Criminal Law and
Criminology, 39 (November-Debember 1948), 480; Walter C. Reckless,
The driMe Problem (hd ed.; New. York Appleton-Centm-Crafts Co.,
1955), p. 371-Jessie Bernard, Social Problems at 7Mid-Century (New
York: Dryden Press, 1957), p. 518; and FrahCis E. tvrerrill, Societiand
Golture: An Introduction .to Sociology*(tglewood Cliffi, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1957), p.-293.

3. . See George L. Wilber, "The Scientific Adequacy of Criminological
Concepts," Social Forces, 28 (Deceinber 1949) 16; Edwin H.
Sutherland, Principles of Crirhinology (Philadelphia: LiptrIncott Press,
1947),.p. 18; Edwin H. SutherIand, "Is White Collar Crime Crimer
American 'Sociological. Review; 10 (April 1945), 132; Ed.win. H.
Sutherland, "Crime and Business," The Annils -Of the American
Academy of p4olitical and Social Science, 217-(September 1901), 11217

itand Thorsten Sellin, "The Basis of a Crime Index," JOurnal of
Criminology, 22 (September 1931), 335:

4. .Edward Green, "RaCe Social Status, and Criminal Arrest," American
Sociological Review 35 (June 1970), 476490.

5 Juhius L. Allison,yoverty and the Administration of Justice in the
Criminal.. Courts:" Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police
Seiertee-S5,-fclune-f964)7-24-1-657:

6. Fréd J. Murphy, Mary vv:Shirley, andiHelen L. Witmer, "The Incidence
of Hidden Delinquency," American Journ.al of Orthopsychiatry (0c- -
tober 1946), 686-95.

7. : Martin Grajd, Status Forces in Delinquent Boys, (Aqn Arbor, Michigan:
University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research;1963)..

.8. Murphy et al., supra note 6; Sophia M. Robinson,. Can Delinquency Be
''Afeasured? (New York: Colurrfpi0 University Presi, 1936);. Clifford A.

Shaw.and Henry D. McKay, JuVenile Delinquency and Urban AreA;
Chicago: University of ehicago Press, 1902.)

9. Albert J. Reiss, Jr.'and Albert L. Rhodes, "The Distribution of Juvenile- ,

Delinquency in the Social.,,Class Structure," American Sociological
Review (October 1961), 720-32.
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John P. Clark and Eugene P. Wenninger, "Socio-Economic Class aria
Area As Correlates of Illegal Behavior Among Juveniles," American
Sociological Review (December 1962), 826-34;,Robert Dentler and
Lawrence J. Monroe, "Early Adolescent Theft,"_AmericanSoiiological
Review (October 1961), 733-43; Ivan E. Nye:Family RelationThips and
Delinquent Behavior, (New YoeeWiley, 1958); Austin L. Porterfield
and Stanley C. Clifton, Youth in Trouble, (Fort Worth, Texas: ,Leo

,-.Potishman Fouhdation, 1946).
. .

11. Clark and Wenninger, supra 'note 10.

12. palph N. Nutter, "The Quality of Juitice in Misdemeanor Ariaignment
Courts, Journal of Criminal Law, Cciminology and Police Science 53
(June 1962), 185-93.

13. Marshall B. Clinard, Sociology of'Deviant Behavior, (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964)' p. 159.

14. !bid:, p. 31.

15: Ibid., pp. 491-9t 4r
..,

.. 16: Ibid., p. 493."

7. 550-551. ,
18. Guy B. Jbhnson, "The Negro and Crime," inVinority-Problems, edited

by Arnoldm. Rose and Caroline B. RoS'e; (New York! Harper and Row,
1965) riP. 291-92.

19. Ibid. .:

20. The President's Commissioh on Law Enforcei6ht and Administration
o JustiCe, The Challenge of Crime ina.,Fiee SoVety (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 44.

21. Nathan Glazer and Daniel P. Moynihan, 13eiOnd the Melting Pot (Cam-
bridge: Massichusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1963, ) p. 51.

22. The President's Commission, Challenge of Clime, p. 44-55. .

23. Ibid., p. 143.

24. 'opid., p. 127.

-25:-.24tie-PreStdert nrs-CMITHibriErnient and Administration
of Justice, Report of the Com mis'sion, Task Porce Reports: The Courts,
(Washington, U.S. Government.Printing Office, 1967) p. 151.

26. Frank, E. Hartung, Crime, Law and Society (Detroit: Wayne State Uri-
ivertity Piess1965), p. 76. -

27. . Henry J. Al-raham, The Jujiciary (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
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Part I An Overview of Social
Reseaich in the Black
Community

,

INSTITUTIONALIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE,RESEARCH
AT BLACK UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEdES

by

Dr. Lawrence E. Gary, Director
Institute for Urban Affairs and Research

Howard University
Washington, D.C.

The Institute for Urban Affairs and Research at HoweId University welcomes
you to its first annual research workshop. It N our intention to have en annual
gathering or retreat Of Black social scieltists and practitioners 'for the purpose of
analyzing and discussing selected issues which affect the Black community. My
presentation will be brief end it will cove(the follocNing: fl) new developments
at the Uni'versity relative to its outreach activities, i2r the objectives 'of the
workshop, (3) the status 3nd probleM of social research at Black colleces; (4) a
short description of fl-:".17ri'iti u e or n airs an esearc , an p ans
for the week. .

In many ways, is becoming a i3lack university. While it is true that we
are still struggling with the definition of a BlaCk university and its relationship to
the, Black liberation moveMent, there are significant signs that we are moving
beyond the rhetoric stage. Everywhere one travels, there are comments about
whatIloward is or is not doing. It is very easy to criticize put it takes sweat and
brains to provide a viable progiam for strengthenjhg and redirecting the, re:
sources .of this historid -university. Over the past year, .1 have noticed some
significant activities at the University Which, if developed, will have profouna
impact on the American society. First, the "University has establOhed the
Howard University Press. This is no plan! For I have met the director kd some

.
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ot his staff. It shnuld be clear that a press at the country's largest Black uni-
versity will help to-disseminate relevant information not only to the Blacks, but ;
also to the majority of the community.

The board of Trustees has approved the establishment .of an Institute for
Drug Abuse. In addition, other units are being..established, i.e., the Institute for
the Arts ahd Humanities and the Institute for Child Development and Urban
Family Life. All of these programs are at different stages development, but it
is clear that the University is slowly making some ti'pe of coniMitment to
providing relevant services to all sectors of the Black and uther communities.

This research workshop.is intended to bring togethei a group of social science
scholars and pract;tioners for an intensive examination of some research needs of

,the Black community. Hopeidly, the participants will help the Institute in
organizing its resources for servicino the community and in identifying research
priorities for the Black commurlity. Another objective of the workshop is to
establish better lines of communication between Black social researchers ,and
practitioners. We have invited represeritatives from the various departments on
campus;. from federal and local governmental agencies, from private social
agencies, and from' white and Black colleges and universities. We believe this
mixture will`generate new ideastand issues relative to the role of research in the
development olyiable Black communities.

Black Colleges aild Social Research-
To a.large extent': urban problems are directly related to the concentration of

Blacks in cities.' As many of you know. Blacks will form important majorities in
at least 'fifty (50) large cities -by 1980. Already Blacks form majorities in Wash-
ington, D.C.; Newark, New Jersey; Gary, Indiana; Atlanta, Georgia; and Rich-
mond, Virginia. In fact, there are at least twenty-six (26) cities which have a
Black population of one hundkel thousand or more.2 Although Black people
make up twelve (12) percent of the total population, fifty-eight (58) percent of
Blacks in this country live in central cities. However, the proportion of whites
living in central cities is only.twenty-eight (28) percent. In these communities,
one can observe a multiplicitY of problems such as inadequate health, meaning-
less education, malnutrition, crime .and violence, bad housing and drug abuse.
The urban Black community has been forced to develop a variety of mechanisms
for coping with these problems and many social programs.have been designed to
deal specifically with these issues. However, there continue to be many social
problems in Black communities,

Often we ignore the fact that in many urban communities, one can find Black
colleges and universities. For example, in Washington, D.C., there is Howard
University, Federal City Coliege.and D.C. Teachers College. In Baltimore, Mary-
land, metropolitan area, there are Morgan State, Bowie State, and Coppin State
Colleges. Fisk University, Tennessee State University and Maharry Medical Col-
lege are located in Nashville, Tennessee. Finally, Atlanta, Georgia has five Black
colleges and one university. The basic question is what roles are these insti-
tut io ns play ing in dealing with problems .whi;:h plague urban Black

communities?
There have been many articles and studies on the role and funotion of the

Black university or college.3 Although white writers have been concerned with
this issue, several Black intellectuals have attempted to address this question

2
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from the perspective of the developmental needs of the Black community.
Unfortunately, many of the proposals advanced by these writers have been
unrealistic in the sense that they cannot be implemented giveri the political
realities in both white and Black communities. Moreover, few proposals have
dealt with the importance of social research in the operation of Black colleges.

If the Black college is to survive in the academic struggle for relevance, it
must relate to the concerns and needs of the Black community; it must look for
new models for apportioning the proper mixture of research, education, and
service functions of the university. James E. Cheek, President of Howard Uni-
versity, is aware ot the challenge facing, urban universities and colleges. He
stated:4

Society must depend upon its institutions not only to provide the ingre-
dients for social stability, but also Me direction for social change. Educa-
tional instituions, and particularly institutions of higher leting in our

besociety, inescapably come the meeting ground where the iss es of soc'el
value and social change come together.

Precisely because the "urban crisis" and the "racial crisis'4 interlock,
colleges and universities which have historically opened their mission and
purpose and directed their resources and efforts with reference to the
problems related to care cannot escape their responsibility to address
themselves determinedly to the crisis of the cities.

The health of civilized society is dependent upon the health of its cities; a
modern technology and industrial society such as ours cannot maintain its
strength if its cities decay. The decay of the cities can become the decay of
the nation.

This University views keenly its responsibilities as it relates to this problem
and must now bring the difficult but possible task of)preparing itself to
develop the new knowledge, the new technology, and to train the social
scientists and social technologists to define the problems but also to
develco the solutions:

The above assertion suggests that Black colleges must develop new and in-

novative programsin research education and serviceswhich speak specifically
to the emerging needs ot the Black community.

In general one of the gross neglects of Black colleges and universities has been
in the area of research.4 Although they halie contributed much in the field of
teaching,:disadvantaged Blacks, there has been a failure of these schools, for the
most part, to carry out definitive social research. Notable exceptions include
Atlanta University, Fi.sk and Howard under the guidance of particular individuals
such as W.E.B. Dubois Charlel S. Johnson and E. Franklin Frazier.

This failure of Black Lolleges has created several problems. First, in the
absence of Black social scientists conducting meaningful research on problems of
the Black community, the task has been left in the hands of wh;tg researchers
510 writers. Unfortunately, much of the research by these researchers has tended

-'*to focus on pathology or weaknesses rather than the positives or strengths of the
Black community. Mareover, these researchers have produced concepts such as

cultural deprivation, genetic determinism, self-hatred, and the inadequate
mother thesis which has served the theoretical foundations for social programs in

3
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the Black community. Over the past several years, there has been a significant
shift in the political climate in this country relative to the .support of social

programs designed to broaden opportunities for disadvantaged groups in Our
society. Leading white intellectuals such as Jensen, Herrnstein, Jencks and Ban-

field have" advanced arguments which question the utility of compensatory
programs for helping ihe poor, especially Black people, to improve their con-

ditions.6 It is becoming increasingly clear that there is a close relationship
between social science research and social policies and programs.

Undoubtedly, more and more white_ professionals will turn their research
efforts to the massive social; political and economic problems confronting the
Black community. As more and more scientists give attention to these problems,

it becomes evident that Black social scientists must undertake 3 large respon-

sibjlity in this effort. The Block social scientists have an important role to play in
the surge toward self-determination and the development of innovative inter-
vention strategies for implementing the goals of the movement. However, Black

social scientists must raise certain questions concerning the conceptual, ethical
and methodological 4asis of behavioral science ;.:(td its applications to the Black
community. In several Black colleges, Black as well as white scholars are
beginning to develop new . theorjes, hypotheses, methodologies ,and conceptt
concerning the AfroAmerican experience.1

However, an organizational mechanism is necessary for facilitating exchanges

among those scholars and providing support staff for their research and demon-

stration projects.
By not being able to engage in social research at many Black colleges, the

Black educators and students have been deprived of a vital area of academic
training. Academicians need the experiences afforded by.research to enrich their
Aiork in the same sense-that students' need /he opportunity to,learn basic re-

search techniques in order to become competent in their respective fields of
study. Moreover, there is a shortage of Blacks trained in research methodology

especially in those areas which place emphasis' on quantitative analysis. Most

social science departments at.Black schools have not given proper attention to
research methodology and social statistics. To some extent, Black professors at

these colleges have not emphasized training in these areas because they do not
have the competencies to teach in them. As these sthools develop their.graduate
offerings, especially doctoral programs, they must give more-attention to social

research and statistics. It is imp6rtent for Black graduate students in the social

sciences to have the opportunity .to participate in meaningful research projects as

part of their educational experience. Therefore, there is a need to institutionalize
the social research effort at Black schools with graduate programs.

Black colleges will improve their chances of recruiting top leVel Black profes-

sors from white universities if they develop an organizationel mechanism for
social research. Often the question of research opportunities will be raised when

trying td recruit Competent faculty members. In scme cases, these potential
.facuity members have research grants that they would like to take as they move

to other universities or colleges. This suggests that Black schools must have the
organizational arrangement for accommodating them.

As suggested earlier, a few individuals at Blacic colleges have been involved in

some soCial research in a variety of reas of Black life and culture. For the most
part, the tradition of independent scholarships has been carefully guarded and
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generally the administration at these schools have not managed these activities.
Some projects have been short-term and others have -continued oter several
years. Two or more faculty members have joined as co-investigators in some
projects, while most have been one-man ventures in which only a few research

"assistants and technical personnel have been hired (employed). Exclusive reliance
on this format l)as presented several limitations now clearly recognized by some
faculty members at these colleges. It has impeded the recruitment and retention
of a cadre of technical personnel, since project budget periods have been both
overlapping and discontinuous and smaller projects requiring certain types of
expertise only on a part-time basis are disadvantaged in the research labor
market. The administrative cost of handling small projects are, of cburse, dis-
proportionately high for all parties. Moie serious are the constraints on fully
developing the potentials of research studies for demonstration, training and
goyernmental programs.

We have briefly identified selected issues which condition the social research
.efforts at Black colleges. There are other issues such as (1) the need to emphasize
intr.-disciplinary research programs, (2) teaching load and its relationship to
research activity, (3) the research training needs of Black faculty, (4 problems
of coordination of limited resources, and (5) administrative support for research
"effort. Black colleges can no longerrAgnore the importance of social research in
terms of developing quality graduate programs and providing relevant services to
the Black community. To accomplish these goals. Black colleges must create an
an institutional means for strengthening social science research activities.

The Instipite for Urban Affairs and Research at Howard
Recognizing the functional significance of Social yesearch, and after two years

of planning on the part of the administrtion, facultY, and student body, on
June 2, 1972, the Board of Trustees passed a resolution calling for the estab-
lishment of the Institute for Urban Affairs and Research.8 During the 1972/73
schbol year, our major efforts have been recruiting staff, developing the adminis-
trative process, evaluating on-going programs, planning for the 1973/74- school
year and writing proposals for submission to private and public agencies for
funding. It should be noted that, the Institute is an outgrowth of the Center for
Community Studies which was started at Howard in 1965. In many ways, the
Institute has been established to deal with some of the issues discussed above.

'The objectives of the Institute are:

1. To develop through research a relevant body of knowledge and theory
concerning the behavior of the urban community.

2. To design and administer community deve4opment programs of a pilot or
experimental nature, with the purpose of transferring these programs to
.-rnore established units of the university once they have been developed,
tested, and found useful.

3. To stimulate, encourage, support and -coordinate research projects and
programs in the behavioral sciences consistent' with the rationale outlined
in the previous pages.

4. To organize, sponsor, and conduct a series of colloquia, symposia, or
seminars on topics which involve the application of behavioral science
knowledge to problems affecting the Black community.

5. To publish at first a social science neVvsletter, and eventually a social
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science journal for the dissemination of research findings, other scholarly
works,4and professional activities of interest to behavioral scientists.

6. To host informal gatherings of inteiest to resident and visiting social scien-
tists and political leaders.

7. To provide professional and technical assistance to community groups,
social agencies, and governmental bodies.

8. To develop innovative training models and curricula fOYpractitioners who
plan to work with oppressed minority communities.

To achieve the major objectives of the Institute, four ba-sic divisions are contem-
plated. They are:

The Education Division University Without Walls and the Graduate
Program in Urban Studies
The Services Division Upward Bound and the Unive:sity Wear for
ACflots1 s

The Development Division This is the planning arm of the Institute. It is
also responsible for developing publications and workshops..,
The Research Division The primary function of this division is to .con-
duct meaningful social research. Basic.and Applied research will be a part
9f this division, but one must realize that the traditional distinction be-
tween basic and applied research may not be, appropriate for our purposes.

1
It is assumed that research areas se/ected by the Gnstitute will have both
theoretical and praqiical implicati8ns. Since it is possible for much of the
data for basic-research to come out of problem-solving services concerns
in this connection, it is conceivable that this division will be able to
provide needed services to 'the community: Because of the scope of the
disciplines and individual interests, a rigid rule that all research must have
the problem-solving elements might have to be modified if we are to insure
a certain level of creativity.

Defining an urban research agenda is a challenging task that requires a great
deal of subjective judgment. The basic question,is: What,are the highest priority
urban problems about which research should be undertaken? We anticipate

conducting research in the following areas:

1. conflict resolution
2. learning and teaching
3. social organizations
4. la6-or and industrial relations
5. the utilization of scientific knowledge

population planning and control
1-; 7. 'manpower and development

8. urban transportation
9. the Black revolution

10. crime and delinquency
I I. economic and political behavior
12, social intervention models
13. the mass media
14. individual and social values
15.- social change
16. social.policy and the Black community

BO
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. CompUter stience and survey techniques will be an integral part of the re-
iearC'h activities.at-the institute. In this connection, it is the responsibilitit of this

: divisioq to create an archive of multi-purpose data to serve a variety of research
and training needs; toldevelop computer oriented systems of data management

_ and information retrieval designed to maximize the utility of data; to develop
trainint programs to. enable Black scholars, students, and community people to
increase their skills in using data; to provide professional and technical personnel
to further these ends; and to support cooperative efforts in expanding the-total
set of resources. Finally, the.division should disseminate research findings to the
residents of the urban community, the icademic community, dnd practitioneri
in.the field. .. c

7..
.

Faculty publication of research reports in professional and technical journals
often do not reach key audiences concerned with urban problems. The Institute_
would delielnp:a series of reports and special publications designed to broaden
the lines of communication between Howard University.and the Black com-
munity, including other Black colleges and universities. It is feasible that this i-s-
division will sell af cost a variety pf manuals, teaching documents, and empirical
studies which have been produced by the. Institute and which are in high
demand. Eventually', the Institute will be responsible for publishing a first rate
journal which ethphasizes policy and program implications of current research
projects. ..

The Research Division of the Institute for Urban Studies and Research will be"

_coordinated and administered by a research coordinator. A , core permanent
research staff will be an integral part of this division. In some cases, they will
hold academic rank in the school of their special interest. Faculty members of
the schools and colleges will supervise and coordinate research practicum for,
students. These faculty merribers may utilize the facilities of the Institute for
their own research purposes. T e research staff will consist of a research asso-h

.C.:ciate, a.research assistant, researc fellow. . .., .

We have discussed the plans for developing social research efforts at Howard.
A basic question is whether the University will make th.e necessary budgetary

.. commitment for these ideas to become a reality..We are very optimistic on this'
issue. ,

C .

Conclusion
We expect the Participants to give us additional suggetlions on haw to struc-

ture the Institute. Since we are just getting started, we nealYOur suPport.and
assistance. Already we are.getting requests for basic information on Black pep%
in the following-areas;. (1) compensatory programs for Black students in higlth
education, (2) assessment of p3rental involvement in educational programs, (3)
status, of Blacks in the professions, (4) impact of revenue sharing, (5) health
maintenance organization', and (6; a data bank on research by Black scholars. Of

course, presently, we are not -in a position to provide information in these areah
In the near future, the Institnte must tie able to provide needed informationflOf;Pex.
individuals and organizations of our community. What is implied is..the need to
establish a reliable Black data bank: Some of ygywill have specific suggestions in
this area.

This workshop, does not pretend to cover all f the relevant .research tonics.
Remember, this is the first in a series of annual (,nd periodic) workshops on
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social research in the Black community. Theagenda for this conference includes
the following:

An Overview of Social Science ResearCh in the Black Community: Theo-
Tetical, Organizational and Political Assessments
The Core of Black ComMunity Life: The Fornily and Its Correlates
The Crirninal Justice %stem and the Black Community: Academic and
Practical Perspectives
Issues and Assessments in Human-Resources Development

Footnotes

. 1.' Gary, Lawrence. "Educating Blacks for ihe 1970's: The Role of Black Col-
lejas" in the 1972 Proceedings of the Fourth Annual-Conference of the
National Association of Black Social Workers, April 4-9, 1972; Nashville,
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2. Bureau of Census, U.S. Department Pf Commerce, The So\Eilkand Economic
Status of Negroes in the United States, 1970 BLS Report No 394 (Wash-
ington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971 ).

.
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PRIORITIES FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH
. IN A BLACK UNIVERSITY

by

Andrew Billingsley, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology and

Vice President for Academic Affairs
Ho Ward University
Washington, D.C.

,

In considering some priorities for social research in a Black university, some
definitional statements are in order at the outset. First, what is 1 Black uni-
versity? In Ry view, a Black nuniversity is a gathering of people'and resources
structured so as to make major contributions to the generation, preservation and
dissemination of knówledge. Not 'just any knowledge, but knowledge ot, by, and
for_--Black people. A Black university, then, may be and do i variety of things,
but it must have althe heart of its mission the interests, the needs, the problems,
the contributions and the potentials of peoples of African descent.

-
A university, thus, is a cultural as well as a social inititution. It grows out of,

and feeds into the value:-system, the styles of life-, the ways of life,--end: the
historical conditions of a particuiarpeoplt. All'universities are particular in this
sense. There ere those in American highet eduCation who wou4.pretend that
education is beyond culture, is somehow uniyersalthat it is rion-ptdvincial.
Some people-say this put of ignorance because they don't know any better.
They have:been taught in white universities 'that have misedticated them and so
they think that they have somehow been exposed to, something that is universal.
Others really know better and they know how provincial tind how culture7bound
American-uniVersities are, but they don't-tell anybody. They try to hide C. They
keep this knowledge froM theirchildren, from their' families, frdm their students
and, even from --themsehies. I am often amdthd,:for example, when I talk to
colleagues of mine, white social sciehtists and-Other professors Who work in
other universitieswhite univeriitiee,hoW little they tell- their childrentheir
wives, end their ta.milies and friends about what they're.dOing aftheuniversities.
So people in-the bpmmunity have this conception that the university is a major
instrument of democracy, equalitarianismof hurhanivalues, ahd they get a very
distorted picture partly because those 'on the iniide4ho know don't telt them.

It Can be readily seei, then, that aCcording to my conception of a uhiversity,
social research is jpciispensable if the universitY is to cariy,out its mission suc-
cessfuHy. Toihe ex44ithat rdsearch is the ssistematic search for:knoWledge, and
to the eXtent that social research focuses oh sYsterhatic patterns.Of association
and relationship among the variOus aspects of the hiiman condition, it becomes
clear what the priorities are ft:1r social research in a Black university.

. First, the taskof social research is to raise the complex questions: what do we
know about Black people"; what more needs to be known; and what can we find
oat in uur time with the tools available to us? Then we must set atidut answering
thdse questions. That, as I see it, is our first priority in social research-. Such
knowledge must be generated in a variety of areas of life, utilizing a varietNi- of

' tools and styles of research trPm a Variety of disciPlihes. But no area tot life is:.
more critical for rt-examinatioh by social research than the area*, atitication. '

.
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What do we know about the education of Black people? We know, of course,
that it is terribly jmportant in the view of the masset of Magic people that they

and their chi)clren be more effectively educated. We i-now, also, that the bdu-

cation of Black people' is badly mismanaded due mainly to the fact that it is in
the hands of the wrong people, and it has not been designed with the needs of

Black people in mind. It has not been designed either by or for Blaék people:
And ittertainlv 'does not tell us nrich about ourselves. In social research we have-

at this time 'an unprecedented opportunity- to delve into the nature of our
education from preschool through_ advanced education in the universities end
heyond. We have an.opportunity to systematically sear6 out those factors
which Contribute toward our effective education in order that we migtit teach

ourselves better, and perhaps tuach other; how to help usin the process.
Any research must be gilided by assumptions. Theie assumptOns, should be

made explicit at the outset of the -research; In the field of education, one

.
assumPtio.R.which seems indispensable to'me is the'assumption that knowledge
.proceedp from the known to the unknown. You'cannot teach a child or an adult

,about the com-plexities of the world of ideas and things and' the relationship
:between them unless it is -done within the context of what he already knoWs.
.ThuS, new knowledge, in order to be effectively mastered, must be built upon
ex'sting,knowledge. We cannot teach ourselves effectively as Black people by

ignoring all of our-past and contemporary realitiesandpretending that we stand

on-lhe same giound with others. Cartel G. Woodson said in 1933 that, "To
educate the Negro we must find out exactly what his background is, what he is

- today, what ,his possibilities are, and how to j3egin with.him as he is arid .make

him a better individual ot the kind that he is ... He continues, "Instead of
cramming the Negro's mind withmhat others 'have sho'wn that they can do, we

; should develop his latent powers that he may perform in society a part of which

hthers arelnot,capable."
Thoseof us in contemporary education 'and social science have been so eager

to establish that more equal to other people .and, indeed, are-exactly the same,

as other peoPle in all-essential things.that we have ignored the nature of ouiovin
complex, history i;ancl our ownifeality, anclAhave ignored the"sources of our own

distinctiveness. Thus, in the process of establishing that we are equartO others

..,we have failed to sufficiently eigaloit:,,the. sources Of our superiority. In any
forum in'eduCation today on the question of race particularly, two questions are

likely to domiriate agenda:. (1) Are' Biackt peciple inferioF to white
opeople? and (2) How Can we derrionstrate that .Black people are equal to white

' People in learning stYles, ability, ihteresis,,habits, tastes and all other estentials?

A third question never placed on the:tabie4s this: (3)' To what extent are Black
people superior to others 'in essential capacities, propensities, interests and
abilities?t,The failure to place this question on the agenda grows out of our
failure. as Black social. scientists and educkors io explore that questionsuffi-
ciently and systematically. Perhaps, *as-in-So,many other areas which, affect .us,

we are waiting far. other scholars to poséThe(question for us so that then we can

be convinced of its legitimacy. Then we-can either denounce the other sc:holars

or get on the bandwagon .under their leadership. The Black scholar, theologian,
philosopher and, educator, Alexarrider Crummel, writing in the mid-nenteenth
century:: asserted boldly that, "Black people,are,gifted with vitality, humility,
patience; endurance, religious susceptibility, hope,.plasticity and imitativeness."
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Otey Scruggs reminds us.that "All these characteristics, of course, whites had
already attributed to black people," but Crummel brought. to Ihem his own

'interpretation, atteMptir g thereby to encourage a sense of race Wide. For
example, he asserted that the "quality pf imitation" instead of reflecting as.some
people said a .lack. of originality,-has led Black people to elevation, for "the
Negro," Crummel argued,- "with a 'mobile and plastic nature, with _a strong
receptive faculty, seizes upon'and -makes over to himself, by imitation, the better
qualities of others."2

.

In modern tithes, vire scholars are much more reactionary:We tendito wait
until some white scholar makes a-pronouncement about us and our natUre,and
then we rush into print reacting and denouncing and denying whatever is said. If
he SaYs that we are jnferior to white people, we say it isn't so, we are equal. If he
says that we are superior to white people in our ability to sing and dance, we, say
it is. not so, we are only equal to white people. And, if he says nothing-about us,,
our -abilities andpotentiel, we attack him in his conVentions for ignoring us and _

for notdescribing.us and demand that he pay attention to us. We are a reactive
bunch in Black education and social science today. We'have strayed far from the
more -creative insights and work of Black, scholars of the past who sought to
blaze new trails in the generation, preservation'and dissemination of knowledge

'about Black people.
According to Crummel, for example, the "peculiarities" of Black peple also

include "indigenous religious and artistic styles, a deeper feeling of fam ly par-
ticularly among Black women," and what he called a "redemptive qu ity of
suffering." And finally, he thought Black people held a repository for what he
called the- "messianic Idea." In other words, Crummel agreed with his close .
contemporary and colleague, Edward Wilmot Blyden who said of Black people,
"We are inferior to none, equal to any, and superior to many." In education and
social science today, we have given`considerable attention to the question'of our
equality, It is time, I suggest,' that we turn our considerable talent and resourcest:,-
to explorations of the question of our superiority. For jn every city and hamlet
in. the CoUntry and in tfit. rural countryside as well, Black 'children ,are being
miseducated. They are miseducated in the public schools, in the public media,
and, by their friends and asscciates as well, in large measure because -we. in.-

education and social science have failed to design for thern a system Of education
. r based on their true nature"and.their true potential and experience in--the world. I

'suggest that.it we can manageHfo effectively educate these youngtlack warriors
they will be able to lead our people, and indeed the nation as a whole,. toward
new levels Crf humanity unaitainalfe through modern educational programs.

It'is not, however, only in the lower grades,that social science research can
r1eacCus tb new levels of knowledge about the' education of Black people. The_

, ,

need-and the opportunity exist as well and perhaps even more critically in the
-- realms of h:gher education. Social research in a Black university should certainly,

- give priority to the neture of university education of, by and for Black people.
The framework .fc-t hii task has already been laid out for us by scholars such as
Crummel, WoodsoriDuBois and Kelly Miller, that mathematician. turned socid-- -
_ogist,.former colleague of Dr. Inabel Lindsay, and long-time professor at Howard

.
was called during his day, "the Bard of the'PotoMac." In,1925, Alain L*ce

--`ikrote a book:called, The NEW Negro, which contained an essay by Profesior
Miller calling for the establishment of a National Black University. He observed:
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The ,Negro 'in America constitutes a coMmunity far more Separate and
disenct in needs, aims, and aspirations thin any other radical or sectarian
element 'of our national life: The Zatholic,.JeWith and Protestan. nomi-
nations develop their own local and national institutions to,loster the
peculiar genius and aspiratiOns- of their several-communions, apart 'from
the general educational life of the na/ion as a whole', in.which they share
on equal terms- with the rest. In a reuch deeper sense", -under the present
conditions of his group life, does the i:,egro stand in need:oflocal schools°
and colleges with a national university as a capstone devoted tO racial aims
and objectiVeS.3 .

Professor Milley visuilized Howard University as fulfilling this strategic role as
national Black university. We have not done that. We have made valiant strides_

over the years, but they hbve been halting steps cirCumscribed by. our own
limitations of vision and t4 limited opportunities ind resources available to us . 4
in the past. In my view, wAie na in position to fulfill that missIon. We have
the resources; we' have the oPPortunity available to us; we have the taleht; and
we are surrounded by areas for Fesearch and knowledge crying out to be ex

-
plored. At universities such as

_

Howard with ten thousand of. the,most.gifted
Black scholars from all parts of the world, with a community lying around our
very doors begging to be under.stood and described, and with resources of the
world's capital at our doorstep, we have an .unprecedented opportunity to ex-

^ plore the nature of these complex realities as they impact on the lives of Black
people, and,establish a new knOWledge base, a new discipline, a new -and-more
useful Black university.. We are not alone in having these resources. In a sense, .

every one of the one hundred and fifteen or so Black colleges. and _universities
has a multiplicity of resource's for Black research that no other institutiOn can
Claim, whatever its technology. We have not developed4hese resources to iheir
fullest, partly because we have not had the resources and-partly because We.have
not had manpower, but mainly because we have not had the viston and the
commitment /o attack these:problems. I maintan that we have theresources
today. Surely wezion't have.quite as much offiCe spaceas we-would Iii;e.;iirely
we.don't have quite as much money Awe need or as inanycesearch assistants as
we would like, but surely we have the minds, the brains, the-time, the encour-,
agernent .and the afrmitphere to do the ,basic work that win acquire, for.us
additional resources to.do even greater work. I think the time is now forms to
make,gfeat strides in...building that kind of suSeful university. The key, I think,.,
Whether social scientisiS like yourselves af this conference will provide the
leadership for knowledge building of. by ancrfor Black people.

If the development of effective education fbr our children,is.the first priority 2
fOr social science research, and the second priorify is to help LIS develop a MOre
effective linkage between-and among the condi-Ons facing illop-pressed peoples
in this land and elseWhere, we cannot allow ourselves to beiirovincial as other'
people 'have been. We must reach out and see our connectedness with other
oppreSsed people perticularly..What social scientists need to help us do 'is learn
aboUt:the eXperience of the Hispanic peoples in the Southwest, and in jNew York
and.Washington, and the Asian peoples in the West and in NeW-S'ork and
Washington, and....the native American woples.on the reservationst.'ithd in .the
cities and the Other oppressed people, irOir.der to generate a knowiedgebase ori
which we can_develop a more comprehensiv e. pedagogy of .the oppressed. We

I*3-)
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need a pedagogy of the 6ppressed. We do not yet have it..Paulo Freire made a
brilliant contribution to such an effiarr In his boOk by 'the same title, he has
reminded-us of what Ife calls'a Vety simt le truth, that, lust is the oppressor, in
order to oppress, needs a. theory of dppressive action, so the oppressed, in order .
to become free, also need a theory of action.'4 , t.

In my view, then, must move from one level Of reality beginning with
orourselves and our ex ience to the level of reality faced by other people 'who
are oppressed and then,. finally, we must .allocater Some of our major resources
and talents for inquiring into the nature of the reality faced by the oppress&
himself. We cannot afford to abandon all studies pf the oppressor to the op-
pressor, for we know the disadvantages of doing that. We must turn the search-
light of our own intelligence,. our own imagination,.and our own resources on
the conditions which opwess us, on the prple who,oppress us, the niture of
their values, the nature pf their families' andthenature'of their institutions. As
we understand ourselves better, as we understand our felldw oppressed peoples

.:.- better, we will 'also' understand the oppresibr:better; and then; out of that, we
can develop a set of theories, a set of research strategies, that-will enable us to
become here and elsewhere at Black, universities, major centers of Black edir-
cation and major -collections of people and eesimices 9ommitted .to exploring

-. and pushing back the frontiers of ignorance and developing new bases of knoM;
edge about ourselves. Then we can desciibethetonditions under which We have

./.1 sufvived. The conditions under which we, a a people, cart be able to use the
genius that is within Us, to develop a new kind of education, training and.,

development so that utilizing all theAesourcès a4I able to thi&nation, led by the .
insights developed out of our own experience, we may develop a new possibility,
for human existence in thiS land. s F .

)
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THEOIIV AND METHOD IN THE SOCiAL SCIENCES:
REFLECTIONS ON THE DEVELOPMENT

0.,F AN IDEOtOdY
by

A.W. Singham, Ph.D.'
Professor. of Political Science

Aoward University
-Washington,

It was only .after the-Black street rebellions Of the 1960'S.that we began to
_aCcept the fact that much of social science, especially about-the cities, has been p
-form of political conditioning. It was only after the events of the street action
by the Black wcuking clIss that eicin the Black and White scholars began to
admit that much of. social science is abOut rationalizing, the. world of reality
around us. We rere trained not to question this reality, but to describe it. We
made a somewhat crude association' between 'reality ,..and' science. Science, we
were told is about describing socral reality, thus realky4s simply i question of
accurate reporting. Therefore, we developed cannons of logic and a variety of
'techniques to undertake the massive task of description. It should be noted that
modern social sCience is not naive enoughl;to engage in crude empiricism, but
'borrowing from logical positivism, it-conCerried itself witti." analytical proposi-
,tions. What was so impressive about this vast literature is that Ifdid-ribt engage
in what We have now come to accept as one of the most fundamental insights
about social science inquiry, namely that:

"All-science would be, superstition if 'outward appearance and the essence,
of things directly coincided."'

We have; for example, spent-a great deal of our energy describing the outWard,
.appearance of our cities, their governmental forms, pdpulation movements, and,
indeed .details about their attitirdes towards the President, the Mother and the
local whore. It. becanie Clear in the 1960%, that'We'Were unable to uhderstand
the essence of-the Black working class '. pct. of destrOying :the ereets. Secondly,

'We. have hap volumes of literature published on the nature 'and Ways of the.,
Orientals; the Christian missionariesfOlowed toy extensive studirs undertaken,by

. the 'universitiv on behalf of the CP. 113 e' flooded the 'libraries- Concening the
Vietnamese-In sOe (if 'twenty-years r udY, we have yet td understand'how
these rbadkward",,Orientals have defeated tWo of .Weslern. ciiilizatiOns% Major
military, machines (Fraric'end the United $tates); Qui understanding of these
two events shows in a-rluosi draniatic,-Tcrm the.; imthility of conventional .social

science to explain the major elients of 'ow tiMe: The. Black 'rebellions 'of-the
- 1960's Flave CreiatedOeiious ttisis for domestic politics in the, United States,

'and the Viet'nàmes tbryfaspansformed woild poiitics.
'' Since this-^cinfel'ence is 41;1ft:establishing priorities for research on behalf of
the opPressed.people'tif the 'United, States, namely the:Black populations, we
shall in this context- Oeritify saMe: of the weakneises Of Pa0 reSearch and try to
identifyfiesearcE Piospects that Will .lead 'us to discover the essence of social
reality, .

In the fair' Of-19t6,- as a raeive gra3uate scudent, Leçttered, themassive
complexiy. Of beiroit,t6 inteEview Black precinct leaders asVell. as Black voters



in what was then known as the Thirteerth Congressional District. The question '
that emerged at that time and continued to plague me for twenty years is what
extent have the social sciences contributed to the continued subjugation of the
oppressed. Or, i it possible for the social sciences to make a contributirin for the
liberation of thk oppressed? It was clear then and Cemains clear now to those
Who designed th4Detroit.Area Study (DAS), a subunit of the Inctitute for Social
Research (ISR), that such questions were in the realm of philosophy and:morals.
Thus, they dismissed both questions concluding that social science is neither
repressive nor free. It is a neutral eunuch; it could serve Satan as well as Jesus.
Therefore, we were taught that there is a distinction between fact and value,
between normative and scientific theory.. A 'whole generation of intellectual
eunuchs yvere trained at the great American universities, trained with a notion
that there is.a distinction between science and policy. but most of all, between
theory and,Practice. The practitioners were told to go to the School of Social
Work, and the theorists stayed in the conventiunal Departments of Psychology,
Sociology, and Political Science. The hard ,sciences then developed a method-

..ology whiCh it was argued, would become the test of entry into the profession.
A whole generation was told to study science. Science simply meant, in many
cases, a knowledge of calculus and some elementary statistics. Thus the process
of mystification has its roots in the use of a specific language7the language of
mathematics and statistics. In fact, an elementary association had been made
betW*i.language,and science. Throughout the '60's, graduate students dropped
the language requirements of Gerrhan and French and insisted on new tool
requirements. Statistics, non-parametric skills, and computer science were all
part of the new ideology of social science. The major intellectual question for
political science, at least, was' to measure the coattail impact Of presidential-
L'andidates. Thus, elementary propositions are sanctified as scientific discoveries
and in all the social sciences a new breed of technicians emerged. They domi-
nated faculties, foundations, and government officialdoms. They created an
orthodoxy and were fervent zealots. The major centers then exported this kind!)

.of missionary to all parts of the country and indeed the world.
The first blow to this orthodoxy came from the Black masses in the cities. In

spite o t twenty years of Value free scienca, for example, DAS was unable to
predit the riots of 'Detroit. The 'revolt of Black populations led ':o questions
asked by the foundati6ns of economic 'value investing in universities and
studying systems of soal control that had no predicOvu value. The street ac-
tivities resulted in the universities opening up their doors to BlacK st-Udents from
the working class. These . students quickly hstioned the vahdity of social
science as a whore, and specifically the,djstinctlifn between-theory . nd practice.
This challenge by Black students of academic orthodoxy has left many of the
institutions severely bruised. Deriartmental organizations collajised and new cur-

.:- riculum was created to meet-the demands'of these Black students:Aowever, as
predicted, the responses to the impact of the '6ces were slow and short-lived.

More recently, deOelopments reveal that the reaction to Black protest has
ar been one ortlevelbping more sophisticated techniques of surveillance and

'-et
control. Ng branch of government ,or private organizations has been left un-

''touched by these new techniques of information retrieval. The respopse on the
part of-, thl\straiety has been an anomy,'that is, a sense of hopelessness and
alienation inl.the face of this massive information. technology. This respbnse of
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hopelessness also produced an anarchistic response on the partt of some pro-
testors which, as we have seen historically, has been the source of fascism and
totalitarianism. We are living in an era which has encoureged anarchistic indi-
vidualism oii the part of the oppressed and increased brutality ancl sophistication
on the part of the oppressors. The task of all human beings in this coutext, and
in particular those of us involved in social analysis, is to insist on the resistance
of human, repression and to mirk toward the creation of a new civilization. A
social science without historical perspective and philosophical concern can at
best lead to bankruptcy. The task `aefore us, especially those of us concerned
with the freedom of the oppressed, is to develop a social science that insists on a

nse of history as well as philosophical purpose.
UnfortunatelY, the day to day survival needs of the poor and the'Oppressed

have led many of us not to address ourselves to these questions and have turned
our attention to pragmatic,. practical and tactical questions of survival. Further-
more, this kind of concern is not going to attract foundation support, nor will it
endear .us to administrations who insist on a cost-benefit analysis. It becomei
imperative, however; that even if we are unable to find financial support for such
concerns, such concerns might be articulated and transmitted to our students
before they go out on those massive data,qathering investigations. Thus, we need
an integrated approach _to the whole que.tion of theory constcuction (history
and philosophy), methodology (technology) and teaching (practice). We cannot
speak of any of those tasks in isolation of one another.

It should be pointed out that the reason for us to continue this work is an
exceptionally simple one. In the 1960's, the established intellectual centers
responded to the question of racism primarily because the government and the
founde.lions felt that it could proyide financial support. Studying this Black
phenomenon became a fad as well as a lucrative business. However, fads tend to
change and what we h we witnessed almost before our eyes is the end of the
Black fcel. it is a matter of record that Black-Studies Departments in American
universities are being phased out with the "Nixonomic" phases: The heavy
burden 7,.f undertaking research in the Black community will continue to fall on
the few Black universities and a handful of Black schol:...rs in large metropolitan_
univer-,itiEs. It is precisely for this reason that a conference such as this one must
begin rio plan our research strategies in an age when priorities of the Black and
oppressed are becoming phased out. It must be remembered that the real intel-
lectual renaissance of the Black population in the tinited States took place in a
period when the Black masses were suffering greatest, mainly in the `depression
and the post war period. It was here at Howard that the real breakthrough work
was undertaken by E. Franklin Frazier, Ralph Bunche and Eric Williarns. There
were many others like Oliver Cox working in isolation in sout'lern Black univer-
Sites who put on the agenda the fundamental questions that faced net only the
Black community hut America as a civilization. And there were others like
DuBois who had ø eave the United States to continue their work.

't is no accident th e/. that in the latter half of the twentieth century, intel-
lectual centers of reseaich such as Howard must now begin to place the Black
struggle not only in the context of America, but indeed in the context of the
world revolution that is taking place. It becomes imperative that if we are to
study such questinns as the cities, we must constantly be aware not only of
Detroit, but of Kinsaha, not only of Akron, but also Monrovia, and not only of
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Birmingham, Alabama, but also Nain, Jarnaica. These conneCtions are not merely

because of a connection between Black populations in both these cities. It
becomes clearer when we discover that Firestone is in Akron, Ohio and Mon-

rovia, Liberia, that GenerarMators is in Detroit and Johannesburg, and Kaizer is

in Alabama as well is Surinam. It is because of the almost overpowering,interests

as w' 'I as the global dimension of American companies that we are led to study

with great concern the inter-connections between America, Africa, Latin
America and Asia,Of all the working classes in the world it is no accident that

the Black working class ig the most international, and it is critical that the
children of the Black working class and Black plantation workers who have

'joined the ranks of the middle class not lose their internationalperspective. °

lf, as we have argued throughout the paper, the conyentional academic
centers are either unwilling or unable to fulfill the needs of the oppressed, what

are the prospects of creating such a center at institutions like Howard Uni-
versity? To begin with, the task before us is to expose the ideological and racist

assumptions of existing data collected about the Black populations in the United

States. This means that a center should be created somewhere in the United

States Innich is a reservoir of all materials culiected on the Black populations.
This data bank Will have to develop bibliographical and analytical categories that

are qualitatively different. For example, we have tq rewc,rk the data collected by
Moynihan and Bnfield. The federal archives have to be re-examined to unuer-

take historical case studies that have contemporery relevance for the black
community. We could begin by identifying certain key area,:

(11 Population movements. A study of Black internal migration and their
place in the working class to examine in greater detail the phenomenon of the

permanent proletariat ana reserve_army;

(2) The organizational strategies developed in the United States to destroy as

well as perPetuate ccitain Black voluntary organizations. The lesson from the'
19607s is the successful elimination of Black mi!itant organizations. We have
to develop a theory of organizational behavior that shows how repression has

been implemented.

(3) Out of these studies must come a theory of survival and an examination

of the various ideological movements- in the past, especially the whole
question of "separation" and "integration."

In conclusion, we should note that the Black street rebellions have had orie

undesirable effect, in that it has led many young Blacks to reject all knowledge

about the past and a wave"of anti-intellectualism has been encouraged. Practice

without a theary often leads- to adventurism. Adventurism often brings about

facism. A survival strategy must be historically oriented and theoretically clear,

but neither of those goals Can be achieved without practice. The task of social

science is to create theoretical practice.
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BLACK COMMUNITY RESEARCH NEEDS:
METHODS, MODE LS:AND*ODALITIES

, .

./. bY

Luthar,B. Weems; Ph.D.
Chairman, Department of Psychology

Morehouse.College
Atlanta, Gedrgia

Traditionakresearchlh4 the ?lack communities of this coUntry arid the world
has, until now, served the purposes of those who cohtrolledand profited from
those- communities. From the slave cabin to the high rise middle class apartntent
building,,Rlack communities have been the equivalent .of stabjes, that is;:those

- areas Where the work teams were stiared. When the word Communitk iibroken-
down into its rents of origin.; the words common and unityernerge: If our
attempt is to address thoseltpmrhon needs which confront us as People of
African origin, we must first apPreciate the ratibnale land purpose of the way
thase needs have traditionally been defined by social scientists and begin to
formulate: ratior7ares consstent with oUr common needs andoa'need for unity.

'Research refers' .to, a careful, systematic, patient study, and investigation
,iinglertaken to establi:sh facts or principles. Black communities must gain knowl-

/ edge of the facts of our condition and establish- principles for amelioration of
'that condition. Those prihciples for improvement of oUr commork,,unity must be
ihe' OM of...our search, for facts. Research must be understood tra.*compass., . .

modelt,' methods andniodalities. The:Models are the preliminary representations
or the plans for an end product. The model is the underlying theory of sodiety in
socialogical research, the thebry of man in educational research, and theory of
mind in psychological researCh. 1",he structure of the model is.the map which
guides our obiervations. Method 'refers to- the way:49f _puriUif for the pre-estab-
lished model. Contrary to the usually "more objeclive view of scientific investi,
gation, the emphasis,herejs that the model or-the map precedes the search and
from the outset, Yery basi0;.assumptions-guide the eyes or method of the investi-

,

gatidn. The scientific method is only, one such Way of pursuit. Modalities refer to
those acts or manners of actually conducting theinvestigation. The'SPecific goal

.1., of the search is defined by the modality. ,

This discussion Will firstot,a1.1.-review the models, methods and modalities of
traditional research in Black 'cciiiimunities. It will drimonstrate hcw thh research
has been *interactive. to the heeds Of black people and perpetuating. of the
racist moives of the non-black exploiters of those Communities. Finally, if will
efaboote, ways that researchers in the black community must formulate models,
Methodsnd modalities ,coniisteril with the survival, growth and perpetuation.of
those communities.

Models of Traditional Research
--The primary characteristics of the,mpdel or plan of tradltional research is the

--Of' the superiority. of the white racet., In 1840, Dr. Samuel Morton (Stanto'n,.
-1960) concluded from his craniometric research that the brain of the various

-,%-races of man became successively smaller as one descended from the Caucasion
to the Ethiopian. Dr. Morton COntinued: The brain diffrirential accounted for

<



those primiyal attributes of mind, which, for wise purposes, have given oUr race
. a decided and unqUeStionable superiority over all theinations of the earth. A

bi!ieflook at the hiStory of psychological. .:research ieads like' the Ameriden
PsYCROlogists Halt- of Fame: as one unveils the true nature' Of .the'model of
traditional. reSeacCh:` G. Stanley Hall, founder :of the Americgn--journal-of
Psychology andAirst 'president of the American PsychOlogical.:AssociatiOn stated
in his classic 1904 textbook entitled Adolescence that .

'i , Certain primitive..races are in a state:of immature development and must
, be treated gently and understandingly by more developed peOp4es.

Africans, Indians and Chinese are members of adolescent. races in a stage 'of
. _ ,

incoMplete development.
. ,. .. , .

William McDougall in his classic' 19013.'feXtbbok-IntroductioiflioSocraL,,,':
.Psychology_ discussad ,instincts in human behavior and concluded that "in the, ...-

great strength of this instinct ofsubmisSion, we have:the key.tathe histdry of, ,!'..', .

the NegrO.race."
. . . .: ., :

A survey of the literatureWl,ich reveals essentially all research ever conducted s

, on black bodies; .minds and;. groups within the model of ,traditional Western
Science shOWs' blacks to be categorically inferior to whites. ihe mere fact that"
blacks:are orilk stUdied in comparison with whites reveais,that the underlyini
Model orplan is whiteness. McGee..and Clark (1973) appropriately observe that_-

Where there is equality betwOh things, there are no differences and there,
- fore no psychological researeh. The waY a per'son frames a question deter-

mines the lirriits within whicF his answe'r caripots'ibly fall.

Azsecand, characteristic of the trpditional research .model is its authoritarian.s

and exclusively masculine emphasis.`Daniel P. Moynihan, (1965) concludes that"...
"the.breakdown:,in:the.black family structure is a tangleof pathology which has,,.

-arisen because the:Alegro Community has been forced into a matriarchal Struc7'
ture which seriously retards the prOgress of the group as a whole." Implicit n

_

such a conclusion is' the desirability of a patriarchal structure. This is another
1. example of equating social variables in the,black community .with white defini

tions of pathology. ._.

DaVid McClelland (1965),.writes n the-Harvard BAness 'Review that ."the
:need:fOr achievement is an eStential ingredient for entrepreneurial succpss." Qf
coUrse, he concludes that "South Americans, East Indians, poor from other
Countries .ind black Arnericans lack this (achievement) drive." The assumpticlh.-,7
Of c-oprse is that the drive for power; contrbl and authority which characteri-zes,4--
high need achievers is desirablt..The, correlation between such a drive:ana the
traits of the authoritarian personality are frequently forgotten. A rigiditY,pf.
thought processes; a tendency to manipulate people as objects; and an excesSive
sense Pf one's own moral rightness are reflected in the high .achievement
tation as' well as the characteristic of racism discussed abOve. This Characteristic,.:,,,,
of themodel ad-Op ta white supremacy, the features of masuiline.desirabilitViand

: achievement/authoritarian orient4ions.
Another' characteristic , of the Model is its assumption that what is real is .

material, quantifiable aF)cl 'directly Observable. As'observed by McGee and Clork,.
western man has:. all but lost senie of spiritual and non-material. reality. "The ;
technological affIfiefric:e and Materialistic values which characterize so much of.=.,
weitern:society arici Vehavior is eVident, in the frequent equation of materialism
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and technology With, cultural development."' Chief ,Fela Sowande 119/1)
observes:,

But, of Course, whednoan individual has grown so insensitive ta the non-.; ...-

material world thatChe can no longer Iiiik at things of the flesh through .. ...'''..

.the eyes of the spirit but sees instead t e things of the spirit thibugh the
:,eyes of the flesh, then he has indeed .become a witting or an unwitting

. .

fOr the forces of destruction, ,
.

This emphasit on the observable, material and quantifiable is thehallniark of .-:-

scientific method 'and reveals the critical emphasis of tffese assumptions as guide-
.

lines of obnrvation in tr;ditional research. In line wi.th.oUr definit:on of 3 model
we see then that the preliminary representation orthe research in the black
community should be characterized bY 'white suPremacy, masculine authori-
tarianism, and Raterialism. In other words,'Ytie would expect 'research on and in

l sciehce.
he blck to reflect these characteristics if we refer tolhe modehof
radoqal socia

________

Methods.of Traditional Research--,--;'--7---- ..
.

.,.;

4 Wehave briefly described and given examples,o-i sOitie-chafacteristics of the
,.

traditional model WhiCh serve as the protOtype for research in black 56-m=--.-----
,munities. The' methodology or way of doing the research is predicated on the
assumptiOns:of the model. In the words of Dr. Dubois McGee..:(1973) of Stan-
ford Univer'Shi: I , '

_,,.-:,

Becatiie the empirical foundations of Westerh science.. find their-generic
antecedents _in the philosophical assumptions Of the -oppressor, we can t..

. eaSily understand why their primary premise becipmes that which is like ---:

me is good wh4e.thet which is different from me is bad, Or white is good,:
'black is bad. .. -.' .. .

, . . . , -- .

Th e. white rese4tCh, then, On the basis of the aforementioned model can .

safely establish his behavior, his group, his cultUife as a norm arid:seek to assesv,--.7...,--
predictable deviations frorn that norm. An example of the consequence of.suCh
methodology is the,fr quent deficit model otresearch. The poor and black are
identified as "culturelj ,dePrived," "socially handisaPped" and "disadvantaged:"

7 Their states of being,arq ascribed to them -on the basis of their deviation frorn
*fluent and white groups along several observable, material dirnensions. In'
other words,-:according to Thomas and Sillen (1972) i"the,behavior, l'anguage and
thought of tile Odor represent deficits that are not present M. the middle class..."

The overWhelming.'imphasis on pathology is the ConCept of choiCe in de7-,',
scribing 'noh-white. peoples is another method; of 'research whisCh bolsters the'
white suprerhacy,.charecteriitics of the traditional model. Studies Of the black

.. person usually., focus on what is' abnormal in his life. The reatistia vigilance Of, ,.

black, people is called paranoia because such vigilance is unrealistic' for whites
''... Strength of feeling in tte black man is called "primitiYe emotionalism" because

whites are characteristically, emotionally dull. Clinical,case histories are used as
models of black personality. 's

-Kai-diner and Oversey (1956) nd Grier and Cobb (1968) ire examples of the...
almoSt boastful tendency of the traditional researcher to overgeneralize the
crippling impact of oppression. bc Utilization of clinical case material. Biacks'ore

, seen as disfigured yictims of opPression or their behaviOr is-interpreted as deviant
---4.,. q .

.......
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even-When it is realistic and norMallyodaPtive within the'social colitekt (Thomas
and Si Pen; 1972). - , '

. ,2.° , ,
Y

. The. la test is utilized at a very cOMmon research and assessment initrunient.,
It assumes that conditions ssurroundingithe test behavior are.cdhstant--and dif .
ferences in Scores. reflect "reat'clifftrences in the subjects. ConsequendV, it is
not unusual tO find statements such pi th- following "by Dr. Carl 'Brigham.. -, -

(1923): 2. ':
. ...

...the army test's prover] (italict, Mine) the superiority of the Nordic type ...
...

over the Alpine, Mediterranean and Negro groups...as racial -admixture
increases, Amerfcan intelligence would de'cline at an accelerating rate
owing;io'the.piesence here.eif: the Negro:, , .

. ..,

Comparative performanee on an instrument constr,ucted on the basis of 'Certain
rettricted learning experipnces is used tO 'affirm the basic- difference-between
groups who primarily differ in precitely those experiences under consideration.
The test given rather readily asiuniei;:however, that differences in scores or such
A' fabricated*. instrument -,refleet differences in .faCtoiss- which have undefined. , :",. origins and nature: it ii., not unusual that we ere along the lines described by

..'" .;---GuilfOrd-(1967): ,.7-,.., -
. .

.

,,. In comparing 'two social' groups On, the basis of scores from .3 particulk
test, it would be important to kTIOW that the test Measures the same ability
or kilities in both groups.' If it does not; the use of the scoot would be
like comparing the weight of one groUE;with the metabolic rate of 0-lel .,
other.

. ..,. r '' ' el. i . .% ' , i.'4 .
8 ,

The method of mOst traditional research is tb' foster; dualism Or differen- "---____ ,.. .------:-.tiations between white and black as well 4 between black and black:The Choice
, of variables-such.as _North vs:. South, Middle class'..vs.' lower class, urban-vs. rural,

etc., though demonstiably,Criiical variables; when Overly relied upon they:foster .

a fragmentary view of one's commiiiiity,and:onetelf. Such distinctions become
even more destructive wken' the ineVitabl superibpiinferior evaluations get in-
ClUded predicated on a white, Middle class norm of superiority.

So we Can see that the methods:themselves perpetuate the mOdel,in that the.
types of instruments, the_categories of subjects and:the samples of behavior to --
berobserved are all predeterminedsby one's'conception of the world. '

the' modalitiet are the
Sased upon. a 'firm adherence t

ways in which the research findings are iniplerie ited.
o the methodology- described above Whereby

-one systernetsCaiiy.: chooses the beh'ai;iOrs, the sulijects and the inStrtettents

l

.,-..

predicated ort a particular mddel of OOMmunitV and Man, the results pte:the
investigation are then'interpeeted in the light of the-preastablished Model from

, whiCK,One began: Thecycleis almost coMplete, except for the, pei petuationopf
:the rriOdel by' rese'arch-based programmatic interventions. It is at t6is pOint that
huManitarians;,politicians and citizens usUally recognize thatsomething is amiss,,

' but,the 'data has' been collected .and thetcientific legitimization is formulated
and the concerned are ill-equipped to counter the "sCientifically proven facts:1!
"Shockley (1966) concludes, baied Upon his studies 'of genetic Intellectual in- '. .

feriority /if blacks: ,, ...
, .

.

Can it be that our humpnitaitan welfare programs have akeady selectively.
..,,,

amphasized high and irresponsible rates of reproduction to prodUce a
socially relatively unadaptable human strain?:

.. . - _

,
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6,.

On the basis of such. speculative Conciusions, we begin to observe farnily 'plan.
/ling clinics '.opening-up in bl;-* commUnities. As diect'extension otIsuch

, research conclusions (with test scores to defend' their -efforts) syStematic pro- .

--grams of..genocidal counseling froM pills to abortions to.the dangers of sickle.aell
-anemia begin to emerge. The justification, Of coursejs something,tb The efject .

that "the poverty of black communjtieSis,perpetuated by their tenkricy,to?have.
such large families." Such statements are never made in conjunction with reJetecf
data which.shows a thrice higher infant mortality rale/ among those sarne families.
hi ritort tcrthe cry of genOcide the suspicious ar7 told, ."Family planning is not

cderced, but every woman should be able.to choose whether she wants children
otnot." Seldom,do the farni!: planning p;opone.its reveal/the exclusiveiy nege-
ii-Venformation given to the young black ?xnectant mother which serves.as the:
,basis for her, sYstematically Ibiased."free" choice. Thie psiichological\andsocio-
logical research' 'findings interpreted in,-the light of the genetic inferjOrity of
blacks (the white-sOpremacY aspect of tife'inodel) is the scientific basiOor the.
widespread, presence'Of family planning 'and birth control efforts withiblack.';
communities' today..

Terman (1916) claimed, based upon tests, Viet a low level of intelligenceWas:
,

very very, commbn among Spanish, Wiz' and Mexican, families., of the
Southweit, grid also arriong Negroes. Their-thinness seenis to be racial,
Children of sU,Ich perSons' are uneducable beyond the mereit rudiihents
trainir4 NOarnount of school instruction wiil ever make them intelligentr
votefs of capable 'citizens in the true sense of the word. Judges psychologir-
cally they cannot be considered normal.

rThe programmatic conclusion was-a scientific based decision fOr" a continued r
separate-but-unequal educational system. 'Kenneth Clark's 1939 reSearch findings4
that segregated education was damaging td the selt-concepts of. Negro children
was utilized' fp the 1954 Supreme Court decjsion to imply that black children (-
needed t be edkated with white children:,Dr. Clark's impOrtant finding waS
interTte in thel light of the Irdditione model and the modality became
school dese egation,which still resbunds with' the;:'clying gasps of the last re-
maining lack educational institutions in this coUntry.

Compensit'Oy education suen as Headstart, Cipiniard Bound, and similar such
programs' Were all based upon soCial science re4arch. 4ensen (1968) observes
With partial abcuracy that

Attempts to proVide -compensatory education for disadvantaged children
have failed because they were based on the assumption'that black could

(ltalics, mine) attain the same level and quality of intelligence as whites.

A-

A',1

. The use of the phrase "could attain" is logically invalid bY the single accomplish-
-ment'of oy one blaCr. The assumption whiCh misguided thee programs is that
black children "should attain" as whites. Such a Conclusion is. not possible,
however; when One assumes as does Gunnar Myrdal (1944) that "the Negro is amk
'exaggerated American' whote cultbre is merely a distarted..development or a
pathologic conditionof American (white). culture in general (Italics, mine)."

-The final traditional modality is that 'of behavioral control as a means of
bringing th,e assUrped deviance of blacks into line. The most extreme example is
the recently exposed prOminence-..ot.-psychoSurgery- which rather amorally
manipulates human (often black) behavior into line with a frequenily fluctuating
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but consistently non-black model of behavior. More cornmon'is the reliance on

the subtle methods of behactioral control utilized in the Widespread methods of
behavior modification. No one questions the effectivenesiof psychdsurgery. The
assumption that body and behavior is the essence of man frees a questionably
scrupulous society to rather efficiently Mold people into some foreordained

'Conception of man and mankind. Given the nature of the model described-
above, any black researcher, especially, should be terrified of the possible use of

- such methods:'
The most important consequences for black communities by a systematic',

enforcement of Modeling of white behaviors. As Glazer and Moynihan (1963)
concluded: "The Negro is only an American and nothing else. He has no values.- \

and culture to guard and protect." Such a-conclusion is demoralizing according

tó Dr. Andrew Billingsley (1968)

To say that a people have no culture ls to say that they have no common
histury which has shaped and taught them. And to deny the history of a

people is to deny their humanity. .

Innovative Models of Research in Black Communities., '

' As we look now at alternatives to the traditional research models.; methods
and modalities described above, we' must refer to the patterns,and characteristics
which seem most in accord with the progressive survival and unity of black
communities in particulbr and wzrld communities in general. There are few such

,

comprehensive models which have been coniplemented by' actual methods and
implemented modalities. The one such program tostnArfowiedge is that taUght
by the Honorable Elijah .Muhammad (1965) io -his 4-6llOwers, The Nation .of
Islam. Despite whatever ideological or psychological resistances one might have
to the Wed teachings of thioiutstanding leader and teacher,,we must attend tp
the outstanding.work of economic effysion, social and fisychologicarrehabilita-
fon and comunity development .being accomplished under his leadership.

Critical to iMr. Muhammad's model is the belief in God (Allah). It Will be a
contorted yepresentation of his Model by fitting it into the concepts of this
context, but hopefully the basic notions Will not be lost.'

Let's 9onsider the model of community as set forth in the teachings of the
Honoral1e Elijah Muhammad. Such communities should be, characterized by
freedo , justice, equality,iindependence and peace. Implied in this model is an
overall/sense of unity and tpiritual harmony. .

Freedom may be conceptualized in several ways. On the one hand, it can be
understood ai a negation of slaverya condition which-blacks, as former slaves,

should recoghize and vigorously avoid. It implies a freedom from poverty,
oppression (external:control), .. iurder, rape, theft and exploitation from without

, an d within black cOmmunities. It means freedom to develop in accord with our
ti e historicai potential, operate our communities from withineducate our
children and provide .;urvival necessities for ourselves. Justice rerers to equal
/treatment under the law for all Men "regardless of creed, class or color," ac-
/cording to Mr. /6uhammad. Justice implies ethicsan active belief which guides

I one's choices /in a "preeminently individual" way in the words of William
ii Banner. !

1 .Equality of opportunity and me'mbership in civilized society is another

I/ characte7istfc of this model or plan of the black community. Equality as a

1

..
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guideline rather than differentiation, polarization and dualityrthe characteristic
of traditional research, has important implications for unity. Similar implications
of unity are reflected in the characteristic "of independence described by Mr.
Muhammad as separation from "our former slave masters." Peace or security
within our independent communities wOuld set the stage for a more universal
spi-itual harmdny.

Within such a model for the character of black communities, we are equipped
with p map which will appropriately bias our observations of black communities.
As in the traditional model above, functions for the benefit of white controllers,
here we have a model which is consistent with the needs of our communities
while not necessarily ['fling to the detriment of other neighboring cornmunities.
Two characteristics which We should also include in_our model are the.sixth and
seventh factors of meaningful research outlined by,Chief Sowande (1971):

...6) Relationship indexthe extent to which the researcher identifies
with the culture within which the suoject of research is found; 7) The
individual conducting the research by which his personal 'worldview' his
concept of 'nature', etc.,,indicate what possibilities there might be that
research results may be unwittingly filtered through unsuspected or un-
acknowledged Prejudices.

The inclusion of these factors add to the Model of the research a model of the
researcher as well. The traditional model describes the researcher through impli-
cation by the demand that he sho.ild be one who holds certain Western legiti-
mized credentials such as a Ph.D. or status in certain institutions.

Methods of Black Research .

The way to pursue the principles described above are set. within certain
boundaries. The methods emerge by inference from the model. The research
which leads to freedom, justice and equality for self is through a Method which
emphasizes knowledge of self and kind. This means that out telescopes must be
exchanged for micioscopes and focused on ourselves. Again, I refer to Dr.
Dubois McGee who states:

Racial ascription, is the common denominator that is systematically woven
through the international fabric of human life on this planet. Thus under-
standing the depth, height and width of our experiences as a collectively
common one, makes our study of black self imperative to our survival and
advancement as well as critical to a more comprehensive understanding of
the nature of universal man.

The subjects of our study are then 'defined as black 'ample. Contrary to the
traditional pr.ocedures, our model does not require us to focus on the differen-
tiations between blacks and whites. The extent to which generalizations from
white behavior are appropriate in describing black behavior will be revealed from
our discovery of the t:haracteristies which generalize from one group of black
people to other groups of blacks. The comparison (not contrast) of regionally
different blacks or with nationally different blacks should give us critical data
about the degree to which Keck people are alike (each other) rather than dif-
ferent from whites.

The self study which breeds theory from an appreciation of the culture and
history of black people supplies new concepts and instruments for observation.
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An example from McGee and Clark (1973) seems appropriate:

The Islamic scholar, S.H. Masr, defines intelligence as the ability to know
God. This Eastern definition of intelligence is almost completely alien to
mon western ears. This is because western science is organized in such as
way that it precludes the association uf the concept 'intelligence' with the
concept 'God.'

Certainly, the ti-aditional concept of intelligence as "that which an intelligence
test measures" is quite alien to this Eastern definition. We must recognize that
despite the greater measurability and observability of the former, two-thirds of
the world's population utilize a variant of the latter as their definition of Intel-

ligence. At least, this noim of intelligent behavior is a bit more advanced than
the often dubious character of the western man who creates bombs, nerve gas
and war with his intellectual prowess. As the great scientists of the world seek to
understand the wisdorR of God, they emphasize the synthesis of man rather than
the Cartesian dualism.

The Western inability to synthesize body (material) and mind (spiritual)
has led some respected scientists to make the absurd comment that Black
people in America are "gockl" in athletics, but poor in thinking.. Such
scientists fail to recognize that to have a good body means that one has a
good mind, and vice versa; one cannot exist without the other. If the body
is poor, tl-e mind is also, and vice versa (McGee and Clark, 1973).

The implication i that our methodology should avoid fragmentary views of man
which measure verbal fluency without consideration of physical aptness as
shared indices of intellectual expressiun.

The in.;itruments for black research should also emerge from the fertile cul-
tural gound of the dynamic black experience. It would be a more legitimate
observation of black community characteristics if those observations were
coni:cted within the confines of those communities and the institutions of
those communitieS. Traditional research-does not have the philosophical latitude
to appreciate the tradttional black church as a well-coordinated community
mental health facility. The fact that guidelines for community mental health
services for black communities have been proposed out of white academic
settings rather than referring to the characteristics of those already existing
facilities is another example of the disdain for the black culture. The fact that
child care experts who were piobably raised directly r indirectly by black
women, particularly in the upper classes in the North and South, now receive
libera' funding to instruct black women in child care. In other words, a method-
olor of self-study reveals instruments, norms and techniques present within our
communities.

Given the contiguous relationship of our communities to white communitie
we must also avail ourselves of inforrneion about whites, especially as their
characteristics relate to our communities and their survival. We must follow the
precedents being established by such theoreticians as Dr. Frances Cress Welsing
(1972) whose color-confrontation thesis permits that

All 'non-whites' will understand that whenever they are confronted by the
ideology of white superiority and white supremacy, it is only a com-
pensatory psychological adjustment...This then allows for the psychologi-

_
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cal liberation of 'non-whites' from the white superiority ideological
domination which has so negatively affected the total functioning of 'non-
whites.'

.

In-other words, our .research efforts in regard to non-black behavibrs should be
limited to the dynamics of racism and its multifarious manifestations within our
black communities.

Modalities ot BlaVciflesearch
The interpretation and implementation of our research efforts must not fail

as Carter G. Woodson (1931) describes the higher education of the Negro Aich

...has been largely meaningless initiation. When the Negro finishes his
course in one of our schools he knows what others have done, but he has
not been inspired to do much for himself.

The programs which emerge from our research must in the phrase of Mr.
Muhammad (1965), direct toward "self-help" which cOmpletes the cycle of our
preestablished model of "common unity."

To achieve self-help our research efforts should first and foremost be problem
oriented. We should avoid esoteric research which gives us.a -new listing of IQ
scores or norms for achievement motivation. If the communities where we are
conducting the research has a high death iate from hypertension, we should
combine- the efforts of the physicians, social scientists and residents to under-
stand the interrelationship of nutrition, stress and social organization on hyper-
tension. The specific goal of the research should be a reduction of the death rate
from hypertension. As is implied in this same example, we must focus on inter-
disciplinary approaches to problem solution. We cannot abide by the artificial
academic, class and status distinctions which have traditionally guided our estab-
lishment of programs. Cooperation must be the hallmark of our activities.

We should always be guided by huinanitarian concepts in the establishment of
any type of program effort. We should never expend dignity for expedience and
fall victim to utilizing behavioral control methods rather than the often more
difficult but more important building of values and'a sense of self-control and
self-discipline which characterize human behaviof as opposed to the behavior of
beasts. Similarly, our efforts shbuld be toward the identification and cultivation
of skills and techniques which are necessary to the building of our own com-
munities. If dope is a problem in our communities, our efforts should be a
multi-level approach to remove the input of the drugs, the social and the psycho-
logical necessity for the use of the drugs rather than the glib acceptance of
another destructive drug for the sake of expedience.

A final modality involves a bold transcendence beyond the conventional peri-
meteis of research. If Our research efforts help us to foster communities with
freeflom, justice, equality, etc., then we will begin to recognize the spiritual
continuity with the material and the observable. In other words, it will become
necessary for us to systematically investigate arenas of nature which have tradi-
tionally been relegated to the metaphysical. We will be required to understand
why black people have somehow maintained a rather vigorous, consistent and
systematic belief in the metaphysical throughout their known history in North
America and in Africa. Psychic research mustl. be included in our investigations
because one potential which is consistently present from Africa to the Carib-
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bean, to Louisiana is the.use of non-material forces to affect the material. We
must understand how faith,!'pfayer and meditatiOn work since so much of our
history has been guided by such fairces. It is critical to understand if con-
sciousness is a continuous state" or what consequences ensue from altered states
and if the histories, environments, nutrition. and chemicals to which we are
exposed affects that consciousness to any appreciable degree.

With the independence, peace and perpetuation of the other qualities defined
for,our communities, we must come increasinly to rely upon self-collaboration.
We diffuse our strength and misdirect our energies by involving ourselves in
fruitless and diversionary debatei with those whose interest is not in our com-
munities but in the maintenance of their model. To the extent that it is neces-
sary to obtain external support for our research efforts, we must have an
exchange Of ideas. Our goal should always be one of ultimately finding support
for our:research within our communities. To refer to the above example of
.hypertension research, we could provide services at a moderate cost while still
conducting our research. If we were serving our communities, those communities
would demand_that government spending be controlled by 15eople within those
communities wbo were committed to the welfare of those communities. In such
instances, outsiders (black and white alike) would not be permitted to draw
lucrative salaries in return for meaningless research in the traditional model
already described. If we are interested in doing research on black child develop-
ment, let's set-up a low.cost, cooperative daycare center where we give free
consultative' assistance in return for research assistance._There are volumes of
phenomenological data to be obtained simply by talking to our black aged who
possess illuminating information -regardin the basic processes of living and
dying. In return, we provide them with company and a sense of self-worth which
adds years to their lives. The ultimate goal is to obtain unity and indebendence
through mutual collaboration and self-help. ' . .

Conclusion
Traditional research in .black communities has been geared toward the

common needs of white unity and progress. Consequently, those research efforts
were directed toward the affirmation of a model which was primarily charac-
terized by white supremicy, masculine/authoritarianism and materialism. These
features characterize the primary orientations of traditional Western society and .
should only .logicallY be the expressive style of their research: Even a per-
functory survey of research on black people and black communities reveals an
incontestable confirmation of these primary features of the traditional model of
man, i.e., He should be white and materially wealthy achieved by self-righteous
assertiveness. "She who is black, poor and submissive is by definition inferior,
abnormal and unintelligent," so says the findings of traditional research. This
model is systematically maintained from the concepts chosen for research to the
subjects, instruments and interpretations of findings. Of course, the program
implications merely serve to perpetuate the preordained model.

The example of an alternative model for Black communities is found in _the
teachings of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad whose effective model, methods
and modalities should serve as an example for all who are committed to black
people. His tenets of freedom, justice and equality are reasonable characteristics

.for any community. His expressed goal of unity echoes the root of the word
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"cornm-unity." The methods of selfknowledge with the ultimate goal of self-
help is no more than the miniMal requirement for civilized men; From Mr.
Muhammacrs tenets we are able to elaborate pie necessity for coaperative, inter-
diSciplinary research efforts, Pfoblem-solvind oriented research and service-
onented research and serviceoriented investigative efforts. The necessity to,use
the characteristics and institutions of the black communities rather than externay,,,
models of communities will result in uncharted areas ofresearch-intO the meta-
physiaal and non-traditional areas of investigatiop.

In summary, if the research in our communitrO, i to hi a meaningfaeffort
to alleviate the woblems which confront those communities, then we must

, re-examine the research training which we have received. If the research in our
communities is to foster the growth and development of those communities,
then we must reeyaluate the goals we have for those communities. If our re-
search is to be in the universal tradition of the Ireat Scientists of the world, then
we must raise our sights to greater horizons for study.
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Part II Soccializatitm and
Black Family Life \

BeYOND PATHOLOGY: RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVES ON BLACK FAMILIES

by
Richard A. English, Ph.D.

University of Michigan School of Social Work
Ann Arbor, Michigan
,

One of the intriguing developments of the 1970s is the heightened interest in
the black family, a trend which began in the 1960%. Far more than the general
study of the family in modern society, interest in black families has been more
controversial and intensive. In part, this is a consequence of the unique history
of blacks in America as racial minorities, oppressed by ecbnomic arid racial
barriers, and their continued quest for survival. \

Yet, unlike any other domain of American social life, the social scientific
investigation, stuay and description of black families have been characterized by
myths,-stereotypes and urivalidated generalizations. Frequently, such .generali
zations have been based on small and unrebresentative statistical samples. For
example, Kardiner and Oversey' based their theory of "the mark of oppression"
on psychiatric diagnoses of 25 black subjects, including both psychiatric patients
and paid subjects. From their study With a population sample of 25, they were
miraculously'able to generalize about the ways in which discrimination depresses
black self esteem, creates,anger and frustratiod, and how blacks defend them-
selves against the resultant feelings of aggression by internalizing them. More-
over, most studies on black families have utilized sourCes containing consideraliie
social pathological data, Le., social work case records, court and psychiatric
records, and typically low-income, non-working black pdpulations surviving
under extraordinary conditions. of poverty, deprivation and oppression.
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Further, it is important to point out that most social_science research on
black families have not been studies of marriage and family, among blacks.
Instead the focus has been on race relations, black personalities, aggression, the
so-called "Negro Problern," poverty and the likezeonsequently, family -research
on black families 'has trio often iri the past been'related to crude thcories of race
and race relationw.ind hive been based on he gross assumption that all black
families are homogeneous or monolithic.2

It is not surprising Therefore, that these studies have been largely descriptive
and unrelated-to existing bodies of theoretical and empirical family literature. In
fact, what we have are discrete, fragmented and particularistic data which are
highly unreliable. Furthermore, because such -data are implicitly undergirded by
out-dated race relations theories, (which themselves are based on -inadequate
methodologies, weak conceptualizations, and more importantly, non-social
concepts) they are useless as a foundation for understanding contenvorary black
family behavior. Similarly, it can be argued that the-heavy reliance upon cultural
and psychological analyses as well as trait apprbaches to Th. "Black Personality,"
i.e., intelligence, self-hatred and emotions, will not assist cir- inform an under-
standing of the contemporary or past history of black families.

We shall first discuss some traditional approaches to the study of black'
families; secondly, some current aPproaches which we have described as

"beyond-pathology-;7,- and thirdly, s-me -conceptual_and methodologicakprob-__7_
lems of black family reseirch as they relate to issues of marital and family
stability.

,Tiaditional Approaches to the Study of Black Families
A review of sociological literature from th. 1920's to the 1960's provides a

striking parallel between the study of black families and three sociological fields:
social problems, social- disorganization and social pathology. In all three fields,
"problems" were not explored theoretically nor systematically; they were not
embedded on any larger socia!, economic or political context; and they were not
linked with any other body of theoretical and empirical hterature. Thus. the
"men of science," who investigated social problems, .o cupied themselves with

moralizing solutions and cataloguing and decrying suc "problems" as prosti-
tution, crime, juvenile delinquency, mental illness and s ial dependency.

It was within the context of this pathological frame (-irk that black families
were investigated, arid compared with the so-called nucle white family. In part,
this comparison was in agreement with those who argue such as Parsons3 and

, Goode,4 that the isolated nuclear family with its sex-linked division of labor
(with only one person in the labor force) was the most desirable and compatible
family structure for modern industrial societies.

4This assumption, however, has been challenged on two accounts. First, for
example, Litwak5 and Sussman6 have shown that even ambng white Americans
there is considerable family structural variability. Litwak argues that a modified
extended family struciure is probably more normative among eh American
families than the isolated nuclear structure. He describes the modified nuclear
family as a coalition of nuclear families in a state of partial dependence where its
members exchange significant services with each other, yet retaining consider-

able autonomy. Unlike the classical extended family, the modified nuclear
family is not bound by economic and geographic restraints.
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The assumption that the isolated nuclear family is the only:family form
which can best serve tbeneeds of a Modern industrial society, has been seriously
challenged on the grounds that a pluralistic' soCiety requires differential family
struCtures in order to fully meet the needs-of its members as,well'as those of the
social systern. Thus, for exaniple, HaYS:and Mindel7 point out their study on
"Extended Kinship RelaNions in Black 'and White Families" that their 'findings
tend to support the- view that the black extended family acts as a supportive .'
sillicture in providing kinship aid and support'in what is typically.a hostile
tenvironment.

The failure to recognize the viability of -varied hlack family structures.fre-
quently resulted in a comparison with some presumed ideal white norm that

; portrayed blac1C families as pathological, weak, bad,-inferior, and more recently,
some writers-bave concluded that they are "bad;for .,lhe nation." Just as the
"blackness" concept has been, portrayed througho'ut the -ages in literature,
religion, history, folklore , and social customi ,as evil, death, and an abyss of
hopelessness and 21--,rnal damnation, American black families have meant a
"tangle of pathology"matriarchy, child illegitimacy, adulteNAlivorce, deser-
tion, welfare dependency, welfare inheritance, low school achievemenclow
educational aspirations, drug abuse, juvenile delinquency, adult crime, and' a
"vicious cycle of poverty."

effortsiblack-farnilies were never-treated-as-the-unit of-analysi
rather, as a social problem for which a moral solution was invariably sought. The
unit of analysis was the social problem, while blackswhether as children.,
-adults, inmates of prisons and psychiatric hospitals, street people, residents of
public housing projects, students in educationally inferior public schoolswere
merely deviant products of social problems. And in many instances, they were
consieared to be thq.."'social problem" itself.

. -
Since the 1950'1, the "social problems" orientation has been largely replaced

by the sociology of deviance.. Although social deviance theorists no ranger
exemplify the moral outrage and the atheoretical orientation of their prede7
cessori, whenever blacks are studied within this framework, the emphaiisis still
upon the "deviant" and his or her "problem." This occurs despite the atteMpts

of these theorists to replace a correctional stance with an appreciatimi of the
deviant; to humanize and normalize' the "deviant"..to show that he or she is no
different from others.

The continued usage of this approach in reference to the study of black
people is seen in a critical essay on the sociology of deviance entitled "The
Poverty of the Sociology of Deviance: Nuts, Sluts', and Perverts."8 The author
uses the following duotation from a young woman who grew up in the South In
the 1940's and 1950's to illustrate his suspicions about the motives of those 0
social deviance theorists who claim tolerance forsleviants:

"You know, I think from the fact that I was told so often that I must treat
colored people.with consideration, I got the feeling that I could mistreat

wanted to."8

Now mr. reference to "colored people" by a young woman who grew up in the
South isrt. svo by the author to- characterize his skepticism of the ideological
assumpforr. lf social devianci. theorists. The quotation is preceded by his refer-
ence to tmer.ls, prostitutes, mental patients, and others." It is difficult to
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fathom hoW black peocile entered this discussibn abciut'persont:Jabelled deviant.
'We can only siirrnise:tnat they were intended to be- inclireled in his category of
"otherl."

This brief literature review has sought to reveal that when black families have 1

been considered they have been subjected to a social problems orientation. But -
it also shows the omission of research on the black family, as a social institirtion. '
Andrew Billingsley": has prcoiided cbreful documentatirin on the neglect of
black families in social science lite:-Iture. Thus, he pOints out that even when
opportunities .existed for 'such research they were ntit. ;taken. For example,
studies of the family, ethnic assimilation, the black experience and social welfare,:
problems; ,all represent logical and approptiate domains for inquiry on black
family life.,

Dialectics in the Study of 9lack
,

The Frazierian Tradition
-There is' no queslion that pe'rnost seminal tradition in theltudy of black ,.

families was established by NE.ranklin Frazier. Although W.E.B. DuBois' edited '
volume, The Negro American,Family,1 ' whiph was based in part on case studies
of 32 black families conducted 'by Atlanta University students 'was published
some afryears before Frazier's The Negro Family in tiie United States2 2 it is
Frazier ikrho is considered the father and architect of the stilt:1y of black families.
In his foreword tO the 1966 edition of The Negro Family in the United States,
Nathan Gazer suggests that Frazier's "major framework remains solid and struc-
tures all our thinking on the Negro Family.",

It is unfortunate that Glazer along with his colleague, Daniel P. Moynihan, is
well as others wht have utilized Frazier'; framework and attempted to erripiri-
cally validate his conclusiors, have not understood, as Frazier, the difference
between the statement of a research problem and its solution as a social
jiroblem. As James E. Conyers' 3 suggests- in his introduction to DuBois' The

- Negro American Family, the two 'phenOrnena are not the Same. Moreover, unlike
. Frazier and DuBois, Moynihan and others who view black family life as a "tangle

(of pathology," have failed to understand that the social, economic and political
liberation of all black people.is intricately related to the stability and survival of
black family life.

Although the denigrating tradition of the study of black families can be
attributed to the writings of Frazier, until recently none of his fundamental

.7 01cipositions about the stability of black family life have ,been subjected to
;ridorous empirical investigation. Instead, most literature has attempted to veil-

_ date or:find "proof". for pathology and social disorganiation. For example,
.despite the.facti that Frazier described stable marriages among both slaves and

'ifree:-men, as well as unstable alliances, most literature ignores thv former and
f. uses the "heritage of slavery" to explain the present condition of black families.

Thus. there is a widespread and uncritical acceptance of a part of Feazier's major
thesis %Oil,: the other is ignored.

For :example, Pettigrew asserts that "both poverty and migration ... act to
maintain the .old slave pattern of a.rnother-centered family." Thus, for Pettigrew
the conditioni of poverty and migration are the key variables which make "th-

, ideal American pattern of household economics practically impossible" for blacK
families. He concludes, the scar of slavery upon Negro family life, perpetuated
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tfirough poverty and migration, .s still evident."' 4 And Glazer and Moynihan
COncluded theifdiscussion oethe ,black family-with the observation that: "The

--liedro is Only an American, and Iothing'alse.' Ha. has `ho values and cult* to
ivard and protect.'.4 5

In. contrast to tnose who have_ utilized the."heritage of .slavery" cor,..ept to
explain contemborary blackjamily life,,recent scholarship has begun to subject
soma c:1 Frazier's ideas to empirical Investigation. Theriniost recent challenge
(and highly controversial) to traditional scholarship .On the slave past of black
Americans has been pip,vjgled by Robert W. Fogel. and Stanley. L. Engerman.
These investigators argbe that even under *thacruel. and abominable conditions of
slavery, the black slaWwas able to develop stable two-parent families.' 6

In addition to the research on *blackfarnilid,under slavery,"there .are signifi-
cant developments occurring in research on nineteenth cerVury blapk families.

Although there is yet to be published a major work in this ,area, th;.existing
research is beginning to shatter many contemporary myths about black faMilies.

Herbert Gutman found that.from 77 per cent to 90'ber cent Of black families
in the 1880's and 1890's were two-pareht households in several southern and
,northern cities.' 7 Simil'arly, Theodore Hershberg found that 76'per cent of all

.`\black hot_sehatds in Philadelphia in 1880 and 1896 were twR-parent families.' 8
Paul Lammermeier used the United States Manustript tensuses for 1850
through 1880 for seven Ohio Valley cities to investigate the notion that slavery
promoted female-dominated families. He found that the urban black.families in
these cities during the nineteenth century were basically -two parent, male-
headed families.' 9 -

In a similar study using manuscript census Schedules of the federal census for'
Boston in 1880, Elizabeth pleek2° found that 82 per cent of all black house-
holds were two:parent families. Pleck rlso investigated the thesis that migration
to the city was a disruptive brocess-which serve'd to weaken family structure and
produce large numbers of one-parent households. Her data refute this hypothesis
which had earlier .been advanced by Frazier and recently by Moynihan. Pleck
observes that "at least for late nineteenth-century Boston, quantitative evidence
calls Frazier's thesis into question. Two-parent households were more frequent -

among both migrant and rural blacleheads Of households."2' She' concludes that
"the presentation of 'these raw statistics forces -us to challenge and revise -

previous conceptions abOut the black family. More lies hidden behind a high
Cleath rate, a transient population, and a poverty-stricken black 'community than
the phrases "culture of poverty" or "family.disorganization" convey. If the
black. family were merely the image of the social cOnditions of urban blacks, we
would find a rootless, disorganized mosaic of families:"22

These studies are particularly exemplary of the revisionist trends in social
science literature on black families. Their significance is highlighted in William
Goode's lament in .1968 about the absence of histnricai trend data on the
Americanfamily. Goode,2 3 who has for some time been a strong advocate for the
use of historical data in sociological research, observed that "not one history of
the American family can be taken seriously ... Recbgnizing the existence of
a few monographs on the family during certain time periods, he concluugd that_
"we are, in fact, defigient in the most basic data on which any*important
analysis Of family change in the United States must be founded."25 AlthoUgh
Goode's observations about the absence of trend data 'on American families were
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dire ed at white Americans,nthey are no less true for black Americans.
I addition to the absence of any reliable data on the past history of black

familjes, we have argued that family research on blacks has been plr,gued by a
disp4aging tradition. This tradition is now under heavy attack. For We are now
in a period in which-research on black families can be characterizrdlls "beyond
pathokogy." Billingsley helped to lead the way with the publication Of his book
Black \Familias in White America26 in 1968, followed by Charles V. Willie's

amily28 edited by Robert Staples in 1971, John H. Scanzoni's The Slack
of readings', Tlie Family Life of Black People27 in 1970, The

Black
Modem Society29 also in 1971, and in 1972 Robert B. Hill's mono-

graph, e Strengths of Black Families.3°
IJ All of these works represent an effoA to identify positive aspects of black

family life and to investigate that other three-quarters of black f6milies that have
husbands and Wives rather than the one-quarter who do not. his literature is
resulting in new 'conceptualizations, theoretical perspectives and an increasing
understanding of the dynamics of black family life includir.g those which inter-
penetrate with the\ larger society. Consequently, this new body of growing
literature on black families overwhelmingly suggests systematic changes and
system-blame rather than individUal change and victimblame.

,Marital and Family Organization Analysis
Much of the prior discussion on the disparaging tradition in the study of

black families can be further understood within the context of marital and
family stability. Because of the wide-spread assumptions regarding the relation-
ship between marital and family stability and social and personal life choices for
individuals, research on these topics should not only lead to fruitful outcomes
for social change, but also to an understanding of black family patterns.

The existing data on marriage and family among blacks scarcely extends
beyond gross, indicators that stiggest a' higher proportion of black than white
households has a female head, that the incidenCe of marital dissolution is'higher
among blacks than whites, and that many black children do not spend their
entire childhood in their families of oripntation.

Yet, in the absence of data which would reveal underlining processes of black
family life, social science literature has claimed that marital and family dis-
ruption is a source of social and personal maladjustment among blacks and has a
discernable influence on life chances. The list of maladjustments include: (1)
lessened academic achievement; (7) iuv..nile delinquency; ',3) lessened resistance
to the negative effects of racism; (4 failure to learn the values and expectations
of society; (5) failOre to learn the dr.,e..4,)'ine and habits necessary for personality
development; (6) inability to delay gratification; (7) menta l. illness, drug addi-
ction, and crimes again-4 individuals.

The literature on family and mar ital stability represents a good-deal of con-
fusion on both the conceptual and empirical levels. The failure tra distinguish
between marriage and family has cont. to the more.pervasive distortions
and stereotYpic views regarding family and marital stability among blacks. Many
definitions of marriage and family seem a-oitrary, and useful only for a given
investigator% purposes. This situation demonstrates a need for clarity and preci-
sion in the study, analysis and classificatior of empirical data (especially demo-
graphic data) on black families. For example, until Billingsley's typology of
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black family structures, there was little empirical data on the range and variation
of family 5touctures within black communities. Moreover, his efforts have led to
other investijations that have attempted to validate these structures. Thus, fdr
example', Williams and Stockton3 I were able to validate the full range of nuclear
and extended family structures, however, fewer augmented families were found.
Nonetheless,one of the significant consequences of tt is research was the docu-
mentation-of other household types not included in Billingsley's typology. These
types ranged froM widowed female and single male living alone, to single male
and female living with relatives.

The point is that structures such as these are not usually considered in studies
black families. There is some eVidence Which suggests that although a fairly
ible number of black people do not actually live in households where'there
families, they are intricately involved in family systems. For example,

okrt., tliiic Jackson32 points out that in her research on the b:ack aged in
Durham, North Carolina, she found that many elderly black men, living alone,
had been adoptec' by families in the neighborhood. This meant that they
egularly had their meals with these families, while at the same time were able to
lreide.various support services to these families such as babysitting, sociai-
. Aionassistance.for the young, etc. The point is that there is a good deal We do
not know about blacks who are living outside of families, including those who
are at the transition from parental to independent family status and widowhood.

Aside from the omission of various family structures in the study of black
families, most studies likeWise'ignore different forms of marriage among blacks.
Thus, for example,, c msensual marraiges are frequently not recorded as stable
systems even when they have.existed over a long period of time. Here the /goal
should net be n reproduce the sexual histories of Rainwater's33 research at the
Pruitt-Igoe housing projects, but rather to assist an understanding of a full range
of black family life styles that will' inform our knowledge beyond the "man-in-
the-house" syndrome.

Although marriage and family are interrelated, they are not synonymOus
concepts. The essential difference lies in the fact that they are distinctive social
institutions. Marriage is commonly viewed as "an institutionalized mating ar-
rangement between human males and females," while the U.S. Census Bureau
since 1963 has defined family as two or more people who share the same
household who are related to each other by blood, marriage, or adoption.34
According to this definition no legal marriage need ever have existed. However,
some social scientists view the family as a product of marital interaction. For
example, Christensen suggests that. "family refers to marriage plus progeny
signifies a set of statuses and roles acquirA through marriage and pro-
creation."35 The U.S. Census Bureau's definition of family allows us to take
into account the wide range of family structures identified,by Billingsley as well
as others.

The failure to distinguish between the social institutions ot marriage and
family have led to cbnsiderable research in which marital disiolution is equated
with family dissolution. The controversy about the effects of divorceon children
serves as an example. It is possible both theoretically and empirically to have
marital dissolution, while at the Same time maintain family organization. Just as
it is important analytically to distinguish between marriage and family, it is

equally important to make a distinction between marital organization and family
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organization.
.

Family disorganization is the construct frequently used to describe so-called-.
disorders in marriage and family. All too often, however, it has been used iri-a-
normative rather than empirical sense, and is thus used to descri&iuch phe-
nomena as divorce, adultery, ilkgitimacy, etc. If the construct is to have any
value for understanding family and marital behavior, it must be dissociated from
its qvaluative history. .

Albert K. Cohen's38 conceptual formulation of social disorganization and
Jetse Spray37 and John Scanzoni's38 recent explicatiorts of the conpept in
relations to families serve to assist a clarification of family disorganization and
marital dissolution.

Using a game analogy. Cohen defines social disorganization as a breach in the
"constitutive order or eventsan order conforming to the constitutive rulesof
the game." Thus, order can be defined as prganization or maintenance of a
system, while disorder can be defined as the dissoultion or disorganization of a
system.

Since marriage and family can be viewed as distinctive social institutions, it is
'heretore important to distinguish between family disorganization and marital
disorganization. Thus, according to our definition of. matriage as "an institu-
tionaliied mating arrangement between human males and females," marital
disorganization can be defined as system dissolution indicated by divorce, legal
separation, death and permanent desertion. By this definition, illegitimacy is not
an apprqpriate indicator of marital disorder. Similarly, according to our del-
nition of family,:family disorganization may be defined as a state of disorder in
the constitutive pattern of family process, or a condition of disorder within the
structure of interrelated status-roles that constitute a family system. According
to this d2finition, the elimination gif one parent does nct ri,Tessarily constitute
family disorganization.

The importance of these distinctions will allow researh that can explore
differential patterns in marriage-and family; the isolation of variables at both the
marital and family levels of analysis that may differentially impact on marital
and family stability; the exploration of different types of mafriages and family
systems; and the conditions that support organization-disorganization in both
systems. Moreover, by exploring the conditions that contribute to the order of a
social system, one avoids the "social problems" orientation of the past literature,
while at the same time providing an opportunity for linking the study of the
family with a larger of theoretical and empirical literature.

Thus, one of the major conceptual problems in the literature on black
families is the definition of a stable family as one in which two actors of the
opposite sex marry and live with Clair spouse. This orientation of using a con-
jugal union as an indicator of family stability is related to the notion that the
quality, of the social and personal adjustment of black Americans (particularly
black c ildren) is casually linked With the sexual composition of their families.

In an mpirical test of the idea that marital instability among present day
blacks is rel\ated to a family history of instability, Jerold Heiss39 found only a
weak relatioThip- between parental family instability and the incidence of
marital di.wiptton among his respondents. In this study of a sample of otlr
4,153 black makkand females, aged 21-45, Heiss explored five factors that have
been associated witt marital disruption: (1) age at break in parental home; (2)\\ .\\ 46
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social class; (3) household compositionincluding both sexes and female heads;
(4) household typereconstituted families where one parent remarries, and
expanded families where the child joins another family group with or without .
one of his parents; and (5) cause of family breakdeath or conflict.

The weak relationship that was found between family structure (parental
instability) and marital instability included social class and death of the parent
of the same sex. That is, those black males and female adults, who were middle-
class and whose parents divorced or separated, were more likely to experience
marital disruption themselves. Simiiarly, those who experienced the death of the
parent of the same sex were more iikely to have marital disruption. However,
Heiss, in pointing out that parcntal family instability generally explained very
little of the variance in maritil instability, concluded that "most of the factors
which affect marital stability among blacks remain to be discovered."

Another area which family Slructure has been related to negative cc:comes
for blacks is the assumed relationship between father absent homes and educa-
tional consequencer for black youth, particularly maies. The argument suggests
that the absence of a father from the household deprives black boys of a male
role model and increases the prorninence of mothers. These mothers are assumed
to contribute to the poor academic achievement and low interest in education
for black 'oys and the mothers' heightened ambitions for their 'daughters.4°

Kandel4 Explored this hypothesis in a study of 1,683 working-class high
school students, with a 20 per cent black student bncly and their mothers.
Kandel, found no confirmation for this hypothesis. In tn... she found that the
authority of mothers tended to be stronger in intact famlies rather than in those
without fathers. Moreove ir,!ernal authority in the household and identifi-
cation with a female rok model did not have the negative consequences on
educational aspirations and school performance for black adolescent boys which
have been attributed to them. Black mothers and their children were found to
have the same or higher educational aspirations than white mothers and their
children, despite the fact that the black adolescents tended to identify more
closely with their mothers.

Kandel's data are quite consistent with other studies which have revealed that
the full range of black family patterns do not produce the negative consequences
on aspirations which have been attributed to them.4 2 The evidence seems clear:
that the black family has successfully transmitted high educational aspirations to
its children. Thus, these data suggest that future research should be directed at
other factors within and outside the iamily which make it difficult for black
adolescents to translate educatiohal aspirations into educational achievement.

Recent literature on black tamilies have begun to identify and emphasize
those factors which support the development of stable families. Billingsley refers
to these factors as "opportunity screens," and suggests that they "... have
enabled some Negro families to survive, and to move beyond survival to stability
and social achievement."'" He has identified six "opportunity screens" at four
different levels of analysis: the individual, the family, the community (or neigh-
borhood) and the larger society. These include:

A set of values or philosophy with an accompanying pattern of behavior
consistent with those values, and a certain degree of independence and
control of the forces affecting the lives of their members;
Strong rehgious convictions and behavior;
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Education or educational aspirations of one or more members;
Economic security (possession of property);
Family ties; and
Community centered activities (Associational ties, role models, advocates
for children).

Similarly, Hi 1144 has identified five family strengths; (1) strong
kinship bonds; (2) strong work orientation; (3) adaptability of family
roles; (4) strong achievement orientations,cand (5) strong religious orientation.
In another investigation, Scanzoni4 5 identified a similar list of factors that were
associated with his 400 black families in Indianapolis. These included: (1) eco-
nomic status advantage over the black population nationally; (2) residence in
and length of exposure-to the urban milieu; (3) strong family ties; (4) suoport
and aid from community figures; (5) religious affiliation and involvement; (6)
positive school experiences, ahd (7) positive selfimage.

The purpose of this review of studies, which have demonstrated unique
characteristics of black families which contribute th their stability as families, is
to suggest a line of research that would explore relationships between these
variables as well as the development of casual inferences. Moreover, such re-
search wobld allow us to understand how, under similar conditions of oppres-
sion, some black families are able to survive, while others are not.

Similarly, research on marital organization, as distinguithed from family
organization, must address itself to those variables that contribute to marital
organization as well as disorganization. Thus, for exaMple, an examination of
demographic census data from T890 to 1969 by Farley atiO Hermalin4 6 revealed
minor changes in the status of marriage among blacks, (that ;s, the majority of
blacks throughout this period have been in the status \indicative of marital
stability), hut wheii we compare blacks with whites a \higher proportion of
whitii than blacks are in the status.of marital stability. This relationship holds
true even when socid-economic controls are applied.

Jesse Bernard,4 7 J. Richard Udry,48 and Paul C. Glic 49 found that gross
census level controls of occupation, income and educati n, while having an
important effect on marital stability, do not come close to liminating variance'
attributable to race. As a matter of fact, these data show\ that-black marital
stability only converges with whites when blacks who are high on income, occu-
pation and education are compared with whites who are lower on these status
variables. There is ample evidence to show, however, that black males, more than
white males, are more likely to experience status inconsistence on these variables
of income, education and occupation.

Thus, any research effort on black marital stability must take this into ac-
count. Moreover, research on black marital stability must also consider those life
experiences associated with race that makes for the high correlation with marital
instability.

This review indicates several important shifts in family research on black
families. Not only is there a serious challenge to the traditional views on the
impact of slavery and migration on family stability,- but the emerging literature
on nineteenth century b.lack households is forcing a major revision in past con-
ceptions of black families. As Fleck points out "notions of 'black matriarchy'
and 'the tangle of pathology' of the black family have captivated sociologists and
historians alike, but now thelask before us is to tell the, rather different story of
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the complex organization and continuity of the black household."5° Indeed, the
luture of black family research rests beyond pathology.
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An anonymous person once said, "I don't mind being old, cil;filack, or even
poor, but I'll be damned if I want to be old, Black, and poor at the same:"

however,, a prophetic statement of condition for a significant and
ever increasing segment of our populationthe aging and aged Blacks. A con-
dition which has been well documented by Lindsay (1971), Jackson (1971),
Rubenstein (1971), and others.

Of course, it is important to acknowledge that growing old is a relatively
new phenomenon for both Blacks and whius alike. Therefore, the total aging
population has suffered to some extent from a lack of concern and action in the
areas of public social policy, health and welfare programs, and other special
services t6 meet the needs of an aging population, and indeed, we are becoming
an 'aging population. This is evidenced by the fact that the population of 65
years and over is nearly 10 percent of the total population today compared to
less than five percent -twenty years ago. And further evidenced.by the fact that
the life ewectancy of Blacks today is 62 years compared to a life expectancy in
the rrucl.f:fties 20 years ago.

it 11omes apparent that everybody is living longer, including Black'people,
but they are certainly, not living better. The quality of life for the elderly Black
person, therefore, becomes the underlying and pervasive concern of the Black
gerontologist. All of the problems that plague the eldeliy in our society are
compounded for the Black elderly. They are sicker, poorer, and less well inte .
grated into the social world around them. -

One of the earliest and most comprehensive studies of the Black aged was
published by the NUL in 1964 and titled, very appropriatelyDOUBLE
JEOPARDY. They 'stated:

We know that Negroes bring to Meek older years a whole lifetime of
economic and social indignities, a lifetime of struggle to get and keep a
job, more often than not at unskilled hard labor; a lifetime of over-.
Crowded, substandard hoUsing in slum neighborhoods, of inadequate
medical care, of unequal opportunities for education and the cultural and
social activities that nourish the spirit, a lifetime of watrhing their chil-
dren learn the high cost of being a.Negro in America . . :le has indeed
been placed in DOURLE JEOPARDY, first by being Negro and second
by being aged.

And more recently in the field, we are talking about tr.:pie-jeopardy, in relation
to the added burden of being poor, uneducated, etc. The NUL study focused
some much needed attention on the speCial plight of the "invisible Black aged,"
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to coin a phrase. We could no longer deceive ourselves with fantasies of plump,
smiling grandmothers smothered by the warmth and protection of adoring
grandchildren. We. found that they had left the farm, rnany had never married
and were childless, and most were living in poverty with loneliness and sickness
as constant companions.

The social circumstances of the Black aged have been further explicated by
Daniel Rubenstein and Carl Hirsch. Both are considered very excellent and rele-
vant pieces of research, and have added new dimensions to our knowledge about
the patterns of social and family interaction of the Black aged. Much of their
findings are very disheartening but they also found some very positive patterns
of interaction among the Black aged and their families, as well. And we know
that a small percentage of the Black aged has transcended a lifetime of racial
discrimination and humiliation and managed to keep their families together,
educate their 'children and retire in relative comfort. How they did this remains
to be answered, and suggest a fascinating topic for study.

The authors of this paper have identified what we consider the major areas
,of. concern for the Black elderly today and will attempt to develop some ideas

for action and research in these areas which are income, maintenance, housing
and social relationships.

Income Maintenance and Related Issues
Since more than 50 percent of aged Blacks (those 65, and over) are poor,

this discussion will concentrate on those income transfer systems which are the
major resource for their maintenance. The two systems overwhelmingly utilized
by the Black aged poor are social security benefits arid public assistance.

The December 1972 issue of Current Population Reports on Consumer
fficome delineates Characteristics of the Low-Income Population in 1971-. This
statistical compilation is based primarily on 1970 cei-jus data. "Low:Income"
reflects the definition developed by the Social Security Administration_in 1964, -
and most recently revised in 1969 by a Federal Interagency Committee. A
variety of cut off points is offered related to variables such as size of family, sex
of head of family, number of minor children, and whether residence was farm or
non-farm. .

The definition.of low-income" is often equated with the "poverty index"
and ,its core is the definition of a "nutritionally adequate" food budget as
determined by the Department of Agriculture. Adjustments in the cost of living,
though undertaken periodically, failed to keep pace with rapidly rising costs and
the lag finally led to adoption of the Consumer Price Indeii as the basis for
an'nual revisions. This fairly reCent (1970) change in basis of assessing adequacy
of income suggests that size of the low income population may be under-
estimated.

Blacks, like whites, are included in the recorded rate of decline in the
number of poor persons in the U.S., but the decline has been at a significantly
lower rate for Blacks than for whites. The Current Population Report quoted
above indicated that between 1959 and 197.1-,.the decrease in the number of
poor Blacks was 29 percent as compared to a 38-percent decline for whites.

These figures relate to the total adult population, bur the picture becomes
decidedIV more gloomy when the situation of those 65 and over is examined
Separately. "
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'The Report on the Economics of Aging, prepared for the Senate Committee
on Aging (1970) states that the likelihood of elderly Blacks being poor isomore
than twice a' s great as for elderly whites. The gravity of this is emphasized when
it is noted that only about seven percent of those 65 years and older ar_e Blacks
as compared to approximately 11 percent of Blacks in the total population. In
the overall population of the United States, white elderly persons constitute
approximately 23 percent. These facts reflect the higher mortality rate among
elderly Blacks as well as disproportionately gr,eater poverty among'them; and for
rural residents, the percentages rise to 66 per,cent elderly Black poor in contrast
to 31 percent white elderly poor.

The tragedy for all 'aged poor is the permanency of their poverty. Having
passed peak earning years, there is not the hope and expectatioii normal for
others who may be temporarily popr, such as pobr students and young ,Couples
who have the outlook for inbreased income in the future.

The 1971 White House. Conference on Aging adopted as an overall theme
"Toward a National Policy on Aging." Throughout the -deliberations of the
various sections, emphasis was placed on the urgent need to eliminate i-overty
among the aged. To this end, the delegdtes in section after section olfered the
recommendation of achieving the goal of income adequacy for the:aged as a first
priority. All used figures are based on budgets prepared/by the 116reau of Labor
Statistics. Depending on which of the Bureau's budgets were used, the basic
income recommended ranged from $4,500 for an aged coupte ($3,000 for an
individual) as proYided in the 1970 Bureau's figures, to $9,000 for a couple
($6,006 for an individual) advocated by theSpecial Concerns Session on Aging
and Aged Blacks.

Mechanisms recommended to achieve this goal included increase in Social
Security 'payments, providing supplemental allowances for adult categories to be
added to social security payments, a national program of family guaranteed
income to include/the older family, and oth3r measures.

'Need for, improved income, especially for aged Blacks, is graphically illus-
trated by a review of average incomes of Blacks in older age groups as compared
with whites of comparable ages. CUrrent Population Reports for December 1972
on Consumer Income; focused on Characteristics of the Low Income Population
1971. In that year, the low "income threshold'',for a non-fann family of fOur
was given- as $4,137 ("income threshoid" is used interchangeably with "poverty
:level").. Although whites make up about two-thirds of all poor, Blacks are vastly
over represented among the poor in relation to their percentage in the popd-
lation. Only one tenth of the white population is pool- whereas about one third
of all Blacks fall below the low income level. With regard to. representation of
the aged in the poverty ranks, this same reportirilicates thattwo tenths of aged
whites were included as compared to four tenths of Blacks.'

All earlier research attests that incomefrom work shows dramatic disparity
i between wages or salaries of Black and white Workers. This is true,for all age

groups but is especially pronounced for older Blacks. Data which I .used referred
to 196-9 statistics, which indicated that black males in the 55 to 64 age groups
were, more than twice as. likely to earn less 'than $4000 annually and four fifths
of the Black women fell into the same earning brackets. :/, the over 65 age
group, average earnings:of Black.rnales fell to less then $.`',4U0 per year' and
females eamed approxiMately a thousand doliars fess.
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It is not necessary to pursue further the documentation of the disparities in
income between Black and white, especially as regards the aged. Anyone who
has been engaged in any field of human service has had first hand experience'
which can further document these facts. Let us look briefly at some of the more
obvious effects of below poverty level incomes, especially' for aged Blacks.

For maintenance, that is only essentials for subsistence, there is, greater
reliance upon public essistance among aged Blacks than aged whites. With the
stringency of , eligibility requirements in most public welfare agencies it is

doubtful that aged with incomes from any employmenteven though such
incomes fall below the poverty levelcould qualify for aid. Consequently most
of the :aged- Blacks receiving public assistance have no regular income from
employment.

Past studies have shown a grossly disproportionzre number of aged Blacks .

'dependent upon old age assistance to eke out a bare subsistence. Recent in-
creases in social security benefits and availability of food stamps for some have
lifted a few aged Blacks to a _slightly better-subsistence level, but the disparity
between EVacks and whites persists. Statistics for 1971 on persons below the low
income level in 1971 indicate that almost twice as many Blacks 65 years and
over fall below the low income level (33.4 percent) as compared-to the same
.age gtoup of white? (19.9 percent) (Lir 1971).

Another immediately observable efient of poverty level living is the type
and quality of housing available to the Black aged..Most, without means for
better quality, are confined to deteriorated, unsafe and unsanitary housing. In
addition, there are threats to personal safety .in crime ridden, dimOit streets,
and usually) poor transportation -facilities for trips outside the slum areas to
which they areconfined.

It is obvioui that serious investigation should be addressed by researchers to
,-he issue of income parity for Black and other minority aged. Even with irni:\
provements in social security benefits, supplemental grants and other proposed
measures to ease the plight of all aged, serious gaps remain. At best, the incr.,me
of the Black a6ed reaches about three fourths that of the majority group aged.
Also, because of higher mortality rates., for Blacks and less longevity, a sub-
stantial riumberof Black males ib the age group 55 to 64, die before reaching the
age of eligibility for such social security benefits as they might be entitled to. A
proPkosallLindsay, 1971) for differentials in age eligibility has met considerable
opposition, being called by some a plea for "preferential treatment." it has been
suggested that since Blacks have had innumberable instances of negative prefer-
ential treatment such as discrimination in jobs, housing, education and pay, that
we should now urge positive "preferential treatment" in the instarice of eligi-
bility for benefits. One area of research .vhich might be explored with the goal

'of attainment of parity, is reform of the x structure. Measures to change the
regressive nature of our present social security tax to a more progressive orien-

, tation Should be exami91ed. One suggestion might be exemption from *axation of
the first $3000 of in6ome from employment, without reduction in benefits. .

Since aged Blacks' income is almost solely from employment, and since.few earn ,

more than $3000 per year, this would undoubtedly benefit aged (and other)
Blacks to a great extent.

Further-exploration should also be made into cost and feasibility of general
funds being contributed to the support of all aged as is done in most industrial
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societies.
,

These and other proposals should tie examined with the goal of bringing a
\ greater measure of justice to the aged, and especially to the aged Blacks.

. -
Housing and Related Issues '

..,

Another very serious problern.area for the Black aged is the lack of decent
housing that is available to them within the constraints of an inadequate income,
and by any measure, the Black aged are the most economiCally deprived of any
group.

Although it is commonly believed that to be dd is to be dependent, about
:95 percent of all the elderly live in the community rather than in institutions,
(NCOlk, 1971). For a significant .number of them, housing 'is a problem. Ac-
cording to the 1970 census, about 30 percent of tlie housing units occupied by
the elderly were judged subitandard. For the Black elderly, the situation is
doubly distresiing. In 1969, 63 'percent of the Black aged relocating in public
housing were moving from substandard housing compared to only 30 percent of
the whites who were relocating (Lindsay, 1971).

-
. .

The housing problem in its most basic and traditional form can be defined
as one of how to assure an adequate living environment for people too prior to
pay markret prices for decent .hOusing. The most urgent conflicts over housing
policy center on the Unmet eeds of the poor, Black people, and other mi-
norities, victimized by discrimi ation in the housing rnarket. A large majority of
elderly Blacks finclithernselves i such a,position where the -e able to function

an independent living situation but their income does run allow them to rept
or buy on the open market without assisfAnce. Even the "middle dais" Black
aged who own property suffer when they become the viclims of forced relo-
cation and urban renewal and must renegotiate in the open m'irket with a closed
income. In either case, few alternativeiNare available which.meet their needs and
which they can afford. Consequently, elderly Blacks -are confined in large
numbers to the deteriorating inner city in large metropolitan areas. It is inter-.
esitng to note that-laid& whites are three-times more likely than older Blacks to
live ,in suburban areas of metropolitan centers. In fact, only two percent of
Blacks over 60 years old are included in the suburban population, (Brody,
1q71), and the number of Blacks located in retirement communities is negligible.

The federal government has attempted to meet the housing needs 'of the
poor aged,through subsidy programs, low interest home improvement loans ald
public hoUsing, which has prompted a major effort over the last ten years.

Federally subsidized public housing for the aged is of particular concern to
the Black gerontologist because the residents are so overwhelmingly Black. HUD

, statistics for 1969 indicate a trend where almost 50 percent of the elderly
moving into:public housing were Black. This trend is further apparent in major

. metropolitan areas like Baltimore, New York, Chicago, and Washington, D.C.,
where the tenancy in public housing for the aged is preglornir Intly Black, with
long waiting lists of poor Blacks hoping to get in.

\
For. Many of the aged Black residents, relocation in ti.e public housing

proje ct .is a "Godsend," and comparatively speaking, it is. It means much
1, improved physical housing with rents they caq afford, oppoftunity for sociat

relationships with their peers, and the availability of much needed health and
welfare services. 'On the other hand, for most of them, it also weans that they
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are ielocated or continue to reside in the inner city, which is not always kind to
the elderly.

Unfortunately, the great majority of public housing projects are developed
in the inner city. The reasons for this selection of location are well-founded in
our basic values of economy and ineqtiality, tinged heavily with racism. Housing
authorities proclaim that to build or acquire properties in the inner city ghettos
is less expensive, therefore, more economically feasible. Suburbad residents
quickly Acknolltiledge the overwhelming need for low income housing, but
vehemently protest the location of the housing in their communities. Politicians
are Concerned with saving money and keeping their influential suburban consti-
tuents happy. This is of course an "age old"crory to t:.e younger poor families
with children, many of whom are still in desperate need of adequate housing in
this country. But "they haveltoo many children," "they fight and curse," "they
are undesirable," and mosf impOrtant, "they ard too often Black." All of these
factors contribute to the making a poor neighborhood, overcrowded facilities
and a decrease in property values. The elderly residents are not rejected for all
the same reasons, but primarily because they are poor and often Black.

The young have survived the inner city housing project, although with con-
tinued hardships. The elderly do not cope as well. Too many of them have
become the vulnerable victims of inner city crime, corruption, and pollution. It
is a fact of life that the aging process leaves us less able to cope with a hostile
environment. We become less agile, our senses beCome less sharp, we become less
tolerant of noise and confusion.

Lawton and Kleban (1971) reporting on the plight of the elderly in one
housing project related:

For older people it is not easy ... the pofice were unanimous in their
impression that the elderly are prime targets for purse snatching, armed
robbery, and burglary, because they are consider -6 an "easy mark." The
frequency of these crimes with other more seriou: occurrences of rape
and murder, keep fear alive among the elderly.

Their data indicated that physical security, dlthough usually absent, was at
the top of the hierarchy of needs as perceived by the iesidents.

While these people are demonstrably deprived in income, health, and

meaningful time use, their spontaneous comments reveal how urgently
they fear threats to their physical safety and how-deeply this insecurity
underlies their difficulty in gaining satisfaction in other areas.
The deteriorated ghetto environment does in fact have a precipitous impact

on known problems of isolation, immobility, health accidents, and utilization of
health and welfare services. As one old Black woman related recently, "Plenty of
times, I just stay in my apartment because I'm too scared to walk down the
street." This elderly resident of an inner city project, had been the victim of
purse snatching on four different occasions and walked with a cane as a result of

a hip injury incurred the last time.
One important rationale for developing public housing for the aged in the

inner city is based on the assumption and belief that it is basic to the survival of
the elderly that they be near needed services and resources, which are usually

located in the inner city. We would contend that a wellplanned facility should
(provide these needed services on the premises, regardless of the location. This of
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course is not a new or"radtcal" idea, since manY of the more retently developed
senior citizen plojeots do, in f a ct, house basic health and welfare services. The
issue is presented here, howeve , only to clernonstrate the weakness of the ra-

/tionale. .
/ .

Another important rationale is based/on the belief that the leyel of fife
satisfaction and social integration of the Bieck aged is dependent on continued
proximity with old friends and familiar places. Some limited research has
"confirmed" this assumption, particularly as it related to the Biack people who
have been involved in relocadon efforts/ Unfortunately, mUch of the research in
this area has been based on samples. of/an age cross section of the Black popu-
lation, or predominantly white aged /populations and the findings have been
inappropriately-generalized to explain/the social behavior and social rinds of the
Black elderly, as well. What is needed is research focusing on the Black elderly
and the probleMs that are unique to them as a fact of race and age.

In the fee studies that have documented the assumption that' the elderly
Blacks choose to remain in the "old neighborhood," there is little consideration
given to "less obvious" psychological reasons why. For example, 3n entire life
time of hopelessness and frustr/ation w;ten they tried to get out of 3 bad
situation; fear of continued diso'rimination in a new and different community;
pure ignorance of what_ "better housing" is all about; or even an attitude that
this is where Black people'are sypposed to five.

Tne literature also calls in/to question what I have termed "Banfield's myth
of reality"that all Black people enjoy the "excitement of the Ghetto" and do
not want to leave, (Banfield, 1970). The exodus ot young Blacks, who can
afford it, to the suburbs tends to dispute this theory. There is the possibility,
that the Black elderly would also choose to leave the inner city, if given the
opportunity to do so, and Would find life equally as satisfying, if not more so.

There are, in fact, a feW projects for the elderly scattered in suburban areas.
It would appear, however, from a very cursory observation in the Washington
and 1V1alryland' suburbs that the tenants are predominantly white. Why? Have
Blacks been screened out? Have they been rejected? Maybe-they just have not
been informed. Or maybe they rejected the location because they would not feel
comfortable in such an environment. We don't have the answers to these ques-
tions but they certainly deserve investigation, before we continue planning.

A number of studies have documented the significant relationship between
environment and .thiel4I-being of the aged. Yet, housing policies continue to be
developed along .the traditional "bricks and mortar" pattern, with little, if any
humanism involved.in fact, it is really public housing polir.ges that tontinue to
be developed along traditional lines. This is certainly not true for the planning
and development of Tesidential facilities by the private sector for the economi-
cally secure older person, few of whom are Brack.

When" we consider the tremendous amount of attention in the field of
gerontology that hes been focused on ret:..crnent communities, it becomes
apparent that we do, indeed, recognize the importance of environment to suz-
cessful aging. We recognize it and give lip service to it but eviderq:e very limited
commitment to providing a wide rarge of environmental choices to meet the
varying needs of the Black and the poor.

We do not challenge/he assumption that some segments of the elderly Bieck
community desire to remain in the inner city, for whatever reasons. And they
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should 1.4 allowed to do so in safety and dignity, in housing where security and
services are provided. We do, however, challenge the assumptionbased on ig-
norance, apathy, and certainly racismthat all old Black people form a Korno-
geneous group who desire nothing more, than what they have and would be
unhappy in any environment other than the inner city ghetto. They have social
and psychological needs as individuals that may or may not be met in .the inner
city environment. They should have theright to live elsewhere, if they so desire,
and the right to h:ve input in the planning of government subsidized housing for
the elderly.

As in other areas of research in social 'gerontology,. the Black aged have
received very tle attention in the envirOmnental-behavior ,studies. Conse-
quently, we are gnorant of how they really feel and how they are affected by a
variety of living environments. We therefore, continue to make assumptions
about the social and psychological needs of the elderly Bled( person. Based on a
limited body of research; we determine that "all old Black people are happier in
the old neighborhood," that "they will not relocate if given a clioice,"-and that
they, Want to live the life they have always lived." I am certain that more
often than not, we use such data to rationalize and justify our actions which in
.truth are ..Used on less noble motives.

Carp (1909) has stated very appropriately:

In regard to preferences, it seems appropriate to check with those whose
satisfaction is assumed. In regard to the immutability of causes, the
possibility should be explored that concomitants of ethnic and social
class background operate so consistently that their effects are mistaken
for those ethnicity and social class, as such. Some of concomitants may
be amenable to change. The inertial of separation and alienation may be
due partly to "institutionali.zation of the ghetto," the codification of
society's response to the slums. It has been pointed out that the very
programs of housing, education, and welfare developed to assist those in
the slums ma/ serve to keep them there.

The present status and condition of elderly Blacks in public housing raises
serious questions for the researcher and the planner in this area. A major issue
becomes the location of such facilities, especially in light of current police
reoorts that the evidence of crimes against the elderly in inner.city neighbor-
hoods is increasing. TWo alternatives for action seem' feasible; (1) the develop-
ment', of public llousing for the elderly in more desiratile residential city neigh-
borhoods and in suburban communities; and (2) the provision of adequate
services to assure a safe and protected envirOnment for the aged residents of
inner city public housing.

In either case it is very important that we preface any action with some
viable. research. We have already made too many assumptions and relied on too
many myths about what old Black.people want and need. But, we must begin to
ask them abcut their preferences Jor living environments and location. We must
develop a knowledge of the range of heterogeneity and adaptability that exists
within the aged population who must depend on federally supported housing
programs. They should not be penalized for being old, Black and poor.

For those who desire to remain in the inner city, we need to identify special
needs for security and services, as well as architectural and physical facilities
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which enhance-the quality of life for older tenants and.make it possible for them
to maintain their much prized independence.

It appeats that we can accept willingly, the psychological and social impn-
cations of the retliement years and spend millions on the planning and construc-
tiorf, of retirement communities, with emphasis on social planning, recreation,
comfort, beauty, and coriveniencefor those who can afford it. The elderly"
Black and the poor have the same needs, yet they must retire to the ghetto
tenement and live out. their lives in fear and humiliation.

They may not choose to leave, but we mast givelhem a choice.

Social Relationships
Social relationships of the Black aged are not identified as a problem area, but

as an area of strength and support in a very hostile social system.
In the past, and to a substantial extent continuing in the present, social

relationships of Blacks have been'conditioned by the racist society in which we
live. Interaction with the inititutions and individuals of our social system has
been constrained by prevailing attitudes, customs and even legal structures, espe-
cially in the past. Although some relaxation 'of these restrictive conditions began
to seem possible in the decades of the 1950's and 1960's, a second nadir has
emerged in the 1970's.

Frustration 'of the hopes of Blacks tentatively raised by the limited progress
of the youth and young adults, often through acts of mien hostility, but more
often by increased determination and redoubled efforts to achieve the goal of
first class citizenship..They knew that for them there remained substantial years
ahead to accorolish their objectives. But of ten for the aged Blacks, the situation
reinforced accustomed detrimental attitudes of resignation to second class citi-

. zenship.
For any Black man or woman, now 65 years or older, the attitudes, behavior

and life expectations reflect the circumstances and conditions prevailing the
United States during his or her formative years. The vast majority of Blacks born
in the first decade of this century or earlier, grew up in a society which afforded
limited and inferior educational opportunities; restricted housing in ghetto areas
of cities or rural slums; reliance con folk medicine because -of-inadequate or
totally absent medical resources and lack of financial resources to utilize any
which might be available; the expectation of employment in only the, most
menial jobs at substandard wagesoften uncertain of tenure; and all the other
characteristic qualities of life for Blacks in the late Nineteenth and early Twen-
tieth centuries.

Within this framework of adverse life experiences, the wonder is that so many
elderly Blacks have demonstrated stamina and coping capacities which ay serve

-as inspiration to their children and grandchildren. Past social research into pat-
terns of social relationships. particularly those of the Black family, have em-
phasized only the pathological aspects of its- life with noor very limited
recognition that the earlier social system (of which they were only a- restricted
part) was responsible for most of the apparent pathologies. In his preface to
Robert Hill's book The Strengths of Black Families, Vernon Jordan, the Execu-
tive Dir3ctor of the National Urban League, says:

The myths ... are familiar to all; that the Black family is "matriarchal," it is
unstable, it does not prepare Black people for productive lives, and is the
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prime source of Black economic weakness. These myths have movedfrom
discredited folklore to the respectability of learned scholarly papers ...
Worse still, they have become acceptable to those who determine public
policy ...
These past products of "scholarly" research have been primarily the work of

white social scientists who have viewed the Black man, his environment and
social relationships as phenomena separate and apart from the totality of Ameri-
can life and its histiirical evolution. Fortunately, correctiY ,:qc/ nlore accurate
presentations are emerging from a new school of social reser.. nst of them
young, Black, articulate, sophisticated, and brilliant. Amonc. toe:contribu-
tions of Dr. Robert Hill, author of The Strengths oi Black Ferndies ind Dr.
Andrew Billingsley, author ot Mack Families in White America, and other works,
are setting the record straight and providing the true and needed positive orien-
tation for our examination of the social relationships of Blackstin the United
States not _only with other Blacks but with members of the larger society.

Dr. Billingsley, in his examination of the "Black Family as a Social System"
observes that:

Negro families have been ... conspicuously shaped by social lorces in the
American environment.

Principal among the subsystems of the larger society which have a direct
impact on family life are the values, the politic* the economic, the educa-
tional, the health, and the communic'ations subsystems, Negroes have been
systematically excluded from active and equal participation in each of
these major subsystems of the larger society, yet all the while have been
heavily influenced by them..Another important fact is that the exclusion
of Negroes from the definition and the resources of these subsystems has
not been uniform.

Elderly Blacks in particular, epitomize strengths of Blacks which have per-
sisted despite rigid exclusionary practices in the "definition and the resources of
(the) subsystems: Hill enumerates special strengths of Black families as: J I
adaptability of roles; 2) strong kinship ties; 3) strong religious orientation; 4)
strong work orientation; and 5) strong achievement orientation.

Perhaps influenced by the rigors and circumscribed conditions of their early
lives, older Blacks cling tenaciously to old friends and remote relations. Even
poverty does not serve as an excuse for not sharing their meager resources with
others near and dear to them. They also often show unusual adaptability and
warmth of relationshiP toward recently formed friendships in senior center clubs
and groups of neighborS in public housing projects., The director of one such
group in a public housing project told of an old Black man in the group who
ingeniously undertook to serve his neighbors who were recipients of social
security benefits or public assistance. Difficulty in cashing checks and fear for
personal safety in the high crime area in which the project was located, impelled
the old man to arrange for a police escort to the bank for himself on "check
receiving" days. He meticulously collected his neighbors checks, giving each a
receipt, and placed each check in a separate envelop. With his police *escort, he
cashed all the checks and returned the cash to each recipient. (He also took care
to have a neighbor accompany him and witness the return of each person's cash.)
Although the pei-spicacity of this old man might have been unusual, his warmth
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and generosity toward his peers was not.

. The quality of sharing with friends is even more discernable wifh family and
even remote relatives. Undoubtedly the awareness of common disadvantages and
of a hostile larger society was a factor in drawing the members of this older
generation close together. The percentage of older Black female headed families
with_larger number of children in the home is proportionately greater than the
same category of whites. Of course; it is probably that economic circumstances
are the major cause, but the closeness of kinship ties in the Black family is a
factor not to be overlooked.

Little needs to be said about the Black church a vehicle for social relation-
ships. The Black church has from the days of.slavery been the strongest social
force among older Blacks. In the days of plantation living, church going was
usually thw'only permissable avenue of group activity of Blacks. Hence the Black
church became not only a means of spiritual sustenance but a majorand often
the onlyoutlet for social relationships. For elderly Blacks today it often plays
the same role. Even with the.emergence of larger resources made possible under
the terms oCkhe Older Americans Act, church sponsored facilities such as meal
service programs, friendly visitors, recreation activities and transportation are
often most successful where the older Blacks, especially those of low income are
concerned.

Notwithstanding the hardships and disadvantages imposed upon older Black
Americans, they have shown remarkable strength and resiliency in the face of
adversity. Of course, there is the same diversiw among them as for other groups
and it is a mistake to regard older Blacks as a homogeneous group. It is remark-
able, however, that in the light of obstacles and hindrances, so much creativity
and leadership have been demonstrated among them. DuBois, with his now
fanous identification of the "talented tenth," recognized the heterogeniety of
the Black population and called upon that small but gifted and relatively privi-
leged group to exercise leadership. The challenge and ifte history of the Black
man in America abounds with illustrations of high level achievement by
members of the group, both before, during and after DuBois' pronouncement.
The curren, xhibit at Washington's National Portrait Gallery focuses on "The
Black Presence in the Era of the American Revoltition 1770-1800, " andaffords
dramatic proof of sub'stantial contributions from Black men and women of that
period.

Continuing into the present era, ample evidence exists to demonstrate sus-
tained and unselfish talent sharing. Among those offering role models for Negro
youth today may be noted such giants as Dr. Benjamin Mays, A. Philip
Randolph and Lawrence C. Jones the "Little Professor of Piney Woods."
Women, too, are in these ranks; witness the contributions of Mary McLeod
Bethune and earlier notables such as Ida B. Wells and Janie Porter Barrett.

All of these, and others unsung, reinforce Dr. Hill's thesis that Black fainilies,
despite deprivation and the necessity of continuing struggle, do indeed afford a
reservoir of strength. Exploration into the lives and times of these early
stfugglers,for democracy anch equality offers a fruitful, field of endeavor for
multi-disciplinary research for social researchers, especially the Black profes-
sionals whose responsibility is to "set the record straight."
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Summary
An attempt has been made to highlight some of the major problems from

which aged Blacks suffer, but also to focus on major strengths wh,ich may be
brought to bear for corrective purposes. It has only been in recent years that
aging has commanded the prominent attention of researchers in a variety of
fields, and the Black aged are still very much-ignored as a unique minority of the
elderly population.

It is tRe very uniqueness of the experience of the Black elderlyin America
that makes research such a critical issue. We have 'only touched upon a few of
the many problems and concerns that confront the'Black elderly and undermine
their chances to grow old in dignity and comfort. The most basic problems
related to income maintenance and housing are further reflected in poor nutri-
tion, poor physical and mental health, increased vulnerability, and high mor-
taiity. Ev,.,ri in the area of.social relationships, witich has provided a haven of
hope for the many Black aged, we still find pockets of old Black people in
"geriatric ghettos" who live out their lives in loneliness and isolation.

It is evident from the limited data and research that is available that much
action is* needed to remove the disparities that exist in this society for aged
Blacks. It is further evident that such action must be preceded by relevant
research, because action in the face of ignorance has invariably done more harm
than good.
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THE SOCIALIZATION OF BLACK CHILDREN:
PRIORITIES FOR RESEARCH

by
Harriette Pipis McAdoo, Ph.D.

Associate Professor df Social Work
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Research on socialization of the Black child is needed from a Black per-
spective. Socialization is a difficult task, especially for the Black child. Sociali-
zation is defined as the process whereby a society molds a new born, self-
centered baby into a functional adult. He must learn the dominant values of the
society. The parents, acting "as the agcnts of socialization, oversee the process.
The Black child has a double devalopmental task: (1) to become part of the
dominerit culture; and (2) to intermlize thp val'ies of the Black community.

Before, we study the sOcializatk;n 4-..! the Clack child, there are four tasks we
must do: (1) Develorour own tl-worier: (2) Develop research skills; (3) Dis-
seminate our knowledge to the gc rs- .1 lation; and (4) Re-examine our roles
as Black researchers. Once we have accomplished these tasks, then we should
address the key variables of the socialization process.

Re-examination of Old Ctatejopmental Theories for
Bias Against the Black Child.

In the past, the Black child has been seen from various viewpoints as: (a)
non-existent; (b) genetically inferior; (c) culturally deprived; (d) socially dis-
advantaged. The latest view is: (e) to see him from a bi-cultural view whiCh has
some danger, for eveo though the Black culture is seen as existing, it still is not
viewed as a valid dominant culture. In the end, the culturally different view has
the same result, for the White children are still the normative idea. All of these
views placed blame on the child or family for lack of academic success, not on
the system. Lack of achievement inias said to result from failures in the sociali-
zation process. The family was stereotyped as being authoritarian, punitive, and
lax in its supervision of the child (Ausubel & Ausubel-, 1963; Bettetheim, 1964).
These theories have been accepted as gospel to this day.

The Need to Check the Empirical Base of Theories
All valid theories must have an empirical base. A theory should reflect reality;

however, we find that few socialization theories are based on hard data.
One finds that theories on infants have come from working with adults or

other mammals. The most influential theory of 'this type would be Freud's
theory on, infant sexuality, whi^b was constructed from the clinical studies of,
adults. According to Burton White (1971), the greater portion of that theory has.:
never been confirmed by direct studies of representative populations of infant
White states that only two theories on the very young child are grounded i'
-studies of babies. These theories are: (1) Piaget's theory of evolution of intelli
gence; and, (2) Gesell's concept of patterns of .development. If there jrt
empirical base relevant for the psychdanalyticalAeOries when these theories are
extended to the Black child, they are even further from reality. Only.a few well
done cross-sectional or longitudinal studies have been done on the Blacichild.
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There have been even fewer experimental or naturalistic observational studies.
Once we have examined the old socialization theories and have begun to develop
research skills, we must then begin to build a theory.

Task of Theory Building
Begun by Presenting Hypothesis

Theory building must be based on our own experiences in the Black com-
munity. These experiences, hdwever, may contradict cur search of the literature
as shown in my study of self-concept in Mississippi. I had hypothesized th,at
Black preschool children growing up in an all Black southern cothmunity would
have good self-concepts, in fact, more positiye self-concepts than those growing
up in Northern integrated settings. However, I was unable to find literature to
support this intuitive hypothesis. When I wrote my proposal, I had to state
carefully that althOtigh the literature indicated that Black children had lower
self-concepts than normal, and that Southern children had lowur self-concepts
than Northern children, I expected to find the opposite. Fortunately, my hypo-
thesis was supported. In later additional research (McAdoo, 1973), I have

gathered data which supports the hypothesis that Black children are able to
develop good self-concepts.

Building a Data Base
We need to build up empirical "baseline data on various aspects of Black

parenting. When one shares his findings with others, such as we are doing this
week, he is helping to build a data base. This free exchange of information is
vitally needed between Black researchers across the country and here at Howard,
for we don't know what is going on in the other departments. This also holds.
true for blacks at other institutes. This sharing of ideas and data is invaluable in
the development of our research. Again, drawing on the work my husband, John
McAdoo (1970) and I (1970) 'have been conducting in race attitude and race
attitudes, two other Black researchers have been thinking and working in this
area, Margaret Spencer in Chicago (Persbnal Communications, 1973) and our
speaker for this-afternoon, Bill Cross of Princeton (Personal Communications,
1973). We became aware of their work completely by accident. Our exchanges
with them have been exciting and beneficial.

We need to continue the Black Caucus activities in our individual professional
organizaticins. Conferences such as this 'aiee'a greatiaid_in..eNpariding our begin-

: ,
ning pool of knoviledge with Other- Black researcheits. Only where a solid em-
pirical baseline has been developed can we evolve objective theories sensitive to'
the Black family.

Next Step: Test Hypothesis
If our data support our hypotheses and findings in different settings and

different researchers also support them, then and only then will we begin to hove
sound theories that can stand up to peer examination.

We cannot examine theories and, studies from a basis of ignorance. Blacks
must move beyond being consumers of research and become the produce'rs. We
must go from re.acting to the.research of others to creating our own.
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Development of Black Research Skills
Programs such as our Urban Educational Researchers Mining Institute and

the Institute of Urban Affairs are serving this function. These institutes are in
the early developmental state, but serve as good outlets for the Black researcher.
For the new students and the research trainees, the awful mysticism al.out
research needs to be dispelled. One should instill a sense of fun ahd adventure
into research to make it anexcitingexperiénce. For one can use the imagination
to turn the computer into a dumb aniMal, that will only do as you command.
Once the fear has been removed, then the student is ready to develop a research;
design and set the whole cyCle Of research into action.

One quickly learns that there is no such thing as a biasfree design-in a learch,
'for the person's own bias is written into the design:Even in,data collection,
one's unconscious motives come in to-play, leaving an impact on the outcome of
the data.

Researchers need to examine the census tract data and explore the rich
supply of historical data available. Several sources of historical data are found in
the National Archives, or in the slave narratives and can be obtained through oral
histories. All of this information provides us with a proper view of hnw Black
children are socialized.

The last and the most important aspect of the process in research is synthesis
to interpret the data. This is the one point in the research cycle in which biases
are openly allowed. We need to translaie research findings into everyday lan-
guage. Our theories and terms ,should be so clear that a parent on the firing line
of raising children can,read it.

Dissemination of Research Findings
The results should be made accessible to the fiteneraLpublk.. Juiras some of

the best articles on child research can be found in Redbook or in the New York
Times Sunday magazine section, so too should Black magazines be filled with
our Most up to date information. Essence h?s begun to do this. However, we
need a Black Dr. Spock to provide the Black community .with the newest data
on locialization of the Black child..Parents need to be able to read about early
pubertY, the role of the afro combs to the Black fellow; or white girl-Black boy
relationships.

Here are some facts on just one subject,'feeding of the infaht, that are quife
important to Bks: (-1) That feeding solid foods to a baby before he is three
months should, be discouraged, because reports show that the brain cells may be
stimulated if fed too early, and this could lead to later obesity arid that the high
Lalt content in baby food may be connected to later hypertension; (2) Ebony
recently devoted time to the fact that hypertension is the greatest killer of
Blacks; (3) The Black male has a higher rate of cancer, which may be connected

....to_nutrition. These' are areas that are only now beingexplored, and the findings
are not all-inclusive. Yet, Black parents should be made aware of these possible
relationships in order that they could be able to make chdices in some of their
child rearing practicer..

Once we haye accomplished the tasks of developing our own theories, and
research skills, and disseminated our knowledge to the, general population, then
we need to reexamine our roles as researchers.
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We need to look at our own actions; for.there are a few of us who have been
swept into the role of the "instant experts." These are usually the researchers
who are recent Ph.D.'s and who have just made a paper presentation or recently
published a paper or book. Some of them have been pushed into sudden fame
and asked to tour the country, give speeches, sit on panels, or appear on tele-
vision. They have .received the royal treatment; involving going on consultant.
trips,,whith means good money, lots of. travel, a great deal of prestige and a good
deal- of ego tripping. It .is interesting to note just hoW many of these "one book
wonders" have gone on to write that second Iook, Air next research project.
Onfya -vety.few "instant experts" haie written the second article, based on
empirical data.

The urban hustler that we see so often in the poverty stricken projects has
e swept many Black rsearchers down the wrong avenue,. Then there are those

researchers who have the skills and haven't put them tO use. We need position
papers that are grounded in empirical data, rather than opinrons.
. Many Blacks have taken the juicy administrative jobs, that pay handsomely;

though-more than likely the illusion of power is even better than the money. We
cannot allow our creative energies .a.gd skills .to become rusty because of the
day-to-day frustration of program develoPment or institutidnal building. '-

We need to answer the iollowing questions: CI) Who will do the research? (2)
Who will do the interpretation of the data? (3) Who will translate our findings
tci the popular mass? Black- research,is very rare, and as researchers, the decisions
that we make maV beqaur greatest cOntribution to society.

Oncep,ye have re-examined our roles as researchers, v e should address the key
variables Of ,the.4 socialization process. We have to look at the key essence of
socialization, and that is the parent-child interaCtiOn. In looking at the impact of
the family structure upon socialization, we realized the importance of the farniy.
We 'have to look at the different structures that are found among Blacks. For
instance, We have that approximately 60:75 percent of our BlaCk homes have
both a motht.r and. a father present, with many of these families being of the ,

exfended form. You 'probably are awaLe of the fact that in the psychological
literatura, having more than- one care taker within the family, or multiple
mothering, is cOnsidered to be very detFimental to the child. We need to go into
the home, and examine the affects of multiple mOthering, to see it if destroys
the parent-Child primary'. relationship, or whether in fect the child is able to_
differentiate between his primary and secondary socializers. We need t.;.'aok at
the impact of those extra members living within the family.. If they are taken
away, would the Black family, even with a mother and father there be able to

:cope with the impression that it gets outside. Is not that the extra person,
whether,it is an aunt or grandmother, who is there occasionally or all the time, is
necessary for the family to function?

There is a need to examine the differential impact of income levels upon
social development. The rdajority of research has been caced to t4 most
depressed Black family groups, however, we must study families and children
from all levels. If there are more Blacks becoming middle class, despite the fact
that the great majority c:e not, then we should look at the child-rearing practices
of a family as it moves ep the econprnic 1,adder. We want to know if there are
child-rearing practices which differ between a family thal has just moved up, and
a family that has been middle class for several generations. In other words, these
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are reasons to examine the social economic differences in'childrearing practices
to see if it continues over generations.

We need to look at how families obtain upward mo bility. SoMe_researchers,
such as Billingsley (1969), have said that it is the extended family, rather than
the kinship family that helps certain members move up through the screens of
oppbrtunity. Others have found that a person who has been able to break'away
fropepthe extended family and break the reciprocal ties, is better able t10 make
thgir6ward mobility. We need to examine those views closely because/they are
'almost completely opposite opinions. Maybe those views\ are running parallel.
Maybe both., are in play at the same time. We need to lbok at th/ effect on
socializing a child to break away from the family versus socializing the child to
be intercleprient, or dependent on other members of the family:/There is a
difference rhen You do that.

We haVtO rook at the impact of the one-parent family, for whatever reason,
historical,rcultiaral, or economic. Apprbxiniately 14 ot our B ack families
headedilal,/,' mothers, and we know that women who head amilies are more,
vulnerable. They are more vulnerable to sociatand economic problems and they
earn less. Hill (1971) felt the vulnerability Was the key word, not pathology, in
looking at this family. We also know that Black women ar# more likely to work
than White women, even after marriage. About 80% of o r Black, womeh work,
and even the educated ones earn less than their White c nterpart:What impact
does :this have .on the family? What accommodation must ,be made for this ,

,mother-absence, which may be even mofe crucial /than the alleged father-
absence? Other factors obviouSly compensate for the official absence of the
fathers. We need to ook at theuniversal maternal emPloyment. Another defense
for the Black ferii,, :.s, whether she is heading a family or whether she is working
to support it.in cooperation with a father, could be that it is expected that Black
males and Black females work. We do not have the luxury of socializing our girls
tO be housewives. On the contrary, we socialize our girls with the idea that theY
will be going out to work. There is a difference from the norm of the White
group. This would vake a mother better prepared if she doe face, the problem
of having to suppoet her family. We, know that many of our Black women will
not get married, or those who do get married will have to maintain the home
themselves. With the shorter life span, this could result in an early death of her
husband in which case she will have a longer period of widowhood than that of
Whites. She should be equipped to handle this alone..

Many Black women ere more likely to succeed than Whites, and we feel it is
because of the strong extended family

1

The Black woman may tarnore likely to
..

get support from other members of the family, thus allowing her to go out into
the world of work,.and still maintain that family. Is the child harmed? Is he
handicapped When he competes'in school with a White child whose mother was
present? How does the high maternal w,-,rk rate impact the male-female
relationship? I

. Are there socialization problems and processes that should be encouraged?
Are there some that should be discouraged? At this point, we are not in)'a
position to answer that. We need more research done on the family. i

The extended family exists in certain forms that have been affected by ur-
banization with its high mobility, and small apartments. The lack of care in the
urban city will destroy part of the extended family. However, if this extended

i
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family form is protective of the Black chi'd, then maybe we can extend it into
the industrial settin9. KAnly, we are.talkinj about families who adopt an older
person who lives in the .-,eighborhood even though he is not connected by blood.
This may be a way of augmenting the nuclear family because we know that the
nuclear family is probably the most isolated family style that exists..There are
many tensions that exist and must be dealt with when a mother and a father are
both working. They may need the experience of an older person; they need ar,
extra hand.

Some of the detrimental affects of aving a heme headed by the moth,r have
not been substantiated. While we knov the importance of the father figui:

-crucial, some of the functions are bein carried out by other people. In my own
work in Mississippi, Washington and Michigan, I did not find,the expeted Leai-
mental impact on certain variable n my research that resulted froM the mother
heading the home versus the mother and the father heading the home. I found
no significant differences between children from these two family types, on
racial attitudesself-concepts, racial identification, or I.Q. I did not find a dif-
ference in the sexual attitude that I really had expected.

Anot er variable we have to look at is the development of raciai attitudes in
self-con epts. Most of you are very .much aware of the data that claims that the
Black hild hates his own race, and therefore he hates himsel i. My husband and I
have studied this in three geographic groups. My husband and I have been
concerned with curticulum models and operant conditioning to promote rnore
positive race attitUdes and the development of positive self-images. I have looked .
specifically at the self-concept,.and have found good, strong, healthy examples.
The data were collected in three settings: Mississippi, Michigan-and Washington,
D.C.-The results indicated that the average self-concept for all groups was pasi-
tive. In two years of data collection in Washington, D..C., I have found that the
children have maintained a goo'd, strong, seif-image and have shown significant
increase in self-concepts. I have found that there is no relationship between
racial attitudes, and self-concept. I was surprised that these kids are able to feel
good about themselves; even though they need the societal preference for
Whitps. The .main difference between our data and the data that Clark and many
othei people found earlier is that the Whites and Blacks hated blackness at the
same level. Now we are finding that these kids are moving toward greater accept-
ance of their own blackness. So there have been probleMs. The kids are not as
positive toward theif blackness as we would like to have thern,be, but they are
much more Positive than earlier,research indicates. . -

John McAdoo (1970) has worked a great deal on'the modificati n of racial
attitudes. He has done some' very interesting things on negative reinforcement
and positive reinforcement. He'sdeveloped a Black Consciousness curriculum for
pre-school which is attempting to change the, racial attitudes for the kids.,jelm
found that it was possible to modify the Black attitudes toward their own rath
group. In doing this, he found a greater change n the desired direction through
the .uie of negative reinforcement. In one experiment, he gave the kids ten
pennies and took awav-a penny everytime the child gave a positive response toc-

white, and they actually changed their r:ttitude,s. We found out that giving candY
each time they said somethinq.positive to Bla.-:ks didn't work as well. Maybe
money is a much more powerful modifiel rh,,o candy for the Black child.

We have to look at the high rate ,....` Bieck adoption. We have talked already
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about the kids being adopted into the Black family in an informal way. Approxi-
mately 90% of all Black babies who are boro out cf wedlock are adopted within
some family. However, in 1970, of the 6,000 Black kids officially adopted,
2,300 were adopted into White homes, 1/3 of the children were,adopted offi-
cially through agencies in that year 'and. went into White homes. Now many
professional groups have come out against this, but we have to deal with kids
who are now in these homes. We can't just forget them. Eventually when they
grow up, they will return to the Black community and we need to do research in
this area to find out what effect this has on a Black child when he grows up in a
White home. These will be BlaCk children who have socialized as Whites.

We have.tried to do some research in this area in examining racial attitudes of
these kids. We've had a great deal.of. difficulty because parents do not want you
to come into their homes. We don't, have the leverage that an adoption age zy
hei when they can do a follow-up. All we can do is ask them may we come into
your home; may we test your kids; may we ask you questions, and almost
universally the answer, is no. The greatest difficulty came from the 6lack father
who was married to the White female: He refused to let us in the.house. Occa-
sionally, a Black father would say yes to letting us enter his house, and the
minute we walked in we were thrown out. This is something that most of us
cannot deal with. Also many of the White couples refused to let us in because
they said their" kids were not aware of race and that we would only be intro-
ducing something that would contaminate them. Most of the children were six
years olu. Studies have shown that by the age of three, children are aware of
race, and they have developed their racial preferences by the age of four. Once
they reach the age of six, they are either very raciq, or they have positive racial
att:tudes. So these parent's are being unrealistic in their views of the impact of
race on their ch:ldren. These children need to be followed up. .

The last thing i would like to discuss is the political socialization of the Black
chiid and you. Socialization is a procesS and a product. The process is the way in
which youth are introduced to certain political attituo. s, behaviors, and roles!
The product would be the belief that the child holds about the political system.
The Black youth has to examine this political system that works in America and
decide that system is working for him. If' he determines that the Bill of Rights
has nothing to do with him, he loses his fantasy and idealization of the govern-
ment, and of the people who are in the government. This new realization could
end alienation, which was referred to yesterday as the alienation from the politi-
cal process. We need to look at Ways in which the kids form these attitudes, and
create ways in which we can get the kids to feel thai they do hfie a degree of
control in the political,setting. We must develop a method that will make the
child feel that he is a powerful person who eventuzilly has an impact on his
environmc,lt; that he is not only a,victim of the racist system. So, we knoit that
political soci zation is an experience of frustration. The Black militancy of
today coulu be a response to thisfrustration. Instead of becoming frustrated and
turned off, many Blacks are becoming militant and thus involved in their setting.

Finally, we must examine the parent-child interaction. This is a crucial focus
of all socialization. There is a great deal of clinical experimental data out on
parental behavior and its influence en the child. Once again, only a few of these
studies are based on direct observation of the child in his home. Often the use of
mother's reports of lather's behavior has proven to be highly unreliable. We need
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more qat ralistic observations 1 r.^ ;nother -child relationship is a cornerstone of
socializIti n. The strength of lht. 9ack mother has been made to appear psycho-
logical or lacks. ,

One aree that wn nave not lac ked at is the interaction between the father and
the child. T ere i, an rirea 'hat has virtually heen ignored in the White literature.
This coUld bô a result of tha father's lack of availability and his unwill'ngness to

I

cooperate, Mo t fatheN ain't like to be interviewed, especially by strange people

work 5 ring th .:light of day in hope of avoiding the inner-city nights. Most of
in their homes. Another ilroblem rested on the researchers for they preferred to

the fathiers work d during the day and were not available for interviews. There-
fore, we have an !most vacular knowledgc of what goes on betWeen fathers and
their b4ies. .

..

per,spective. A few res archers have gone into the home. However, their studies
viere very biased in sone of the emphasis and interpretations that they made
from the data. The Bla k father serves as more than an klentification model. His

1

role is much more com lex with the many possible interactions with the child.
His int ractions are time limited but very powerful. We must not iet our stereo-,
types bout the Black f ther or of the Black male, blind us to the intensive
impact that the father has n the child. We are just beginning to get a little bit of
data. However, this is one area that really needs a lot of attention.

\
'Wei1 need to look at the differential socializetion of Black boys and Black girls.

One of our key developmental tasks is to reach our manhood, or to reach our
/ \

womanhood. One of the greates- t controversies as far as I am concerned, is the
relationship between Black meles and Black females. Social scientists have not
aided us 'at all. The stereotype, not widely accepted, is that we have a passive
aggressive male who is dominated by a castrating female. Thus, the Black Tale is
seen to turn to the White female for *relief from his negative interaction with the
Black female. There is an oh-gcling conflict whether it is real or just imagined. It
is due to the socialization that we give oil° boys and socialization that we give
OUP girls. Research is needed tq answer the following questions: (1) Do these
conflicts actually exist? (2) Are the stereotypes accurate or are they just an
extension of biased research? (3) What child-rearing practices produce these
individuals? (4) What effect will the social .economical status have on the niale-
female roles? (5) Is it because it 'is too close to us to prevent us from stepping
hack and actually examining the\ problem? !tour family patterns dO haVe dif-'
ferent forms, then we must socialize our kids to fit these forms.

The two basic questions are as \follows: (1) What is the--ideal BlaCk male and
what is the ideal Black female?; and (2) What socializgtion practices are needed
to encourage the meeting of this ideal? It is very important that we lock at the! °

male-female interaction for two reasons. First, because the relationship between1
the man and woman within the family is the end result of their socialization'
prOcess and second, because it is the arena in which the next generation of Black
children will be socialized. .

,

Wha goes on bètween the father and the teenager? We only have an idea of
what- happens once he child becomes delinquent. Once he goes to court you can
do a case study on him. There has not bten a research project that sent a
6reseaccheritito the ack home to ubserve the father and son from the Black
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SOCIALIZATION OF THE BLACK MALE:
RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

by
Gwendolynn Cooke, Ph.D.
University Without Walls

Magan State College
. Baltimore, Maryland

The question "Who am I?" is and has always been a question man has asked
himself: The answer he usually accepts-is one which enhances his selfconcept
and, thereby, ensures his psychological survival. If his answer, however, is not
one with which he feels comfortable, two possible alternatives come to mind: he
connmplates suicide or he approaches all other problems in human relations
with predictable ambivalence, uncertainty and sometimes cynicism. The various
roles the Black man adopts as he socializes his off-spring often resemble the
latter.

This paper explores the socialization process of the Black male in the Ameri-
can Society. After a brief discussion of the socialization of Black males from a
historical perspective, I will examine the role that social and behavioral scientists
have played p promoting negative stereotypes about Black people. AlsO, con-
siderable attention will be given to specific factors which condilion the iaciali-
zation process for Black male. The final section will include some suggestions
and guidelines for future research in this important area.

Socialization Roles for Survival: A Historical Perspective

The African Background
Ancestors of the American Negro came from many tribes and Many cultures

on the West Coast of Africa. These varied tribes had no common tongue, no
"lingue Africana." There was no such thing as "the African oersonality," since
the varied groups differed as much in their way of life as in the physical charac-
teristics they exhibited, and in the languages they spoke.'

The family was the political unit and usually it was patriarchal: This r.,ocial
system was a well organized one in which the individual experienced a deep sense
of group identity. As we shall see, a feeling of belonging wa; a short lived 'one
for those Africans enslaved and brought to America.

Slavery
The horrori of the slave society in America almost stripped the Black man of

his masculinity. However, having a strong will to survive-, the Black man
socialized his off-spring to act iii the way he believed to be in his best inierest.
Hence, be tended to feign servility wore ale mask of huniility adopting a
child's posture, and gave the impression of being attached to the master and
utterly dependent upon him. He tended, or pretended to be a bit stupid. This
was another aspect of his techque for survival. His apathetic gaze was self-
protective; it was dangerous to know too much.2

Thk role also enabled him to strike at the slavery system in many, ways
from slowing his work to abusing the livestock and damaging the farm imple-
ments. Other techniques included destroying property by fire, feigning illness,
occasionally laming himself to avoid work, and expressing his dissatisfaction
through stories and songs.
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After rleconstruction
After the Civil War, Blacks were optimistic and felt they could discontinue

their survival roles of idleness and ignorance. Indeed, the Negro enjoyed, for-a
short period of time, a sense of well-heing, a sense of freedom, and sense of
manhood. However, Southers moved to reshackle the Negro with a series of
"Black Codes."3 These codes left the Black man at the mercy of the white man.
Moreover, the Negro became the white man's whipping boy, a scapegoat. In
getting a job and making a living, the Negro was particularly discriminated
against during the Reconstruction Period. (Rayford W. Logan has laconically
characterized this period as the "nadir"). Landers without a way to secure a
loan, and with no Freedman's Bureau to guide him, the Southern Negro became
a share tenant or a sharecroppei . Because of the way the sharecropping system
was instituted by racist whites, the Black man.became a serf to the soil. He was
forced to readapt his former role of inefficient laborer for survival.

The plight of the city Negro was equally as difficult. Once. I l',or feck,stions
abandoned their original policy of non-discrimination on the basis of color,
Negro males were forced to become "scab" (strikebreakers) in Order to provide
for their families.

World Wars I and II
Black families encouraged their sons to enlist in the military during World

Wars I and II because they believed they would have grounds for demanding
better treatment after serving their country. Military service offered the Black
male a Chance to disprove the stereotype of racial Llieriority and to demonstrate
his manhood. However, because of the climate in thc. -d States, young Black
boys continued to be socialized to behave in a fashir was not offensive to
whites despite how they felt internally trout their roles.

The 50's and 60's
Tired of being denied equal rights, Black Americans tool', tho streets in the

1950's and 1960's to demonstrate for equal rights. The entiq. family took
part trt this dispiay adissatisfaction. Young Black males we models
of strength and determination; racial pride was expressed ir .,ty;es, costume
and dress, and in the adoption of a new name. (Many Blao... ..turl.ned using the
word "Negro" which they found to be a refic of the Atleitt;.:: slave qrade and,
hence, paternalistic.)

Images of the Black Male
Authentic images of the Black man have not been projected by the media:

White Ame :cans stereotyped Blacks in broadly denigrative categories. Conse-
quently, Blacks have been compelled to take a defensive posture and present less
than 'authentic images of themselves on the white man's terms for their own
psychological survival.

The White Media
Both fictional and non-fictional literature are powerful attitude "shapers."

Between these, the Black man has been portrayed in such hostile terms that it
will, take several generations concert:J-4y .rojecting positive irlages of the
Black man before the present expediEnt one is ig iorgotten, if that, indeed,
is possible-.

A review of the vas, b :ik of American lituatur r. until. the 1930's reveals
that the literary Blat... ,las been iiicarcerated in such tightly restrictive cate-
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pries as: the ontented sla.a; the brute nigger: the comic Negro; the tragic
Mulatto and the exotic primitive. These stereotypes, whether flattering or
denier ,tive, are markee by exaggerations or omissions. All stress the Negro's
diver.% :rom white Anglo-Saxon norms, and are, consciously or un-
conscioub, y, pressed into the service of justifying racial proscription.4

Many sto es, anecdotes, poems and cartoons refer to the Negro male as
"nigger,"."riggah," "darkey," "coon," "uncles". "buck," "light complected-
ynuer man." He is further lampooned by the bestowal of such outrageous
ocoaes as "Mr. Napoleon Jackson, Esquire," familiarly known as "Poleon,"
Epaphrodies Plumer, Neuralgia and Homidice.

VirtUally every derogatory stereotype is affixed upon the Negro. He is
made ,.to appear superstitibus, dun and stupid, imitative (and, hen not
creative), ignorant, suspicious, hapPy-go-lucky, improvident, lazy, in,.noral,
criniinaIrhe is a liar, a thief, a drunkard.

Articles in a serious vein probably did mor harm to the Negro than did
the fictional literature. While some of the articles eefended him, most argued
against accepting him as an equal citizen.5 .

From 1920 to about 1945, the image most pojected of the Black male
was that of the servant or comedian. He was superstitious, cowardly, servile,
asequious, good-natured, and inferior. White writers, producers and direc-
tors constructed Black roles primarily to fit stereotyped "Black boys"
carrying white men's luggage, Black natives sneaking arot.nd the jungle, Black
dancers doing a but:k and wing.6

Traditiorially, but especially during the 50's, the vvhita press conveyed
false impressions of the Black male in the way it selected news items about
him. Instead of reporting news about the Negro male's altruism, for example,
the white press dominated the news Wth Negro crime. This press chose not to
repoCt the stability, as well as the instraility, of the Negro family. Seldom, if
ever, were Black workers revealed to be responsible, efficient, and ha-rd
working as were white workers.

During the 1960's, the white media, when providing public or
3dvertisement, adopted what Dore Schary calls the "Blick is white formuh"
a transformation in the qualities 'attributed to Negro frcim .:verytWng the
white man despises to everything he admires.7 Thus, for fearful subserve:,ce
and mindless good nature, we substituted vitality ano g4.od Ioo.. upward
mobility and family stability, hard work and material succes,. The excep Ions
can be counted. The message that comes across ail too often is tha: "Blacks
are fine provided they display the traditional white middle-class tIues.8 The
white majority wins again because the Black man, the urderdog, is compelled
to defend the images projected of him on the ground dic 'ed by 1.-P White
majority.
The Black Media

In addition to being forced to take a defense posture when defining image,
the Black man was socialized by the white man to believ. all the rnany
images he projected of him. Consequently, the Black man's chief ,; -dium of
communication, the Black prnss, created and perpetuated a work, -

believe for Black people, mainly the Black bourgeoisie.
Up to the late 50's, E. Franklin Frazier stated that the lEkla A press revealed

the inferiority complex of the Black bourgeoisie and provided a documenta-
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tion of the attempt of this class to seek co pensation for its hurt self-esteem
and exclusion from American life." Article after article exaggerated the
economic well-being and cultural achievements of Blacks and Negro society
became a world of "make-believe."' Advertisements in Black magazines
pushed straightening hair and using bleaching cream for both sexes as major
weapons in the Negro fight for social acceptability arid psychological
comfort.

Determined to Matter the rigid, stultifying mold, Blacks in the past decade
decide6 to develop a novel cluster of identifying concepts to build a new
image: e:nploying such adjeCtival notions as "militant," "aggressive," and
Black is beautiful." Both.Black and white-media projected this image.

Arthur L, Smith suggests that the vast significance of the redefinition
process is in Blacks' restructuring of reality "with Black men at the center."
To accomplish this, as Smith points out, they employ a "reverse rhetoric."

"Whereas most anthropological and sociological works by white authors
describe the Black man in comparison to the white man, the Black
revolution,s 'f. reverse the process. Their rhetoric suggests that, com-
pared to the Black man, the average. white man exhibits the following
physical trai s: head slightly less than elegant, nose less well developed,
lips not so full and hair stringy. The intent of this rhetoric is to get on
the offensk e by defining one's world in relatiohship to one's self, as
indeed the Black revolutionists insist the white man has dope for five
hundred years." 2

In fictional literature, Blacks now depict the "Negro-ness of being a
Negro.1? In the past this was frowned upon by the Black middle-class in their
frenzied dash toward the precipicelof the American main stream. With the
new stance of the Black media., hopefully, once the new Black image(s) is
implanted, members will begin modeling themselves along the lines of the
new definition, the new adjectival clusters: Bladk children becoming proud,
even militant; Black males assuming positions of power, etc.
Social and Behavioral Scientists Extend Stereotypic Irrgi,543s

Three documents which social scientists and theorists frequently quote
when proving Blacks deviate from-the white norms are Frazier's The.Negro
Family in the United States, Daniel P. Moynihan's The Negro Family: A Case
for National Action, commonly referred to as the new Moynihan Report, and
Arthur Jensen's "How Much Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?"
These publications whether They were written for that purpose or not, have
promoted negative images of the Negro family and/or the Negro people. A
brief summary of these works should provide support for my contention.

E. Franklin Frazier's The Negro Family in the United States (1939) was a
response to the condemnation of Negro family life by white researchers.
Frazier asserted that the matriarchy and illegitimacy of the Negro family were
adaptation to social and economic conditions. However, he unfortunately
Concluded, as did the white researchers, that the Negro family was a weak
one. The abandoned mothers, the raving men, the sexually experienced youth
were bad. The only thing that was good were the mothers, (in conditions
that should never existed) who did their best for the children.

Some 26 years later, white sociologist Daniel P. Moynihan reached similar
conclusions as did Frazier about the Negro family. However, the two differed
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in their conclusions about how the family could be made stable. Moynihan
drew the following conclusions about the Negro family:
1. It is weak, and unstable, tending towards a matriarchal form;
2. It's present status is rooted in the 'experience' of slavery;
1. Unemployment has maintained the distortions in Negro family life;
4. The weakened Negro family produces \children, especially sons, who are so

damaged by, their family experience that they are una'Jle to profit from
educational and employment opportunities;

5. The 'ending of Negro equality and poverty -will not and cannot be
achieved, until something is dune to strengthen and stabilize the Negro
family."

Thus, Moynihan reinforced the stereotypes of the Black male. Moreover,
given the obvious problems of the Negro family, Moynihan rnpde no attemot to '
examine the positive aspects of the Negro family. Ignored z such strengths as
those noted by p.nbert Hilt in his book Strengths of the Blar'r Family.

With his "How Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement," Arthur
Jensen rev,ived the heredity vs. environment controversy. Jensen stat...i, that the
terrri 'intelligence' should bi referred to as the general factor cornmon to stan-
dard tests of intelligence (i.e. the capacity to reason abstractly and solve
problems)) 5 He also noted that ... "Since intelligence is basically dependent
on the structural biochemical properties of the brain, it should not be surprising
that differences in- intellectual capacity are partly the result of genetic factors
which conform to the same principles involved in the inheritance of physical
characteristics." 6 Elsewhere in his article, Jensen pointed out that genes
affecting high IQ appear more frequently in whites than Blacks. Also, he con-
cluded (using Shuey's data) that Negroes test one standard deviation (15 iQ
points) below the average white population in IQ. Thus, the failure of recent
compensatory education efforts,to produce lasting increased effects on Negro
children's IQ and aChievement tests should be examined from a different per- .

spective, namely, that of heredity.
Thus, Jensen reinforced the stereotype of the Negro being mentally slow.

Upon close examination, one also finds that in comparing IQ test scores between'.
whites and"Blacks, Jensen claimed to accoum for the environmental deprbotion
of Black children.,,One mUst wonder hOw environmental conditions can be
accounted for in a iatihatistiEal way.

Growing Up
The development of the self is a traniactional process between the developing

organiSm and its changing social environment. In other words, the child cr,:ates
for himself a world of meaning from his experiences with his own body ind his
scicial milieu. Traditionally in America, the social institution which :ssists and
encourages this de'velop;nent the most is the family. Specifically, according to
,Ritchie and Koller, the family has eight identifiable functions in relation to child'
rearing: to serve as a culture carrier; to interpret and simplify a complex world;
to discipline; to ptotect; to give freedom to explore; to help salve problems; to
provide pleasant family living; and in sum, to develop Irrsonalities; 7

Most psychologists would agree that the essence of this.socializaion process is
the teaching of .the Young to become humanistic beings Wet Ag to others in an
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optimistic manners BillinTiey has pointed out, however, that socialization for
the Negro family entails an additional responsibility/function: socializing one's
young how to be Black in a white society.' 8

In countless ways, ten of which will be defined in this discussion, Black
parents have socialized their sons to be prepared for their roles in a racist
society. Yet, for many Black males, the first enocunter with.racism is traumatic.
Consider the experiences of Bob Teague when he was six and a half years old
and Countee Cullen when he was eight. Teague said:

Clarion Theater, the most elegant movie House on the white fringe
of the ghetto, planned an.amateur (singing) contest on its stage in connection
with the latest Shirley Temple movie. First prize was a trip to Hollywood for
a screen test ... When I went to place my name in for the contest, the tall
white usher in a dashing blue uniformgold braid and brass buttonssaid
gruffy: "Go home, boy. It's for whites only." 9

He was crshed.
Poetically, Countee Cullen recounts the unforgotten first experience of being

called "nigger."

Once riding in old Baltimore.
Heart:filled, head filled with glee

I saw a Baltimorean
Keep looking straight at me.

Now I was eight and very Intel!.
And he was no whit bigger,

And So I smiled, but he poked
His 'tongue and called me-,-"Nigger."

I saw the whole of Battinioie
From May until December'

Of all the things that happened there
That's all that I remember.2°

If he chooses not to be "one of every twelve Black men who will die before
he is forty,"2 there are ten "lessons" which msearch reveals that alt Black males
must learn well:

1. that the often ambivalent role of polarities projected by his parents, espe-:
cially his riiothert when rearing him is preparation for his later subor,dinate
role in a white society;

2. that he must devise individual ways to meet group problems. He must find
compensation, whether healthy or unhealthy;

3. 'that the power to understand and alter his life will &tore than likely be
denied him by white society; .

". that attaining manhood, because of systematic obstructions provided by a
racist society, isan active process and not an ordained right;

5. that his coping method must be flexible because the rules are-constantly
changing. It is not uncommon ft:14 racist whites to declare that a door is
open and then slam it in a Black man's face;

6. that more often than not, he will not be recognized as an individual person
by the white man;

9 2 ,
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7. that it is important to keep his sense of humor in'spite of it aH. With a
sense of humar one can survive; ..

. 8. that it is devimental to let any man, Black or white, define his sense of
worth and,intecrity. One has to supply that himself, by himself;

9. that to demand anything on the basis of one's skin is less than honorable;
, lo. that all events must be viewed via tunnel vision a special viewpoint

dictated by a particular circumstance.
Two additional lessOns taught to Black males which I suspect have not been

transmitted to Black males born in the 1960's are that the Black man has no
power, and like his father he will not get it; that being a "bad nigger" results in
the loss of one's life.

More often than not (and frere I do not wish to indulge in stereotOes), the
socialized-Black male produ t resembled what Cobbs and Grier have called the
"postal-clerk syndrome."

This man is always described as "nice" ,by white people. In whatever
integrated setting he works, he is the standard against whom other blacks
are measured. "If they all Were only like him, everything would be so
much better." He is passive, non-assertive, and nonagressive. He has made a
virtue of identification with the agressor, and he has adopted an ingra-
tiating and compliant manner. In public his thoughts and feelings are
consciously shaped in the direction he thinks white people want them to

,.be.22

Due to the peculiar status of the Black family in America, it is conceivable
that the above portrait of the Black man could have been more derogatory if it
had not been for the strengths Of the Black family. These strengths, according to
Robert Hill, are: st, ong klnship bonds; strong work orientation:: adaptability of
family- roles; strong achievement orientation, and strong religious orientation.23

Viewing the Bled, family as a social system set within a larger social system
reveals its importance in the socialization process of the Black male. Flazier has

beshown historically how the Black chu h has en an agency of social control;
the chief means of economic cooperatio an important institution in the edu-
cation of Blacks; and an arena of political activity.24 Despite integration, the
Black church has retained many of its former functions and remained the chief
center of Black sncia! life in bah the cities and the rural areas. In it individuals
'may achieve distinction and the symboli of status; Black youngsters are en-
couraged to perfect oratorical skills; adults and children are giiien the oppor-
tunity to display their musical talents; people meet and marry there and it is a
bulwark against a hostile white world. Reverend Jessie Jackson, Rev. Leon Sul-
livan' and Rev. Ralph Abernathyrecognized spokesmen for Black peopleare
easily idefitifiable products of the Black church. Others'not so well known have
also provided excellent modelt for Black males tb emulate. .

o7

Research Implications
The Black male could not escape being a rnost interestin.; subject of study for

the social science researcher who is interested in conducting research about
Black people for whatever reason. Indeed, the lower class Black male has been
the subject of various research studies whose objectives appear to have been to
perpetuate negative stereotypes about him.

Because such reports have greatly affected the socialization of the Black male,
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I would like toprecomniend that' all research by the Institute be conducted in
terilys of a Black perspective which views Blacks:in the context of Black rather
than. white ricirrns. MOreolier, it is also recOmmended thaf the Institute's research
effOrts be tOwArds positike actions, as opposed to simply reacting to what whites
have said or done with regard to data pertaining to Black communities. Finally,'
When conducting the iesearch, it is suggested that tO ,the extent possible; a
control group (a group 'that received no treatment at all, or a specific form of
other treated control, etc.) be utilized.

-

.

1

..
.%

. Psyghology:' Suggested Research " .

,
.

1. With special regard to an 'extended versus nuclearjamily systems, an investi-
gation of 131:3ck American child rearing practiees,

I.. Possible questioris for. -thisItudy 'include the two which follow:

a. How did these practice.- -one about?.
..

b. In what ways do these practices differ from other ethnic and racial groups.
.

2. A study of the effecti'ot different,styles of child guidance, With regard to the
introduction of rade iwaremess,and raCe aesthetics, discipline and punishment,

^and incUlcation of other moral values. 25 ."
, .

Males at four levels oi development could be the subject of such a study. For
example, a longitudinal study utilizing educational rnaterialeto enhance racial
awareness for a specified period of timerith males betAen the ages of 6 and 8
could be conddcted, At"two year intervals, .until the, subjects reached adoles-
cence (13 years of all), the follow-tip activities and research could be con:
ducted. The fruits of such a study for the perpquation of the'development of
positive self-concepts and, pride in one's race, and thereby, an interest in its
survival in .a plur!alistiC society couLd be tremendous.

The second, third, and fourth revels (adolescence, 1.3-17'; young adult, 18-21;
. and maturity, 22-40) of development could seek' gnswers to youths' racial

feelings. For example:
17,

feelings Wien-referred to as Black. 1\fro-ArneriCan, Negro, COlort'd, by Blacks
and whites'. .

ai

feelings when reading prO Black articlesas opposed to feelings experinced
when reading anti-Black articles (Reading materials could beprwided in the
context'of the-study.). , s

' feelings when patroniZed by 'whites, kriSwing some*.ning is said cr done
_ -12fivause he is Black aslopp.osed_to what_hg_is_as: epersein.

-/
The generation-APO covered: bY the various psychological development levels

'could provide, insight into child rearing r>raCtices which have concurred with the
various political movements, i. e., integration,assimilation, separatism, etc.

3. A Study about the role models Black parents encourage Black maie tth to
assume as heroes, and idols,..and the Psychological, implications (fo sound
mental health) of these models.

Some possible questions to be raised: /

Which of the hillOwing models,or Combinations of niodels do parents project
as desirable models for their sons minister? postrnan? pimp? educator?
poOician? busineisman? artist? writer? 1
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How are various models encouraged?
by Overt announcement or §uggestion aboOt career planning?
by covert references fo the characteristics of the role model?.
by criticism against one or more of.the models?
In matriarchal families, to what extent do Black male youth appreciate the
models (uncle, mother's boyfriends, older brother, etc.) available to them?

'These findings could haye implications for (1) potential parents in the form
of a handbook on child rearing practices;.(2) Black textbook writers,Biack film
producers, Black actors and actresses in choosing tfleir acting roles, Black poets:

Black artists, etc.

A study concerning the apprenticeship-role Black males take when they in-
formally adopt Black youths.

Education: Suggested Research
1. Data frc:m a study entitA -Ways -Black Middle-Class .F4rhilies En-

courage Career Choices of Their Sons" could provide valuable information
for concerned school guidance counselors. they 'aSiist -Black youth in,
career planning. Parents could also be apprised of the effects of their:
actions in the development of healthy Black pwches.

2. Using the same, data as Daniel P. Moynihan in his prOposed remedy for
Black families pathology, Robert Hill concluded that. Black families hale

strong achievement orientation. Research to determine how this orien- .
tation is fostered, despite racism, is in .Order.. IdenAfil'cation of "lessons" of
the socialization process should provide interesting data for this proposed

study.
3: A-look at "Black Male Adolescent s' Educational Growth and Achievernent

'in Traditional Schools and Open Schools". is another topic to be inves-

tigated. Such hypotheses as those which follow Might be tested..

Adolescents attending open schools will show eVidence of the.following
more often.tharrAolescents attending traditional schools:
elove for learning; '
.oral facility;
skill acquisition;
.the ability to engage in independent learning activities;
a more positive self concept.
Adolescents attending open schools learning and' Vocational goals will be
more sharply defined than adolescents attending traditional, schoolt;

..; -0 Adolescents attending open schools will show comparable achievement to
adolescents attending traditional schools in the'sciences, in mathematics,

and in hikory;
4. Another'research topic to consider is "Street Academics:, Promising or

Penciissive for Black Male Youth?" APpropri.ate hypotheses Might include:

Street academies foster the; development of Black males' communication

skills;
Street acaoPrny faculties are permissive in their roles as teachers and ad-

,visors, The adoption- of this rOle results in Black adolescent males
tecoming confused and disillusioned;
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Street academy grachiPtes ,are. self-directed, motiva4d, socialkjavare,
questioning and seek Out answers to their questions;
Peer group assessment of students' progress will lead to hostile feelings
amOng groups of students.

Social Work
Robert Hill asserts in Strengths of the.Black Family that tere exilsts a strong

work orieRtation. A .study about "The Development of Work Val es ;in Black
-Adolescent Males" -..eems appropriate in light of Hill's findings. F ctors -which
inhibit and those which encourage the development of work values An the sociali-
zation process of. Black males need to be identified. The elativf status of ,the
welfare system, friend or foe, in-this process should also be lookJ at, as should
the existence anu availability of, training programs sponsored by Black self help,
groups, as well as the job cOrps and junior achievement. Although Samuel Yette
condemned the Job Corps in his book The Choice, the i,apact of such a training
Program shOuld be investigated.

Conclusion '

With a few exceptions, the road to manhood for the Black male is a rugged
one. Although confused by trh. nnultaneous positive and ii..!gative messages he
receives from others, especially his mother; the Black male must integrate these
messages in a manner which is sometimes psychologically damaging if he wants

. respect and acceptance in the larger community. The price is high. Indeed, only
a few Black males with healthy psyches have been able to sucCessfully challen'oe
the prescribed role overtly and covertly, laid out for them and make significant
contributions to American and world culture. Robert Hill and others 'attribute'
these successes to the strengths of the Black family. Now that some of the Black
family's strengths have been identified, it is time' for Black researchers to articur
late the family's role in the socialization process and its implicafkms for the
Black nian's survival.
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Part III The Criminal Justice
System and the
Black Community

THE IMPACT OF CRIME AND THE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEKON THE
BLACK COMMUNITY: AN OVERVIEW

by
Lee P. Brown, Ph.D.
Associate Director

-Institute for Urban Affairs and Research
How,ard University
Washington, D.C.

This paper is an overview which raises a number of issues, poses a number of
questions, but provides few, if any, answers. It does, however, suggest that Black
scholars who have heretofore neglected crime and the criminal justice system as
legitimate areas of academic inquiry

,
must now begin to for their_attention-on------ m

--the-StriUbjeCtf.
There exists an abundance of literature in the field of criminology, Kowever,

Black contributions to this vital area of study ere, for all practical-purposes,
non-existent. This paper .takes the position that there is a crying need for Black
scholars to address themselves to the study of law, crime, and the criminal
justice institutions. The answer .to critical criminological questioris as they relate
to the Black community will not be answered as long as we must depend on the
perspectives that are currently being advanced by white social scientists. This
issue becomes increasingiV acute when viewed in context of the fact that no
Black has ever made a major theoretical contribution to the pausal analysis of

-criminal behavior. Perhaps the inability of criminologists"to develop viable etio-
logical concepts is a direct result of the absence of Black inputsince, as will be

-pointed out later's, Blacks are disproportionately represented as both victims and
perpetrators of ciiminal activities.
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trime and the Blacic Community
During the past decade, we have seen the nation and its leaders focus.atten-

tion on the-nation's crime problem. -4n* fact, thv problem of crime and the
criminal justice system have been considered so important that over the last
decade it received no less than four inquiries from Presidential Commissions: (1)
the 1961 Presider ..'s_Commrssion on Civil Rightsand Law Enforcement; (2) the
1967 President's Commission on Law _Enforcement and Administration of

-Justice; (3) the 1968 'President's Commksion on Civil Disorders; and (4) the
1969 President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. This
same concern has carried over into the seventies which is evident by the wo-ks of
the '1971 President's Corrfrnission on Campus Disorder and the-creation of the

-National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standard's:and'Goals.
The problem of crime, coupled with the public's feqr of crime," is as high

today as ever before. For example, in January, 1973,Dr. George Gallup released
a poll which showed that in center cities, one out of every three people had been
victims of Crime. Crime, according to the Gallup Pon, was listed as the nurnber
one dornestic problem.

It is interesting to note that the fear of crime is increasing, even though
statistics indicate a leveling off of the crime rate. According to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, which is the central repository of crime statistics in
America, during the first three quarters of 1972, serious crimes increased only
one per-Cent over the same period the year before; violent crimes showed only a

three-percent increase; there was a leveling off of property crimes; and a decrease
in the number of robberies and auto thefts. With the exception of rape, which
showed a 13 percent increase, all other categories of crime reflected a downward
trend. --

However, care must be taken in interpreting the FBI crime statistics since
they only reflect crimes reported ya the police and these are often manipulated
in order to show the police in a favorable light. As such;we do not know the
actual incidence of crime in America. We can, nevertheless,_estimate that crime is
between two and four times higher than that reported id the police. Many
individuals do not report crimes to the police because of their distrust of law
enforcement officials. More accurate means of assessing crime in America will
result from current victimization studies being conducte&by the U.S. Census
Bureau and the Law Enforcement Ascictance-Administratierv:

Although we do not know the exact incidence of crime in the Black com-
munity,-we do know that there is an increasingconcern and fear of crime among
Blacks. This is a point that should be evident to any Black scholar' or educator
who is attundel-tpswhat is going on in our.c6mmunities. In city after city, we are
being told, in no uncertain terms, that if we (Black educators) are for real in our
overtures about doing something for the community, we are going to have to
address ourselves to the crime problem. Just as surveys taken by the Gallup Poll
have revealed crime as being a,major concern in the broader community; un-
published surveys taken by Blacks also'reveal a similar concern in the Black
community.

There is a reluctance on the part of Blacks to publicly speak out on the crime
issue and to openly discuss the increasing fear of crime in the Black community

. because of the fear that the aulosi.tigs,,,,wilLessfoosuch public announcement to
further advance their "law and order" posture. This concern is not without
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foundation, vhi Ch is evident by the recent "law and order" advocates' response
to the crime problem. That response has been the purchase of armaments, such

as guns, tanks, etc. FOr example, in August of 1967, it was reported that the
City of Newark had budgeted over $300,000 for such equipment as AR-15 -ifles,

barbed wire, armored cars and high-intensity lights to blind snipers. The words

of the Sheriff of Los Angeles Couvty also add substance to this concern:

We are supplying Our men viiith more modern and more 'sophisticated

-''' equipment. I do not intend to publicize where this is stored, nor precisely
what the equipment is, but-we are better prepared from a standpoint of
weaponry to contend with our problems than we have ever been . . I

have been asked if high-powered rifles, automatic weapons and tear gas
projectiles are available to all Los Angeles County Sheriff's Deputies at this
moment. The answer is yes: When needed, they are available at a moment's

notice. (Germann)

Is there any question in anyone's mind as to where such weapons are to be

'used?
So we find ourselves caught in a very real dilemma. On the one, hervi, there is

reason to be concernedabout crime ip the' Black community. For example, on
the average, a citizen may be the victim of a violent crime only once in 400
years. Those living in the Black community face odds-five tirpes greaterone in
eightyAf only one-fourth of the violent crimes in the Black community are
reported, which is quite possible, the odds for those living there of being a crime
victim withiil a year are one in twenty. "The white middle class city dweller by
contrast is)ikely to be the victim of violent crime at die rate of once every 2,000
years, while upper middle class and rich suburbanites have a chance in 10,000

years (Clark)."
If any of y are afraid of being killed, escaping to/he suburbs will not help

you. Rather, ybu should watch out for your mother, father, sister, brother,
spouse or other close_Associates, because 85 percent of all murders are corn- ,
mined by family members or other close acquaintances.

On the other hand, the Black community has a legitimate reason to feo: te
law enforcement Officials. For example, during the years 1920 to 1932, there

were- 479 Blacks killed by whites in the South-54 percent of those were slain by
white police officers, (Myrdal) In 1971, 75 percent of the civilians killed by the
Chicago police were Black (Metcalfe Hearings). In California, where Blacks make

-
up only 7 percent of the population, 48 percent of those killed by policemen in

1971 were Black (Younger). izv

In additipn to knowing that violent crime in the cities occur dispropor-
tionately in the areas where Blacks live, we also know that the victims of assaul-
tive violencein the citiei generally have the same characteristics as the offenders.
this fact wa; supported by a national viciimizationjsurvey made by the Law
Enforcement 'Assistance Administration in 1970 whicii'showed that Blacks are
fnost likely to be the victims of violent rrimes. We know that the nomicide rate
for Blacks is .approximately ten times that of whites. We know that homicide is
the second leading cause of death among Black males aged- 15-25 and the third

'leading Cause between the ages 25-44 (R...bins). We k;ow that Black women are
18 times more likely to be raped than white women, and usually by Black
assailants. We also know ..;hat more than one-half of those arrested for.violent



crimes,in 1971 were non-whites, mostly Blacks.
These are ft that can be readily extrapolated from available studies. But

what we do not know, or what we should know, far exceeds that which we do
know. Illustrative of this Foint is' the fact that.although we are Concerned about
violence in the Black community and although-Poussairit (1972) has recently
published a book entitled, Why Blacks Kill Blacks, the most recent analysis of
violent crime data by race of offender and victirn was conducted by Curtis
(1972) not by Bla'cks. The general theory which contends that there is a dif-
lerence in attitudes towards the use of violence in various subcultures which are
in turn organized into a set 61 culturally transrnitted norms was,,develOped by ...

Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967), and not by Blacks. Hence, there exists a need for
Black scholars to study.violence'in the Black community in order to develop
theoretical as well as policy implications from a Black perspective.

In respect to property crimes, 'available informatioh also reveals that Blacks
are disproportionately represented as both yictims and perpetrzy.ors. For
example, the LEAA victimization study showed that the rate of victimization by
burglary is more than one and one-half times higher fo B fr faoilies tnan for
white ones. Also, in 1971, more than one;half of those ;,.7.e.ste,.i for burgley
were nonwhites, again, mostly Blacks. Yet, the most definitive 2.lalysis of race
and crime was conducted by Wolfgcang and Cohen (1970) and not by Black

. scholars. Thus, there exists a need for Black scholars to address themselves to an
analysis of race and crima for the purpose of dispelling prevalent myths about
Blacks and crime.

If it can be concluded, that Crime isdisproportionately high ir the Black
community, it can logically be concluded that crime has a disproportioriately
high economic impact on the Black community. In 1967, the President's Com-
mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice assessed the cost of
crime to AmeriO at approximately $21 billion for the year 1965. (the year on
whigh LEAA's study was based). Based upon those estimates, Brimmer (1970)
estimated that crime cost the Black community $2.3 billion in 1965. Today,
these costs are considerably higher:For example, "since consumer prices rose
about 16 percent between 1965 and 1969, it was estimated that the total cost
of ... [crime] was approximately $25 billion in 1969,-.and for ... [Blacks] it
was assOmed to have .amounted to close to $3 billion This would represent "
almost 10 percent of the $33 biFlion 1.. [Blacks] received' in aggregate family -

income in 1969, compared 1Vh less than .5 percent of the $542 billion received
.by all families (Brirnmer)."
.- -In presenting his estimates of the costs, of crime, Brimmer only attempted to
sketch a broad overvieW:

The impact of crime on individuals and families certainly cannot be cap-
tured in statistics. NevehheleSs, I think it is important to emphasize that a/
significant share of the hard-earned income and a sizeable proportion of
the wealth that the Black community has'Strugglecktb accumulate are
being dissipated through the wastage of criminal offepses.. Moreover, the
°cost of crime by no means evenly distributed in the [Black] com-
munity*jUst as it is not evenly, distributed in the nation at large. Instead,
the poorest members are far mare likely to be victimsespecially in cases_
of personal violence. Thus, the segment of the Black population which can

;least.bear .the aosts of crime are more often forced.to carry a disoicipor,"
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tionate share of what amounts to a criminally imposed levy (Brirnmer).

The Etioloe of Crime
Beginning With the works of Lombroso (1911), who is credited with being

the father of nuldern criminology, social scientists have_advocated a number of
Iheorie3 atterriPting t& explain the causes of criminal beh-a-Vior-,Lombroso's now
rejected theory that criminals were an atavistic throwback to prehistoric man
was consistent With the 19th Century beliefs of English scholars that there exiSts

a distinguishable antisocial criMinal class (Tobias) that somehow differed from
the larger class of law abiding citizens. Ever(today, leere are criminologists who
still believe that .ioffenders are in some way fundamentally different from non-
offenders" (Gibbons, 1970); a notion which anyone familiar with Blacks knows
to be erroneous. ,.

AttemptS to explain criminal:behavior are many and varied. But iri the main,
American criminologists have adhered closely to the_ psycho'genic -approach to
criminality. SuCh an approach is based upon the belief that there are certain

i personality Characteristics that distinguish% "criminals" from "non-criminals"
(Gibbons; 1968) They have not, however, been successful in defining those
characteristics; therefore, the theories do not hord up under empirical testing.

Attempting to avoid the pitfalls of the psychogenic approach, other.4criminol-
ogists have edbp' ted .the typological approach to criminality. The typological'
approach spiQge%ts that we can better understand criminal behavior by concen-
trating ouy ettention on the .difference between different types of offenders,
rather thvi comparing, offenders with non-offenders. Resulting from this

j hypothesis, ye have seen the emergence of a major work dealing with such

1

deceptive IYOes as "The Negro Armed Robber as a Criminal Type," "The Negro
Numbers Illihr%r as a Criminal Type," "The Negto Burglar as a Criminal Type,"

c 'etc. (Roe400,:, This apProach is totally inadequate because it compels the re-. _

searcher tn seel those characteristics that fit his preconceived ideas and does not
provide aro/ hieeoingful insight intO causal factors of criminality.

Still otne, social scientists place their faith in the sodogenic theory of crimi-
' nality. The Most prominent theory-in this area is Suthenand's.theory of differen-

tial association (Sutherland and Cressey). This theory does not assume that
offenders nave abnormal Personality 'configurations, rather, their deviance is a
result of excess association with antisocial standards and Criminality is, there-
fore, a leefned behavior. Attempts to test this theory have not met with success
and there are current atternA to revise it in light of modern psychological
principles of learning (Burges and Alkers).

More recently, criminologists are exploring the sitUational theory of crimi-
nality. "In general, a situational perspective assumes that the causal process
Operating in sorne instance of criminalitje is one which grew out of events closely

. tied in location and point of time to the deviant act" (Gibbons, 1970). Although
this apprpech does not totally reject the genetic approach, it is based upon the
hypothesis that certain individujis commit crimes because of the immediate
circumstance in which they find lhemselves. Illustrative of this point is the case
of bank robbers who are usuall deperate men and not criminalistic gangs or
individuals vvki rob banks becau e of their associations with other bank robbers

. or as a reSlilt of psychological Iproblems which occurred in 'early childhood
(Camp). To date, the situational theory of criminality is only supported by "arm

. ,
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chair" research, but is worthy of further exploration and expansion because of
its logid to the circumstances in-which many Blacks.find themselves.

Those who have attempted to explain the cause of cFime aniong Blacks have .

generally concluded that ,much cif such.crime is the result of the deploralble
, .

socio-economic conditions .under. which Blacks must live 1Wolfgang and Cohen).. .

This thesis was summarizelz1 by Hill wheri he-rwrote:

Negroes Who live in blighted areas suffer debply from discrimihation, rejec-
tion 'and lack of integration kap the society. Juvenile delinquency among
them is generatedby this lack'of integration rather than by processes 'of
social disorganization An increase in juvenile delinquency is likely to-
occur most frequently when and where as2irations_of youth persist under
conditions of limited and prescribed opOrtunities. Under such circum-
stances, aLcess to success goals by legitimrte means is seldom available to
pegro youth in cities. They,do not have opportunities for internalisation
of acceptable and respectable norms of Conduct (Hill). . a

A somewhat different theory was put forth by Staples (1972) who attempted
to ex'amine the relationship of race and crime in a new theoretical framework
based upon a systematic analysis of racial crime within the political-economic
context of American society. Called the colonial model, Staples maintains-that
the essential features of colonialism are manifested .in American society, the
result being a group (Blacks) subjected to economic exploitation and political
cootrol and lack of the ability to express their cultural values-without incurring
serious consequences. Thus, Black crime, according to Staples, is directly related
to the fact that:

The racist fabric of white America deniei blacks a basic humanity which
permits the violations of their right to equal justice under the law. In.
America, the right to justice is an inalienable right; for Blacks it is still a

Triviiege to be granted at the caprice and goodwill of whites who control
the machinery oAhe legal system and the agents of social control (Staples)

Staples' thesis is closely afigned to the political prisoner theory. This theory is
ba3ically the belief that although a "Black prisoner's crime may or may not have
tvm a political action against the state . .. the state's action against- him is
ilways political",(Chrisman). .

Although voiced in a somewhat different 4Onp, what Staples and those wlio
are advocates of the political prisoner thieorp are saying is not unlike the
emerging views of seVeral white writers Rid' a's Matza (1964)?Turk (.1969),
Jeffery (1956), Quinney (1969), and others. "f hese writers all suggest, in one.
way or another, that the most crucial criminological questions cenier about the
social processes through which groups in society manage to get some conduct
norins ccnverted into legal norms, as well as the workings of the legal system and
correctional organizations which enforce these norms and which label- persons as
criminals (Gibbons, 19ii))."

The-significance of this theory was recently highlighted by a cohort study
conductedOn-all males born j the 'city of Philadelphia in the year 1945 and
who resided there from their ninth to eighteenthh, birthdaYs.:The study revealed
that over half (50,6) of all non-whites in that cohort were arrested before they '
reached adulthood, as compared with only 26 pefee-rito.f whites. The sftrdy
further concluded that the more imolvernent a juvenile had with the police and
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tile criminal justice system, the more likely she woylcr be further involvea
(Wolfgang, 1973). . ,

This.brief examination of the etiology of crime suggests two things: (1) There,
is a need for Blacks to .study the causal factors -of crime among Blacks and
.develop theories that are reflective of a Black perspecti0; and (.21 there is a need
for Blacki to make an analysis of the law, and criminal justice agerkies to as-
-certain..to whatextent they contribute to crime among Blacks.

- Blacks and the Criminal Justice System
.E, The need for investigations irrto the latter concern is based upon the hypothe-

sis tt;at racism is an inherent-function of both ihe law and the crirnirW- justice
'system . and thereby -accounts for, the djsprportionate ,number of Blacks who
find themselves caught up in that systern. This thesis, "Racism as aFuetion of
the Criminal Justice SYstem,' is th'e topic'o r. Pierson's paper, so my coverage

of this concern will be very bric f. .

The factors that give rise to this research concern stem from a number of
obseniations extraculated from various recer: findings. Fifit., onCe arrested,
Black suspects Are more likely to be jailed rather than bailed, more Jikely to be
convictecrthan acquitted, and more likely to receive stiff sentences. This claim
has peen iupporited by other evidence which revealed that,Blicks are arrested
between three and fouritimes more often than whites. Blacks (41.7%) are adjudi-

, cated guilty more often than whites (2$.37%), and arnong,offenders sentenced
to fede'ral prisong-in 4972; the average sentence was 43.3 months for whites and
58.7 mo/iths for nonWhites.
, Second, in 1970, the average prison sentence for Federal prisons in jury cases
was 61.1 months for phites and 81.4 months for nonwhites.
, Third, in 1970, whites convicted of income tax evasion were cOmmitted to

Federd prisons for an average of 12.8 months; nonwhites for 28.6 months,
Fourth, according to A reportfby-the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts

for Fiscal Year 1969," defendants,, who-CO-bid. mit afford private counsel Were
sentenced nearly twice as severely as deJendants with- private counsel. The
economic status of j3lacks is suCh that few can afford legal-counsel.

Fifth, of the 3,827, men and 32 Women executed since 1930;53 percent were
Black, In 1972;52 percent of.those on death roW were Black.

Finally, Blacks are underrepresen'ted as profess!onals in the criminal -justice
system.---AlThough Blacks comprise over 12 percent of the natiort's population,
they make up only 3.5 percent o'f law enforcement employees. Of the govern-
ment's 93 U.S. attorneys, none are Black, and there are few Black prosecutors at
the local level: Black lawyers'comprise less than one percent. of all lawyers-
3,000 out of 360,000. Qut of the 445 Federal judges, only 22 are Black. -Among

the country's' 12,000 state and city judges, onlY 178 are Black.- Less theq.'8
percent of te correctional employees in the nation are black. Blacks are dras-

,tically underrepresented as administratori in, the correctiOnal process. Fdi
examplr,.whereas Blacks comprise 28 percent of California's initiate pdpulation,
all 13 of the state's prison wardens are white. At Attica before the 1971 riot, 54
percent of the inmates were Block, but only one Black was on the staff and he

was not a guard.
Taken together, these facts clearly indicate :that the Arnerican system for the

administraticin of criminal justice impacts negatively on Blacks and this pointis'
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further compliated hy 'virtue of the fact that Blacks have been systematically
,

excluded as vy0fIcers in that system. °

This thndition. can be exptained in great part:by the fact that the acts that
are criminal are so. defined by those in our society whO posseis the power to
either enact or influence-the enactment of legislation. Those who possess such
power.have one thing in commonthey are white. Thus, the law hes historically
reflected the posture of American society and is used by whites to oppress .°

Blacks:

Traditionally law has functioned as the handmaiden of the propertied class
in our society. So it was to be expeeted that lawyers.in the legislativerhalls,

lawyers on the bench, and lawyers in te'executive branch of government
woqld combine-their talents to perpetuate by law this pedularly Americari,
doctrine of racism\ predicated upon a claimed dolor of inferiority
(Crockett, 1971).

, . -
Rather than present you with a long discussion on racism in the law, let it

-suffice th say that.:

the law will, changewten men who make the law changeor when we
---mAte 'new men...Until such time, if, indeed, there is still reason to hope for

either time, those who examine ths question of racism and American law
will continue to find racism in American law (Burns).

Since it is not sufficient to jUst be able to define what agis are illegal, those
who possess the power must ha0e a mea.ns of applying the law. Thus,they have
agents who are responsible for the application of the. law. Those agents consist of
what is generally referred to as the criminal justice systempolice, courts and
corrections.

ke.,

Conclusion
In conclusion, the issues which I raised in this paper center around the fact

iliateirne is a problem' in the Black communitya problem whic1-1012.9s for
attention from Black scholars. White social iciéntists who currently dominate,
the field of criminolpgy hatte not prorivded us with the answctrs we need, pri-
marily because their approach has b'een preventional and reflective of a!western
European concept s& analysii. Hence, Black social scientists must begin to raise
questions and challenge the stereotypical assumptions advanced by whites about
crime among Blacks and pRiVf'deus with a new level of knowledge. .

I have both implicitly and ekplicitly 'suggested, a number ot areas relative to
crime, the,criminelfustice system arid the Black community that lend thernselvei
to research -Ose areas can be summarized as follows:

ere is a need tO assess the effect the fear of crime has on the mental
health,of Blacks;

2. Thera, is a need to study violence in the Black community in order to
develop theoretical as well as policy implications from a Black perspectivef

3. There is a need for Black scholars to address themselves to an analysis of
race and crime in order to dispell prevalent rths about Mac...sand crime;

4. There is-oa need to determine with more precision the economic impact of
crime on the Black community;
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4.

5. "There is a need to study 'the so-biological and psychological impact of crime
on the Black community;

6. There is a need to study the causal factors of crime among Blacks and
develoR theories with practical application that are reflective of a BlacV
perspective;

7. ere is a need to make an analysis bf the law and criminal justice agencies
in order to ascertain to what extent they contribute toocrime among
Blacks;

8. heriris a need to .develop`mechanisrris for getting more blacks employed
as professionals in the criminal justice system.
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RACISM AS A FUNCTION
OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

by
_ Gwynne Peirson, Lecturer

Department-of_Sociology_& Anthropology
. _ .

Howard University
Washington, D.C.

It has,becoFne increasingly apparent that the face of criminal justice is White.
The fact that the ratio of Whites to Blacks within the law enforcement field is
comPletely out of jiroportion to the ratio Of Whites to Blacks in the total
popdlation is but a minor factor in methods used to invoke unequal law enforce-
ment based on race. .

From police law enforcement to confinement in prison, the tatistics indicate
that Blacks- are grossly over represented from arrest to convicti n. Additionally,
:statistics indicate that as persons are processed through the criminalirjustice
system, from the point of original arrest to confinement in \prison, the per-
centage of Black representation increases. It is only at the point where probation
or parole is granted that Blacks again become a minority.

It is the ,purpose of this paper to identify the points within the criminal
justice system wherein decisions are made affecting the over representation of
Blacks, and to examine the purposes senied by basing these decisions on race.

The largest and least educated segment of the criminal justice System is the
police.. Nationally, their numbers total more than four hundred thou.land.'
Racially, they are over 95 percent white. In fact, in 28 of our largest cities whose
average non-White population is 26 Percent, the police forces are more than 93
percent White.2 Of the More than eighty thousand officers represented in'tnese
figures, 10,821 hold some promotional rank froni sergeant through captain. Less
than four percentthree hundred and sixty-three ofothat numberare non-
White.? . . .

,
This very apparent racial irnbalance is deliberate, and represents a means by

which Police departments give lip service to their alleged desire to increase
minpiilies in their departments While insuring that theymostly Blacksdo not
gain comMand positions. A most recent and explicit Method in Which this situa;
tion was,peipetune.d wai'exposed'in Washington, D.C. when the Hurnan Rights

., .
CommisSion ascertained that departmental.evaluations which are completed on
all officers .and an) a iriajor determinant for promotion, uniformly rated Black

-officeri -ten points lOwer than the 'ratings submitted on White officers.4 The
practice was sO blatant that the chief was forced to order that MI officers be
,re -evaluated. r

The dominance of Whites within police work is necessary .for the maintenance
of Many police practices of doubtful legality. Basic to all discussions relatitre to
"Crime rates" are arrest statistics which are published yearly by the FBI arid are
baSed on police records. There are a multitude of sociological researchers:who
discuss crime rates and the great amount of crime allegedly,. committed .by
Blacks. These researchers have one point in commontheir blind acceptance Of

_
the FBI arrest figures as being synonomous to crime figures. Almost all of these:
researchers fail to recognize the total unreliability of arrest figures as a measure
of' crime. When the police arrest and charge a person with a crime, they have
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formerly cleared that crime in their recordS, no matter What dispositii)n is made
of the defendant. Once the police ''arrest and charge a men with robPery, that
robbery is cleared as solved. If the prosecutor should ascertain that the person
arrested was innocent and have the charges against him dropped, that robbery is
still cleared as solved. If the defendant should go to court and is proven innocent
at this trial, that robbery is Still cleared as solved. The point to be recognized
heris that. the_polite_rnake arrests to clear crimes, and they have no vested
interest in the actual guilt or innocenceof the people they arrest.

In 1971, the police made more than five million arrests, which by their
definition cleared apprOximately 20 percent of all reported crirrie. Obviously,

"indiscriminate arrests in such large numbers might be expected to generate large
stale demands for reforms and/or investigations.However, these arrests are not
made indiscriminately; they are made selectively, The criminal justice system
cqntinuously identifies poverty as a primary contributor ta crime, .and most
Blacks are poor. The. police "prove" Blacks commit most criMes by arresting
mostly Blacks.

Once the formal arrest has been made, the second function of the criminal
justice system is undertaken by the prorc-c'Utor. He has a dual responsibility-to .
reinforce the police, aod to gain as many convictions as possible. Obviously,
given the volume of arrests made by the police and the doubtful legal basis for
many of these arrests, the prosecutor is hard pressed to maintain his conviction
batting average. The tool most often used in this effort is the plea bargaining
process whereby he threatens the defendant with a.long prison or jail sentence in'
order to gain a compromise 'guilty plea. As with the police, it is simply good
businesS'for the prosecutor to foctis such practices on the most defenseless-poor
people, which too many.times means Black people.

The Jetts are that the great majority- of Blacks who are arrested have neither
the financial resources necessary to bail themselves out of jail' to protect their
ernployment;, nor the money _to retain adequate legal representation. To "these
people The prosecutor offers a deal,.a plea a guilty to a,relitively minor charge-
a move that many' times has the primary purp6se of gettiOg the arresting pfficer
off. the hook- for possible, false arrest-in return for..the prosecutor's plEse to
drop more serious ChargeS and to request a light sentence or probation. -Even if
the. prosecutor knew he would be unable to prove the more serious charge:(or
soMetirnes any charge) -should the defendant choose to take his chances in court,.

the men Conceivably could rdmaio in jail a year or more awaiting trial..
56r those defendant's brave and foolish enough to still demand their right to

trial, the, court has a well earned reputation for harsh dealings. DOcumented
evidende pekes it apparent that Blacks who have been arrested, particularly in
civil rights cases or cases with racial overtones, are often penalized far:insisting
on their constitutional right to a trial by jury.

As evidence that it is not an uncommon practice for sentencing judges to give
a more- severe sentence to a person who has "wasted the court's time" b,/4
.insisting on a tlial rather than pleading guilty, a survey of two hundred -judges
frtdicated that a majority felt such sentencing practices were both proper. arid
5ustified.6

-At <this point; it seems appropriate to re-emphasize one af the Methods used
id bring so many' Blacks in contact with the criminal justice system in the fkst
placi.1;-_The method is simple and is based on police using, their."professional
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exPertise" to identify individuals as possible suspects by the individual's race.
, The practice was detailed in a.1968 study of the San Diego Police Department. ,

At that time, San Diego had a population of approximately one and a quarter
million persons, and a Black population of about one hundred thirty thousand,
or 11 percentof the total The San Diego police operated within a

sntYanlece, and is based on their own initiative and authority, intervening in situa-of
law enforcement .that is .cgeaorized as police invoked order mainte-

,_tions atactual or potential c1isorder,7 o

The study disclosed that in a one yi.-a-r PerTiid-,-POTit-eoffit-ers--of-thardepart-------
rnent Popped for questioning and filled nut F.I. cards (field interrogation cards)
on twenty thousan
practic e common td.persons

who the officers viewed as suspicious. This is a
o many police departments and the filling of F.I. cards is

intend ed for persons who the officers feel are suspicious types, but are not
suspected of any particular crime. Of the twenty thousand cards filed that year,
80 percent were written on 8lacks:8 This practice makes it appitent that from
the police perspective, the fact that a person is Black is a primary criteria for
determining that he appears suspicious. Assuming that each of the twenty thou-
sand F.I. cards was on a different individualwhich was not necessarily the
case-it would indicate that the police viewed more than twelve percent of' the
Black Population as suspicious, bot had similar vlews of less than one percept of
the white populaVon.

Going back to the role of the prosecutor in contributing to the over repre-
sentation of Blacks in criminal statistics, there is a need to examine the on:3Se
cutor's charging diScretion. According to the FBI statistics, a total of sixteen
thouiand persons were charged with criminal homicide that year.9 The prose-
cutor in each nsta nce has the authority and disCretion to determine whether thei

defendant will be charged with murder or nonnegligent manslaughter, or with
the 'lesser offense of manslaughter by negligence. Generally, the differenCe
between the tWo categories is that Murder is a capital offense, which.ontil the
receni supr6rne court decision, was punishable by the deaih,penalty, while man-
slaughter, imples a degree of excuse of non-intent:forthe act, thereby" allowing
.the deferident to receive as light a sentence upon conviction.,as probation.
Despite these differing definitions, they both apply to the same act.L,the'
unlawful killing of a humanbei:ng._ .

Broken down by race , the FBI statistics shoWed that 4,716 Whites were-
charged with the more serious-offense of murder or non-negligent manslaughter,
as cornPared to 8,276 Blacks, The _implication is that nearly twice as many
Blacks commit murder as do WhiteS. -However, a strange reversal takes place
when' one examines the racial figures for persens charged -with manslaughter by
negligence. Moreover, this reveisal- remains constant from year 'to year. The
figures state:that in 1971, 1974 Whites were, charged with4 manslaughter by
negligence, tb Only 126 ° Plainly, White Pfosecutors are "throwing the
book" aft:flacks, while placing the lesser charge againit more.than 29 percent of
all Whites who are charged with unlawful killing:Tor the statistically minded,
compared to the 29 percent of Whites who received,the lesser charge, only 7
percent of the Blacks ;received the same charge. Plafrity, at this point of the
criminal justice system, an incease in the percentageof Black rePresentation has
been totally assured.

The same practice is indiated in Statistics which show more Blacks than
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Whites being charged with rape, while Whites outnumber Blacks by more than
three and one half to one in being charged with other sexual offenses.' ' The key
to understanding these statistics is again that the prosecutor has the alithority to
reduCe a possible rape charge down to any lesser charge that would include an
act that was a part of the rape charge:

As previously stated', the prosecutck is in the position Of -reinforcing the
police while at the Same time proving his efficiency by gaining as many convic-
tions as possible. Some legal experts have estimated that if the prose-Cutor were
completely independent and totally objective, about half of all police arrests

insufficiency_of_cause_or avic.lence, or for violation
of the defendant's rights. In selecting the persons with whom he will offer plea
bargaining deals, it is merely good business and self-protection for the prosecutor
to pick those individuals who are least able to resist his offer, and least apt to
challenge his motives or practices.

The courts have extremely broad sentencing discretion: not only between
different jursidictions, but within the same jurisdiction. The court can impose
hardships on a defendant before trial that will seriously lessen his ability to
defend himself, or it can indicate by its actions that the defendant should receive .

peferential treatment because of his status or position. An exaMple of this was
given in New York recently when former Attorney General John Mitchell
appeared in court tO enter a plea on a charge of purjury. The presiding judge
ruled not only.that the defvdant would. not be required to post bail, but that he

would not btrequired to submit to the normal booking procesS of being photo-
graphed and fingerprinted.' 2

In the matter of the courts invoking sentences, it is again the most defenseless'
who receive the harshest sentence. In an article by Edward Grreen, it was shown
that Blacks serve more time per offense than Whites, and that an offense by a
Black'against 'a White is more severely punithed than a similar offensp against a
Black.' 3 .

DeSpite his' findings, the *author arrivedat .the conclusion trt these dift,,.
K.

ferences were not dim to reale] disOrimination, bUt rather to "i trjfisic differ;
ences betWeen the races in patterns of criminal behavior."' 4 t Is Vnteresting that
although the author had voluminous statistics relating to crimes by Blacks
against both Blacks-and Whites,' end crimes by WhiteS against Whites, he pre-....
sented no statistics for crimes against.Blacks....

bne purpose served, by the .9IIrts imposing more severe sentences against
Nacks,is thaf;given the volume of Hack defendants being processed through the
court: system,.the court has a great opporamity_to apply, tfle theory of individual

:. justice, or. deCidipg the sentence fOreach individual case on the factors involved.
BY 'using.. this 'theory, Whites, particujarlY-Middle and upper 'class Whites, are
conStantly. dealt- with by senten6ng" judges Jess severely thin .the pOor and the
Black. A classic example was a case in San Francisco where a White police officer
was tried and convicted of brutally beating a Black man;-who was handcuffed at
the time after being arrested for a crime, he was later proven to- be innocent
of--to the extent that the side of the victim's face was crushed and required
plastic surgery. The judge placed the officer on probation rather than sending
him to prison, explaining-tharthe officer had already been sufficiently punished
by the loss of his job and the shame of his convictiOn

As with the other segments.of the criminal justice system, the court reserves



its most severe punishment for the poor and the Black.
Finally,.at the end of the system is the parole authority. Here Blacks finally

become a minority. They receive parole (est often, and only after serving more
time than Mites. This it not to imply; however, that parole boards do not have
the power tO apply discretion to their judgments. An example of their discretion .
was shown in California where a White ponce officer, serving five years in Prison
for extortion, was paroled after 18 months because the parole board atcertained
that "the man's confinement was working a hardship on his family." Aside
from the fact that the man was released from prison befOre serving as, much as
one third of his original sentence, when the state's oarole laws don't even au .
thorize a parole hearing until the defendant has served one third Of his sentence,
thepoint to be recOgnized-is--that -a -White:person can benefit _by_ the discra-
tionary .authority of the system and ijqive parole after serving less'time than
many Blacks do while awaiting trial, and before being convicted:

Justice is not blind and justice is not equal. Justice is selective and thrives on
the weak.;There is no quick and easy solution to eliminating the inequitids of the;/
system. A necessary first step in promoting any such change is to educate the
primary victims of the systemthe poor and the Blackand to give them the
knowledge to assist them in combating the system and expositig the racism.

There is not only a place, but a dire need for knowledgeable Blacks to
conduct research into, and to document the racist practices of the, criminal
justice system. The pressing need is to spell out, by the uSe of facts and statistics,
the methodology and its results that produceinstitutional -racism. The need is
fOr comparative studies to show how the system builds its enforcement statistics
on the [hies of the poor and the Black.The need Is for Blacks in supervisory.and
administrative pc:Iitioris tc. institute changes within the system, and .to See that
the' documentary evidence of the -result of those changes, is-neither lost rfor
altered. 1,4 .

That this type Of evidence can.be ajs altered is.a fact. Ten year+ agd lest
than 50 percent of the California prisorkpopulation was' White. Because ittwas
becorning increasingly apparent that a major;.discrepancy exisfed between the

. number of Whites convicted of cilmetiencithe nuMber of Whites servineime in
prison, there was a need to-alter these-fiwres. Today,Whites constitute ihe great
majority ,:of that state's prison laoriblation, biit the 'Mexican-American prison
population has disappeared.: It has beenje-classified as foreign born Whites,
move that has'nearly doubled the White Priscin popAatip.r4, and at the same time
effectivelY disguised the Int that the MostAepresentedrade%i9 arrests actually _F

has a minority representation in prison populations,'
This is not to infer that tVere areno wen intentioned Whites adiriinistering.

,...:.the criminal justice'systern, HoweVer, the system has evolved into its preSent
"..f0Pm under White guidance and dort7inance, and it is extremely unlikely that it

win apreciably change without BlaCk input.
-The ni§ed fOr charigt; is critical, '15 nd the rfeed for Black involveflent is

pressing. The job ahead is difficult,' arid the measuie of its success wq be the
reductiOn.of Black representation throughout the-criminal jusfice process 7.1

!-"31
_
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PERSPECTIVES OF BLACKS ---
IN THE.CORRECTIONAL PROCESS

by
Julius Debro

Assistant Professor of Criminology
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

-
"Forty-three citizens of New York State died at Attica Correctional ficility

between September 9 and 13, 1971. Thirtynine of that number were killed and
more than 80 others wee wounded by -§unfire during the 15 minutes it tOok the
state police to retake Ihe prison on September 13. With the exception of Indian
massacres in the late 19th century, the State Police Assault which ended the
four-day prison oprisi,g was the liloodiest one-day.encounter between Ameri-
cans since the Civil War .. . "

------Motrof those -icilled-at-Attica were-Blacks-who .were_trying;_to make_life
betters fb-riFerhielvet- and others within -the- prison .systems throughout. the
country. What we mist keep in mind and what we can never ,f6rget is that this
country is white ownid, controlled and dbminated. Attica waOto different than
Watts, Detroit, Washington, D.C. or any other city: which exPerienced the riots
in the late sixties which saw the police and the National Guard indiscriminately
kill Black Brothers.

My intention today is not to focus on the consequences of:revolutionary
.acts which lead to the destruction of our people, but 'to look at the prison
system and see what needs to be done to make life better for Black prisoners. We
must keep in,mind that regardlesi of the kinds of programs or facilities that are
constructed to rehab., .a:e die prisoner, no is still confined against his will. There
is no such thing'as a gor d prison; all prisons are degrading and dehumanizing and
all should be abolishr.A. RegardleSs-of the kinds of researdh that are conducted
within the prison walls, we are onlY applying band-aids to massive problems.

Historically, most state prison systems have been'predominately white
:owned _and white controlled. All of the studies that have been conducted in the
past have been conducted by white sociologists in prison settings which,have
been More than 50 percent white.

. Donald Clemmer in his book The Prison Community2 discussed the inmate
social system with little if am,/ emphasis on the Black inmate. John Irwin indi-
cated in his book The Folon3 that Blacks were assuming a more militant and

'ethnocentric posture but did not elaborate on its ultimate consequences. Dan
Glaser in The Effectiveness of w-Prison and'Parole System4 devoted only ia few .
lines to Blacks and that was in relationship to the Muslim problem at one 6f the
institutions.
-'7-Generally, after reviewing all the literature available on Blacks in prison,
little pertinent information was found regarding the role of Blacks in the prison
setting. Specifically, a paucity of infOrrnation exists: concerning the prison-

, coMmunity of Blacks, Chicanos American Indians, and Puerto Ricans. Further-
more, the:research efforts thus fa; in penology have contributed little knowledge
concerning the Black. offeridec either in-the state or federal .systems. There ar.e'-'
two plausible explanations for tiv.. First, Blacks for many years were the dis
tinCt minority within the confine.; of the prison walls. They were segregated



o botfi in mind accl were continually qouriseled "to do your own time." Second,
their very e)4istence within the prison depended upon their ability tb say "y6s-sir
and no sir" O the.man. RUles and regulations were in deneral established.bythe
prison authoritie% and the courts did not interfere in the arca of discipline'
because it vvos decided that corporal punishment was necessary to keep prisoners
in line. Because Of the above two reasons, Blacks remained as quiet as possible
and did not ossert themselves in any way.

Only Within the last fifteen years have Blacks moved into the prison in
massive MOWS and now constitute a threat to the white power structure. Prior
to the civil (iqhti Move&vent, Blacks were seen and not heard. They were ex-
pected to eriter the prison, do their own time and leave. Efforts were made to
keep them os docile and as divided as possible. This was all changed by the
Muslims mving into the prison systerc in the earlysixties. The white man did-
not know hoW to deal with ihe 'Muslims so he locked all of the leaders up in
segregation ond_isolation units throughout the country. ,The locking up of the
Muslims brptight about the first unification movement of Blacks within prison.
Out of the Muslim movement grew leaders such as Eldridge CleaVer. Booker

. --Johnson, and Others-who were at_the forefront of Black revolutionary change
vilthin-WrispOrom ttle-Muslim-movement_the_prisons7moved into Another
area in whien they tried to deal with &others who were former Penthers in the'
community, Again the response -Was to lotk up and identify all "so called
troubled meKers.'

The Cjifornia Department of Corrections is considered by. most to be the
most "provessive" of any other state system. More treatmentiprograms have
been tried in California than' in any other ,state, yet, California's recidivist rate
still. remainy 'generally at around fifty Percent. ViOlence has continued to in-
crease withio the California iystem and that violence is generally'directectgainst
the Black it-pate. Most of us have read about the shooting of George Jackson by
San Ouentiri Ruards, the racial cconfficts at Soledad State Prison betWeen BIkks
and Chicanos, the continual incarcer-ation of Blacks such as Fleete Drumgo,
David HIll1d of the Panthers, and, for a long period of time, ,Huey Newton.-
Prisons within the last feW Years have experienCed riots, demonstrations, strikes
and killings, Vet there have been no studies, dealind with Blacks in the prison
setting, not even hy Whites. The Black Perspective has not been critically reviewed
nor 'has there been ny attempt to understand wtrat George Jacksoni Eldridge
Cleaver, Hwy Newton or Angela Davis were trying to tell us about the sYstirn.

atlearly, priyons remain the same regardless of the euphemisms now used.
."Guards" ere c4Ilecl "correctional Officers," "Wardens" are called "Superin-
tendents," ond the "hole" is called the "Adjustment Center,' but these terms
cannot cherige the individual and his response to the system. We must keep in
'mind that, Within ten years, the major prisons throughout this country will be

. ,

. inhabited to/ a @lack majority. Those programs.that have failed for whites will

..-ario fail for Eila,cks. Traditionalrmethods of group and individual therapy have
not been sOccssful with Blacks': because white th,erapists have assumed that
minorfty groups bring to the prison thetsami kinds of problems that whites do.
How apprepriate are theories like "transactional analysis" or "inter-personal

.,maturity levels" to minoritY populations? These types of approaches are based
on.white grouP Values and behavioral norms and do not translate into applicable
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values and norms for Black groups. Reports evaluating minority prisoneri irith
these types of analytical frameworks betray a tyranny of the subtlest Vind and
keep scores of Blacls, Mexican-Americans; and Puerto Ricans locked up in
prison§ throughout the country. As one Black prisoner so ably stated in one of

- my visits to a Maryland-prigon-last week: "They_haveitopd rj_lessing with our
bodies but now am 'fucking with our minds'." We must begin to proliide psycho-
logical and psychiatric services to our Black brothers within the prisonnsetting.

Let me share with you some of the current research that is still going en
behind prison walls. Drug firms have for years used prisoners for experPn:a!
purposes. Testing cancer vaccine', testing pain pills, using prisoners for fropl:,

-------1-6-bbtornies7,-The--Maml_anclHouse-of Correction is still allowing-their priso- ners to
be used for drug experimenhe pri7on places a large segment of its population
on medication each and eVery day to control behavior.

Little if any knowledge is available as.to the extent of medication given to
prisoners who fail to conform within the. Orison erivironment. Under what cir-
cumstances are they placed on medication, who ,makes the decision to place
them_on:Medication and for what period of time are all questions which need to
be answered by Black sOciologists. We 'hive no knowledge.of the after-effects
once the prisoner has been taken off medication nor do we have knowledge of
whether or not the prisoner is able to function in a normal manner without
medication once he returns to.the community.

Another area which we need to be concerned with is what happens to an
inmateA-6 -eriters-prison With a_drug habit?, Is he able -to continue fo receive
drugs either legally or illegally? What kinclottilatment is-he iecei_virtg in prison

and does this treatment assist hirn in his readjUstment to the community?
Alex Swann is presently conducting research in the area of the Black ramily

and what effect incarceration has upon the family once the man or...woman is

taken away from the commuVty. I aM sure that he will share some of his
findings with this group. ^

I have just submitted a proposal ;to the National Institute of Health con-
cernirig-Black inmate self-esteem as weli as a request for funds to examine racial
perceptions of correctional officers and white groups within piitóns. One of the
basic goals Of-this research is to provide guidelines for modifications of behavior
over a longer period of time, not only within the prison, but- outside in 'the
community as well.

In the area of self-esteem, it has generally been assumed thatsninorities will
have lbwer self-esteem than whites. The reasons for this asSumption are based
primarily on current writeruch as Thomas F., Pettigrew who have told us:

" . that racial identity in both white and Black children appears by the
third year and raOicIfy shapeQ each year ihereafter ... There is_a ten?
dency for Black children to prefer white skin Moreover, young chil-
dren of both races soon learn to assign, realistically, poorer houses and
less desiMble roles to Black dolls ... These identity problems are in-

extricably4inked with problems of self-esteem. For years, Black Ameri-
cans have had little else by which-to judge themselves than-the second-

cl ass status assigned them in America ... Blacks consciously . or_
unconsciously accept in part these assertions of the1rinferiority."6

Lower seif-esteem has been further expressed by Kardner arklPversey in the
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Mark_of Oppression.6 Ina COrinne Brown, in. Understanding Race Rilations,7
,speaks of the Black experience as being such as to ,rob Blacks of a worthy
self-image.q.Kenneth Clark in Dark Ghetto points out that experiencei, which
'prove tr: people that almost nowhere in society are they respected, create doubts

self:worth in the people's minds.8-These doubts,.Dr. Clark believes, become
'the seeds of self- and group-hatred.

Most of us have assurned from prior studies of Black self3esteem that Blacks
in fact do have lower self-esteem. My assumption.is that because most Blacks
who are in prison come from communities within the ght .to wh:ch are an Black,
they have.a higher self-esteem than whites, but the majoi problems which create
violence within prison is that they cannot cope.with the institutional racism
which is subtle and non-descript. Because they are unable to adequately identify
their oppressors, except in a general way, they become frustrated,which even-
tually leads to violence.

Closely aligned to the problems of minority selfconcept and status hier-,
archy is the problem of perceptions of inrriates by staff and staff by inmates.
Most administrators are perceived as-"racist" by Blacks and most Blacks are sure
that racial discrimination exists from the time-of entity into, the system until
time of release, We have no knowledge of whether there is a positive Or negative
correlation between the perception of racism and ihe overal) adjustment of the
iqmate not only withih the prison but upon his release. It is hoped that this
sitirlY will give 'us sortie knowledge about the self-concepts of Blacks wythin
prison and alsq assist us in identifying institutional ai well as individual racCm as
practiced by thestaffs within state institutions,.

Ideally', we need more Black administrators within the prison system who
ate concerned about the plight of the Black offender. We cannot restson our ^

^ meager success and say that there, has been some change in the administrative
' posture of some states. While it is true that we do have black administrators at

the very highest leyels of correctional administration in Washington,,D.C., Mary-
lanic-Minnesota. and Ohio, there are few if any-in states such as New York,
cafifornia and Michigan .which house the largest populations of Blacks in the.
country. Wen1/2ust keep in_ mind that prisons ere generalfy at the lower end pi
budget allocations and regardless of the good intentions of the administrator, if
be does not have the funds, there is very little that he cando to-bring about
change within pis sphere of influence.

i'do---not.agree with_those advocates who maintain that research,should be
conducted outside of prison ikalISTAs-long-es-oneshigle prisoner remains con-

- fined, it is our duty to try and make his'life a better place in which to-1We:
In most systems, persons are paroled b,y; a parole boird which is generally

composed .of.political appointees of the goi.einor with little if any prior expe-
rience in the area of cdrrections, Their decisions are generally based in political
reasons rather than lactuaf reasons concerning the cases that are presented to

-__them on a day td day basis. There is a need for research in the area cf decision
aking by parole boards. How dp they'reach their decision? Are Blacks receiving
longer sentenres than whites for the same offense? What kinds of items dd they
take into C;ntideration prior to reaching a decision? Is it employability, family
relationships, irnproyernent in inter-personal relations, etc.? Whathappens to an
aggressive inmate such as Eldridge Cleaver or. George -Jackson? Is the aggiessive

. prisoner punished for standing up for his rights? These and other questions need

3
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. answers so that we will be able.to better understand the parole oard and its
decision making process.

Another question we must: ask ourselves is why do same prisoners ,succeed
- and others fail? Weienerally have an overabundance of info ition on those

prisoners who.fail upon-release butvery.little information on those persons who
after incarceration are making it within our communities. There should be
follow-up studies over a'ten to fifteen yqr span comparing those persons.who
are successful with 'those persons who fail. This kind of study would give us
some information as to .the success or failure of the institution and its Orograms.
Perhaps we should,. adyocate segregation again and assign Black parole officers to
Black clients. We have no knowledge as to whether or not white parole officers
-can relate at..all to lilack clients yet we assume that this is the case:within au:
present structure. We are also reluctant.to try ex-parolees as parole agents, yet
we: talk about rehabifitation. Only two cities, Washington, D.C. and Chicago,
have, ellen given the experiment a trythe ex-codvict may turn out to be a better,
counselor than the so-called college trained youngster who As just out of school
and never has-committed a crime. ii.rhis life.

What is needed is more action research were Black people are going in and )
out of institutions looking for answers to.'assist Blacks to break the chain of
bondage which hangs so heavily around each and everyone of-us whether we be
incarcerated or not. We should begin to ask questions about the.clas ification
systems that assign prisoners to work details for the convenience of the prison
anck. riot for the, benefit of the individual inmate. We must question vocational
training within institutions which are supposed tc prepare inmates for-eventual
return to the community,-....yet upon release a very small minority are -able to
obtain ,employment in the are-a---of_tthir specialty. Emplayment:records -of re-
leased offenders must be examined to-find,out whether or not the offende(ii
presently.working, how long he has been workiiig-, how many job changes he has

d, and whether or not he received training within the institution and if this
trainiii1,elped in obtaining employment upon his release. .

. We have very little knowledge concerning cOmmunity absorption rates, i.e.,
how parolees ?are handled by nqn-official agencies and other informal mecha-
nisrms within the comniugity. Welalid need additional information on appre-
hension rates of exconvicts within our communities, processing rates, 'release
rates and reabsaption rates Within the, Criminal Justice System. If we look at
these categories within the system, we should be in a position to know: (a)

.3;(current levels of system effectiveness; (b) what changes are taking pine; (c) what .4 -

areas of concern are most in need of change, etc. These are some of the concerns
that we must have if we are going to have an impact upon the correetional
process within this countrY.

I would now like to address the federal correctionai -system. The federal
is-generally_hidden under a "white cloud." I use the term-white-cloud .

becuase most- of us do not consider it-dark, dirty and We_have come to
equate white with purity and light, and darkness with evil, yet.in looking_at the-
federal, system qf justice, I find it just as dark and just as evil as the sthte
systems. No studies have been done of Blacks in the federal system, yet Black's

..make up a siabstantial proportion of the inmate population -within federal
prisons:

.

The Black federal offender is geneially committed for bank robbery, nar-
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1. cotics and theft. He generally serves a longer time in prison .then his wilite
counterpart who is charged with the same offense, primarily because the criteria
Used for release is generally the same criteria that makes up the middle class'
ethic, i.e., a job, family, edu9ation. The same kin6 of research knowle'dge that is
needed to study the stataiystem is also needed to study the federal systeT.

r would like to devote the reniainder of my time to a brief dis-
cussion of the need to do research in the area of the militaryjustice system. Tha
entire subject of the.administration of militantjustice is one of the Army's moSt
'explosive, complex and sensitive problems. As you.know, there have been riots
. on military bases throughout the-country as well as overseas and, just recently.
Blacks,were involved in a race riot aboard ship and all of those-locked up were
Blacks.-

,

Ak survey, bavd on DePartment of Defirise data as of December 31, 1969,
exaMined the entire disciplinary recOrd for each enlisted man in the Army with .

23 months of active service. The study fOurici that -the percentage of Black(
enlisted meq receiving non-judicial punishment (article 15) and'courts martial
convictions for direct confrontation offenses wa slightly more t an three times
that of Mites. Direct confrontation' offenses were those invQi,g disrespect,
disobedience, insubordinatiorr, provoking speeches, gestures an assault.

There have been complaints from Black, soldiers charging discrimination in
the application of pre-trial confinement. Pre-trial -confinement can only be
imposed under certain circumstances, i.e., a soldier.cannot be confined while
trial is pending unless it is necessary to insure_his appearance at the trial; further,
a soldier cannot be confined more than-30 days without formal charges being
filed.

There are chcarges that some Black soldiers.in pre-trial tonfinement have
been confined as long-as six months awaiting trial and that pre-trial confinement
is imposed on those the commander considers-"militants" or troublemakers. The
.N,A.A.C.P. survey in Germany,shoWed that half of the BlaCks in military jails are
held pre-t,ial confinei=nent and, sometimes more than three out offive blacks
are detainedthis Way.9

,.,Conditions in stockades range from fair to poor and, in most cases, ag:in the
correation\I officers '. are white, which creates addition& prolAjems. Black sociolo-
gists and criminologists must begin -to move into disciplinary barracks and
examine critically the jAght of the young Black soldier who is being given time
and .never heard, from again. The "voluntary" army is relyjng upon the black
urban.community for most of its manpower, yet once the young Black is intro-
duced to the 'system he rebels and his rebellious behavior gets him into diffi-
culty. The little research that is being done it, this area is being done by white,.
sociologists.

Conclusion and lmplicatior s
Little,'if any,,research has been done on the Black offender. Prior studies'

indicpte that (the-Black Offender is overly represented in tAe crimirml justice. .

systr andlvalid,reasons are given for this overreptesentatIon. Howevisr, the sad
---;,-;;---fact-is that no.pq_is looking at the prisons which hold most of our offenders fof

lOng.periods of time.
. Regardless of where yod start, there is work to be done in the.penal systenk,

Research is needed imall of the state systems. The federal system has rematned
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relatively, quiet, vet we know that Black people are suffering inequities each ahd
--every day: The military system of justice has maid problems and, again, we are

looking at youngsters who enter the military system without pricr record but;
,because of the system, they.aget into difficulty and spend many Years behind
ba

The.'heel., not only extends to the federal, state and inilitary correctional.
systems.:ithere is_also a need for Mack educator's to come together and share
kn6Wle-die4'es well as to assist each other in, obtaining information concerning
research grants. Too long have we 'worked ih evacuum where we have been
concerned only with our individual projeets. We should dedicate ourselves to

help mankind, we sholiidlidge ourselves to be less selfish we thoUld give of
ourselves to Black people Who are less fortunate than we a're. Finally, we should
send td the Congressional Black Caucus. i nformation concerning ourselves and let

. . them know that We are available:to assist in any way that will bring about
changes in the system of corrections; I thank you.
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It is noi:in itielfdebatable thaOtatistics tend to shOw'a disproPoitionOely
higher incidence of' crime and delinqUanty among Blacks :in America. Amjile
statistical and empiriCai) support is compiled to justify 'the anti-Black or prejw-
dicial position Mat ')if Ione is born Black, somehow he, is bora with certain

and.delinquenttendencies."
Grimshaw observed in a review of Some of the theories.deafing with Black

cLrime that the ratei.can be predieted to be higher regardless-of age or specific
types of crimes..,ke *Sens that;

-"Authorities may disagree on arrest-convictions ratios, or on the inter-
Oretation at various indices, but the fact remains that convictions :and
inearcerations are higher fOr theNegro population."

Socral scientists differ in tneir theoretical axplanatiOns of the factors respon-
,,, rible 'fOr the "high incidence"-of "black crime rate. HoweVer, most social

scientists reject any biological orraciakinterpretation of the higher rates.
Many have atteMjited to explain, the social phenomenorrin terMs of poor

housing, economiC disadvantages, depressed living conditions, irnmigration from
the Sou,th to,the North, cultUre conflict, aggressive and antisacialreaction to
kuStration ahd.deprivations.t . . -,.
I .Those social scientists' mare ot-statistiCal records of pOlice depart-
ments, courts and prisoni- have sought -on-explanation i" the kiadequacy f.
available criminal statistici._ fhe attacks ;Joon tile validity of criMinal.statistics
tesuh Irani theoretical and field eiidence which suggestraCial discrirnination at:
v*ariou,s-lpyels of the,crimMal juStice system.3 ,e.

Thus even under equivalent socioeconomic conbltii7ns, racial, crime
rites 'Would materially differ:-Ihedisabilities'prOduceahy discriminatioh,
add to Ihe incidenceof Magid crime, by engendering frustrations which
find ,expreSsibn in explo,sive 'assaults dr repeated acts of predatory crime'',
(Pettigrew;;1964: 150-156);. racial discrimination in law enforcement ".
exaggerates the offiCial record of Negro ctime by artificially inflating
-Negro rates of ariest and conviction (Johnson, 1941).4

'3Atternpis' tO explain the. disproportionate:number of Blacks who find theirI
way into the criminak statistics =hive also.centiered around-the lower "socio-
ecoribt-nia"-status thebty..Allison asserts that regardless of' race;" persons of that
partidilar social class ire' Mere liels to engage in criminaLikilaihor.s Ihe logic
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being, sindTthere are proportionately more 'Blacks thin whites of whatiye call
loWer "socideconomic" status, it follows logically that it can be expected that
proportionately:more Blacks will be given to criminal behavior, There are several
things questionable about this notion. Firstly, there is the fact that many peonle
classified as being of high or middle "socioeconomic" status participate in and
perpetuate triminalbehavior:Secondly is the fact that many persons classified as
lower "socioeconomic" status do not, pariicipate or perpetuate. criminal be-
hador, Theirefore,- if the same variable may be used to explein "criminal
hehavior" add "noncriminal behavior," it loses its significance in 'an attempt to
explain only one_ kind of behivior. ProPonentsof the lower "soaoeconomic"

-- status <Mew may -fespond by explaining that they- are not suggesting itat social
class caUses crime, but that the evidence suggests that crime is morelkely to be
dustered,, present and operative with Some class statuses, particularlY the status
termed "lower claSs," than it is with others. Again no question is raised in their
argument as to the:sources of the evidence.

Most research on crime and delinquency starts tn the official records Of
police, Courts, and institutions. A large.nurnber of criminal acts are unrecorded
in these soureevr-Moreover, MUrphy, Shirley, and Witner, r4fort that social .C,
agenCy records reveal that police.never'learn who committed mOsccriminal or:
delinquent acts.6 Furthermore, boys from wealthier sections who commit the:'
same kinds Of offenses'are four to five'times,less likely to appear in some official
record than boys from poorer parts.?

Attempts have been made to collect data independently of official records.
Case histories personal interviews,9 and anonymous questfonnaires,6 have all
been sources Of data. All of these methods have produced findings,which chal
ienge the relationship between '"socioeconomic" status and criminal, or delin-
quant behavior.

Clark and. WE ininger report:

"Our findings are similar-to those of Nye-Short and Dentler-Monroe, in
that we fail to detect any-significant difference in illegal behavior rates
among the social classes of iiiral arid small urban areas." '

I -
Ft is not juSt the disproportionate poverty among 'Blacks that explaini the

disproportionate number of them which comprise the Criminal statistics. Equally
important, and 'even more So, is'the system.C4. prejudice and discrimination to
which Black Men and women have been subjected over a long periodof time in
America, while physically chained and owned as chattels. It is, of course:a result
of these countless decades of prejudice and discrimination that such:a dispropor:
tionate number of Black Americans are today..shackled, if not physically by_
chains, then at least by the system of injustice or the consequences ollegalized
injustice. Still rampant in America is prejudice and discrimination which is.the'.
point to be rnede here, and that there is evidence to support the contention that
this prejud...:e ,,:nd discrimination are manifested in' the administration of justice
in this cbuntry.' Therefore, Black men are more likely than white men to be
convicted Wore the courts' of law simply because they are Black, or because of-
what their blackness "has come to mean to those in power to convict.

There'has'evolved, it seems, volOminoils literature diScussing the relationshipi
between race on the one hand, and factors such as crime and the administration
of justice on the Other.



In his Sociology of Deviant Behavior, Clinard cites a number of correlates
with race, including the matter, of capital punishment. He points out that Blacks,
as compared with Whites, are executed:in disproportionate number-S. In 1960,
for example, when Black people accounted for slightly more than 10 percent of
this country's total population. Blacks accounted far 60 percent of all persons
executed for capital crimes in the United States.' 3

In discussing the relationship of laws to minority groups, ,clinard argues that
social norms and ''values sanctioning discriminationsuch as' beliefs of racial
superiority, which are derived from various subcultural grotipshaloften been
enacted into laws.' 4 Clinard also discusses what he considers to be contia-

,dictions between the AmeriCan creed and the actuaLtreatment of Blacks in this
country, contending that because of the prejudice and discrimination directed
against them, Blacks are:Often denied the right of due process of law ancl the
right of equal justice before-the law.' 5 The struggle between the Amer4Can creed

and racism, according to Clinard, is strong in certain parts of the UnTted State;
Where racial doctrines are reinforced, if not openly supported, by thelaw. e

particularly cites evidence in terms of a Mass of state laWs and city ordinances
which serve to 'enforce discriminatorY laws and which, in turn, further thi:(4use
of racism) 6

Of particular interest here_ is Clinard's discussion revolving -around- the
adminisvation of juitice. He concludes ,that Blacks are much rnpre likely than
whites to" find themselves subjected tol6hysical brutality. Another of his con
elusions is. that,oppressed group Mernbert, and particularly Blacks, :are often
dealt with more h'arshly by a judge than are the members of the Oppressor groCip.'

In atterriptipg to explain the a4ve. Canard cites discriminatorY practices in
police empfoyrneir, i.O., the preferential treatment shown non-Blacks and-the
discriminatory practices of courts in _the seating of juries, i.e., the relative ex-
elusion of 8lacks.1_7-,

In "The Negro"anci-Crime," Guy B. Johnson argues that when Blacks go into
court they go with the consciousness that the whole courtroom process is in the
hands of "the opposite race..white judge.,.. white 'jurors, white attorneyS; white
guards, white everything, except .perhaps some of the witnesses end spec-
tators).8. According to Johnson, Black defendants and witnesses are frequently
subjected to gross insults and are made the butt of various kinds of horseplay
and coarse humor. He concludes that conditions such as these undoubtedly
affeCt the statistical pictUre of crime., the efficiency of law enforcement, and the
attitudes and motives which enter into the causation Of crime.' 9

in The ,Challenge of Crime in a Free Society; the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement aPd Administration of Justice rePcrts that the "factor of race
is almost As important as that of sex in determining if a :person is likely .to be

:arrested and imprisoned for ari offense," explaining that for persons:- over
eighteen sears of age, Blacks are arrested about five tirries as Often as white.2..,!'

In their hook, Beyond the:Melting Pot, Glazer and Moynihan report that,
1958 in New York City, mpre than two-fifths ofall male first admissions and

more than thry-fifths of all female first admissions to institutions for detention,or sentence were BlacKs.
2

The Presidential AdvisorY Group also reports that the differences in arrest
rates for Blacks and. whites are-smell when comparisons are made betWeen
persions having similar living cOnditions. The ..problem; it _is explained, is that
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Blacks generally encounter mdre barriers to.economivand ionial advancement,
thereby,catising disproportionate numbers of them to liveurider conditions in
which the crime rates tend to be high, -regardless of Color. Compared' to their

...----non-Black counterparts, Blacks tend to have poorer housing, lower incomes and
fewer job prospects.2 2

The President's Corrirnission further repOrtthat the death sentence is dis-
proportionately imposed and carried Out on The poor, the Black and t-he
Members of unpopular groups.23

In discussing criminal procedures in, general, thii:same advisory. bddy con.;
cluded that the coUrti haVe not kept abreast of American social and eco-nomir:
changes. Th.. judges, for example, seldom know anythingat an about the defen-,

dant-before the court. Consequently, the latter's dress, speech and manners are
misinterpreted. The judge, Whose background and whose values are usually
"proPer," if not properlY Middle class, is confronted with a poor,_ignorant and
uneducated offender: a type of offender not especially pleasing to,:and nth at all
understood by,-the middle class judge .2 4

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement andoAdministration of
Justice in the Task Force Report: The Courts Conclude, that "the poor are
arrested more often, convicted more frequently, sentenced .rnore haeshly,
rehabilitated less successfully than the rest of society." It is argued that so long

conditions that cause poverty remain,' no reforins in the criminal
.procesi will eliminate thisimbalance.25

..In discussing the administration of justice in the American society, Hartung,
in h;:, Crime, Law, and ociety,argues thatjustice it: sometimes administered as.,
punishment of minority groups, who, so to speak,get 'but of 'their place. He
mentions, for example, that *1963, thousands,. of Black ArneriCans were ar-,
rested whiie atzempting to exercise their constitutionaFf-ights.2 6

fInTstill another work, 'The Judiciary, ,a discussion- of political and racial
equality concludes that as the 1960's came_upon _The scene, the segregation-
integration controversy had by-then become a'maiter Oflegal inequality.2

'The Focus
Given the -above findings on,rade as it relates to crime; our research should

evolve around three basic issues. The first is to provide'-an Understanding of the
place of race in the United States. Secondly, to.establish what policy is and its
functions, and thirdly, an analysis of, a number of crime issues at_thly relate to
race and social policy. .

Social policy can be seen as an attempt to regulaidand thereby enhance thd
qUality- bf life and well-being at..the societal and 'Communal level. Generally,

;social policy is political in..the sense that one chooses for the many. Policy at.the
crnost abstract level, adok:essés itself to four basic issues or areas. These oolicY

areas are: the,development of mobilizable facilitiesnatural resources, goods arid,
services; the allocation of functions, tasks and preyogati'vei by organizaticin
auspices; the distribution of rights, entitlements, goods, services to individuals
and status groups;"and, the determination of-the-extent.to which -development,
allocation and distribution are linked to auspice or statps.'Policy is then both a

'StrUctur& effect and:. a cause of structuralization. It should .be important ;to
:develop a concept of the function of social policy. It is important to recagnize
Ooliciei which seek tO adjust for shortcomings, e.g., amelioratjve or ccirrective
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policies, as opposed to policies which seek to continue or elimina te inequalities
. ,

throughdistributive or-allocativedevices; .

-.. As suggested above policies are informed. and Iiinited by many ,factors,
"especially:the strUcture of community' and society. Thii means, for the United
-States that social policies on race.profoundly influence crime and attendant

.',136libies. As a nation shaped in part;'by,racitttism, American society 'and cdM-
,

munities will ,operate with greater oriesser contistericy on several princrblei.
'"1"hese are the principles of non.-Black domination and non-Black privilege;'a
national poficy, of constraining,. transforming, destroying or interdicting. the

,cuttUres of people of color; and administrative policy designed to ,00ntrol,
manage and keep people tf-color' in a kind of bondage.

A concept 'of Social boliCY May be developed from several works which do
this 'well enough: K.E. Boukling,=.1.13aunderies of Social Policy,"Social Work: 12
Jen. 1967; S.M. Miller and F. Riessman, SoCiy Cfass and Social: Policy; A.
Macbeth, Can Sdcial Policies jle Rationally Tested? Other works by Titmuss,
TaWney, Lindblom and Vickers May be usefulforthis aspect 6f our concern.

We'should develop an understanding of raCe and crime from a standpoint of
generarsocial theory and in !erms of concrete institutional and individual forms
and practides.. It is instructive to compare Marxist with non-MarXist views in this
context. Pierre Van den Berghe provides the best liberal theory in Race and
Racism; Robert Blauner presents the, best neo-Marxist,,vieW .in a number of
articles. For the workings of racism we should look at Myrdal's classsic, An
American pilemina, informed by Varf-,den Berghe's .or Bouner's theorizing.
There ere a nurrIber 0, biographical, views Which transcend the., personal and
provide':deep,',.insights jnto the U.S.: ..The_L-Atobiography of Malcolm X; C.
Brown, Manchildin ihe Prom4d Land; Cleiver, Sotilxi Ice, etc.

Hafing *nen a grip o_41 policy, iace and racism a .number of questions
should be eXplbred of Which:* following offers a sample: .

' 1. White domination arid' cme. Where 'White domination is bureaucratically
, administered (the cOmpiete form of doMination) and ethnics are "processed" by

a variety cif-agencies, apparent crime rates and the perception of criMe appears,.
to ,be high.,3-his may be a function ,of the perception's of those who carry'out the.
adminsistratilie prOCessing of ethnics (Kephard; C.B. Johnson Clark); or, -conse- .
quent Upon the_loss of a sense of ethnic and coMniunity solidarity (A.L. Woods;
Pettigrew); a Tiiitt of policingstyles (Wilson;.Bordua); or due to mobility effOrts

otthaie ethnics,oriented to whiteValues,(Mertbn); as well as counter
culture and,dommunity claim efforts (Blauner; knuOer; Kerner).
2. 'Ethrri4.sconirol and. crime. Where the ethnic° grbup has undercut white
dominati6n, apparent crime rates and the perception of crime appears to be low.
Ethnic controlJSAchieved in Several ways: isolation of the ethnic culture from
white interdictiorf-through purchase of the communitythe Asian case; isolation
of the culture through population and ecological exigenciesthe Black and
brown. In, both Chinese and Japanese .communities; crime rates are low. Low
rates of apparent and actual crime seem to be related to the_integrity of these
cultures. Cultural integrity is enhanced by the fact that these communities tend
to be owned (bhysically) bY its members providing the economic and behavioral'

:base for inner ethnic, orientations and solidarity. Studies of all. Black com-
munities suggest the same patternL-Bladk control is associated with lbw crime
rates: Mound Bayou had one murder in twenty yeras; Boley had the lowest



crime rate ip Oklahoma for many years (Brearly Hill; Hill and 'Ackiss). When all
ethnic Communities are penetrated by white domination, crime rates gd up

-rANicoden'fas, Kjtano).
3. Racial r,ole: place and crime. Some.crime committed by 'ethnics appears.to
be intrusive osaults upoii.the sbciety to correct deprivations, institutional injury
and institutional. failure:Group .and individual orientations, asnsirations, concep-
tions of place, an'd the extent to which sobiety is perceived to be creditable or
discredited, manageable.,or chaotic gives rise to different kinds orcrirnelFanon;
Memmi; Runciman;, Mathewi and Protho; Singleton). There are at least four

'major oreintations v4hich in' turn influence hoW the individual ancr group côn-
.

sciousness and crimei-elate to-social structure (Blauner; Hobsbaufri; Riot 'Com-.. , .mission Reports; Platt). ,
4. Race andtorrectiOns.'Whai has been suggested above in- relatio,-.1 to generas-

.

:ting crime also applies to ethoic reSPonie-Nto correction-efforts:Recent events at
San Ouentin,Soledacf; Attica and other Correctional facilities reflect the extent
to which the ethnic felon,,no longer adjUsts fo prison life.. At one time, for
example, Black prisoners were models of'behavior compared to whiteS (Federal

".-=. Prisons:Von Hentii). Inner ethnic orientation, ioner ethnic solidaiity, the conse-
quential rise in P:Olitical; consciousness, and 'the penetration of prisons by
political' and chiliastic organization has' put an end to ethnic adjustment..The
new ethnic prisoner knowing that sentence, treatment, and parole oiAtcomes are
not.scaled wilh their Offenses are pecOliarly exposed to understanding the nature
of American society (Hobsbaum; MeadOws). Thus correctiOnal faitu4T has added .

an 'impact on ethiiit communities as they "come to see prison populations'as a
-,function of racial policy (Malcolm X; Jackson; Cleaver).
5. Police and Race. The contradictions f5ced by Third World public service'
woik, policemen, probation wr-kers, etc4,are great. On the one hand, they are

Jikely to embrace their 'roles in ways that make them stereoty'picaily "bad." On
fhe other hand,, ihey.shOw signs that they, like the Third World felon, are

,changing as a conseijuence of their.double bind, and may constitute the group
most willing-to change police work from the inside: Many policies have beerp
proposed to improve the quality of policingcommunity control; specialized
recruitment, etC.providing materialc:for exploration of such releS- (Hersheyf
Whitmore; AleX; frazier). Ethnic policemen as well as ethnics in other, public
service roles are.in double bind: -they', feel the squeeze of isolation'and rejection
py community and agency. Because of the contradiction'in such public 'service

i.tolitical ethnic consciousness cari be submerged or cfriaiatically
heightened. The influence of ethnicity on agency numbers, role, arid change
'should be exPldred (Frazier; Aleie;ISkoinick). *\J

6.: Race and Specific Crimes. One starting point for lookirig at the relaticzoship
between race and crime is to explore 'differences and similarities in crirne be-

' tween ethnic groups (Bonger). Crime which requires crdft and opportunft,
embezzlement, fraud, counterfeiting;'%how equal rates between Wicks and
whites. TheSe crimes are interesting for fhey offer the chance to discern d4fer-
ences ori other measures.
7. Murder.: Blacks kill Blacks; whites kiil whites (Wolfgang; Bensing and'
Schroeder).:There the similarity ands: rates,-Convictions, sentences, and paroles
are .all unfavOrable to Blacks and Browns. Many explanations are offered in
e xplaining differences: class,' relative deprivation, differential association,

"
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anOmie, subdulture,3 etc. (Cohen; .Cohen and Short; Miller; Whyte; Cressey;
Sutherland and Cressey). These explanations require our attention..
8. Predatory Crimes. Absolute. deprivation ;and', ethnic.,community control
ought to be considered as exploratory variables:in predatory (victim-profit)
crimes. For exaMple,"it has been suggested that during dePression and recession,

white commitment to prison tor predatory criMes increase while Black commit-
ments remain the same or go down for robbery, burglary, and larceny. This hints
at the fact;-'tfiat depression. Can deprass those at the bottom only so far, while
those above are deprived in ways 'that push.:them into crime (Dobbin!...od Bass;

Spirer).
9. Intra-racial Rate Differences. Third World rates differ from white rates ror
most crimes. There are regional, neighborhood and community differences
within ethnic communities as well. In Durham, Black neighborhoodcrime rates

differ as much as 500% (Brinton). Life styles have something to do with such

' differences and-such considerations need-further exploratiOns (Woofter).

10. Crimes of Racism. Tc this point, the relationShip between what might be
apParent grime, race and social policy has been obtlined. It would be remiss not
to considec,crime that errierges directly from racialist `policies of the society.
There is rued for the exploration of (1) genocide against Indians, (Brown) and
Blacks .(Smith; Lrirner); (2) federal and state collusion in depriving these groups

.. of civil rights (Murray; Davis and Dollard; Kitigawa;.Woodwarcl); and (3) acts of

oPpression against racial status groups (Lerner; Herndon; Reich).
It should he our collective and concerted effort to determine how race:has

been Used to define and explain real/and apparent crime in the United States and-

how social policy,: resulting therefrom, has oppressed and controlled Black
people and their community. '\

,

FOOTNOTEt

Fifth Conference on the Philosophy and Technology of Drug Assessment;
Belmont Conference Center, Elkridge; Md., April 8-10,1973. Sponsored by:
interdisciplinary 'Communications Program of Li.e Smithsonian Institution.
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1 . The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, ,Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston, (1969) p. 462.

2. Definition by Irving Ladimer in: Clinical lnvestiation in Medicine, ed. by
Irving Ladimer and Roger W. Newman, Law Medicine Resiarch institute,
Boston, (1963) p. 27.

3. This and other, aides can be found in Jay Katz, Experimentation with
Human Beings, RusselfSage FOundation, 1973.:

4. Research on Hiiman Subjects, by Bernard Barbeg, et al. Russell Sage Foun-

'dation, NeW, York, 1973, p. 1.
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ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PRO-GRAMS
SERVICING CHILDREN IN TROUBLE

. by , .

William W. Barr, Assetiate Administritor.
Social Rehabilitation AdminiStration

Department of Human Resources
District of Columbia

This discussion is focused from the level of executive 'direction in a-huger
superagency which is part of the unique governmental structure of the District
of Columbia. The Department of Human Resources has been in existence since
February 1970, and embraces the .former Departments of Health, Welfare and
Vocational Rehabilitatioh, as well as the Department of Veterans's Affairs. It.
consists presently of five administrations operating programs for human services:
Community Health and Hospitals; Mental Health; Narcotics Treatment; Pay-
ments Assistance; and Social Rehabilitation.7he Social Rehabilitation.Adminis-
tration consists of three bureaus: Family Services, Rehabilitation Services and
Youth ServicesThe Bureau of Youth Services is comprised of three divisions:
Community Care:and Services (an outreach prevention program operated at the
.neighborhood level); Aftercare (with, a services Branch and a. Youth Group
Homes Branch); and Vistitutional Care and Services which operates two training
schools for delinquents and one training school `for Arsons in Need Of Super-
vision, (PINS), as well as a detention facility for youths awaiting trial. The total
range of programs thus includes:oprevention efforts directed toward youths in
clanger of becoming delinquent; shelter care; secure detention; home detention;
multi-discipline institutional care; post-institutional halfway houses; and after-
care. The Bureau of Youth Services; budgeted for-811 staff positions and just
over $S million is comparable to what,sOrne stptes define as a "bepartment of
Youth Services.".

This writer has held positions on other levels of responsibility in the system,
but has beqn, for the past five years, primarily responsible for providing.civerPll
direction for the Bureau..This most recent experience dictates heavily the
,content of the following discussibn.
4- We will confine our concept oforganization and administration to publicly-
funded programs operated,by the.executive brar,ch of government at the local or .
state level'. We do this primarily because of the authority vested- in,the justice
system to supervise and care for children, in trouble, but also because it appears
that the inherent leadership rale lies within governmental agencies Whether or
not it is, in fact, exercised by public officials charged with the responsibility. In
a word, the duty of the. advocate is incumbent upon" goverenment officiais,
even if _they often find themselves being attacked for or outstripped in
their zeal for protecting.the rights of juveniles, by other voices who demand better
systems of service.

In 'addition, the ,citizenry supports these programs with tax dollars and holds
the administrators responsible for the resultsgOOd or bed Even when the
service is contraCted to a private agency, a government official ultimatelit is held
accountable for monitoring the contractual,service.

Nonetheless, the impOrtant reason that government agencies occupy a natural
position of central power is due to the funding which is chanheled through them
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via state agency plans'which etinbrace-the private sector also.
We will look at organization and administration in three aspects: (1) the

impact of the superagendY embracing the human services system; (2) ,the
management offniilti:dis:aililine treatment programs in institutional settings; and
(3) the movement away from institutiopal,care towards community-basect that-
ment. In each aspect, we will-:explore fiow organizational and administrative
concepts influence .the practitioner's: work in Jhe treatment programs of the
criminal justice system, as well as outline trends as we see them, and point out
areas in which we believe research-is needed. Interwoven throughout otir impres-
sions is -practitioners -Will be allusions to our perspective of the experience of
!Rack people which seemingly results from the organization and administration
of programs serving tose children and youth who teeter on the edge of the
justice system or, eventually fall into its vortex.

ThavRole of Governmentin Organizing and
Administering Programs of Service Delivery

John. M. Swarthout and grnest R. Bartley wrote a book entitled "Principles
and Problems of AmeriCan Nitional Government," in which the first chapter is
titled "Government arid the Citizen,"r It is a succinct, memorable staternent
with a timelessness about it which, in our .opinion, . marks it as one 'Of the
references to wWch one will return -repeatedly when it-becomes necessary to.,
recall why men establish the rule of government over their daily existence. In
part, the authors say this:

I . "For man, as Aristotle said, 'is by nature-a political animal.' Wherever
he lives, in whatever degree of civilization:he seems to fihd it necessary-or______-__.
desirable to organize hirnielf Politically, to establish a government that he

recognizes as the proper and preeminent authority to regulate,his relations
with other men. It is through this Political organization that other insti-
iiitions of-society_ateLnOrmally established and maintained,, that the pro-
duction of goods is orgjp-iiiiid-tnat--7these-goods are divided among
people. How best to insure that government shall act t-EPromote-the
common'gOod, the cause of the common citizen, het Peen at all -tithes and
in all places a basic and a vital question."2

The authors say further: "More and more, whether he wills it or not; today's
citizen is dependent-upon governmental direction; More and more, the actions of
his and other governments-influence the cOurse of his liTe."3 They include later
this statement about democracies which shotild-be considered profound: "Over
the.longperiod, any great majoriktion requires a large degree of public support,

'whatever the degree of party or pressure-group control may be at any one
time."4

One of the major 'fiinctions of the government has been,the,operation of
system of public safety-to protect societY from offenders, especially those who
Prey on people and property. We neLd not review here the long and gory history
of how.mankind has dealt with offenders over tfie centuries, ranging from cruel,
swift, summary justice to the more sophiiticated modern system of justice
(particularly in the Western democracies) with its protections for offenders and
system of judicial safeguards. Suffice it to seY that the degree of sophistication
evidenced by a political jurisdiction's administration of justice, as it strives to'
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balance the rights of an individual offender and the,protection of society, is
generally conceded to be an imaator of the level of civilization attained by the
populace involved.

In a classic work on public administration, edited by the eminent Fritz
Morstein Marx, this was stated regarding the scope of public administration:

"At its fu etr-range1-public administration embraces every area and ac-
tivity under .the jurisdiction of public policy. We,might even includb \the
processes and operations ihrpugh which the legislative branch is enabled to \
exercise its law-making power; there is much adroit management in the
enactment ,of legislation. In the literal sense'of the term, public adminis-
tration also includes the functions of the courtsin the administration of
justiceand the work of all thelgencies, military as Well as civilian, in the
executive branch of government. An exhaustive treatise on public adminis-
tration 'would, therefore, have to give, consideration to judicial structure
and procedure 'and likewise to' special machinery and methods employed
by the armed forces, in additiOn to legislative management. By established
usage, however, the term",'public administration' has come to signify pri-
marily the organization, personnel practices, and procedures essential to
effective performance of the civilian functions entrusted to the executive
branch of government. We shall use the term in this customary sense."5

We will use the same definition in this writing to'clefine where we are starting
with the'rote of governMent in the organization and administration of programs

- dealing with juveniles in trouble.
There are two points we went to make about the forigoing material; first,

that men seem to innately yearn for a common authority over the hu(nan group
to protect them from each other, and, S'econd, that the classic concepfof public

. administration conceptualizes the three -branches of government working to-
gether somewhat harmoniously to develop public poljcy.-Furthermore, we want
to suggest that the past fifteen years have brought ab'Out major changes in the
field of government and public administration becaUse of the protests of the
citizenry regarding public policy. This is especially sti in the United States, where
domestic and foreign policy have been challenged by private citizens marching in
great demonstrations of protest against existO laws and official.- actions ,of
public officials representing all three brandies of government.

We follow the school of thought that says "government seems to work mbst
effectively and ,efficiently when it has thc, support of the governed," as broadly
referred to earlier by SWarthout and Bartley. Theefore, it seems to us that our
current thoughts about government and public administration in our country has
to embrace the notion that American citizens have asserted their role in .recent
years to be directed more &wards political activity in the days of the frontier,
when-the newly-emerging nation of hunters and farmers took more direct action
in the establishment of public policy and the administration of public affairs.
These years have been characterized by a resurgence of citizemparticipation in
government, perhaps in a more forceful manner than one would have foreseen
shortly after World War, ri, and by an assertion of' the right to be involved in the
political process on the part of those whoodisplayed no such strength in the early
days of the Republici.eQ,, American Indians, Blacks, poor and unpro'pertied
Caucasians, and so forth. The shock wave of protests which rolled across
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Amerida during the sixties and early seyenties sobered any observer who
thought that -the classic concepts of government public administration should
govern how citqns .expected public officials to perform. Citizens literally
demanded- civilifights in direct acti8n campaigns mounted in the heart of the '
racist Southland; people sickened of war virtUally invaded the field of foreign
policy and forced the Government to deescalate the war in Southeast Asia;
conSumers,following the lead of such advocateS as Ralph Nader forced American
businessmen to achieie a more equitable bargaining posture with the buyer; the
"counter-culture".challenged the 'very existence,of the natioribl structure and all
of the hallowed h=aditions adhered to by the majority of comfortable Americans;
and the record could go on.

We want only to sugge%t that Arriericans have shown a deep discontent with
the authority of government and its policies, and that the three branches of
governmer have been in strident 'discord in recent years as they, differed-over
public policy (such as the rights of criminals, civil rights, anti-poilution Ineasures,

_and so forth): There has been a deep diScontent with the workings of govern- '-
ment which have cut across every levelof the social structure. Powerfblinterests
have fell: that there was too much 'governmental contfol over their activities6 -
(especially) in business practices) and too little constraints over criminals and the
protest mdvements. Middle America (generally conceived.of as being about 90
million whites embracing a wide rarfge of political, social, ethnic and economic

'factors) has complained that taxation is eroding away their standard of livingsto =

support a welfare state which provides- cOMfort to crirninals and their lazy, im-
moral .female 'companions who have numerous children out of wedlock. Con-

o servatives generally have criticized the ."soft" handling of offandere by the
justice :system and !lave accused the Supreme Court of being soft-headed re-
garding decisions affecting the rights of persons ,facing the bar of justice.
,Minority groupi (and poor people in general) have ProtestP-' Ditterly that govern-
ment policies have not been conducive.to their, advancerriLlt i,n our society and
that they have been oppressed: 'Atnericans generally have complained that
government has. become too cosily, and that it has been:ineffective and ineffi-
cient. Peter F. Drucker describes his perception of what-has happened to govern-
ment and the c izenry who live under it in recent deCades in' his rernarkable
book entitled " e Age of Discontinuity."6 For purposes of our discussion, we

'lti

recommend particularly the chapter headed: "The Sickness ;f Government," in
which he states: ,_

"GOVernment is certainly all-pervasive. But is, it truly strong?Dr is it only
bi0 ..

There is_ mounting evidence that government is, big rather than
strong; that it is fat and flabby rather than powerful; that it costs a great ,

deal:but does. nôt,aebieve much. There is mounting evidence also that the
=citizen less and, less believes in government and:is increaSingly disenchanted
with it. lndeecl,=government; is sickand just at the time when we need a
strong-; healthy, and vigorous government."' .

Drucker goes on to desribe the alienation that citizens are feeling toward
their government as they become disillusioned about its ability to produce,ser-
vices for their benefit. H,e!points out that this disenchantment cuts across na-

:. tional and ideological lines, illustrating that nations in various parts of the globe _
, '''
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are',experiencing similar inteknal attitudes about the cost-benefits of -govern-
mental Programs. He states as-the Main reason for these attitudes these opinioniT-

"But the greatest factor in the disenchantment with government is that
government ha not performed. The record over these last thirty or forty
years has been dismal. GovernMent has proved itself capable of doing only
two things with great effectiVeness. It 'cirri wage war. And it can inflate the
currency. Other thrngs it can promise but only rarely accomplish."8

e Furthe r on, Drucker coins a phese that will lingeron in the memory of a
reader, I suspect:

The best we get from government in the welfare state is competept medi-
ocrity, More often we do not even get that; we get incompetence such as
we would not tblerate in an insurance corhpany. in every countrY there are
big areas of government administration where there is no performance
whateveronly costs. 9 °

One Of Drucker's redommendations for escaping from the me!eise in which
we' find ourselves is the reprivatizatiori of government; that is, returning to
private operation many of the bUsinesses and fundiions which have been con-
trolled by government in the,bast'puarter of -a centuryor which may tradi-
tionally have been seen as heing within the province of government to operation. 0

He argues that business best equipped to' manage because it is the most
adaptable and the most flexible' of the institutions around°, and operates against a
yardstick measuring adcomplishrneht. Interestingly, he makes the following
qualifying statement reParding th4 uniqueness of business for reprivatization:

"Reprivatization is still heretical doctrine. But it is no longer heretical
practice. Reprivatization is hardly a creed of "fer cat millionaires" when
Black-power advocates seriously, propose making education in the slums

.competitive" by turning it over tp private enterprise, comPeting for the
tax doHar on the basis of Proven performed& in teaching ghetto children.
It may be argued that ,the problems of the Black glRetto in the American
city are. Veil', peculiar problems:.-and so they are. They aie,ektreme mal-

junctions Of modern government. But, if Jeprivatization-.WOrks' in the
extreme case, it is likely tb work even better ih less desperate ories."30

We wili Warkt tO,rafer back to tile comments about Black:power advocates '
later in our discpesion, but, for the mornent, lei us move to.the responses of
'policy-making governmental officials and high:raking politicians', to trie hue and
cry over big, inefficient goveranent. This.leads us into 'a discussion Of one of oUr
majoi 'areas of concern: the super-organization and administration of huthan
services systems:

The Organization and Administration of
Haman Sereices Sisterns

Politicians, professional adrninisIrators, practitioners in various disciplines
operating governmental servicesap' of these vested interests have been re- .

sporiding Mr the past decade.to the mounting criticism of governmental services.
They have been ,trying such reorgdnizations as tnulti-services centers (of which
there are about="10,0 in the country at present) in 'Which a citizen can make one
stop and receive health benefits financial assistdrice, mental health care, jOb
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counseling and placement, and so foyth. This trend has been given major support
by the stated intentions and efforts f the Niiion Administration fo reorganize
the executive branch of the, Federal Government The U.S. Government Printing
Office published a booklet eniitled "Paners Relating To The President's Depart-
mental Reorganization Program" in March, 1971, in which the Presidentput-__'_,
-lines his proposal to reorganize the present executive branch into eight super
departments. One of these is tentatively called "the Departrnenr of Human
Resotirces", which-will be our major point of comparison for purpOses of this
paper. It...is the concept of gathering' together those governmental functicns

,-,related to 7human services"health, education, welfare, manpoWer, mental
bealth, etc..--:under one umbrella'-otadministration and management. The effort

seeno, being one Qi aligning like functions tu avoiciduptication, overlapping
and gapS in servides. -

This alignment at the national levei has strong .effect on\ostate and local
governments because,ff they wish to seek federal funding,-they wilt haie to align
theif services along similar lines as they draw up state agency plans th comply

- with federal regulations. Therefore', the movement to develop suPer-agencies
along the same lines is spreading across the nation, even though the process is
hot 'complete 'at the national level, and may be interrupted seriously by the
fallout caused by the Watergate affairs. Credibility of the Presidency js at stake
and the existence of enough political cloufand persuasivenessloOtCringress to
support the reorganization in the face of built-in vested interots who do not
want to giVe up their kingdoms is highly questionable at the time of thjswriting.
Even so, about 26 states have organized "departments of human resources or
human sqvites" in line with the trend.

What does this mean to a practitioner who works in some componelit of the
justice "system? How does' it affect youth serving agencies?'

.
A central issue is whether a jurisdiction will organize all of its human services

under one umbrella, including adult and juvenile dorrections: Nowhere in the
President's plans, for example', do the programs fOndelinquency prevention and
'rehabilitation stand out as a separate and,cristinct qrganization as they had in the
forrer Children's Bureau of the Department of ,Health, Education and Welfare.- ,
At thiat'Vme, there Was an "Of-Vice of Delinqtancy Prevention and Flehabili
tation" which has been incorporated into the Office of Youth Develonment and'
PrevePrtion Administration of the Social Rehabillitation Services. It has become
increasingly apparent to those of as in die 'field .who have looked to H.E.W. for
leadership in thejelinquency field, that a new philosophy has been controlling
the operations of these programs within that important department. Very
simply, it seems to be this: the problem of-crime and delinqueqcy is now being
viewed along the fanctional lines of a human services Aystem, where help is -

' breught.to bear for the individualand his family according4to specific problems.
With every effort being made to avoid having parallel agencies offeririg similar
services' and with each having its own pipeline to federarfunds. Thiscauses some
rofessionals to fesist lOsing ihe identity of the mdnolithic youth-serving agency

known as a "department of youth services," or a "youth administration," and so
forth. An interesting exposition on how children youth services .should be
organized, according .to one viewpoint, can be found in an article written by
William Sheridan ancireprinted in Federal Prdbation, September;1969.' 2 There
is, then, an ambivalence in the field regardin whether Youth services should be

.
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organized into a central youth-servicing agency (as Sheridan recommends) or
should be located in a global department of human services.

It is our considered opinion, after much evaluation of pros and cons, that
these programs should be organized and administered in a humeri services
system. We have said for Years.in the field that "the child and his family should
be served as a unit by a singleagency." Since mostOf the human services needed
by,a family lie with the majority of the human services system, then, it seems to
us, the youth-serving function is more properly' located with them. Furthermore,'
we Wo:uld not recommend that the hliman ser*Vices be transferred to a central
youth-serving agency merely to accommodate the principle of "not separating
the child from his family." In addition, it seems to us that the Chief Executive
(President, Governor, Mayor, whatever) has the advantage of touching one
administrator to get an integrated delivery of services when the realignments are
accomplished: The organization of these varied programs is vitally impoftant if
improvement in service delivery is to be anticipated. We Would suggest that all of
the human services be lined up along functional lines to the top administrator,
and be decentralized into multiservice centers with a unified intake where a
citizen can make one stop to get all of the services of his government. Addi-
tionally, a strong diagnostic and screening process shoulebe establ;shecl within _
the multi-service center to plan services according- to problems and needs. An
information and referral system, with automated data retrieval is essential to the
success of these integra.cl operations. Strong accountability fcr results of pro-
grammatic efforts should be built into the data system.

We believe a jurisdiction would be well into tomorrow if it would begin to
perceive of the human services in such a manner.

As a practitioner in the criminal, justice system, we have aoother reason for
being cptimistic about the human ServiCes system. It is simply that the executive
branch programs which serve the justice system will have a greater power to cope
with the other components of the justice system from the posture of a "Depart-
ment of Human Resources." We have seen fifteen years of trends i.n the adminis-
tration of juvenile justice in the District of Columbia, and have known the time
when the behavioral cientists (generally in probation or rehabilitation) have had
too much influence,' over the .destinies of juveniles. Too many children were
committed to institUtions because "the environment is too, hazardous in their
home," and,too many children stayed too long in institutions because "they had
not adjusted satisfactorily" Or "the hazardous home still was not ready." This
was noi good and did abrogate the natural and legal rights of juveniles.

The coming of the legal suits under the "rights of juveniles" and the "right to
treetment",was overdue and came as a great boost to advocacy. The Kent, Gault
and In re Whittemore ,ases, which returned criminal law procedure'to the juve-

nile court Setting, established case law on which adversary proceedings.take place
today rather than the former "parens patriae" or "in loco parentis" type of
judicial deliberations. However, we would suggest that the situ...Von has become
too much "defense" atthis point, and that the pendulum needs to swing more
toward ,the middle. there is much unofficial information, coming from across'
the nation, that children and youth who could benefit from some agency 'sup-
port gr supervision are being freed by the court because of the astuteness oftheir,/lawyers, and that they are continuing careers of delinquency which are
leadihg them into the adult system at an early age on a waiver. Adult systems
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around the 'nationincluding _that of the District of -Columbiaare becoming
crowded With YoLthfuLoffenders ir. the 17 to 18 years age range..The Depart-
ment of Corrections, of the Distriet Of Columbia recently stated that the average
age. in its Lorton tornplex for adults is 22, which is a drop downward indicating
the impact of the youthful offender.' 3

Our privath information, given in confidence by several liwYers, is that they :
have uneasy feelings about the futures of some of the juvendes.rfor whom they'
are Suci:6Ssful in winning freedom' in the courtroom. &Sine legal agencies are
venturing into "Social services" to defendants whom they have kept on the
streets in order to "protect..their investment in the client," so to speak.

We are suggesting merely that a closer relationship based on mutual respect
and 'confidenoi has to be developed among the components of the justice,system
if it is to work to the bestadVantage of the-COmmunity it serves. It is always to
the advantage of good government, it seems to us, when no one of the three
branches rises to a position of real paramountcy Over the other's. They must
check and balance each other if our democracy is to function as well as possible.

It is the organization and administration of a comprehensive child care system
within the .urnbrella of a humarr services agency that we see as having the neces-
sary power to assert the executive branCh% role in the justice system. It is from

_this:position of organizational strength_that the,z)fficial role of .child advocacy
can beSt be expressed,in the affairs of the community.

. . . ,

Let us examine institudons which are the changing Concepts of program-
theft organization.,

The Organization and Administration of Institutional Programs
We are viewing the organization and administration of institutions from Zwo

angleS:. (1) carrying oUt the daily operations (housing; feeding, clothing,"trans-
poking, etc.); and (2) offering a program of treatment - (or rehabilitation, or
re-socialization, according to one's Oreference of terminology). Actually, the two
pe;:,'-ectives are interwoven. An administrator must strive to develop a physical
environment which is conducive to the existence of excellent treatment modali-
ties, and hopefully, the opportunity must be present constantly for staff to use
any feature of the daily operations as an adjunct to the re-socialization process.
It must be possible for staff development to be all-pervasive in the way that
institutional dynamics are utilized as learning experiences on an ad hoc basis.
for example, a Staff person having cobflict with a youth can gain insight on the
spot according to how the supervisor seizes the opportunity to impart some
wisdom to the staff-Member regarding the handling of acting out behavior.

One truism is the Concept that the institution is a reflection of the adminis-
trator's goals and objectives, and his ability to lead the organization toward the
realization of them. One discussion widely-read in the field describes the insti-
tution as being the "length and breadth of the shadow of the superintendent." 4
Another more sr:holarly work states that the administrator's philosophy is em-
bodied in the organizational goals which are written into the proCedures -Which
guide staff) 5

The latter reference is to a book entitled "Organization for Treatment," by
Street, Vinter and Perrow,' 6 in which a comparative study was made-of six
public and private institutions for males. This is a relatively recent work (1966),
and it is recommended to anyone who wants a better understanding of the
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jreality of institutionsand what their future role may b in the ustice system.
Street, ei al, find, among other things; that -different administrative schools of

s,.thought characXerize the various institutions in the study and they group them as
-gollows: (1) the obedience-conforrnity model; (2) the' re-education development
structure; and (3) the treatment modality. In essence, the goals and objectives-as
wcitten in protedures and policies were tti.chieve one of the three foregoing
programmatic ends. ,

It is our opinion that their surnMary of findingi'is a classic,steterrient of the'
..expericnce and frustrations. of institutional administrators everywiiire, and we ,

cart identify with the conclusions based on our oW,n,adMinistrative assignments
in the Department of Human Resources. They conclude that:

1. Treatmentoriented staff must be int control of operations and decision-
making;

2. Implementation of treatment requires good publie,relations with and
support from the surrounding community;

3. Treatment programs necessitate a high degree of organizational flexibility;
4. Executive leadership is crucial to producing change;
5. Institutions are limited, in making a treatment model work;
6. None of the;iristifutiOns were truly successful in.producing changes appro-

priate to the lives the inmates would lead on the outside.' 7

We have often referred to this book because it was published while we were in
--the midst of developing a career of institutional administration. Literally, its

paties came alive as we became immersed in the internardynamics of Cedar Knoll
School, a co-educatirmal institution fC'r deiinquents committed by the Juvenile
Court of the District of Columbia. It is located near Laurel, Maryland, and
abs..:onders flee through at ieast six police jurisdictions to return to the District,
many of which present hostile or indifferent reactions to a problem which seems
to "belong to the city rather than to the suburbs."

We found quickly that the great Chalienge of organizing and administering an
institution was to find a way of melding into a single force the many attitudes,.
often at variance with each otheiremanating from the staff who would have to
care for the children. Institutions literally are hotbeds of attitudes and values
regarding the child-rearing practices, ranging from "they have been running wild
all of their Jives and need tight control" to "the poor dears have been much-
abused and need love and affection is a loosely controlled environment." In any
gathering, of staff, the administrator is confronted with this range of perceptidns
regarding how one should rear children and the causation and treatment of
delinquent behavior.

How then does he lead the organization away from a purely custodial opera-
tion toward a more treatment-oriented environment?

First, he must establish the fact that he believes personally that treatment or
re-socialization have more desiratile ends than merely maintaining a child in
custodial restraints. However, he must assure the staff that a good, workable
balance of custody and treatment is' needed to move- in this direction. There
must be order and supervision in the institution and the stronger youths cannot
be allowed to intimidate those who are weaker. Nor can overly-rigid staff be
allowed to mishandle or abuse the children, or their "human rights" to dignified
treatment, or their legal "right to treatment" as required by statute. It can be
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undesirable in some cases to be too -treatment-oriented," just as it is generally
of little constructive value to be* too custodially-geared in opeiations. Either
methodology. can lead to a chaotic upheaval which is deleterious to the best
interests of the children. It seems that7ai is so often the case in human,affairs

: the middle road,' exercising ample and adequate portions of custody and, treat-
ment, is the best route- along which to move the organization, if significant
progress is to be achieved.

Secondly, the same administrative philosophy must floW into the staff and
resident groups simultaneously to achieve Common goals and objectives. The
administrator cannot "free"' the staff and "chain" the residents, -nor can he set
the residents at liberty ,and Confine the staff. We have had adminiStrators share
with us their travails when they entered,a position and attempted to change an
institution oVernight by immediately ordering that most of the Custodial con-
trols'be eliminated without properly preparing both staff and residents for the
new dynamics. One frustrated, well-intentioned superintendent lost several
hundred residents who absconded across the countryside:- Simultaneously, his h.
staff supported by frightened conservatives in the commUnity, coinplained en ----'

masse fo--the governor, abOut this "crazy, wild-eyed,- liberal sOcial worker who
did not-know what he was doingr Consequently, he was-forced to re-group,
lower his sights, and plan a differen't strategy for;o:ganizing and administering
the institation.

On the Other hand, we knoW personally of an administrator who was the,very
essence of the--,'.good custodian"and there' are such persons. When the- need is
tight.control. 'because an institution has gotten out of hand, there- are certain
Mechanisms Which have been utilized traditionally. These may be:.tightly super-
vised movement of residents in group' formation; use of a pass system for un-
escorted movement about the grounds; rigid rules for conformit,i,to dress for ,...':-
various'occasions; stringent enforcement'of punishment for infractions regardless
of mitigating circumstances- or the need to consider individuals separately;
vigorous pursuit of absconders into and through the cornmunity.untir they are
returned to custody; and so-lorth.

Most assuredly, as was.the exPerience of our administrator above, there will
be a buildup of tension and resentment which leads to an upheaval of some
kind. History past and current is alive with examples of this phenomenon in
both adult and juvenile institutions. Again, we reinforce the concept that it is
tne middle groundmaintaining good supervision while offering everV possible
vestige of treatmentthat is the more tenable for an administration.

It is essential that all staff and residents understand and support the, legiti-
mate treatment, goals and objectives of the administrator to develop an environ-
ment which 'affords re-socialization oppOrtUnities in the maximum number of
interchanges and interfaces between staff arid residents. There must -be a-
minimum amount of chances to misinterpret, the administrator's directives as
meaning "an excUse to goof off" or "a means of disrespecting the staff," or, on
the other hand, "the opportunity *to get even with a residentor "to show the
children who is in charge."

Thirdly, the administrator must be a child advocate and, very simply, ,his
advocacy must be eipressed in how he uses the physical environment and the
4nterpersonal treatment relationships between staff and residents- against the
backdrop of the physiCal plant. His administrative relationshipsmust govern the
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interplay of these two factors to achieve the treatment milieu. Policiei regarding:
the use of locks: "unsupervised" activities, so a staff member_can allow several
activities to go on in and around the cottage Simultaneously...to afford individw,
_alization; the daily schedule 'of "treatment" staff (professionals, in the common
understanding as a rule), allowing for hours builtzaround the life space of the
child rather' than the administrative comfort of the staff; the type and,frequency
of rewards and punishment; and so forthall of,these are elamples of hoWthe
adminiStrator can assume his role as advocate...__

He must be the first to seek program evaluation for efrectivertess and effi-
ciency, and be prepared to eliminate or change directions when-a programmatic
feature is no longer useful. He must make every effort to tie his-program closer
to existing community resources and avoid establishing a "paraliel," or con-
comitant civilization within the institution when .the child's world (to which he
must return) exiSts already and continues to develop in a never-ending process of

- change. The administrator cannot build an isolated world which somehow causes
the child to lose his rightful niche in his home and the community, and which
leads the child into that useless state of becoming dependent upon institutional

_ structures_ _

in his advocacy,-the administrator must lead the,staff into accepting the idea -

that the institution must be seen as an element of a total range of tiuman services
offered to the child and his family. The institution is z.n adjunct to the system of
community-based resources, and should be utilized only'for public.safety Or for ,*
the child's own welfare wherein diagnostically he appears- to be in need of a
controlled treatment environment..5ven so7where public safety and the child% '

welfare are the concerns, the institution should be the ultimate choice after the
range of community. services has been thoroughly evaluated for possibility of
maintaining the child. in the community.

Much institutional leadership today has to involve setting a tone for a staff
which will help them accommodate to .the nationwide movement to de-.. .

emphasize and indeed, close institutions. The criticisms leveled at institutions by
other advocates in the.community often are taken as personal attacks by staff,
and are felt as painful blows to their sense of worth and integrity. This is
especially true when the critiuses a blanket approach, which seems to indicate
that institutións are total failures without any saving features, and that insti-
tutio-nal staff generally are-self-serving, insensitiye to the needs of children, and
anxious to perpetuate a system. in which they earn their livelihood. In this`case,
it seems wise for the administrator to become well aware of the issuespro and
conso he can develop a climate of knowledge among staff on which basis the
institution can pray a constructive-role in bringing aboutchange.

He cannot be a faddist, jumping on the bandwagon because "Massachusetts of
California" began to close institutions. He must know his community, its atti-
tudes and resources, in order, to.provide leadership;We saw a statement recently
which typifies the posture the administrator,ought not to.find himself in, to wit:
"There they go! I must hasten to catch them becaUse 1.am. their leader!" Unfor-
tunately, there are those types who are making Much noise as they seek-, to
"catch their followers" and who, as the saying goes, "are more orthodox becatise
they are converts."

It seems to us, as the nation begins in the 1970's to move away from insti-
tutional placement and toward community-based treatment, that the most
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A.kmau vIra.wc 11,1G ye! eau v." III "Jay W vs, vIar nu
administration of the instittition which Opts out. the community.- He should
develop the most intensive, useful treatmeot program-bossible withieravailable
resources and repol't faithfully to the coMmunity what he is -Or is not achieving
irioi/K-OPinion, he can proyide facts which the community can qtilize'in deter4
mining whether or not it wants to cOntinuetovmaintain the:institUtion. He must-
avOid.the administrative' arrogance of declaring:that he wiircloie the institution-
because he has cayght the religion now; instead, he should present the kactuat
picture `of what, the, inititution can-and cannot accomplish to the community,
and let the liming tax-payers _decide how.they want:offenders against the grqup
to be handled. 7 s,--%.1 :I

This Will be'-"cliffletil becauie the crusade to close institutions has begun, and
an .adminittratof whip does not imeediately join the .ranks in full uniform is
marching;to a 4ifferent drummeri who is "out Of tune with the times." The
prettigiouS President's-Commission on'Law Enforcement and Administration of -7

Justice apCoirited by 'President .Lyndon B. Johnson in July, 1965, helped to '
establish thdCLitrent move toward cothinunity treatment by making certain'-'

JecommendationS in itskreport, to wit: , ,

7 "Correctional authorities'ShOuld develop-more extensive community pro-
grams providing j:sOecial :intensive treatment as an alternative:to institu-
fionalization for,bdth juvenile and adult-offenders."' 8,

'The report states further;
0 -;

"The, model institution Would be relatively small and located as close as
possible to areas from which it draws its inmates, probably in or near a
city rather than in a ;emote location. While it might haVe a few hii-
security units for short-term detention under unusual circurnstances, diffi-
cultand dangerous inmates would be sent to other institutions for longer
confinement:4 9

:The rnovernent has gained momentum especialiy with the efforts of California
as reported in "The Quiet Revolution:4 ° This program, wherein the state sub=
sidized coUnties to maintain convicted offenders on probation rather thitii
placing them in institutions, led to the halting of construction and the decrease
in institutional placement.

Massachusetts has seen a dramatic deve,lnpment in which the Department of_D
Youth:7Services closed its institutions. %attended a conference at Boston
College in June, 1972, which had the theme "The Closing Down of Institutions
and New Strategies in Youth Services." The conference proceedings are
published under the same theme as a title.2' There was a fervor in that three-day
meeting unlike anything this writer has experienced in many years. Throughout

. the conference, there was no question that this moYement would sweep the
country,-but only the issue of who waUld be next remained unanswered. We
redommend that any interested person read the proceedings especially because
of the discussion of how to move into wide-scale community treatment.

. And it is this subject on which we wish to close this paper.

The Movement To Community-Based Treatment
There is no movement among the -political-social institutions more potent

with factors related to community acceptance,than the trend toward establishing
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small treatment facilities for adjudicated offenders in or near the neighborhoods
from which they come.

We are also fasoinated with the idea that there could be a day in the fore-
.

seeable future when there will be no children in America incarcerates in insti-
tutions,-,moreover we are ,particularly ,intriqued with the possibilities for the
District ot Columbia, where the Department of Human Resources' institutions

have seen a diamatic drop in population..Specifically the instftutiorv for
. dependents, Junior Village,. now houses ten children (a)drastic drop from a high
of 911 in 1965) and is scheduled to close in September, 1973, Cedar Knoll
School, built to house 550 delinquent children, noW averages 190 youngsters on
the, rosters daily; Oak Hill Youth Center, constructed to yrovide residence for
150 older, more aggressive male delinquents, reflects an aveYage daily population
of 70 residents, Maple Glen School, designed to house 240 children, now pro-
vides care for a population of persOns in need of supervision (PINS), and reflects
an average daily population of 170 children enrolled. Clearly, the return of
adversary proceedings under more criminal law procedure in the juvenile -court is'
having jts effect, and, every reasonable effort is being made to avoid placing
children in institutions and to maintain them with coMmunity-based programs.

Thus, the Distrtrict of Columbia is moving into a position which could
generate the further closing of juvenile institutions. There is one drawback,
however; the provisions in the District of Columbia Court Reform and Criminal
Procedure Act of 1970 prohibits commingling of persons in need of supervision
(PINS) and adjudichted Oelinquents in.the various facilities administered by the
DepartMent. Additionall', about 90 per cent of the residents at Qak Hill Youth
Center are remanded to that security facility by specific directions in the court
order,' probably bec-ause of the seriousness and repetitive nature of their
offenses.

Even so, the promise of even more reduction in the use of in'stitutions,as the
placement of choice remains clearly with us in the District of Columbia; how-
ever, it is equally clear-that the court will expect agency supervision of a certain
number Of juveniles even though they are being serviCed in community-based
facilities. This entails, expansion of community faciliues, and leads us into a
discussion of the community's attitudes toward and responsibilities for com-
munity treatment.

What does the commuoity_believe about the desirability of locating treatment
facilities for juveniles and adults in or near the community itself? What are some-
of the myths and realities of community perceptionsof offenders anti how they
should be handled by the justice system? Just what is "the community" and can
it be conveniently identified so attitudes can be measured more accurately? Do
race and class become factors in sampling community attitudes? Is the com-
munity really "a better world" than.that of the remote institution, and are we
planning to move youngsters back to an environment which differs significantly
from the institutional culture?

These are but a few Of the questions which must be dealt with as we plan to
move away from institutions toward community treatment programs.

We in the bistrict (both in the Depart.Ment of Human Resources and the
adult Department of Corrections) have felt the wrath ,and resistance of com-
munity gioups who believe ?t>rnmunity treatment may be "all right, but should
be located in someone else's neiatiborhood." We have been kept out of middle
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and upper-class neighborhoods and have had to confine our yoUth group homes
in and around the inner cit'y where there is virtually na resistance. except from
one civic association. Nonetheless, one spokeswoman for,this civic association
has petitioned the city's government officialdom, as well as the U.S. Congress, to
"stop city agencies 'from turning her lovely neighborhood into an open psychi-,
atric ward by placing all of those crazy criminals in these half-way houses." We
have had to assure her that females would not offend her if they lived in a youth
groUp home in her community, but we have not_cOnvinced her. Consequently,
we have been told by_the owner, who apparently succumbed to group pressure,
that the lease will n' be renewed.

This experience generally, with a few exceptions, is shered by correctional
administrators nationwide,

Then,we must consider certain myths, and deal with the realities of how the
community perceives offenders and how they should be treated by the criminal
justice system. We coqsider one myth to be "that all Black people stick together
and help each other in a solid bloc of mutual support." The reality of our
experience has been that middle-class Blacks in the District have been just as
adamant as the Caucasians about preventing location Of facilities for "those
young hoodlums" in their communities. Recently, popular literature has re- ° -

vealed stories of many Black .families who are fleeing to the s.,burbs to escape
from pollution, congestion, undesirable housing, expensive housing, and,.among
other irritants, crime, generally perpetrated by Black criminals (or other ethnic
minorities in the major cities).

Interestingly, the studies made by Marvin Wolfgang in' the 1950's regarding
homicide, in which he concluded that Blacks generally perpetrated violent crime
against each other rather than against other racial groups because of living'
together in a frustrating sacial situation, are now being substantiated by Blacks
who are voicing their fear of violent criminalsBlack or 'White. Earlier, there,
were some critics who thought Wolfgang was venturing into a world with which
he was unfamiliar and that his conclusions were only erroneous assumptions:

Joe Y. Smith, a reporter for The Washington Post, wrote an enlightening
article entitled "'Crime Is Constant Concern for Biack Washington Residents"
published in November, 1972.22 His revealing statistics, taken from the Metro-
politan Police Department files, show for fiscal year 1971 the following: (1)
serious crimes against person-6,651 white complainants and 14,386 Black
complainants: (2) robbery and related crimes such as purse-snatching-6,015
white complainants and 10,086 complainants from non.whites; (3) murder,
manslaughter and negligent homicide-27 complaints involving whites and 201
complaints involving Black; and (4) rape and related crimes-113 white com-
plainants and 349 Black complainants.

Obviously, if this information is accurate, it means that "brothers and sisters
are ripping off each other." Arfd the victims are complaining and running as far
as ttieir money will allow them to go! (Editor's Note: Since the first Annual
Workshop, Jet Magazine, on July 12, 1973, devoted space to a cover story article
entitled "Black on Black Crime" by William Earl Berry. The story includes a
survey of 12 major cities, and reports the same basic information on the "Black
on Black murder rate" as indicated by The Washington Post article.)

It seems to us that the question of what to do about those offenders who
serioUsly harm or threaten other people continues to pose an age-old problem,
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which firids us caught Between barbaric capital punishment and humane re-
socialization or rehabilitation: These concerns are crossing class and race lines,
with those persons, who believe they are of a different "class" than the Criminal
who perpetrates the traditional offenses knOwn as "street 'Crime," forming al-
liances in crYing for police protiation (regardless, this year:of whether the
police officers are Blac: or Whitewitness the demand by Black citizens in
SoutReaa Washington, D.C. after several teen-age Black girls were slain). One
Black writer, Orge Coombs, Wrote an article for the New Yorker Magazine
entitled "It's Blacks Who Must Stop Crime" which was reprinted in the Washing-,

ton Post of Decernber 3, 1972.23 Briefly, he too states that- violent Black
criminals are preying on other Blacks, and that Blacks really must solve the
problem in their own cornmunitieq by taking yjgorous "citizen action:" Un-
doubtedly, two or three yearS agoCoombs would have been calle,d an Uncle.-
Tom for this writing, but today he is finding a sympathetid response from an"
increasing number of Black readers! The "Community," to which we plan to
move the institutions in the!age Of community-based treatment, is a diffuse,
complicated, sometimes-amorphous entity which comes 'and goes; appears and .

disappears and then reapPears; cOatesces around a given issue then dissolves into
emphem'era; eludes us when we need most to be able' to grasp its true meaning. -

Consider for a moment some Of the larger aspects of w:lat we are confronted
with as we try to establish a massive system of community-basea re-socialization

\ facilities. We discussed at the outset the .vast churning of reorganization of
_ \'human services progtams ih The executive branch, and we have pointed out some

of pe major problems in operating institutional programs so that they have-a
positive effect on offenders. Now we are attempting to re-locate the rehabili-
tative thrust to the cornmpnity at a time When government has not consolidated
its poSition regarding hoyv all human services will be delivered to the citizenry.
We are approaching a fearful community, with our proposition, when it is very
much.divided and suspiCious over some aspects of the Crime problem:especially
the issue of whether a Black criminal is a p'olitical victim who should be
"understood" and perhaps handled.more gently, or whether he is a traditional
criminal like all others who commit the same acts. The established justice
system, recognizing that the movement is gaining momentum in.America, seems
to be trying to make adjustments so it will maintain its traditional role of
controlling and guiding what happens in terms of dogma, methodoldgy, goals
and objectives, and so forth. Literally, everything is very much in ferment which
will determine the success of moving treatment programs on a large scale into
the community.

We have read with interest the accounts of the politicalization of prisons,
especially the ce:ebrated inititutions of California which became noted because
of the Soledad Brothers, Eldridge Cleaver and Angela D,avis, and others. Ebony
Magazine printed an article writen by Ms. Davis, while she was, in the Marin
County Jail during 1971 awaiting her much-publicized trial, entitled "Rhetoric elk
versus. Reality" in which she develops a dikourse on how Blacks and other
minorities have been exploited systematically by the establishment, and that the
prison system has now,been given the political function to control all militant
voices which speak out against "establishment at(ocities perpetrated against thepeo),e...2 4 She speaks of prison administrators taking political reprisals against
militants (especially Blacks) behind the Walls. This same cry was to be raised by
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the inmate spokesmen Of Attica, Walpole, and other prisons acoUnd the nation
where Blacks, other minorities, poor whites arkl,Third World acitillitistare being.
held. ... \

Daniel Glaser, eminent professor of Sociology at\ the University of Sotithern
California7pants out that the concept of "political soners." is alien to Ameri-
can legal philosophy but is well-established ioEurope, vvhere'criminal codes long\specified tilt those imprisoned for a political offense re to be less harshly
treated than those.incarcerated for ordinary crimes.25 He s ates further:\

"American prisoners are sentenced for violations ofc?irnaI codes which
make no references to political motivation, and all.:are sent to the same
jails and prisons.2 6 . \
He comments on the handling of civil., rights demonstrato , 'anti-war

marchers, and so forth, by the justice system irisrecent years, and ho Prisoners
with such backgrounds have seen themselves ai patriots rather than ),San hs, an&
have aisumed leadership roles in prison:Glaser also points out th,-J raè that .

'prison populations generally are heavily representative of minority grekups
(whereas the staff are predominantly white Anglopaxons), and indicaterthat -
this .neatly lends itself to the perception on the part- of the minority prisonel.

that the workings of administrative machinery (parole, atc.) are weighted against...
him for Oblitical reason's? 7

Eldridge Cleaver, of Black Panther note, in a speech given at Stanford Uni-
1,ersity on October 1, 1968, alluded strongly to his feelings of being a. political
victim, stressing that Governor Ronald Reagan and his parole officer were trying
to block him from legitimate academic pursuits and faturn him to prison to
quiet his militant voice.28.

Harper's Magazine devoted -considerable space to an article entitled "War
Behind Walls," by Edward Bunker, in its issue for February, 1972.29- It describes

in frig tening detailwhat it means to be incarcerated in California's prisons
today in terms of racial strife, administrative inadequacies for handling inmate
violence, and brutal conditions in general. The closing sentences of the article
states this ominous premise and fatalistic question:

' "In California prisons, it's too late for reapproachment between races. Could
it be a precursor for society as a whole?"3°

i

We would like ta take Bunker's words and re-examine our comments re-
garding the politicalization of prisons and raise a question of our own: Were the
prisons the genesis of the concept of political crimes or was the notionso new
to Americaspawned in the community outside the walls during the recent years
of challenging the established order on the part of a wide variety of elements of
our society? If the imprisoned writers such as Davis, Cleaver, Huey Newtoi-i, and
George Jackson were right in ,their assertions that the jultice system (especially
the prisons) is a tool of the power structure to control those who rise up against
it, without our considering the merits of what is or is not a political crime, then
the matrix of all social change seems then to remain firmly in the community-at-
large, the so-called "Free World." The prison, or juvenile institution, then, only
reflects what is occurring in the society as a whole, and we support this latter
contention. .

.

An important fact is that whether or not the administrators of the justice
system agree with the contention of those writers who espouse the concept of
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"political crime," the attitude of offenders must be dealt with as a reality .
affectin9 our methodology. It has to be treated in the context of the rehabili-
tative (re-socialization) process.

Therefore, we pose this thought for consideration, that if we were to return..
residents, of institutions to commimity programs on a large scale, we are in-
volving. youths and men to.whOm "The Autobiography of Malcolm X," "Soul
On Ice,""'Manchild in a PrOmised Land"most of the literature of persons who
point an icy finger of accusation at the reality of America's social systemhave
become the sources of their beliefs and their philosophies. Furthermore, those
youths who have not been apprehendeo and confined by the justice tystem
often have similar persuasions. Already, we are hearing rationalizations that
"everyone is ripping offjust don't get caught" and "look at the Watergate
even the big boys break in and. steal!" It effects the plan and operation of
programs, because the attitude of the offender is vital in developing treatment
modalities.

.....---
Cluery:,How do we utilize guilt feelings, or tinges of remorse, on the part of

the offender, if he does not feel that he has done anything wrong, that he is
really a political victim himself?

Another query: How do we set up a meaningful operation at the neighbor-
hood level where similar .attitudes of resentment and suspicion exist in the
surrounding populatiori, and where "outwitting the,man" in "hustling" may be a
way of life?

Final query: How may staff members who supposedly are trying to help the
youth become re-socialized have similar attitudes, based on their-own expe-
riences, about the truth of America? What effect could this have on the rehabili-
tation process, if it is in truth a signifi^.ant factor?

We watched, at the Boston College Conference referred to earlier, what
appeared to be a frantic scrambling on the part of those behavioral scientists,
who have dominated the field of rehabilitation for decades (mainly of basically
Freudian roots), to get in on the ground floor of the move to community-based
correctional programs. It seemed to us that they were trying to repackage the
same medicalpsychiatric model used in inStitutions and present it as a "new
thing" for the community. We question much of the utility of this methodology
in programs located in the inner city, and this may apply to other cultural
enclaves such as rUral Appalachia.

Our premise is this: we aceeliis the thinking regarding the self-concept; the
individual and his group; the shaping of personality by socializers around the
individual; and the interplay of the human relationships against the backdrop of
the physical environment. What we are questioning is a concept of the sociali-
zation process which is still entirely too prevalent iA tNe field, i.e., that many of'
the persons in the youth's environment are being described to him by staff as
being "bad influences" on him, whe-eas he sees them as positive socializers.
Many cises are known to us wherein the gambler, prostitude, fencer, whatever,
have been the saviors of the Youth's family in time of need or"during the
poignant holidays such as Easter and Christmas. Have we unwittingly been
killing off half, or more, of his self-concapt and general sense of esteemeven as

we were trying to' enhance this part of his developmentby saying to him "put
aside those 'bad' relationships, try to be like 'us'?" We wonder.

We are suggesting that as we move the programs into the community that we
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must envision a truly cosmbPolitan configuran of the social scene. We do not
believe that community treatment will be any more successful than have-been
the inItitutions without strong cbnimunity slipport, which makes it even More
fmwortant to define the real :community as we plan and implement these pro-
grams. lt,rnay mean that a board of directors or advisory council for a corn-
rnunWy treatnient center May include social types of a spectrum ranging from
local businessmen, through housewives, to'some of the community powers who
might otherwke be knoWn as '-'hustlers"5(e.g.,^ gamblers). Somehow, the
"community" must be involved heavily and 'see the operation as being its thing.
This will be especially important when we have otir failures, and the community
feels threate'ned by the youths living in their midst who have already been the
court route and who have not been "cured" of their penchant for comMiting
violent crime. Clifford:1Ft. Shaw% area projicts in the early 1930's, one aim of
which was to involve indigenous leadership in the neighborhood (including erst-
while underworld figures), was:an early effort tc; define the commUnity, so as to
include the real control forces in 'a delinquency prevention effort. It still has

'elements fc. '. model; e.g.; working right at the neiYhbbrhood level; recognizing
the de facto power of an area and trying to wed it to other elements orintluence
such as legitimate businesses, the church, and so forth,

We shibuld add tia.it the more cioMprehensive efforts.of the model 8tablished
in the Community Action Programs 'partially- funded by ,the Office Ecdnomic
Opportunity in the 19611%-70%, and :inch are in jeopardy Under the Nixon
Administration even as, we write this paper. It still appears that people with
power at the grassrooti level kiave the most auspicious opportunity to do some-
thing significant in "turning the cities...around" so that'they do not continue to
slide further into kleCey.

Street ciliTne, wivhich seams to be the only type of criminal activity which
actuaW frightens society is mainly d'phenomenon of the ur6an environment.
Urban areas are increasingly populated cy a Black majority; thus both the
crirnilial and his victim therefore are likely to be Black (as police statistics appear
to indi6te earlier in our discussion). In urbSn areas, due perhaps to community.
pressure for equal employment opportunity and possibly to the movement of
whites to more desirable jobs., an jricreasing number of Blacks arit moving into
positions in the -justice. system wherein they exert influence over the destiny of
other Black brothers and sisters who are ariprehended committing crimes. Blacks
play 'a significant role in the politics of many major cities where they constitute
a sizeable portion of the population. The situation truly is becoming one of.de
facto segregation, in which Blacks wiII have to carve out their destinies together,
utilizing political coalitions to extract support from those' non-Black *Sons
remaining in the citie.> and from those Black and Whitcs who have established
themselves ir suburbia and exurbia. This Will be difficult, it seems to us, as in the
case of Mayor Carl Stokes, when he attempted to organize a BInk political
Machine near the end of his -term in Cleveland and fell shortof success. However,
Mayor Tom Bradley of Los Angeles has just given heartto Black aspirations for a
legitirnate power role in coalition politics bY his victory in a city with' Blacks
being 16,to 18 per cent of the population.

Si!'"ificantly, the Black Panther's Bobby Seale ran a respectabie race rec-?ritly
-for Ie mayoralty of Oakland, California and aH pundits are saying that even in
dew he must be consulted by the victors in planning for that city's program's.
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It.does seem then, that Black peopte- must "continue.to continue," that they
must seek evaey-bit of help and make every effort on their own to solve the
problems of.the cityone of which is the Crime that strikes fear in their hearts.
This is mandatory, we believe, because the city, is the home of millions of Black
people who win either overcome and plan an even greater role in American life
in the lastquarter of this century, or who will die in the genocidal furnaCe of the
ghetto (in the human "rat sink," if you will).

We are caning for a neo-tribalismthe rebirth of primary social forces in the
lives of Blacks everywher: `but especially in and' around American cities. We
spAk academically`bf the one-to-one,_ face-to-face relationships cvhich charac- °
terize tribal cultures, and of mutual,communal concern for the welfare of each
other. We are calling on those primitiVe instincts which cause mankind to make
the' first effort fo his own survival before calling on government, which shouJd
see ()Ur cities begi,n to have massive cleanup-daintup campaigns .that become a
part of daily Rfe for thacgobd of the entire "tribe." If Aristotle's assessment of
man's tendency to orgaAize politically was accurate (and we believe it was);';hen
we urge Blacks to reclaim this vital part of their heritage Which was stripped
from* them by deliberate disenfranchisement (only being resorted partially in
recent years but with dramatic political results already in the South), or by
clever manipulations of big city political machines.

Then, the power structure of the nationthat combination of political and
economic (might which can only reside in the majority group, and to which
minority groups can only find access by making coalitionsmust move to deaj
with Black forces as the nation moyes to establish a commtmity-based treatment
program for adjudiCated felons on a large scale in the cities. Blacks'from all
walks of life must be involved in the planning and operation of this system if it is
to have any degree of real success, primadly because it. win be set down among
them in their comnunities, and it will be their brothers and sisters mainly who
will be trying.to regain a respectable niche in the "tribe."
. We are questioning whether the power structure (which has always ordered
mandates) has perceived of this necessiry conceding of power to Blacks over the
criminal justice system as it affects their communities, especially since the
control of this machinery has always been in the hands of the elit;:r throughout
civilization. We are even 'more perturbed when we review' the roster of pres-
tigious persons who sat on the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Adminitration of Justice and note the number Of BlackS.

Quer-y: Why did not the power structure begin to press to have prisons
Ideated in, the cities twenty-five yeari ago when the cities still were predomi-
nantlii white and most institutions were out beyond suburbia?

Further' query: Is there a gross game, perhaps, being played by the power
structurd;under the guise of the genuinely humane conceptpf community-based
treatment (which should have great appeal to Blacks who have suffered so
heavily the .prisons of America) as it mounts the current drive to re-locate

.prisons in small institutions in the cities which are now predominantly Black in
p:oulace and in great financial trouble? Is there a relationship in this new
movement to the fact that white suburbia has spread around many prisons
during the past quarter of a Century, and that perhaps the continual 'unrest inside
the walls now gives rise,io the urgency of not only "hiding the,criminal behind
the walls" but of moving the walls themselves back to the city which the.
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majority of Whites have .thP.ridoned? Just a thobghtbut a sincere o'ne.
Obviously', much i.. known about the dynamics about which we 'have

speculated in the fore46,..A material, but there are certain givens. We know there
is great social and technological change takineplace, and that government re-

. organization and institutional change within the justice system are adding oths,er,
stresses. We know that racial factors continue to be important in manyof the
consideratOns involved, and that the political 'process Will be the mechanisrn by,
which many of the decisions will be made. We would addanother given: much
research is needed to gather data as a basis for making intelligent decisions. It is
about research needs that weWould like to mite in the final pages of this paper,
especially as they might appeal to Howard.: University's Institute for Urban
Affairs.

1

Research Pbssibifities
The composition of the coMmunity in the District of ciilumbia, especially

as it relates to Blacks.
Is there a "Black" community really or is it a loosely-connected class system

linked only by color rather than other deeplyvested interests (like money and ,
property)? Do Blacks from various, economic levels perceive of themselves as .

being part of a l'community" which includes their racial brothers who live in a
d'fferen1 socio-economic class stratum? Are there anV possibilities for developirtg
a neotribalism (primary communal concern for each other) among Blacks from
all walks of life in the District (if it is determined that such does not exist

\ presently)? How does the white community relate to the Black community, and
\ to what extent are power cdalitions involved which are mutually beneficial? Are

' there white-Black power linkages which benefitthose involved but which nega-
\ tively affect Blacks whio are not a, part of the coalition? Who really controls the

District of Columbiapolitically, econilmically, socially?
2. The utilization of Black history in the District of Columbia as a unifying,
motivating factor in developing new urban programs.

Blacks have a dee involvement in the history of the nation's capital, as
reported by historian such as Dr. Letitia Brown. Wfiat do Blacks 'know and feel
about this history? pan educational courses be devised so these Black historical
figures become part of a panoply of life so to speak, whiCh can be used to inst*e
young Blacks to walk tall and seize their rightful place in today's city affairi? We
mean more than merely identifying these men and Women on cold pages.and are
thinking of how we can inculcate a sense of tradition, that special awareness of
an unending thread of relationship between past, present, and future which helps°
so much to a sense of identity to the individual. (Some efforts are beirig
made along these lines by using comic books in the Adams-Morgan coMmunity
program to teach Black children about Blacks who should be knoWn to them.)
3. Crime is orie of the most tiotent forms of social deviation, especially where
it involves'tradilional offenses against person and propeity.

What do Blacks in various neighborhoods believe and feel-ebobt the indidence
of crime as it pertains to "Black.on Bled( crime"? Is racial brotherhood,stronger
than the human instinct to defend oneself against a predator and to organize the
group for mutual safety? Are Blacks willing to let bitterriess caused by 4(10 years
of oMpession in America overshadow the realIties of violent cri,ne perpetrated
by Blacks agairit other Blacks? Can class divisions fif they exist) be overcome to
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produce a concertect effort of. Blacks working 3s a community to develop a
system of community treatment for convicted felons, whicn is woven inw, the

\warp and woof of Black lite? Is there really a "Slack life style" which embraces
all Blacks in a common sanse of "soul," or has Ameriv \low come to he a
variety of life styles geared to certain socio-economic factors, with a social
\process which may find Blacks livinti in any one of the

I

life styles? Is the
phenomenon of urban crime a centrifugal force which f'..ives Blacks away from
each other due to fear, or is crime and its relation to the administration of

I justice a centripetal force which draws Blacks together in common bitterness
1

toward the power structure?
4. There must be a workable, effective treatment modality to make large scale
community treatment an acceptable alternative to incaremation.

What is the socio-psychological context of .2.ommunity-based treatment
Modalities, in terms of the individual and his environment and the dynamics of
1

these factors? Who can be considered an acceptable -a-socializing agent in the
Community as part of the social contiguration against which rehabilitation must
be developed? Can we continue to try to re-socialize in neighborhoods so
destructive that merely living in them can defeat rehabilitation efforts? If we are
forced by the power structure to confine,cornmuniw treatment to those neigh-
borhoods which are "hustling" communities, or in transition to becoming such
places, can we develop an effectiv,:.- treatment environment to overcome the
pressures on the individual? Can we devise tatter tests and measurements
instruments which will more accurately indicate the potential of those persons
who have been deprived of an acceptable education and who are culturally
retarded? Can we develop "community psychiatry," utilizing the naturai re-
sources of the° environment, recognizing that the community may see other
priorities 35 being necessary to individual survival? (It may, be that there are
lessons On which to build in the experience of Dr. Israel Zwerling in New York

_.

City.)
5. Peter Drucker speaks of reprivatization of government services, alluding tr
the role Blacks have aspired to in recent years regarding community control of
public schools funded by taxatISn. He also names universities as one of the
sectors which could assume a more positive 'role in Wei, over the operation of
certain services now administered by government agen. .

What rol is the Black university (specifically Hoyt a University) playing in
the commu ity life of the District of Columbia? Ds.es the community have
meaningful access to the resources of the universityand vice versa? What re-
search effo is being exci tee now by the university and what is its focus i.e.,
does it de I with studiing the community through a microScope or.does it
engage at II in investiptinfi the university itself in its work to strengthen or
serve the c mmUnity? Can 11:7 university develop more diagnostic and treatment
services, health programs, manpower develooment, and :,o forth, as part of the
human services system? Can the university re.vitalize its traditional "think tank"
role and become a primary developer of planning .for the integration of human
services, since it has centuries -.If experience in training people.in "integratJøc
of the liberal arts," for examp:e? What is the potential role of the univers
developing special curricula for training the managers of _the newly-integrated-
servicc.)? Does the university ha,c any "class" shackles which must be discarded
before it can truly extend itself into community service and assume a potent

',..
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leadership role? Does the administration truly jarceive of a community service
role for the university (as has been stated pui:ilidy), or does it see its role as
offering educational programs to the community which would only be an ex-
tension of the traditional classroom? How do contemporary students envision

. their university's role in the community?
6. We believe that men will continue to try to solve their major social
problems via the traditional political process, even =though they may resort to
violent methods at times to express their frustrations with the established order
of things. (Witness the apparent changes in direction of the Black Panther Party

from desperate efforts to attack the system from without trying to "do their
thing" within the system.)

What are the perceptions of Black people regarding the utility of the political
process in the District of Columbia? What is the political process in the District,
in spite of what we have been told by the media? What are the mandates for
coalition politics (which would mean ccclition government) in the District (i.e.,

what are the power constraints on Black politicians which make it necessary to
avoid a monolithic political organization, even though Black politicians must
always be foremost about the business of looking after the interests of Black
people? Are there any interests of Black people which coincide with the ^nterests
of the white community which therefore make it legitimately necessary for
Blacks to embrace a wider range of community causes (e.g., pollution, crime,
transportation, etc.)? What is the role of the university in the political life of the
community? Does 'it even have such a rdle, or must it remain aloof in non-
partisan majesty from the forces which will swirl up "The Hill" and rage across
the campus?

Wellso much for all of this. We have tried to express it as we see it, an , we
tio;nk you for your attention.

We believe strongly that there is large area of concern to which the Institute
'for Urban Affairs can deVote research resources, in addition to combining ser-
vices to the community. We wish it well in its future endeavors.
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Part IV Issues and Assessment
) in Human Resource

Development

HEALTH CARE AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY:
RESEARCH PROSPECTS

by
Betty J. Perm, Research Associate
Center for HealthCare Research

Meharry Medical College-
' Nashville, Tennessee

s.

The fact that there is a crisis in America's.health care system is being recog-
nized by"an increasingly large number of Concerned persons in the United States.
This is not a new crisis, but as usual, the United States, the only industrialized
nation in the world without a nationai health service toward solving cannot seem
to marshal its tremendous technological forces/one ,of. its many social problems.
As a matter of fact, it has been only recently, that large sectors of the,American
public have begun to think in terms of good health care as a basiC tiuman right.
Heretofore, Americans have tended to see the acquisition of health careas an
individual responsibility and a prOblem only for the vell-ppor: This has been
reflected in national policy. The Federal governmert has seen its-c sponsibility
solely laying where there was clear and Present danger to the public, a ore
specifically, in the control of communicable diseases and care for membeSist--,
thearmed forces.

The spiralling cost of medical care, its increased fragmentation due in large
part to the increase specializing bf doctors and the maldiitribution of health
seivices making health care geographically and financially inaccessible td many
Americans are among the problems creatirg the current crisi,;.

For Black Americans, the problem of eccesi ta good health care has always
been at the crisis stage. Economically discriminafed against, Blacks have
generally not peen able to afford the best care available, and educationally
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I

discriminated against; Blacks have been unable to train enougli health care
ivprovidel's to meet their needs. In 1969 out of a total of 334,028 practicing

physicians in nthis country, only 4,805 were Black. This creates an additional
problem becaUse of the state of social relations in_this country. Too often Blacks
and other, poor people have been unable to fully utilize existing h alth systems
available to them because they have not fully understood the complicated

imeChanisM for using facilities supported by public funds.
I

They hive not been sophisticated enough to recognize the Various entry
points and to use them effectively once they have been located. l'h particular,
they have not availed themselves of the various specialty clinics that engags in
preventative health care whiich hopefully would cut 'down on the use of emer-
gency hospital services. One point is clear, the present organization of health
care in this country is clearly designed for the select few that can pay for it and
for those sopHisticated enough to use it. This leaves out the great majority of
Blacl, people.

Despite the controversy over the use of life expectancy as a health stitus
index, it is one of the clearest measures we have in,comparison to other groups
when both groups theoretically have the same opportunities for health care.
When mortality andmorbidity rates'are both examined, we can clearly see that
in comparison with the white population, non.whites do not fare as well.

The U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare reports that in 1967
the neonatal mortality rates per 1,000 births for whites was five, for non.whites
it was 11. Postnatal deaths per 1,000 births for whites was 15 while for non-
whites it was an'astounding 24. Using the mortality index as an indication of the
health status of 'a population, it is clear that non:whites get burned at both ends
of the candle. They don't survive infancy nearly as well as whites, and those that
survive infancy don't live as long as whites.

1Morbidity data shows the same trendwhile whites may expect to be disabled -,
7% of their, entire life span, non-whites may expect to be disabled 9% of their
life span. This may be a more important measure, for Blacks/than life expect- '
ancy, because a longer disfunctional life means an increased drain on the akeady
meager financial resources available to the population. The white population is
clearly more likely to see a physician than the non-white popUlation; non-whites
areleast likely to have any regular source of care at all. By aR indices Used, gross
ai they may be, non-whites are far worse off than whites. ;

/ Thus far, we have been looking at the dismal side of tha, -..:alth care picture;,
/ perhaps I ought to say, that just as the picture has gotten iirovessively better for

/ whteL it has grown progressively better for Blacks The gaps remain, but the life
I expeLtancy rate has gone up over, the last century and the pre-natal and

post-natal mortality ratei for both groups have gor )wn. So there are hopeful
signs on the horizon.

Since the long term objectives of this paper are to suggest research prospects
for the future, presented are areas of health care delivery that I feel are urgently :
jn need of research if we are to continue to accelerate the current upward trends
in providing better health Care to Blacks. ..

The overview of the health status of Black Americans is sufficient to alert us
to the need for the establishment of national gdals fc- the deliverance of health
care which in turn should lead to national policy. A sm:ill, poor country in the
West Indies' (Stien, 1973) .recently defined six goals for its national health
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ervices program:

1. To provide universal and comprehensive health care,
2. To train health manpower of a number and-quality sufficient to staff good

comprehensive health services.
3. To make the improvement and, maintenance of health a shared social en-

deavor that coordinates the efforts of all health workers and of the people
they serve.

4. To jteep the nealth services watchful of human needs.
5. To improve and maintain the health of the whole people as well as to meet

the health needs of individual patients.
6. To maintain constant evaluation of health programs..

If the United States can set goals for its space programs, for its defense plans
and take the necesiry steps to meet these goals, then it seems reasonable to
expect that this could be done tu maintain the health of its people.

We now find ourselves in the rnidst of a crisis, mainly because consumers,

Chart I Average Remaining Years of Life at Birth and at Age 65, by Sex and
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The U. S. Bureau of -Census reports that at birth, the average white person can
expect to live 71.7 years, while the average remaining years of life at birth for a
non-white person is 64.6, a difference in life expectancy of 7.1 years.
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perhaps spurred on by the interest of government in social issues during the
1960's are demanding better health care. Health providersilave been caught with
no clearly defined goals that they can recommend as the basis of national policy.

The Physicians, because of their training, have concentrated orimarily on the
individual patient while the Federal government has concentrated on the control
and prevention of communicable diseases. Except for the collection of vital
statistiEs7rriorbidity-acid_rnostality rates, and very inadequate statistics on causes
of death, epidemiology is inadequate.

We cannot begin to- define national goals if the distribution, characteristics,
and manifestation-of health and disease in populations e unknown. The Black
population needs less comparative statistics showing that they as a group are less
healthy than whites, but more data on types of diseases affecting Black people.
We need to know the numbers of people affected, the etiological factors respon-
sible for disease and what is known about cures and prevention.

More importantly, locally interpretable epidemiological studies should be
given high priority on any health research agenda, oarticularly one relating to
Black health care. Blacks live throughout the land. in urban areas as well as r ural
areas, each geographic& location having its own set of social circumstances and 43
its own set of health problems. While there may he every reason to identify
national problems, to focus our attention on these local ones is just as impor-
tant.

A nationwide conference (Comely, 1968) on-the health status of Black
Americans held at Howard University identified several major health problems:

1. The widening gap between Black and white mortality and morbidity rates.
2. Mental retardation.
3. Traumathe unskilled and semi-skilled workers have the most serious

health problems; the risk of injury and consequent potential loss of health
is high. The great majority of Blacks fall into these occupational groups.

We are also aware of the high prevalence of violence perpetuated by Blacks
against Blacks and the heavy toll this takes on young Bla-cks as reflected in both
moitality and morbidity rates. We need to investigate caeses and preventative
methods. Infant mortality and malnutrition might also be included in a listing of
major health problems for Blacks. Once we have categorized, listed, counted and
located (geographically) .the health problems, we need to establish priorities. We
know that high blood pressure, or hypertension, is one of the leading killers and
disablers among Blacks, efttt recently we have seen a tremendous upsurge of
interest in Sickle Cell disease. By comparison with other killers and disabling
diseases in terms of numbers affected, some would argue that Sickle Cell disease
should be much lOwer on the priority list.

As researchers interested in the health needs of the Black community,2we
need to be able to identify both biological and social attributes cf high risk
groups. Particular attention needs to be given to linking socio-economic con-
ditions with biological outcomes'. Hines .11972l ,rotes that the health and health
care practices of Blacks in America have been most related to the.social status
and the pattern of social relations.Blacks have had in sodiety as a whole. Changes
in Black'health statu.> can be.related more directly to improved social conditions
rather than to ,advances in scientific knowledge. Cornely (1968) had earlier
suggested\ that the health of the Black American was both an expression of and
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the result of the social and economic burdens imposed upon him. Health is
inseparably connected with poor housing, unemployment, and inadetylate edu-
cation.

We need to be able to identify the positive aspects of health care within the
Black community. Despite the woefully inadequate health services rendered to
the Black community, we have survived surprisingly wen, relying in many cases
on self treatment or as some would label it "folk medicine." There may be
within the Black community a rich source of health care knowledge that could
be incorporated into a more formal health care deliiiery system. Somehow, we
need to be able to have data available in a form that will be useiul in establishing
group hezlih goals which may in turn affect national policy, and not data that
can be used as another tool of oppression.

Of equal importance is the. need for research combined with action. Since so
much scientific knowledge is already a./ailable about treatment of many physical
disorders, much could be gained by combining what is already known with
attempts te treat. An example of such research might be the Holmes County
Mississippi Health Research Project (Kueter 1973). This project, being con-

' ducted by the Milton ,Olive II. Memorial Corporation, has since 1969, been
engaging local community representatives and professional consultants in learn-
ing how and what to investigate. Thus far, they have determined that hyper-
tension is the number one chronic disease in the community and have begun an
an-out attack on hypertension in the form of a community control program.
This is one example of,an etempt to apply what is known about control of a

disease to an identified population, while research continues to seek etiological
factors responsible for the disease as well as cures and preventive methods.

In additign to the need for epidemiological research, there is a need for the
evaluation of proposed ways of organizing the delivery of health care. The
current system of health care delivery has been characterized by some as a
"non-system" (Madison 1971). The dominant model in existence today is the
professional or traditional 'model where care is provided by a variety of provider
units, dominated by the physician .(Ellwood, 1972). Most consumers enter this
system by way of self referral based on self-diagnostic impressions. This means
that those who can afford their services (about\ 75% of the population) will
usually engage more often in preventive health measures. The remaining 25% of
Americans who do not use independent practioners do not do so because it is
geographically or financially inaccessible to them (Madison 1971). They use a
variety of hospital and health department clinics, emergenc,. rooms and special
pprpose7projects.which exist primarily for the poor. This 25% deprived of medi-
cal care engages more in crisis oriented medicine, thus, they usually seek medical
care later and less often thah the more affluent. Therefore, we wopld expect a
greater amount of 'acute disorders among'this group.

Although there is no clear evidence to lirtk health status to health care, most
providers and consumers seem to feel that thosewho use health care facilities are
better.off than those who do not, there is, due to interference from the available
measures of health status, figures of access, and utilization rates. It is clear that
this professional or traditional model

l
is far from satisfactory. We have by no

means been able to make effective useof the advanced scientific knowledge that
we possess to service large segments of the population, thus we have a crisis in
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organization for the' delivery of health care in "the United States' (Strickland
1972). .

In 1966, the. Office of Economic Opportunity ini led .ccommunity-based
comprehensive health care institutions and indepen2. community corpora-
tions to develop comprehensive neighborhood health centers in low-income com-
munities. The Department of" Health. Education, and Welfare has since joined in
supporting these health centers. To date, only a small number, 70 in 1971, of
these centers ar-e- in operation and Wolfe (1972) estimates that they serve only
1-.5 miliion of the 40 to 50 million poor people in the'nation. While sortie care is
much better than none at all, these centers have at least two built-in problems:
First, they are designed to deliver care to the least affluent,part of the popula-
tion. The indome guidelines are so low that only persons who are the poorest can
use them, consequently, the ab'ility of these .;enters to demonstrate effectiveness
in terms of having an pverall effect 'on the. health status of the community is
seriously impaired; that is, 'people who are likely to be the sickest are not likely
to show any quick, shortterm gains, which governmentssponsored programs are
likely to demand, thus serious evaluation of their.effectiveness is hampered.

The _second problem with these centers is that they have one of their major
goals the delivery of preventative medical services. Because it appears that they
promise too little too late, the centers find themselves overwh Arned by accuie
conditions, and wind up engaging in crisis medicine, so 'in mally cases, they
represent the same old clinics moved to a new location.

For the health care researchers, these prosrams offer an excellent opportunity
to engage in meaningful research. There is ciespa.-ate need for determining ways.
of delivering effective, quality medical care. These neyv programs need evaluating
in a manner that would support national policy for reorganizing the medical care
delivery system. One model might be the one we are currently using- to evaluate
the effectiveness of new centers established by Meharry Medical College. Funded
by the Nation4, Center for Health Services Research and DevelopMent, the
Center for Health Care Research at Meharry Medical College is measuring &oho
multiple parameters the effects of alternative delivery wstems on three geo-
graphically defined populations. Since the Fall of 1968, five new service.pro-
grams have opened, all with either a community focus or a community base.
Matthew Walker Neighborhood Health Center is located in the community it is
supposed to serve, and has an extensive butreilch program. The community
Mental Health Center, although geographically closer to Meharp, Medical
College, also has an extensive outreach program'. The Comprehensive Children
and Youth Program, the Comprehensire Adult Health Service and the Multitest
Screening Laboratory are all located at Meharry And have limited outreach pro-
grams. It is expected that these new programs will significantly ,affect the health
status of the' populations they serve in a Positive way, and will demqnstrate that
they can do a better job of delivering health care than the traditional model.

Specifically, the Center for Health Care Research includes irr its outcome
indicators a study of unmet needs for health care and Services; a blood pressure
outcome study; and a co..sumer evaluation study foCusing on care -recyved for
previously pregnant mothers and their babies. We are also monitoring vital statis-
tical data, including all births, deaths and related sources of tare. We expect
these massive based stmdies to show that these .71w programs offer new potential
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for changes in the effectiveness and efficiency of delivery of health care in an
urban setting.

The central planning model is another of the reorganizational plans being
discussed. While the.proposed central planning models keep the physicians as the
central agent and provider, they are based on the fundamental notion of public "
control over the planning and allocating of health services. This basic.approach is
built into the Ameri-plan proposal, proposed by the American Hospital Associ-
ation, Comprehensive Planning agancies and regional medical programs. Blacks
need to Le at work looking at the implication of political control over the
planning and allocation of health resources. They need to be looking for guaran-
tees that they will get their 'fair share of the, resources. These proposed plans

have tremendous implications politically for the estabishment 6f national policy,
anti Blacks shOUld be engaged in the study of these plans so that they can lobby
effectively for a plan that will guarantee equal efits for Blacks.

The third model for delivering health services might be called the competitive
health maintenance models where health care is offered by a variety of providers,
and the consumer prepays for services. They usually provide comprehensive care

.including preventive services, ambulatory and in-patient'Physician services, hos:
pita services, laboratory and X-ray services. The most well known is the Kaiser
plan in California.

The implications of this mode, :a. Blacks need to be very carefully studied.
Current data suggests that this model reduces the cost of medicpi care because
the cost is shared by a group and works much as traditional Mg and accident
insurance': The H.M-.0. must absorb the cost of underestimating the expense sa..
the care. Two main probelms are suggested immediately with the WitA0li: WhileS
pre-paymerit for a specific set of ,services .provides a powerful inducement to
render cost-effective health care, it may create an incentive to reduce services
and quality. Blacks, who have not been able to afford the fee /or services in the
traditional mbdel could well wind up using knferior sources of care simply
because they couldn't afford a better organization. The second problem could

,well be that,,these organizaticins could engage in limiting enrollments to persons ,

judged to _be javorable health risks. ObvioUsly. Blacks,. as a group, using the
earlier quotlecr mortality and morbidity rates would be judged high risk. If HMO
-orprizations begin to proliferate, Blacks will need adequate information on how

f a ct operate, and they must be in a position to affectilational policy .w
regarding regulation of these organizations.

:--Probably the greatest precipitator of the crisis in heailth care has been the
esealation of cost. This escalation of cost has come at a time when out of 23
million Blacks, 7.4 million -or 32% of them are below the poverty or low-income
levet. Median income is" only $6,516 compared to the white median income of
$10 236. For the aged and very pow. Medicaid and Medicare have been estab--i
fished. In° spite of the inadequate...*.ys these programs are being used, many ,

argupi that they have been partly responsible for the rise in cost of medical care,
thus helping to increase the already overbOrdened sector of the ,i)opulation not
covered by these programs.

_Even if consumers and providers could agree on an organizational plan that
could effectively deliver adequate and satisfactory health cart to all segments of

-the population, haw this would be paid for remains a problerp. Although large
additional monies have been spent from public funds, we have not seen a lessen-,



ing of the crisis. At the present time several proposals are before Congress. The
Kennedy-Griffin bill being proposed would put $5 billion into pre-paid group
medical practices that provide comprehensive health services for a single fee. In
the urban areas they would be known as Health Maintenance Organizations and
would provide a full range of services. In tural areas they would be called Health
Service.Organizations because of;a comparative lack of equipment;$4.65 billion
in federal gr nts and $535.2 million in loans in the-next three years would be
authorized planning, construction and subsidies. /

Thete s also the Mxon plan which relies on a combination of public and
private fLidings. No plan seems to be moving through Congress with iny speed,
largely because we are not yet committed to the notion'of.quality health care
for all people.

Whatever..the plan, as Black researchers we.need to be in a position to under-
stand the proposals being made and how they will affect Black people, wc need
to be providing our legislators with plans of action that should be reflected in
national policy.

In conclusion, while I have,discussed several important facets of the delivery
of health care to the Black community the need for more epidemiological
research, the need tor evaluation research in determining thi-best plan foF the
reorganization of the Health Care delivery system so that It meets the needs of
society and the need for °careful study of ways of financing health care delivery
there are more areas that I have not touched upon, such as 'the inadequate
number of physicians being trained, the use and effectiveness of.paraprofes-
sionals in the delivery of primary care and r -re importantly, I have not men-
tioned the need for more research_ on th . dttitudes of Black Health Care
consumers. Certainly, we need to know what the attitudinal berries to good
health care are, and we necdi to know hoW the consumer views his needs. If we
are to be in a position to define Black health goals and to promote the establish-
ment of national policy we will need continuous and focused research on the
above listed problem area.

We must however, concentrate ,on action research, research that allows
-delivery of health care to proceed on the basis of intelligent predictions 6f the

= likely outcome of reform programs rather than waiiing for national policy fo
establish 'programs to be evaluated after the fact.' We need to, moni.ior and
evaluate on a continuous basis, the ongoing research on the health status of
Blacks so that.we can establish and maintain a natiori'al institute dealing with the
current status (health status) of Blacks.. This kind,of institute could &:ordinate
existing research programs,,support the dissemination of available data and serve
as a body that could influence the development and establishment of national
policy that would reflect the health interest and needs Of Black people.
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THE PROBLEM OF EUMAN.EXPERIMENTATION
FROM A BLACK PERSPECTIVE

by
Lee A. Calhoun, Lecturer

Department of Political Science
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Human experimentation and the ethics of human experimentation are topics
of increasing discussion and, debate in the media, within the academic com-
munity, and in various branches of the Federal Government. My owr . concern
and interest in the subject have come about as a result of published accounts of
some of the more familiar tragedies that have occurred in the area of medical
experimentation. Coupled with an intellectual, as wen as a very human concern
about the possibilities of genocide being carried out on American Blacks, I felt
compelled to explore the ramifications of human experimentation: its benefits;
its dangers; and the possible political meanings for Black people.

The topic is a very broad one. It crosses all academic disciplines from the
bological and physical sciences to the social and behavioral sciences. It is my
hope, within the limited context of this presentstion,,to suggest some of the
re carch possibilities open to and in need of investigation by concerned,Black

sc olars.
1 I wish to extend thanks to Dr. Joseph Cooper, my colleague in the Depatt-

meat of Political Science at Howard Universityfor his comments and criticisms,
;Ad for the invitation to participate in a conference on The Philosophy and
Technology of Drug Assessment, at which many of the issues surrounding the
question of human experimentation were discussed. I would like to thank Dr.
Lawrence E. Gary, Director of the Institute for Urban Affairs and Research, and
workshop Chairman, for suggesting that I write a paper On the topic.

Human experimentation is a broad and confusing topic. To broach the
subject is to invite varying conceptions of what it is that is being discussed.
Images conjured may range from that of a "mad scientist" leering over a nude,
helpless body to a professor seeking to elicit a response from "turned-off"
students through the use of some new teaching technique. Indeed, it is possible,

though probably not realistic, to argue.that all actions relating to human beings

are experimental. It is important for this discussion, therefore,ithat we seek to
establish boundaries as to what is meant by the term human experimentation.

In addition-- to drawing definitional boundaries around the general term,
human eAperimentation, we must also place operational limits on where we wish
to go with the term once we've defined it. From-a-broao-conczin of what people
do "to" and_ "with" people, I have become more sp& ically interested in two

areas: medical/biological experimentation, and political experimentation.
However, in the course of this presentation, I shall suggest some of the areas
where human experimentation takes place and then take a closer look at bio-
medical research. I shall then suggest research possibilities for concerned Black

scholars. ..

We might, for our discussion, wish to consider two related definitions of
human experimentation; the first, is a more general dictionary definition, and
the latter is related more to the field of medicine.
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"A test made to demonstrate a known truth, to examine the validity of a
hypothesis, or to determine the efficacy of something previously un-
tried ... '
"The deliberate inducing or altering body or mental functions directly Or
indirectly, in individuals or in groups primarily for the advancement of
health, science and human welfare."2

It becomes apparent frbm the first definition, that experimentation is not
limited to the physicial and biological sciences, but i.z,r,-4.1 on by the social
and behavioral sciences as well. It may further be cleuw,ei; tha. political systems
also may engage in human experiMentation. The s? ;crle rNnition, although
speaking specifically of medicine, also suggests that e. ,,)?r,:rentation has wide-
ranging possibilities,and implications. Experimentation is not restricted to acts
upon individuals, but may also include groups and systems of People as well. It is
at this level, that of actions upon a group or system, that I shall concentrate on
in this paper. It was suggested by Dr. Mary Harper, that the notion of exploi-
tation should have a prominent place in a definition of experimentation as so
much of the experimentation being done is not for the benefit of the person
experimented upon.

As alluded to; in my preface, I shall try to look at human experimentation
from a Black perspective, although in many:respects such an apnroach is im-
practical and full of hazards. For those of us who are concerned with the
possibilities of genocide being carried out on the Black population in the United
States, however, such an adprbach takes on more meaning. This concern, both
intellectual and real, by no means suggesting that intellectual concern% are
unreal, forces the serious individual to look with a critical eye at those things in
the world around him that may endanger his existence on this earth.

As with most topics, experimentation on humans has`both al positive and a
negative side. Advances in the arts and the sciences have come about as a result
of e* perimehtation. One has only to look at the "wonder drugs" of the
twentieth century, new surgical proOedures that have lowered mortality rates, or
,social experiments such as special school projects, to see that experimentation is
a valuable tool in the improvement of the condition of mankind. It is not, it
must be made Clear, the positive features of experimentation that cause me
alarm, rather, if is the abuses and questionable ethics of some experimentation
that suggest this article be written.

Concern over human experimentation has been somewhat persistent over the
past twenty years or so. With the prosecution of Nazi doctors for medical
atrocities committed during the course of ex0erimentation, the Nuremburg
Trials brought to public light the dangers of unchecked experimentation. The
Nuremburg Code of Ethics came about as a result of these trials.3 Sociologist
Bernard Barber, in discussing medical experimentation suggests that, "...as with
probably all purposive social action, there have also been some unintended and
undesired side-effects, in both the medical and the moral realms. Chief.among
the undesired moral side-effects has been the apparent failure to achieve the
highest, and in many cases even adequate standards .of professional moral con-
cern and behavior with the human' subjects...' Further concern has been
expressed by the Academic Research Community over the techniques, purposes
and ohics of many types of experimentation.' Increasing attention by the



Federal Government with attendant issuance of new rules and regulations has
also come about in the past-two decades.6 Another source that has shown
attention and concern over the ability of the scientific community to regulate
itself has been the news media. The media brought to public attention the
infamous "Tuskeegee Study," where unknowing rural Black men were injected
with syphilis and never treated.7 The thalidomide disaster in Germany and the
heart transplant programs of Drs. DeBakey and Cooley of Baylon University
have also received intense media scrutiny. NBC News has used the television
airways to explore the issue of, humarrexperimentation in prisons. Concurrently,
Black interest in and concern with the purposes and ethics of human experi-
pentation have also increased. It ha been brought to my%attention that this
concern has been most apparent in the "Sickle Cell Controversy" and in ques-

. tions about what appears to be an inordinate amount of social and behvaioral
soience:research beirig conducted in Black communities across the nation. Wide-,
spiead concern with what indigent ward patients in large "inner city" hospitals
must submit to in,order to receive basic medical care is also noted.

pb Bernard Barber, in speaking to the increasing criticism about the short-
comings of human experimentation, suggests that these criticisms have some
important defects. He says, "It (the literature) contains a paucity of hard and
detailed facts based on representative samples of experience. Also, it lacks the
understanding of some of the sources of possible ethical shortcomings in this
area ithich can be provided by sociological analysis. Finally, because of its
inadequate factual basis and its unsatisfactory analysis, the policy recommen-
dations made in this literature have often been limited or defective.8 It is the
duty of scholars, especially Black scholars who, perhaps represent the hope and
future of Black Americans, to' find the truth through their powers of observation
and inquiry. Upon our shoulders, whether we're political scientists or physicians,
religious scholars:or-physicists, rests the burden of gathering the facts, helping to
make the indictinents, and where guideline% need to be established, assisting in
the development of public policy.

Areas of Human Experimentation
As previously stateli, human experimentation covers a range of academic

disciplines. For purposes of this discussion, we shall identify four major academic
categories where human experimentation and the attendant ethical concerns are
relevant and hopefully, of interest to the reader:

This first area of which much attention has been paid in recent years, is the
biomedical sciences. Under this heading, we would include examples of research
involving surgery, biologically based behavior modification techniques, drug
studies of efficacy and safety. One procedure in this area that is currently under
intense debate is ipsychosurgery. This surgical behavior modifidation procedure
raises a.host of questions that are not only medical in origin,.but also arise out of
ethical, social, and political concerns. Physicians question the reliability of the
procedure; philosophers question whether it is ethical to radically change the
nature of man; political scientists are concerned that such procedures will be

used for political ends, and, sociologists wonder whether the nature of society as
we know it will be changed radically. Noted Black psychologist, Kenneth Clark,
has been reported as advocating the use of drugs for similar. purposes. The
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criticism has been thunderouSrbut research into the implications of such proce-.
dures has been scant. -

.The religious/phildiephical area is also vitally concerned with human experi,
mentation. Questions of ethics and morals receive primary attention here and
seek to serve as a batance Zo the rise of technology in our world. What is the
.ielationship of the individmi to the community and when we should sacrifice an
individual for the good of society are ethical as well as well as political questions.
Thethird area that I delineate for consideration is that of the law. Legal con-
siderations must be made where conducting experimentation on human subjects.
Questions of consent, liability and malpracticb fall under the purview of the law
as Well as many of the ethical questions raised. It is through the law that many
of these issues will be resolved.

The last category, broadly, and perhaps inaccurately termed the social area,
is composed of such disciplines as: sociology, politica' science, psychology;
edvation; economics; and social work. Here,-while the experimentation is dif-
ferent from that of medical experimentation, it is, no less, experimentation of
human subjects. Anthropologist Margaret Mead, in speaking of social research
and some of the deceptions practiced, says, "It is scientifically and ethically
impermisglble to deceive the subjects of research by disguising oneself as a
'participant observer,' or by introducing stooges into an experiment, or by
making use of long-distance TV or hidden microphones, When a human
being is introduced who is consciously distorting his position, the mateiial of the
research is inevitably jeopardized, and the results are put in question as the
'participant' introduced as a 'psychotic in a mental ward' or the like gives his
subject false clues of a non-verbal nature and produces distortions which cannot
be traced in his results. Deceptfon violates the conventions of privacy and human
dignity and casts scientists in the role of spies, intelligenee agents, Peeping Toms,
and versions of Big Brother. Furthermore, it damages science by cuttino short
attempts to construot methods of research that would responsibly enhance,
;rather than destroy, human trust."

Human experimentation then is found in nearly all disciplines. Its use and
abuse must be the concern of all Black scholars. The possibilities for research
into the subject are vast. I hope only to point out some of the possibilities that I
view to be of some urgency. The list is not exhaustive by any means.

Possible Avenues of Research on Human Experimentation
Human experimentation is often classified as "for the good of society," but

we,have often seep such phrases. used to dover up oUtrageous act,,; witness somr
of ihe reasons given for the Watergate scandal. If we look heel( our original
definitions, we find no such statement as "for the good of sock t; are

suggesting is that experimentation should have specific and
with a range of scientifiethical, legal; and moral restrictions t.le indi-
vidual and society are protected. Otherwise, it may, be iJ o1 of
oppress...3n.

One of the first research possibilities fc Black schola... to ire -the
boundaries of experimentation. The philosol elical problen ri xperi-
mentation ere immense. There ismple rpom for our relip'oo sclcla!3 r, loso-
phers and.theorists of other disciplines to seek answers. ct"::.il _Aera-
tions between the investigator and' his subject form the,11... 1.. ; a of our
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dilemma: An Hans Jonas states, "Human experimentationfor whatever purpose

is always a responsible, non-experimental, definitive dealing with the subject
himself, and not even the noblest purpose abrogates the obligations this

involves." Questions involving when we should alkoW hUman expe; imentation

and on whom are also matters of ethics. Political philosophers might want to go

-back te the theory of the "social contract," which has been used as a vehicle for

expecting people to giye to science, to examine not-only the Validity of the
"social contract" thesis but to find a justification in it for r.iian experi-
mentation as well. It may well be that we must look to some higher form of

wisdom for reasons to expect man to give to his fellow man -.cliety, and tO
science. Attached to this line of reasoning is the question of voluntary

conSent. Where is consent and when is it a form of conscriptkin? Another
question with ethical implications that should be explored that of whom
should be subjects and under what conditions. Jonas has suggested that those

who should be subjects should come, oas a first priority grouping, from the
highest strata of society, the educated and scientific elite: A escending order of
persons who could be subjects would _be an inverse the normal market
ordering and would plaCe the poor and the Black as b6. the last to be expel*

mented upon.
With the advent of the lodustrial Revolution, progn,s,, through technology,

has become a part of the American ,ethos. Progress:at easured through profits

and material well-being, has created a efisis cif values .:iat may lead the United
States to destruction. It has been taken for' grarred, by many that there is a

common set of values for the American people, but 17i-ly Blacks, however, fed

that we as a people have a unique or different se., ,of "Ales that distinguish us
from the larger population. It should be of interest, and imPortance to find out
what the ethical values of Black people are and; if thoe values are differt..-,t,

we can protect the integrity of these differing ilue.. from abuse by tire la, ger

society.
These ethical concerns transcend all areas or Ylurf,an :.ixperimentat. r whether

it be medical research or attitudinal studies seekiN to develop

new ways of getting people to live and work togethe:. This is Zt, ft,ggest that
such concerns are and should be Within the pi oyin diplines even
though certain disciplines haw: ethical behavior as . -ccv;tion.

Medicine and the biological science,: have trad,odnali!, areas where

human eXperimentation has been often done and is consitie 7:: 'a necessary part

discipline. Experimentation on the human body car. !);1 (raced-back-to

ancient Persia where criminals were,used as subjects. Gcleti, r.ulled the founder Of-

modern experimental physiology; conducted exper..ins; .with 'humans over
18013 years ago. Even with sUch a long histo6,ai bxxground, medical experi-

tatiOn as we know it, ha§4cOme into existe;ice y!-,41 the past one hundred'

years or so. Most of our major drug disc aie..ie,, i;ew Surgical procedures, and

methods of treatment and patient care, new, Medicine has had its

own technological revolution, and wi:r it, share of mistakes, abuses, and
ethical shortcomings. Because of the alroost sacred trust we have in 'physicians,

-they have not as a group been subject to ;ouch outside scrutiny. We have always

had ,faith ii the ability of the scientific cLrunursity to regulate itself. (Note the

immense power of the AMA.) This, however, is radically changing with the

discovery of such disasters as the "Tuskeegee Study," the "thalidomide

I 6.:
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disaster,"-the abuse of prisoners as subjects, and the conflict of interest on the
part of many physicians in their relations with drug companies and hospitals. It
has become imperative that social science begin to examine systematically the
nature and structure of health care and medical research in America.

The recent wave of attention being given to Sickle Cell Anemia by the
Medical Community and the Federal Government may or may not be a blessing
in disguise. Whereas all Blacks are concerned with eradicating this disease, careful

attention must be paid to the experimental sjudies being conducted for evidence
of possibly damaging effects of such research. Such concern is being expressed

e Blacks within the Medical Community here in Washington who quite
correctly as e-question: "Why all this attention to a Black folk's disease when
so little has been doneThi-the.past? Are Blacks to be eliminated-through sterili-
zation, genetic engineering and the like?"

psychosurgery and electrical :./imulation of the brain are two topics that have
generated a great deal of cor:Lroversy in recent years.: If you'll recall, it was
electrical shock treatments that re used to characterize Senator Thomas
Eagleton as being perhaps I-la:ant-A" and subsequently dropped from the
Democratic presidential tie:Q. Thece behavior modification techniques have also
come under fire recently t rtir I on children and prisoners. Questions have
also arisen concerning the idc ehe.cts of such procedures and the irrevocable
nature of psychosurgery.

The Hastings Center Report of May, 1973, entitled: Physical Manipulation of
the Brain, outlines much of the debate on the subject. James R. Gavin, Ill, in
this report, expresses concern over psychosurgical experimentation. He states:

"On the one hand, we have an available and increaSingly more sophis-
ticated technology and this is paralleled by a rising alarrh over eyeryday
lives ... Now you combine this with recent conditioning of the public by
the {gornises in popular magazines of this new molecular and brain,bio-
logy, aria you have a very frightening thing; namely, a kind of openness of
turning people into vegetables. Numbers of criminals are increasing every
day. Prisons are running out of space "

The implications for Black people arithothers_considered socially deviant are
enormous. Because we have the techniques for-controlling abnormal behavior by
destroying brain cells or by sending electrical currents through the brain in no
way suggest that we fully understand the structure and functioning of the brain.
What it does suggest is that we are using these highly experimental procedures as
treatment for deviant behavior without benefit of controlled scieritific studies of
their effectiveness and safety. The Hastings Center Report also raises several
importance questions that suggest research possibilities in this area: To quote:

"What are the realistic social implications? Should legislation be passed
cOntrolling the field? Is individual freedom threatened? Does the relief the
treatment can offer to.eride the potential social hazards? What ethical
issues are posed by direct intervention in the brain?"

As a social group that may directly benefit or be directly tiireatened, we must
begin to seek answers to these important questions.

The term "captive subjects" is used to denote those persons who may hot be
capable of giving completely voluntary informed consent because of some con-
dition with which they are burdened. Examples would be prisoners; title mentally
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retarded; the terminally ill, and others unable to freely give consent. For dis- _
cussion, I would like to briefly speak about prisoners. Research involving
prisoners has been going on since the turn of the century in the United States.
Experimentation has run the gamut from finding cures for the plaque and
pellagra to psychosurgery and participant observation studies by soeal scientists.
Alarm over the.use of prisoners as experimental subjects has within the paseyear
forced several states to close down or to increase control over their prison
research units. Mott of the prison research is conducted by outside Lesearch
organizations such as drug companies, educational institutions and research arms
of the Federal Government. The case of Dr. Austin Stówe, M.D. was reported by
the Montgomery, Alabama Athertiser in 1969 and points up,some of the
problems and abuses of prison research for experimental purposes. Dr. Stowe,
who was the Director of the Prisoner Testing Program, did research for a profit;
that is, he subcontracted work from private firms. His operation was also criti-
cized for lack of any scientific method anii for the shroud of mystery around
what he was doing, the value of the research and fcr a lack of knowledge as to
the danger involved in-his experiments.

What becomes readily apparent when one begins to inveitigate exper-
imentation in prisons is that we as scholars and as a nation, don't really know
very much abouLwhat__goes on behind prison walls. Some of the areas which we
know very ,little about and are in need of.systematic analysis are the types and
imount of research on human subjects that have been and are being carried on;
whether the rationale for prison research (that being the availability of a normal
controlled population) is in fact valid arid acceptable, or' merely a justification
for using a disenfranchised segment of society. What is the value of much of the
research currently being conducted in prisons? Is it of scientific value or, as is
suspected by many, merely to increase corporate profits and to increase the
status'and prestige of the researcher? Why do prisoners volunteer? Is it relief
from boredom, money, or, as some would have us believe, the desire to serve
one's country and to be socially useful? What follow-up mechanisms are used to
keep track of prison subjects once they leave, prison? Is there stress on the
subject during and after the experimentation period? What are the methods of
coping with stress? One last question that is related to prison experimentation--
and that has concerned me for some time is whether human experimentation
impinges upon Black people by design, default, or coincidence as a natural result
of our class position? Or, is it because of our color?

Important research must also, be conducted on the political economy of
human "experimentation. The importance'of human experimentation to the
politiCal and economic structures of this country is enormous. New methods of
control' from weapons to propaganda'eventually must be tried out on humans.
TechnolOgical innovations whether good, or bad that are designed for "the good
of society" will prove their worth only by being used on humans. These ques-
tions of public policy will be more fully outlined later. --

The dollar, plays a large role in human experimentation as it does in every
other sphere Of American life. The decision to put a new drug on the market, or
to conduct a piece of social research, has some v'ery iiasic economic overtones
that often overshadow the ,scientific value of the research to be carried out.
Questions of e'conomic efficiency and social costs arise in the area of human

:----experimentation and our present answers to these questions appear to be that itl
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is economically more efficient and socially less cOstly to use the poor, the Black
and the "captive" as research subjects. We must begin to find alternatives to this
market ordering system or'clevise ways to make it socially cOstly and economi-
cally inefficient. We must make sure that the burden is spread to the entire
p2pulation or not allow human'experimentation to go on at all. We have seen
Zees rising out., in anger and defiance in Black cornrnurilties thtughout the
nation against the overconcentration of social and biomedical experimentation
on Black citizens. The cry of "community contitl" has extended from control
of political and educational institutions to control over research as well. Such
demands have much relevance to the area, of public policy-Making which- is the
last area I shall cover.

Most of the policies concerning human experimentation have been adminis-
trative decisions and in matters involving liability and malpractice:legal deci-
sions.. At the federal level, legislative actionhas been minimal although.there are
signs that this is changing. The Kennedy Hearings in the Senate are one example.
What° I would like to 'suggest here is that further research on..the policy-making
process, its strengths and weaknesses must be carried out by Black scholars in
order that we may make our voices heard more effectively. It has been suggested
that "the streets is the only place for Black entry into the policy-making
process. I would:hope there are other avenues ' that could be utilized moil
effectively and with less harm to Black people.

It appears to me that we need to know a great deal.more about the regulatory
process in.,tte Federal Goverfiment and itipolicy-making role. Because agencies
such as, the Department, of Health. Education and Welfare, the Food .and Drug
Administration, and the National Institute of Health, play such a large role in
defining what' den .and cannot be done in the area of human experimentation,
and investigating possible abuses of human subjects; it is imperative that those
concerned with public policy, social policy, aid the like, take a closer look at
the structure of regulatorY agencies, the decision-making processes within these
agencies, and identify ways in which..Blacks can influence decisions that are
made. We must explore the social, political and economic implications of deci-
sions that are made by these agencies in Order that we might educate our
communities and so that we can react intelligently and with alternatives to
proposed and existing policies. Research into regulatory agencies as. bureau-

, cratic institutions is needed also. We must examine the ability of such insti-
tutions to regulate as they are mandated to do so. It is often claimedithat if you
want sornething done either imProperly or not at all, give it to a bureaucrat. We
must also, in- our examination of regulatory agencies, look at the availability of
funding and staff to do the job correctly. I tend to think that we must do a great
deal more to make these agencies more accountable to the `public. It appears that
too often decisions are made either in ignorance or with only limited views on a
given subject by these agencies. We mustas voices from within the Black com-
munity, provide the other side of the story. One particular'decision that relates
to human experimentation that should be brought. up is that of the peer review
committee that is supposed to.approve and/or review experimental projects and
procedures. As presently conceived, such committees are comprised of persons
who are the peers of the researcher and not Peers of the subject.

As I spoke previously of the cry for community control, we must ask our-
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selves whether peer re?iew coMmittees should also be'under community control
. or at the very least, have community representation.

One last point that! would like to raise before concluding is that there is also
a needAbr more critical assessments of the nature of the society in which we live,
not only at the applied level, but at the level of theory as well. We must begin to
look systematically at alternative political, social, and economic arrangements,
that-wilt tree us from the racist and oppressive conditions under which we live,
but also, -allow us as a people to prosifier spiritually add materially without
becoming the slaves of technology.

iConclusions
It goes without saying that human experimentation is a complex and sensitive

form of research. It has scientific,,ethical, legal, political, economic and sociai
ramifications, and others as well. We often don't know that we are engagin g. it)
experimentation, this may be especially true of social scientists, and we often
misinterpret or fail to understand the meaning of human experimentation.
Perhaps mori importantly, we fail to understand the meaning and value of
human life. It is on this point, that much of the use of science has been so
disasterous. Human experimentation cannot exist in an objective, s ientific
vacuum. It must be responsive to the human side of the equation and s Black
scholars,we must continually take cognizance of this fact. We cannot be ontent

4 -
to get -`.i.iiit" research:grants or to seek status and prestige at the expense of
violating ht,man life. We must,be more than technicians and hustlers if we are to
.a0OVU'as a people.._._....

I hope that I have been able to point out some possible research directions
that will bear 'fruit in' many ways. But is is my utmost com..lern that we use the
scientific method to preserve our humanity.
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SOCIAL INDICATOPIS FROM A BLACK PERSPECTIVE
. ,

.
; Howard J. Star4.ick, MSW, Professor',

Athnta UniVersity
Atlanta, Georgia,

., .

. k would be appropriate to begio .any discussion of- a new field or type of
social research with a brief description of how Black people (1:A a Black person)
have participated in the research from the investigator's standpoint rather than
the population or sample standpoint tn recent years, various public and private
organizations have sponsored projects in the area of social. indicators. Among
these have been the National Science Foundation, Russell Sage ou.,-!,,, ion. Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, Southern'Regional DemographiCGroup, the states
of Michigan and California, the cities of Los Angeles, San Diego at :1 Xansas City,
the U.S. Departments of Health Education and Welfare (HEW) and I:lousing and
Urban Development (HUD) and the National League Of Cities (NLCi. ,

Most of these projects began to receive public imPetus following HEW's 1969
publication entitled roward a Social Report,. which was the government's first
attempt at presenting a social document comparable to the President's Economic
Report. One of the benefits of this effort was a grant lov HUD to NLC which

,---. funded its Urban Observatory Network for the develOpment )f goyernmental '
indices in varidus cities. The Atlanta Urban Ohsorvatory, located at Georgia
State University, chose for varioUs political reasons to subcontract the .project to
Atlanta University School of Social Work. Out of some eight citiei and 15
universities involved in the NLC project, only Iwo Black schoIs werP repre-
sented, Atlanta university and Fisk University. Fisk's involvement appeared to
be on a consultant's basis rather than a staff researcher basis. Needless to say, the
experience of working on the project has been most cOnfusing and frustr'ating,
but somewhat institutionally and personally rewarding.

Before offering operational .considerations of social indicator research, let me
say a few words on my personal perspective of Black research, which grows from
the Atlanta, University School of Social Work's perspective on the subjedt. Our
frame of reference is g;oundedi on the realization that contrary to the prevailing
ideology of "pure science," all knowledge is derived and imparted in a political
context. In the United States, the context is white nationalsim and its attendant

. sisters domestic and international exploitation.2 Thus, any discussion of social
indicators must be viewed in terms of the political context in which the assess-
ment takes place. Research either functions as an instr u Ment which is used to
maintain the existing state of affairs (as exemplified in the r earch excursions of
Jensen, Banfield, Moynihan and countless others), or it becomes an instruinent ,

by which men and women can deat critically as well ascreatively with reality
and discover means throiigh which they can participate in the traniformation of. \their current condition.3

Social research, in other words, should have only two major functions for the
Black community: 1) the countering of racist research which depicts Blacks as
inferior, or Black Communities as pathological; the condusions.upon which social
policies such as benign neglect are adopted; and .2) the ,.development of an
information base about the Black community which can he utilized effectively
in the survival and developmcital stratt.gies of Black people. Most of our limited

..
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research energies should be concentrateu in the second area. It is in this area that
we should find studies of creative modes of Black child development, studies of
the distribution of various skills amolig Blacks needed in nation-building efforts,
f-id studies that depict the various contradictions in this socio-cultural setting

contradictions which not only serve to raise the consciousness of Black people,
but also lead to sound policy both internal to the Black corrimunity and more
broadlbased for governmental settings.

It is in this second area that we place the study of social indicators from a
Black perspective: In this context, social indicator research seeks to point out
the differential quality of life, positions between Blacks and Whites, the op-
pressed and the oppressor. Additionally, social indicators seek to demonstrate
the trends in cenain social problems, issues, or, conditions pertinent to Black
survival and development:Quantitatively, a social indicator is a statistic or group
of statistics that demonstrate the trend of movement of an issue or .prc olerns. that
has relevancy to the needs and aspirations of the people concerned. Qualita-
tively, a sddial indicator is a series (trend) of events, policieS or occurrences
which describe the nature and reasons for changes in-or maintenance of the
conditions of the people concerned.

-

Together these two definitions offer insight into another use of social indi-
cator researchimpact analysis. With the advent-of new planning and adminis-
trative concepts, such as PPBS, management by objectives; cost effectiveness
analysis, etc., the necessity for a mechanism for reception Of progressive feed-
bilck .on 'the changes that have occurred as a result of some specified policy,
become more and more evident. This is true on both a micro and macro level.

Consequently, we'see social indicator reccarch at two stages of what we can
call the "planned change" process. The first stage is problem identification. By
analyzing trends in various domains such as economics, health, housing, edu-
cation, ate., a picture can be draWn of the disparitie3 in the distribution of
quality ot life resources. (The assumption here is that inequitable distribution of
resources is a problem.) The next stage in which indicators are introduced
follovis the policy formulation, program deveiopment and implementation
phases of the planned change. This stage is generally referred to as evaluation.
Although social indicators do not provide a total or complete evaluation frame-
work, in this-context, indicators can be used tO determine the impact of the
"plan" on the conditions addressed, as well,as give greater insight into the nature
of the problem, which allows for more sound policy decisions and program
planning.

For example, through the analyiis of infant mortality data, over, the past
several yea7s, we can see that the number of dlack infant deaths is decreasing,
but is still twice the rate of whites as it has been for some time. We can also see
in such data thaf most, Black infant deaths result from environmental factors

: such as climate, nutrition, infections, poisonings, etc., either for the mother or
child, ,.nd that most white infant deae-s result from illnesses that are more
internal in nature, Additionally, we see that infant deaths are higher among
low-incorne and less educated groups. Based on this information, we may be
tempted to pursue programs for health' education among poor Black people;
hoWever, we: may discover, that Black infant ,mortality does not substantially
decline with the institution of such programs. Consequently, we move to ask
otheroquestions about the problem, such As the availability of health services to
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expectant Blac'; %,vomen rind their families. Further analysis may systematically
lead us to the ciustio of income levels and its direct effect on the quality of'

ealth for Biack ty?ople.
The prOlern i, constantly reexamined and redefined, based on the analysis of
nd cli,ta ane tile programs, policies, and other events which may have had

so e impact on the data. Critically, one can also determine what the nature of
ce aisl problems are by compiling lists of policy decisions on various gove`rn-
merit levelc withit, Itlecified iisue areas.-For exaMple, an policies set forth in the
area \of health could 14. compiled chronologically, as can related program items
such s the opening of a now health center in X community, and related events
such ès a demonstration by community residents on Y hospital and the hos-
pital's esponse, in order to 'provide a more indepth understandihg of the
problerrand the appropriate action for solving the problem.

Befor 'moving deeper into the questions of methodology and analysis in
social in icators research, certain political questicins must be related. The
obvious first question is that of auspices or sponsorship. Undoubtedly, much of
the inform\ation generated through social indicator research can be utilized to
inflict furth r oppressive controls over Black people, and data which indicate
that the gap between Black and white income (by petcentage) can be utilized to
foster polici s for decreasing emphasis on public programs and increasing
emphasis in the private sector (without Public controls) for handling the eco-
nomic needs 6\f Black people. InCreasing welfarp.joles have been utilized to
create deceptions of welfare fraud, thus tightening restrictions on eligibility. '

These types Of problems lead us to the question of the policyrnakers and their
purposes ofor indkcator research. It has been this writer's observation that local
politicians (and certainly federal -ones) only want research that makes them
"look good" to their particular constitutency. A councilman wants his district to
appear better thar\ other districts, thus the researcher becomes a political tool
for re-election, rat I; er than an instrument for change. Social indicator research

roper ssue w be admust be channeled ly. This iin dressed later.
.

,Methodology and Analysis
Various approach0 have been uSed in'the study-of indicators. Most of these

have_beendesignedina- manner which gives a measure of the life .qualiw Of a

particular population \ Obviously, there has been little or no agreement on any
one method of measu ing such en abstract 'Value. Some of the largest arguments
have centered around whether the quality of life can .or cannot be empirically
measured. Operating on the assumption that quality of life can be measured, and/given all qv' ialue impillication; inherent in such an ttempt, most researchers in
this area have proceeded, to" socially dissect life into various categon,,, or
domains for which me sures can be proposed. Some of these domains :.1° ,,co-
nomics, housing, educa1on, crime,.health, race relations, environment, etc., and
obviously, 'there is social and political overlo among these areas. H.owevet for
the sake of a functional design, these divisions can be formed with the iotention
of developing a comprehensive model once some refinement has been made in
this field of social science.

Similar questions arise when designing sociar indicator research within
. .specified domain. it there any one data caiegory that provides an accUrate

measure of the quality of life? If so, what are the important ones? Is there any.
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valid way of combining a series of data into one ihdex? Which data has the most
weight? Obviously, in Most, if not all cases, no one statistic is adequate enoUght
to dePict the total -quality of life, even with;r 3 particular domain. Although
infant mortality tells us something about the differences in Black and white
health conditions, it does not tell us enought to be comprehensive in the formu-
lation of health policy for the Black community. In a similar light, differentials in
Black and white income do tell us something substantial about the economic
quality of life for Blacks, but it does not tell us enought. Let's use the example
of economic quality of ufe as an illustration of some of xhe problems and issues of
methodology and analysis in social indicator research.

The economic demain in social indicator research must be viewed in a
different perspective than the economic indicators currently produced by the
government, which analyzes such things as Gross National Product (GNP), Net
National Product (NNP), consumer price index, etc. These indicators are designed
to describe the changing wealth of the nation. In the social context, however,
economic indicators must focus on the economic resources available to a popu-
lation, particularly families in order to negotiate the broader system for the
goods and services that this society has deemed necessary. Consequently, we tend
to look at income, which demonstrates white people's ability to negotiate the

broader system for its goods and services.
However, we must go deeper into the measure of income, in terms of how it

is meaSured and some of the inherent difficulties in its usage. Generally, in,
come is -eXpressed as a median or mean for all Black families and all white
families, but this measure does not depict two important conditions in the Black
community. First of all, it does not show that more Black women with families
work than do white women with families. (Seven out of ten Black wives work
compared to five out of ten white wives in families where the husband also
works.4 ) Secondly, measures of central tendency in income do not accurately
describe the wide disparities of ircome within the Black community itself.

The fact that we are currently forced to utilize such data elicits other crucial
problems in designing social indicator research for the E ..ck community. Do the
'measures 'reflect the,.true_Black condition? Are rocessary date generated tu be
uitlized for suC'h reflection? In most cases the answer is no. Consequently, Vve

must utilize current data sources with as much creativity as possible, until we

can ring forth the most descriptive data.
One method of making current data more useful (in addition to comparing

Blacks with white's) can be demonstrated in the economic domain. If one were
to assUme that Blacks should receive an income of no less than the cost of living
estimate rbf the Bureau of Labor Statistics, (BLS), (a policy decision for Black
politicians and advocates) then that estimate can be used to demonstrate that
Blacks median income is substantially less than both the lower and intermediate
levels in this country. There are obviously various technical problems in. utilizing
BLS/C/L estimates. First, although they are relatively accurate, they are-only
estimates Secrindly, they are estirnates for a family of four, but Black families
tend ;,e slightly larger then this 0.5), and white families tend to be smaller
(3.7)5. However, adjustment in the estimates can be made which, in fact,
demonstrate greater differences in Black family income and the cast of living,
and lessen differences between white 'funny income and the cost of living. Third,
the cost of living estimates do not take into account the "color tan" that Blacks
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are forced to pay in the form of higher prices and interest rates.6 If this could be
included, the differences between Black family income and the cost of living

would be greater.
The problemof measuring economic quality of life becomes greater when one

begins to consider other pertinent areas such as unemployment, labor force
participation and tax effort. For example, in southern states, a family making
$3,000 pay 3.5% of its total income in sales taxes, while a family making

$30,000 pays only 2% of its total income in sales taxes.? The question of devel-
oping a single index_may be an irrelevant one when it comes to economics.

In other domains, various attempts have been made8 to organize measures,
within one domain, into a flow charge of services and outputs based on systems
analysis. For example, if we +ook-at-the-clumaltraeducation, we have to look at.
as many inputs into ones learning from birth to death in order to determine its
quality. Consequently, we create various components. beginning with family and
moving to peer groups, formal early childhood education, primary schoal, secon-
dary school, job training; and so forth. Each of these units supposedly has a
measurable input into the education quality of the community. These input
measures would include the educational level of the family and families of peer
group members, the amount of money spent per student at each level of formal
education, the salary and education, level of teachers, the "relevance" of the
curriculum to the target population, space factors in facilities, etc. There is little
triestion about the vailidity of most of the input measures. However, the ques-

tions which arise, center aroUnd the ability to empirically measure such values as

"relevance" of curriculum.'
Outputs measures.in this type of model would include total education level of

the community, incorrie, reading scores, etc. Pushout rates can be considered an

output as well, but may be a residual effect rather than an "intended" output.
Serious questions should be raised here about the vafidity of certain output
measures such as reading scores and aptitude tests, which, as moStpeople re-
cognize, are highly biased. The question o.f utilizing such measuresaslest_socres--
as a gage is not a point of contention, but rather the nature of tests themselves.
Testing aptitu'cle, from a Black perspective, should be one of the needs indicated.>
iVè differences in Black and white aptitude scores.

This systems approach to indicators research is very young, but nonetheless, a

worthwhile effort because it combines problem definitiory.with feedback iind
evaluation. The problems which arise in such an effort are the same as those

confronted in most systems analysis efforts. The important variable is which
component of the system bears the most weight? Specifically can the com-
ponents (inputs and outputs) be ranked according to importance for the purpose
of policy formulation? Also is there empirical information generated in each

cornponer.t? The difficulty with this approach for quality of life studies is that it

lacks an accurate model co the various socio-political systems in which'we func-
tion: The analysis of data is a most crudel area for Black people, with regards to

any research effort. Our Black perspective should give us a tool for interpreting
information in the interest of Black people. As stated earlier, crucial questions
raised deal with Black.white differentials, particularly when it comes to such

hard items as income, occupation, employment, housing standards, life ex-
pectancy, infant mortality, etc. There are, however, various other issues that
must be raised in data analysis. First, wemust avoid the trap of what Wilhelm
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called'-detusto-ns of progress."9 Although the percentage of Black median
inc.1 ,,e has increased, the dollar gap has also increased from $3,000 in 1964 to
:1;4,000 in 1970. More exemplary of this trap is the following:

... it was within Hough Ahat income dipped from $4,732 in 1960 to
$3,966 in 1965a 16.2 percent decrease within only five years ... outside

the Hough Central, and Glenville areas Negro income increased) °

Second, our analysis should avoid "playing down" serious problems in the
Black community that have in the past been used as racist stereotypes. An
example of this is in the area of -Crime. Crime must be dealt with, but in the
appropriate perspective. Specifically, crimes alainst property are economic

related acts which call for relevant econom;c policy; dfirg related crimes are both
economic add health related, which thus call for ebonomic and health policies,
Black homicide, i.e., Blacks killing Blacks, has an effect on both the economics

and mental health of the Black community, therefore, the Black homicide rate
should be high on the list. The reduction of Black homicides would 13b a strong

indiCator of increasing good health and solidarity.
A third point crucial to any ihdicator analysis is tne ability to predict change.

or maintenance. What is indicated about the state of affairs in a particular
domain:. If the data continues to move in the ,same direction, remain at the same

level, or shift to another direction? If there has been a constant rate ot increase in

the Black homicide rate over the past ten years, in spite of the increase in the

number of social programs and law enforcement programs; we cdn expect the

rate to continue to increase until an effective program is implemented.
a.

Creativity in the Development and Use of Indicators
In addition to utilizing currently generated data, new Measures mdre appli-

cable to the Black experience must be developed, and the generation of data for :
these measures. must eventuate. Following is a list of additional measures that
deserve consideration, refinement, and expansion for evaluation of the quality oi

Black life. Sdme 'are rblatiVely,, new .and same are not, but nOnetheless

important."
I. Physical and Mental Heahh Status

A. Infant Morbidity Number of infants developing diseases between birth
and age one based on cause, sex and race.

B. Infants Born' with Abnormalit'es Number of infants born with ab-
normalities that can be traced to prenatal care, according to cause, sex
and race.

C. Malnutrition Number of incidents of malnutrition per target popu-
lation.

D. Drug Addiction Rate and Deiths Due to Addiction Number of hard
drug addicts per a given number of community members, i.e., a target
population. Included in the drug addiction rate should be the number of
deaths that can logically be attributed to the heavy use of drugs. This
indicator assumes that drug addiction is incompatible with good health.

E. Alcoholism Rate and Deaths Due to Alcoholism Number of confirmed
alcoholics per a given number of community members, i.e., target popu-
lation and the number of deaths that can be logically traced to alco-
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holism. Again, the medical condition of alcoholism is deterious to
physical and mental well-being.

F. Expeetancy of Healthy Life Average number of days spent bedridden,
hospitalized or institutionalized during life and per year according to age,
sex, race, cause, and intensity of cause. Data analyzed this way may be
obtained through U.S. Census Life Tables.

G. Accessibility of Medical Services Average and range distance of the
target population from health facilities (as compared with some estab-
lished standards for "good" accessibility as: set by hospitals, American
Medical Association or Public Health agencies); the number of Hea!th
personne: per target population and the number of health facilities, such
as hospital beds, comprehensive health centers,etc., per target Oopu-,
lation. The American Medical Association and county health depart-
ments have some data and standards through which this indicator can be
measured.

H. Mental Illness Incidents or reported case f meLital illness and/or
mental ret:-L, dation per target population.

I. Suicide Rate Incidents of reported suicide per target populatinn.
J. Homicide Rate Incidents of reported homicide by race, ege and sex of

the perpetrators and victims. One might go so far as translating Aents
of deaths by drug overdose as homicide.

II..Economic Status: Indicators

A. Sporadic "Employment Level Prrlor(on of .labor force employed les-,
than six cumulative months durint, Th,1 category seeks to jnchiLis
students, part-time workers, seasoni! L. :pinyees, etc. This statisti&-caI be
obtained by combining data available an r -Aonal,employment, part-t'-rie
employment, and other employment ;L:s fitting into this de .;
than

B. OveremplOyment Level The number, of pets( in a target populolion
who work on the average of more than 0 h .V5 iior week in a year. Thit.:
statistic should be related to the median icc:n of those who work more
than 40 hours per week in the same ?.::11. i.Dpillation, the median
income of the entire target population, atv.i the standard of living index
for the particular urban setting.

L. Economic Dependency Level Proportion of thr. -*.dult population of a
target group whose sole source ot income ;s governmental subsidy,
through social security, public welfare, etc

D. Consumer Bondage Aoiount of money owed on personal property,
loans, medical bills, etc. by income levels and target populations. A
family may have a sizeAle income, but be to far in debt that their,actual
economic staLus is not :is high as their income suggests. This type af data
presentlY exists only in credit unions. Private organizatioAs may be suc-
cessful in surveying comn)unities for this information.

E. Reserve Consumer Potaltia -- Median valuation of savings, securities,
stocks, bonds, and oth v. as: et5 that may serve as disposable resources
when needed by a family. Consic;etation may be given here to the as-
sessed ye! :;*;on of personal property. These figures indicate a family's
ability sr> f.quidate property in times of emergencies.
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111. Education Status: Indicators

A. ;J.igh Schrual Withdrawal Rate will be determined by the local school
sirstem's definition of "dropout" or withdcawal rate, which may chang"
from lok.ality th locality. These figures, as all of the following ,. should b.
categorized according to age, sex, and race.

B. VocatFonal Training Index .Number of persons 14 years old or ovei
engaged in vocational training programs. Our position in that vocationa
training is a form cif education leading to.gainful employment. Such
programs can be foUnd in greater quantities in some target communities
as opposed to others.

C. College Griduate Index Proport-.1 of persons -25 years old or older in
a target population holding collee:ft degrees. Apparently this statistic is
only available through private organizations that have location action
programs, such at the Urban League.

D. Expanded Education Index, Proportion of persons 18 years old or
older in a target population entrAled in undergraduate study, full-time or
part-time. State departments of education (boards of regents) have this
data, although it may or may not h: ve racial breakdowns.

E. Overall Education Level Median number of years of school attended
for a.target population.

IV. Political Position' 2

This category is developed fot t1-1 purposes of indicating the ability of a
target group to have some level of control ove the political decisions con-
cerning that group. Political position should be exathined in relationship to
economic status. The theory here is that risng economic status does not
always bring advancing pokical status for some target groups.

A. Voting Percentages of a Target ,..3toup Simply the number of pecple
voting of those eligible to vote in various electiols or referendums on
government affairs. Standards must be set by making comparisons be:-
tween the votingo.positions of various proups. Low voting percentages
may be due to feeling's of apathy, irAgnificanc . of the isszlEs.pr devices,
or discrimination in voting eligibility.

B. Voting Significance Has four categorls: ( a), the ability of a target
group to elect a proportionate number or -epreseniati ,r,s to the total
representatives compared with the proportion of target L:oup members
to the total population; (2-a) the proportion of target\group appointees
to policy-making positions in government, and elixted io committee or
commission chairmanship positions; (1-b) the resp. Jvehec af target
group electeif and; appointed representativ zo their .thstituencies, i.e.,
their votingarecord on legislation or appropriations "'let will provide rcure
and/or better money and services to the constituency; and (2-b) the
responsiveness of governmental bodies in providing more! Money'and
better services to a target group.

C. Organizational Influence The ability of target gr p volunflry organi-
zations to effect policy deci;ions and administration o"polic.f. This cate-
gory is diffica. to measure in quantifiable ns. Ho...,.ever,.sothe items

a
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may be considered as indicators of organizational influence: 1) amount
of time spent in lobbying activities for o against chosen legislative
proposals in comparison 'to the number of successes and failures in
achieving the organization's goals on that proposal. This figure is insig-
nificant unless it is compared with the successes and failures of other
target groups including business and professional associations; 2) the
ability of organizations to effect the adminintration of certain programs
by placing some of its members on boards-of public-funded projects, or
by creatirig a turn-about in administrative policy by. bringing various
pressures to bear on administrators.

Obviously there are fallacies in using a measurement based on the
number of reversals of policy decisions when one or some target groups
are involved in bearing pressure. The questionis, "Who brought the most
pressure. to bear, and who was involved behind the scenes?" However,
this problem can be eliminated to some degree by observing the number
of administrative policy reversals in which a particular target group orga-
nization has participated, and comparing it with the involvement of other
12rget group organizations' administrative policy reversali. An example of
his may be organizations from two different communities and their
Ibility to stop public housing, highways, school busing, or urban renewal,
that have been planned for their respeative areas.

V. Taxes, Tax Efforts, Public Services

Among the current concerns of urban governments and residents is the
issue of taxes and their use. Issues have ,been raised around some citizens'
"tax effort" as-compared with 'other citizens' "tax effort," and also around
the level of public seri/ices in certain communities as compared with other
Communities. We will attempt to study this question of taxes and tax use by
utilizing the following three c'ategories: a) tax:income effort; b) tax-services
effort; and c) per capita public services.

A. Tex Income Effort This category corresnonds closely to the economist's
general definition of tax effort, i.e., thy zmount paid by an individual in
taxes versus his income. We have extended this definitiOn to get a picture
of the tax effort of an entire target population. We will 'attempt to
corhpare the average amount spent on taxes by a target population tax-
payer divided by the average (median) income of that target population,
with the same, data for other target populations.

average amount Of taxes paid by target population taxpayer

median income of target population

The amount spent on taxes will include local income tax (if one exists),
property taxes, and sales taxes. Income and property tax can be computed
from Internal Revenue Services data as provided to the U.S. Census, which
can be placed into target groups accoriing to.census tracts. Sales tax can
also be computed from I.R.S.-based 'metropolitan assessor's data used in
filing income tax.

It may become important to determine how much higher-income groups
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are able to discount their income tax due to property taxes, as compared
with fower-income groups who generally do not O w n taxable property.

This measure seeks to answer further the question, "who makes the
greatest tax effort?"

B. Tax-Services Effort This category is defined as follows: the total
amount of taxes collected by a locality divided into the total amount of
taxes collected from a particular target population:

total amount of ti-xes collected from a particular target grOup

total amount of taxes collected by the locality (city br county)

Again these taxes should include property, income, and sales taxes.
This percentage is compared with the amount of.monev spent on public

services by the locality divided into the amount spent on public services for_
a -particulartarget population.

amount spent on public services by ^ locality

amoupt spent on public services for a target populating

Again these taxes should-include property, in-come, and sales taxes.
This percentage is Compared with the amount of money spent on public

services by the locality divided into the amount spent on public services for
a particular target populatioia)

amount spent on public services-by a locality

amount spent on public services for a target population

This data attempts to determine.what equity, if ahy, exists between what
various communities financially invest into a government, effort-wise, and
what they receiVe. Some preliminary tests on some areas of New York City
performed by Walter Stafford, prfoessor of City Planning at Hunter College,
indicate that poor Blacks and .other poor. minorities make "a greater tax-
services effort, in relation to the amount spent on public services, in their
communities. These services include police and fire protection, libraries,
parks, recreation facilities, public works maintenance, education, social
services, etc. In performing,preliminary tests these services will be defined in
greater. detaitr--, .
C. Per Capita Public Serviees This category is an analysis- 6f the amount

spent on public services per capita in a locality. This statistic can be-used -

to determine how rnliCh "should" be spent for a target population in
comparison with others. of expenditures for a group
is purely in economic terms, and does not take into account extenuating
social conditions tat may exist. However, it does provide a basis upon

. which One can begin to determine equity.

x = amount spent per capita on public sei'vices
n = number of people in a target population

xn = amount that "should" be spent on public services for that target
population.

CategoriZed data is not readily available on tax efforts or the breakdown
of exPenditures on public services pes commcnit or target group. Much
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Of this would have to be obtained through extensive ani care!ul Study.
We feel, however, that the thorough knowledge of tax effort and public-
services expenditures would be a tremendous benefit to public, poliby
makers in the allocation of public service resources.

Summary and Conclusions
Social indicators research is not an area to be disregarded by Black social

researchers. It is an area of ever-increasing significance in the future of public
policy formulation, as indicated by the rapidly increasing quantity of literature
in the- area and the increasing investments to social indicators made by govern-
mntabodies . Although these investments are haphazard and disorganized, the
need fohisefiI, quantitative, social reporting has been recognized at key levels
of policy formlitatiQn.

Our efforts in the-locial indicators "Movement" should seek to produce the
most accurate pictures ou1helity of Black life in America in order to,
through whatever political process available, produce positive policies for Our
people. In addition, if we are serious alit building alternatiye and counter
institutions in the Black community, we must a the technical pitfalls that
plague the programs which have been developed by othe .--for us. These pitfalls
center- around the -fail-ure-to-use-(even-wheossible) empiricaLinformation
which provides an accurate description of the conditions Which exist;-th-tis-social
indicators can assist in providing this description. We heed more than ideology-to-,_
build Black communities.

In efforts to develop such descriptive measures, in our current position minus
all necessary information, we must seek to be creative in the utilization 'of
current data, in order to point to inequities and contradictions in the distribu-
tion of resources and the' quality of life between Blacks and whitcs. We must
further refine our efforts in describing the systems we confront. Most systems
theoreticians tend to depict oppressed sectors of the systems they develop as
secondary or tertiary elements. The factors of racism and capitalism must be
identifiable. zomponent.of any systems model affecting Black people. Systems

---model building is a prerequisite "for obtaining maximum utility from social
indicator.s.

Earlier I mentioned the political question of social indicator research. I

avoided concentrating on the political context, because the entireAiscussion of
Social indicator research is political. Various investigators into, the field,
Hoffman, Bpdy, Henroit, Gross, etc., have acknowledged the reality that any'
study of the "quality of life" is a political study. Such studies assume some
preference of contentions that are not currently in existence-. What are the
trends in the economic, health, and educational quality of life of/a population?
Is it a political question, as is the question of policy and programs which should
be forMulated to change or maintain these rfFends? The crucial question con-
fronting the Black researcher is how he can best channel his efforts, in order to
positively' affect the quafity of Black life. This qUiSVon, however, confronts us
in many more areas than simply social indicators research.

There are various techniques proposed for affecting public policy. As a con-
clusion point, I suggest to Blacks interested in this area of research that measures
and models cannot be developed in an intellectual vacuum. ,We must work
closely with Blacks directly involved in the policy formulation and program

a
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development level. Mal.* politicians, planners, developers, organizers, consumers,etc.,-shbula be actively consulted in the design and analysis stage of research.OnIV when this is done, will the political activist be able to understand, appredate anct utilize the research. Don't hand them a report and say "now deal with /it." Have them involved in the process. Do not allow the schism Which existsbetween the white academician and the white politician to formulate betweenthe Black academician and the Black politician. Blacks must be both politicallyactive a; well as academically efficient.
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WHY NORM-REFERENCED?

Norm-referenced testing has been the accepted method 'for measuring the

,growth of American students for twO hundred years.
Admission to Many schools

and permission to pursue certain skills and Professions are based on scores taken

from norm-referenced examinations.

EducatiOnal Technologists have begun to criticize this custom because the

research tends to indicate that this is an unfair method of selecting and pre-

, dicting, especially for some minorities. This paper will cite some of the research

findings and give thes.ase for criterion referenced rather than norm-referenCed

testing.
'The concept of the 1-igbts of all youth to an edUcatiOn has become a parof

our political creed and we have established a general syStem of publicly s p-

ported schools from kindergarten through senior high school. A dictum of r

society seems tn he the best education for all children of all people. Today, the

growing complexity of our technical society, plus the unprecedented increase in

the number of college-age youth raised the question of how far and withik what'

limits the rights of education'should be extended.'

Higher education has only recently become a mass commodity. As late' as

1940; only 19 per cent of alrAmericans 18-21 'years of age were enrolled in

colleges and universities; by 1950 this had Mcreated to 26 per cent; and by 1960

it had grown to-38-peresai. hat proportion increased steadily every year until,

by r1965; 42 per_ centoWere ir'ffaqçe,n institutions/ of higher education.2

Pradictionslare that in 1980, 60% of tlies,yo "ith4n this category will be,enrolled

in post high schtml institutions. The number' cptke.ge students has increaSd

dramatically from 3,100,000V 4,668,000 during ibileriod'of 1951 to 196'6..

That numbee-hes,been predicted to grow to 10,200,000 by 1980.3 This con-

tinuous and unprecedented increase in the percentage and number 'of youth

seeking education beyond high school reflects in part a growing realization of the

necessity of post high sthool education to successfully deal with the complexities

of today's world..Concomitantly with these developments, the issue of the right to

post high' school education has become a subject of concern in educational

circles.
The question of who gets into college,and how has.becotne a major is;ne. As a

result of the current emphasis on college ed;.eation as r, desirableltid almost,

-....,essential preparation for
t4seful.remunerative.employment, we seem to be facing

4-conflict betWeen two factorn. (1) the right of high school graduates to be given

a chance toitteritrarr-institution- of higtvIr learning; (2), the desire of these

institutions to upgrade the quality of higher, education by rii-,bacadernic_____

standards.
If every, high school graduate has a "right" to attend some institution of

,1higher learning, there are several factors-which exist if the student fails:to begin

the student loses valuable time when he enters a college and is unable to

succeedi (2) The student is frustrated after having bean admitted to the college

situation and is subsequently dropped for poor scholarship. 13) Since the student

pays only approximately one-third of the coilege expenses, the institution loses

money that could have been spent on d student.who might have succeeded; (4)

The student deprives another
capableisfudertf-clithe space he occupied at the

university.
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No
i

t only is it detrimentaY to the college or university, but also to the student
1

viiholis permitted to enter and eventually drops out. Summerskill4 reviewed
same 35 different studies on'the college dropouts, dating from 1913 to 1957. He
concluded. that colleges lost contact with, on the average, approximately half of
their students\ in the four years after matriculajon. About 40% graduated on
schedule and atproximately 10% graduated at some college someday. So even if
a stu!dept has a ht to attend some .college or the other, it is unfair to him, the

'ipstitution, and ot or students if he is allowed to enter and subsequently fails.
Even if college is ot the eventual goal of this population, one fact remains.

That is, that some method of determining who will or will not be admitted to
certain programs, colli es, etc., is always used. This selection process 'is almost
always determined by ome kind of test, usually a normleferenced one. What is
a norm referenced te t? Zaccaria5, says that the two types of measureinent,
devices, relative and bsolute, have come to be known a"no'rm-referenced and
criterion-referenced measures." The norm-referenced measures have to do with
the relative syste,M. of mvsurements and answer the questions of how well an
individual corn res-with N'ters in the sample.' .

According o Glaser ano Klans, the prevalence of norm-reference measures
of achii ement, commonly called "grading on the curve," is due to the
difficulty in specifying criterion behavior as instructiorral ainv. However,
",the utilization of course objectives as a standard aiainst which to inter-

measure, as well as the use of group analyses as the standard pro-
-ducing a meaningful reference for an obtained achievement test score.6

The overwhelming use of norm-referenced testing has led to much unhappi-
ness among manY groups, especially minority groups. Phrases such as "culturally
biased" have been useeto-express dissatisfaction with many of these tests. The'
public is demanding prediotive--relia4ility more and more and are increasingly
reluctant to accept norm-referenced test scores as reliable. A review of tly
literature will express soMe concerns. .

----Literature on academic achievement has been extensive with much strep on
"underachievers" and "overachievers;" intellectual and non-intellectual charac-
teristics of 'persons studied. It is generally accepted by many that most studies
are limited to a certain Papulation in certain communities and because of thi
extreme differences on communities, the findings are frequently contradictory
and may not be applicable universally.

Intellective Measures as Preilictnrs
----Certain studies tend to-show that tests commonly uieil to Predict success in
college aie-generally reliable for whites, A review-of the_prediction of academic
success for Black students, however, yields a considerablV less con- Sistent picture,_2
Pirst, a number of studies show low or negligible predictive validity_for standard

----aptitude.measures. A second type of finding is that these traditional aptitude .

measures have equal predictive validity for both white and E3,lack students but
only in situations in which Black students are in Black schools and white stu-
dents are in white schooli. Typical of this type of finding is,the study of Clark'
which determ ned that-the Scholastic Aptitude_Test (SAT) of the college board
was a poor predictor of academic success for Black students from segregated
southerrr high schools attending integrated colleges. Clark found that these
students a ioup made satisfactory academic adjustment despite the fact that



their average-SAT. scores were rna!kedly below national norms consisterit witt)'
academic success.

A general study u: possible discrimination between the performance of white
and Black students on items from the Prelirninary Scholastic pptitude Test
(PSAT) was made by Cleary.8 He found few itc-ns on the PSAT which produced
an uncommon discriminant. He concluded, however, that disCriinination is,not
largely attributed to particular items but " J test as 3 whole.

A study, by Bradley9 found little validity for the Am rican College Test
(ACT) program iiptitude scores in predicting grade poin averages of Black
students in predominantly white colleges in Tennessee.

Norm-referenced testing can also reveal such odd situ tions., as reverse un-
fairness. Campbell's' ° study is an example. An aptitude attery was validated
against a job knowledge test to determine if apittude test are culturally biased
when used to predict occupational success. Two hundred /and eightyseve.n white
and one hundred and sixty-eight Negro medical technicians completed an eight
test experimental aptitude battery and a job knowledge test developed as a
criterion measure of job performance. Linear regression analysis was used to
detect the potential bias. All the aptitude Aests were found to be culturally
biased, but seven of them displayed bias'opposite to that expected. Fo, ny
predictor score on the, seven tests, white technicians were likely to score better
on the job knowledge il'st than did Negroes with the same score. Consequently
the bras' was against t*-.0., whites in that they performed better on the criterion for
any given predictor score. To the investigators' knowledge there is no hypothesis
or theory to explain the phenomenon of reverse unfairness.

In evaluating norm-referenced testing, even the location or site in which it is
given, is now being questioned. Even tnor4 strangely, the race of theexaminers is
being as a deterrent to certain culturill groups. Several studies tend to show that
race makes a diffkrence,Fhowever, Caldwiell and Knight' ' show that the race of
the eiCarni.nert- is: ndt a- critical variable 'in test performance relating to Negro

_.students.
The National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test was one which was highly

bc.11yhooed to be one which was unbiased to Black students. It tusrned out to -be"
merely- another norm-oriented test which revealed some data of minor signifi-
cance.,.Blurnenthal' 2 states, "Students were identified for participation in the
third annual achievement scholarship program by two methods: (1) all United
States high schools were asked. to, nominate talented Negro students; and (2)
high scorii,g Negro students were identified' or. the N.M.S.Q.T. Of the 5,624
participants, about 20%1 entered thd-'competition by nomination onlY, about,
20% by test only, and he remainder were both nominated and took.the test, A42
comparison of these grçiups indicated that the test tended to identify 'students of
higher socioeconomic tatus, they had higher teit scores and lower high school
grades, and they atten ed larger and better equipped high schools than did those
identified by the nomrnation procedures:

The literature consistently points out discrepancies between norm-referenced
test scores and actual performance, particularly of minority groups. It appears to
be time then:for minority educators (particularly Black), t6 stop moaning and
criticizing "old fashioned tests" and lOok to testing which may prove More
relevant and helpful in prediCting and placing minority students. One possible
repL :Tient for the type 'Of testing has to do with how well an individual has
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attained the criterion performance of the specified objectives, without reference
to others in the target population.

Lessenger' 3 staes that at present .there is a lack of confidence in our educa-
tional system. He/believes that application of accountability would tend to
improve the quality of education as well as restore confidence in the system.

"To achieve these results, the emphasis of this accountability in education
must be on what has been learned. Too frequently, educotional managers
attempt to explain their activitieS' in terms of resources and processes used,
rather than learning results.achieved. These explanations no longer are adequate
... The public -is demanding !II:abduct reliability" in terms of student capa-

bilities and no longer will acceptmere assertions of professional superiority in
educational matters educational accountability can be implemented success-
fully only if educational objectives are clearly stated before instruction starts."

Eis.s14 gives the main objectives of evaluation as the measurement or the
outcomes Of the goals Qf fristruction.`This is difficult since many of the goals are
in the affective domain.

."Before adequate evaluation can be attempted, some means of evalt.....ting
objectives inIthe affective domain must be developed. This is probably one of
the more difficult tasks confronting educators today. It is difficult to express
affective goals in behavioral terms, because the "credibility gap is wider with
affective goals thian with cognitive goals."

Although it is much easier to produce norm-referenced measures, Zaccaria
states that we must produce criterion-referenced measures if we are to determine
whether students have met specified objectives. Test validity should be based
'upon the relevancy of content and mode of the practical situation. The develop-
ment of performance metrics should precede, not follow the development of
curriculum.

.The evidence indicates that criterion-referenced tests can be constructed
which can better measUle all of the things that norm-references tests are sup-,
posed to be measuring but in many cases,are not. This then, would change the

. entire testing concept as we know it. It follows then that if the testing concept is
;changed then public school education as we know it will be forced to change and
for the better.

The challenge to EY aV.k Pducational test and measurement specialists, is then
that they should be in the forefront in bringing about these changes. Not only
should they construct criterion-referenEed tests but validate, P roduce and sell
them.

.5
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filIE SOCIAL AND IISVCHbLOGICAL CoNSEOUENCES
OF CROSS-RACIAL IQ COMPARISONS

by
Lois Powell, Ph.b.
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Eugene H. Johnson',
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Washington, D.C.

-ntslugb.#e years, many authors have sought to define the construct of
inieiligence. This; construct, along .with its traditional measure, the IQ test, is

,.,---probably -the-best Iwpwri- by-product of -psychology'. Despite all of the words
that have been Written, however, there ia still no clearly concerved theory of
intelligence. The 'dilemma associated with the lack of a definition is interestingly
characterized by McNemar (1964) who says; .

"A few words about definition may be in order. First, it might be claimed
that no definition is required because all intelligent peqple -iinow what
intelligence, isit is the thing that the other guy lacks. Second, the fact

" tht tests of general intelligence based on differing definitiops tend to r
intercorrelate about as highly as their reSpective reliabilities perrnit indi-

:cates that, despite the diversity of definitions., .the same function or
process iS being measureddefinitiona can be more confusing than en- .

lightening." (p: 871) 6

As Alfres1 Binet, the father of. the intelligence test;leiined his test items, he
.

began to describe intelligence 'as the tendency to take and maintain a definite
direction, or the capacity to.nlake adaptatiogs tO achieve a desired goal, or as the

r of auto.-criticism.. Other 4riters oifered definitions stressing learning
. .

a ty, adjustmentto the environment or abstract thinking;
'arles Spearman (1927); moving 'in anothdt c.i ftirin, postulated a two-

factIF theory of intellectual:ability.,According to him, :here is a "unnierSal", or
...general" intellectual capacity. called "g- and a number of specific or "s" factora

which eN peculiar to a particular actiVity..He decided that the universal "g"
!actor is found to sora extent in all intellectual processes, therefore, two
functios whiCh are' "saturated" With "g".correlate with each other: On the
other. hand, .-"s" factors rimy or may not be present in a giVen activity, but when
present, they reduce' the size of the Correlation. The theory.holds that intelligence
tests measure the imount of "g". iSossessed by a Oiye-n Orson and that Ihose
having a high degree of "g!' aie very intelligent.

Building upon the work of Spearman, L.L. Thurstone (1944) found multiple
seperal factOrs in studying the intercosrelafions between tests. Tnurstone, therel.,
fore, diVided-Spearniani into a .numbersof group variables which .he terineci

--"tprimary -nieTifarabilities." These primary abilities, discovered througb the use
of multiple-factor analysis, laid the groundwork for the present day view of the
intellect as being composed of. several broad ciroup traits. The specification of
intetligence "by means Of factbr analysis has grown to such an extent that there
are .now saidlo_be more than 100 factors of cogiiitioli. Some of the chief figures



in this research afena ar,e,.2,3ip (19491, Vernon (1960), Humphreys (1962), and

Guilford (1967). -
..

An. 1923, Borind stated that, "intelligence as a measuiable capacity must at

the start be defined as the capacity to do'well in an intelligence test:Intelligence

is that the tests _test." Jensen (1969) iSroclaiins 'that, "IntelligenCe, like elec-
tricity, is eiSier to measuro than to define." However, he affians his belief that
IQ tests measure Spearman'F "g" and, in effect, defines intelligence,a la Boring as

that which is Measured by intelligence tests. The fact that jensen's definition has

not progressed much from the circular reasoning of Boring almost a half century

ago is-illustrative- of. the theoretical state of cognitixe psychology. During thi
same half centuly, various writers have defined intelligence as problem solviria
ability, effective manipulation of -the environment, purpOsir action, good

responses, etc.,
The purpose of this ;;aper is to shdw how an i14.-defined construct has been

.opeationalized so as to demonstrate the innate "inferioriViof the black popu-
lation. Some of the major comParative studies will be reviewed in an attempt to

delineate the. evolution of this process. Finally, the soci:il iwn'..equences of cross-

racial IQ comparisons will be outlined.

Studies of Black-White IQ Difference
The fact that the theoretical underpinnings of the construct of intelligence

are unclear has not deterred social scientists from making inferences based upon
so-called intelligence tests. The position taken, for the most part, is that these
measures are satuirated with "g" and that one's intelligence is, therefore, sym-
bolized by his. ID'score. The thrust of much of the research utilizing1Q tests has:'

been 'to compare the relative standing of blacks and whites for the'obtensible

purpose of advancing scientific knowledge concgrning the antecedents of the
racial differences. 'One group of pessimists has set out to prove that black-white

, differences in ICIare genticallr determined ttius precluding the ability of blacks

to profit from improved educational opportunities. Another group of gptimists
has insisted that racial IQ differences are not due to genes but rather to various

environmental factors. A long-ranging dispute, popularly designated as the
natbre versus nurture controyersy, has existed betWeen these two opposing

camps. °

The naturelhurture argument seems to have had its origins in the °United

States around the turn of the century, when I-slcling biologists, psychologists,
and educators verbalized strong support for the view that blacks are inferior to,

whites jn mental ability. During.that period, many professionals took the posi-

tidn that w'hiies mbnopolized intelligence to the exclusion' of other ethnic

groups, particularly blacki.'Evidence for such beliefs is cited by Ferguson (1916).
.

Vail in 1905 and Odum in 1910 reasoned that the inferioc intellect of blacks is

due to the fact that their mental development terminates by the age of.trielve,-
whereas such development among whites continues to expand throughout ado-,
lescence. tt limas believed that blacks are most deficient in the higher -mental

process including the abilities of abstract reasoning and.judgmént. More recently,
the noted biolOgists, W.E. George (1962), contends that black mental9nferyirity
is genetically determinedand is, therefore, not susceptible to change through

)hterventions frorn education and social legislation.
George's position culminates a loft -line of research conceining genetic in-,

t
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fluences on intelligence. Most of,:the relvant literature has been Jraviewed by,
Dreger and Wier (1968) and by. Shuey (j966). Shuey's book refers to approxi-
mately '400 studies which utilized a ?;otal.of 80 different tests of mental.ability.
The studies tend to show that blackt, on the average, score about 15 lb points

"below the average Jor whites and that only 15 to 20 percent'of all blacks score
above the white mean. .Shuei esthetes the mean IQ of, blacks to be in. the
neiCthorhood of 85 however, she concedescithat when there are aZt.emPts to
control the black and 'white Samples for socioeconomic level, the average differ-

' ence between-them reduCes to i) IQ points with black still scdring lower.
Shuey points out; however, that of all the studies grduping subjects according .

to socioeconomic status, upper class black children averaged 2.6 IQ points WA
whiter in the lower class. To Shuey, it seerns improbable that upper and mi le-

_

class colOredschildren would have no More culture oPportunities provided th m
than iwhite ch,ildren of the lower and lowesst class." (p..520) The author's state-
`inept has lent suppOrt to those who argue,for the,genetic deterniination of. racial
IQ differences.

KliAeberg (1944) reviewed a number of comparative studies and drew conclu.
. sioris simiiar to those of Shuey namely the mean IQ for blacks is 86 while that

for whites.is 100: Other findings have been that blacks score lower on so-called
culture-free tests than on traditional meaSures Of intelligence such as the Stan-
ford-Binet nd the Weschler scales and that their performance is most deficient on
sub-tests measuring abstract reasoning. . -

An investigation that has lead social scientisti to hypothesize that the blactk-
white discrepancy in lest scores owes- itself to hereditary fectors is the one
completed by Coleman; et. al. (1966). Their data indicates that blacks typically
scpre 1 on standard deviation beloW ttie average scores attainkc by whites and
Orientals. The Coleman results also shoWed that black achieve wer than
that of Puerto Ricer, Mexicans, and American Indians. In ot r words, blacks
appear to be.at the bettom of the barrel in intellectual abilities and hereditarians
say the predicaMent ts-caused by bad genes. ) .

Further evidence of this trend'is .cited by the U.S. News and World Report.
(1966) which presents' findings of the Armed ForCes Qualification .Test ad-
ministered td miiiion men between the.ages of 18.and 26, Sixty-eight perbeht
of the blacks failed the test as compared to a failure rate of 19% among whites.
Failing vol.-es are said to approximate Stanford-Binet las of 86 and below. Two
other stpdiei-th'arha-im been used to support the belief that there are hereditary
differences between blacks.and whites in intelligence are those of Tenser (1939)
and -Bruce (1940),. Tanser, studying all of the blaclOchildren in grades one
through e;ght in Ontario, Canada, found that on both language and nonlanguage
tests .black children scored from 15 to 19 1Q points below whites. Similarly,
between 14 and 17 10 points Icwer than white.

Perbaps the most outspoken proponent of the hereditarian viewpoint in con-
temporary America is Arthur R. Jenien (1969). His position is th-at the IQ

.difference etWeen blaeks and whites represents a difference in genetic endow-
ment However, he acknowledges that a small part c f this discrepancy is due -
to enitirOrimental factors. By reviewing studies of nozygotic twins, Jensen
estimates that the proportion of 'IQ variability attribu able to genetics is .75..He
then looks at studies of foster children who were re Jed together to come up
with an.estinlate of .24 as being the environmental proportion. From jhls, he.
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eoncludes hat 1% of die-variability in IQ is 'due to the interaction between 4-

herediW and environment.
Ins refuting Jensen's- thesis, Light and Smith (1969) use a social allocation

model to sho* that non-genetic differences: between blacks and Whites can
account for the 15 point disparity in their Id scores. The social allocation model
assumes that races are assigned to various environments in a non-random fashion..
In-their example, Light and Smith argue shat the genetic distributioni of blacks*.
and whites are equal. Sipce black children seem 'to cruster around the lower
socioeconomic levels, and white children cluster toward ,the middle level: the
authors found that the 'within group environmental variance Was small7However,
the environmental allocations yielded quite large between group environmental

. virience. Consequently, they concluded-that envifonmental differencei of 25
percent result in mean IQ differences between the races of .9 points with blacks
scoring lower.

. 'When Light and Smith included the 1 percent heredity-environment inter-
action effect projected by Jensen, they discovered that the position of black
persons in their genetic categories were higher than their environmental positions.
Thus, when the IQ means were Weighted by the black allocations oflenetic-
environmental interaction, the mean IQ of blacks droppecialmost 5 points, while
thac fo'r whites was unchanged. This 5 points combined With the previously
Mentioned 9 poinfs adds up to a 14 point IQ deficit for blacks. The overall
results of these analyses demonstrate rather dramatically that the black-white
difference in la'suggested by Jensen is almost 'totally accounled for by non-

- genetic .variables associated 'with the allocation of blacks and whites to their
respectivetnvironments.

Gottesman (1968) also presenti data refutjng the results of investigations in-.
monozygotic twins used: by Jensen. Gottesman reports on a study of 38 pairs of
identical twins who were reared apart. The twins diffdred in IQ by an average of
14 points and in some cases the differences were as much as 16 points. On the
basis of thele outcomes; the researcher believes that observed differences
between whites sand black:: are ilot sufficient evidence for concluding that blacks
ar.e--genetically less endowed. Crow (1969) points' out that most of these herit-
ability studies have been conducted on white populations living in -"normal"
environments. In his view, there is no carryover from studies on white popu-
latiqns to minority and disadvant'aged groups: He believes the heritability of
intelligence found in white samples tells us nothing about whether IQ differences
between blacks and whites are geneticallydetermineil. Such differences may just
as likely be atfributed to environmental variables that probably differ* quali-
tatively in ihe two populations. Crow states, ':It can be argued that being white
or °being black in our 'society changgs dne or more aspects of the environment so
importantly as to accoUrifTor the difference." (P. 309) Jensen does not end his
argument with discussion of the black-white 10 differential. He goes. On to;,
suggest pOssible dysgenic trends among blacks due to the high birthrate among
lower class black, women. He feels that such women have a high incidence of low
IQ scores: In fact: Jenien quotes data indicating that 42.9% of blacks in- the
lowest class have IQ's below '75, thus-classifying them as mentally retarded. He is
worried that if we do not supplemPnt welfare practices with ,"eugenic foresight",
Then fUture generations rnight accuse our so.:Iety of contributing to the' "genetic
enslavement" of blacks. °In other words, Jensen is suggesting that we need a



program of widesPread birth control or possible sterili tion lower class
00.

. qlack,wornen:
Brazziel (1969) caises.several penetrating questions relati e to Jensen's posi-

.tion. In view of the well known racial mixing and intermarriagebetween blacks
'and whites, the former authce: wishes to know whether it is one's black genes or
his white genes which causes incorrect-IQ test' responses. To get more accurate
information on black intelligence, the author sug9ests that nfulti-ethhic tests be
developed. Barring this, he recommends as an,alternative that we "dehbnkify"
existing IQ tests.
...Turning to tkquestion of environmentalinfluences on intelligence, the clas-

sical investigation paVing the wby for later research was-the study of adopted
children placed in good Or poor horthfs. This literature will,not be reviewed here,
however, a few sumntary statemédswill be illustrative of the general conclu-
sions-drawn. Theis (1924) found that the adopted child's succet? lr later life was
not due to the economic level of the foster home but rather to the type of care the
child had receivel. Freeman, Holzinger, and ,MitChell (1928) noted that children'
adoptea into.better homes had higher IQ's than those ack-spted into poorer
environments. Finally, Burks (1928) found evidence indicsatit39 that estiperior
home for adopted children can bring about.an increase in their IQ's. Although '
these studies show trendt.of enttironmental influences on intelligence, it must be
pointedout that selective placeMent 'was probably operating-to the extent that
adOptiOn agencies attempted to,place children in homes which were similar to
fhem in intellectual level.

For evidence on whether the disparity bet4ert olack and white IQ scorgs is
cauied by envieonmental factois, an early study b., Klinel?erg. (1935) is revealing.
The investigator found that the-ICI's of Southern Black children increased as ,a
function of the length, of time they .attended schools in New York 'City. Car-
michael (1959) discovered that following two years of cschool integration in
Louisville, Kentucky, black 1Q's incredsed at each grade level. Similarly, Lee
(1959) observed that Southern born black childreh had a mean IQ of 87 whin
they -entered ,the girst grade in Philadelphia. Fllowever, their average score in-
chased to 93 when they were retested in the ninth grade. Lee also found that
those. Philadelphia born children who attended, kinderdarten attained signifi-
canfly higher IQ scores at each successive grade,than thoseWho had not attended-.
kindergarten. Studies such as these- demOnitrate that black IQ scores can be

. raised.under favOrable environmental conditions.
Other evidence of educational effects on IQ scores is p;ovided by Newman,

Freeman, and. Holzinger (1937) who studied 19 pairs of identical twins- reared
apart. An analysis4of the research data by Woodworth (1941) showed that dif;
ferences in the number o7 years of schiooling were associated with IQ differences
earned by the-students. There is also ample evidencetRat IQ scores can change
10 than his less well educated mate. However, in cases Where therf were differ-
ences in schooling ranging from 4 to 14 years, the average difference in IQ was
13 points with the twin having the most educatlon scoring highest. One striking
observation noted by Newman was a 24 point IQ differenee between.a pair of
idenfical twins one of which had received only' two years of education while the
other one had attended college. These results illustrate that sizeable differences.
in IQ betWeen indiifiduals of identicae genetiC make-up ar, possible because of
environmental ariations.
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Stalnaker (1948) also found that education can make a difference. He reports

that-the Pepsi-Cola schdlarship progr,m presented scholarships to black appli-

tants whose test scorei fell.below the level Of those attained by white award
recipients. He noted that .55 Of the 59 blacks were competing sucCessfully at

creditable colleges. Along these same lines, McQuegn and Browning (1960)
tested a matched sample of black and white yuuths in an integrard school. The °

IQ differences between these two groups of students were trri small to have a;

pradtical leaning. Further, there were no meaningful-differences in the,grades

qrned y the students. There is also ample evidence that ICI scores cao;change

dyer time for instance, Ebert #nd Simmons (1943) in a lorigitudinOtudy of
181 upper class children over a seven year period ,foUnd ch5nges of,10 or more "

.10 points in half of the cam. Also Hilden (1949) roosts variations trl IQ scores

ranging from 7 to 46 points among 30 children who were tested'Yearly until

they reached maturity. . a

. The implication foNenvironmental factors producing changes in 110 is shown

in studies by Pasaranick (1946), Passarhanick and Knobloch11955), and Anas-
tasi and d'Angelo (1952) who found no differencesin intelligence between black

and white infants and preschoolers. However, Osborn (196) has noted that as

thesd racial grqups grow up; theii- IQ scores tend to diverge. In a four-year
longiudinal study, Osborn found that from the sixth to the tenth grades, white

ias superceded those of black's by 23 pointsat every testing. Kennedy, Van de

Riet, and White (1963) found a similartrend in that from the age of six through

12 there was a drop of nine 10 points from-a mean of 84 to one of 75 riong
black youngsters. This decline with increasing age in black IQ's, being observed ..

, repeatedly, is referred to by Deutsch and Brown 11964) al the "cumblative
deficit" phenomenon,. Certainly, these dramatic reductions are environmentally

conditioned.
It is possible that another non-geneAic contributor to the differences in IQ

scores between blacks and whites is the factor of marked variations in chift
- rearing practices. This is suggeited by Hurit (1969).who goes on to say the

black-white 10 divergencies are not inevitable, especially in view of the long
standing slavery, poverty, and bondage of blacks. Kagan (1969) feels that early

"-childhood expeaces between mother and child are related to mental develop-

ment. This typ _interaction rather than genetic factors is the cause of low 10

scores among black children according to him. He believes that the majority of

all children ar Capable of mastpring the intellectual tasks of schools and that
more effort should be devoted to,the full actualization of this latent talent.
Focusing on child rearing techniques, Sontag, et. al. (1958) note that children
whoselQ's tends to increase over the years exhibit traits of independence,
initiative, aggressiveness, and competition.: Additionally, active children are
inclined to make intellectual gaiiis faster than passivdchildren.

Most of the available information indicates that we aiti no longru- justified in

postualting a purely environmental or a purely heredit'arian causation for intel-
lecival functioning. Intelligence is affected by both heredity and environment,
and these two factors' interact in some way to determine the nature and extent
of human abilities. We also know that IQ scol.es canand do change. Therefore, it'

%. is tncumbent upon Lit to determine the cil'Elimstances and conditions necessary

to rais'e the .10's pf black children and to proceed with the vacticil appiication
of the necessary techniques to achieve this goal. As far as determining the cause

4.
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cif racial differences in 10, Montag(1964) makes the most appropriate state-
makthgzesent writer has found. He acRnowledges the possibility that,

... all races are equally endowed wittf-intelligence, but until the great ex-.

periprnt has seen performed of allowing the members of all. groups 'Called
'races' eqdal opportunities for developMent we will never know whether they
are or not. No group, "race', or individual. is endowed With. intelligence. Indi-.
viduals are endowed with genetic potentials for learning to be intelligent.
Intelligente is a socially acquired ability, a Complex problem-solving_form of
behavior which one must learn from other huMan beings. Not-Only that,
.human beings have to learn tcolearn. Thecapacity for intelligence becomes an.
ability only when it has been trained " (p. 1415)

.

Conclusion
. In spite of claims to /he contrary, it seems that many of te investigations

"linlo'racial differences have teen stimulated by a cl-sire to- prove that Whites are
ittherently superiOr toblaCks in intellectual ability. This aPpears true because of
the vehement refusal of a -number of social scientists to relak Their. interpre-
tations even though they knOw that their reearches are riddled with methodo-
logical potholes. The following are but a few of the methodalogjcal problev,s.
found ih cross-racial, IQ studies:

1. 1Q tests are bas,ed upon information that must be learned. Therefir,-2, ,r-iev
are culturally unfair to persons Who have not had the oppOrturdt-i tt
the appropriate information.

2. In.orcter to make inferences relative to racial differences, blacY. and. White
saMples mUst be,matched on.a variAy of socio-economic and dernograPhic
factors. It is absolutely impossible to equate the status; expa.kence, and
enviropment.of any black person With that-of any white person.

3. There' aie no studies..of blaCk monoiybotit twins who have been reared in
differenct environments. Consequently, it is not known what proportion'
of the variance in black la sdores is attributable t') heredity or en-:
vironment..':

.

4. .Researchers have not paid adequate attention to the effects of.the eicperi-
menter race dn IQ scores. It is tloubtful whether most.white testers estab-
lish sufficient:rapport with black subjects td obtain yalid IQ

.

.::,,Notwith§tanding ttlese -weaknesses, the investigation of black-White intellectual
differences have continued full speed ahead.

Thg upshOt of.'all this research has been a very .thr.rough dernonstratio94at
bieks.tend tascore substantiallY below' whites on )C teits. Since these _tests are,/
belieVed tc.be highly satharated,with Spearman's '.:g" and.:since white4dentizcaf.
twins 's h.Ow high conCcirdarice :rates for beei asser0 thay-the'
black-White JO differential is primarily due to an inferior gener 'straip,'Within :

. the black population. Now that, crois-ratial disparities rn I scoreVhas been,.
shaWn, where dOwe go from here? The present writer doe not believe there is

%. aged for more research :Fomparing- black children to ites/on intellectual
. grounds. Sufficient information on thesuPject is afreatl available. Scime Zealots .

will disapprove of this suggestion, .feelicrig that thØdvancement of scientific.'
knowledge 'must not be obstructed. In all ipro3biIityhey will contintle

. ,
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denerate such research under the misguided assumption that they will distover
something new.

Racial ICI comparisons have resulted in the negative effect, of infiliencing
cutbackS,in social programs and compensatory education because the research
suggests that blacks do not possess the genetic potential to profit fron.----'
educational and social enrichment. The outcomes of these studies aseatio,
daidaging to the psychological well being of b:acks in thalthey--tend .to
incorpprate into their psyche a feeling of inferiOrity and-w-iirthlessness. 'Ad-
ditionally, the interpretation of test scores has fieeric-itrimental to blacks in
employment practiCes and admisSions to Vs types of schools and programs.
These serious tObsequences can be nated only if black parents are willing to
sfop the testing of their c en by white experimenters. This action will not
seerh radical when o ohsiders that white parents have-Pever permitted black.
scientists t'o ct. widesPread genetic data. on theii children. It is doubtful
whethe tIre will ever be a change .in-brack-white ICI `differences unless the
s -economic conditions.- of blackas',ii made exactly equal to that of whites.
This will not occur in _the-immediate ftiture, so wly waste time with more corn-
parati've.re§earch7,- .

Much needs to be known about the Meaning and expression of intell*nce
withirrlice black poPUlation. For instance,, it would be illustrative to fi-nd out
Km separated black monozygotic 'twins com'pare in An: This would assist in

-- demonstrating the effects of environment on objective tneasures of blabk intelli-
,

gince. Also there shoi.ild be a thorough investigation of the cumulative deficit in
foulid among black children. It is imperative that this trend be reversed if, in.

fact, it is found to 'exist. dthe'r lines of research might include studies ot th-
range of individual difference in ability within the black population, exp,ssitin
nf creativity among blacks, achievement motivation, and black t_hatI rearing
practices. Where tests are necessary, they_should be deidnrrii)ecificaly for
blacks with the administration and interpretation carried out solefy by black
psychalgists and educators.
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-BLACK COMMUNITY STRUCTURE AND PARTICIPATION:
AN-ANALYSIS OF.THE STATE OF THE ART,

/ by
,1ssee F. McClure, Ph.D.

;dean, School of Social Work
V Universjty of California/ Sacramento, California

-

-The study of voluntary associations and community structure has been and
continues towbe a major component of the worid to which social researchers
address .themselves. Analysts concerned with both the "pure and applie?'
aspects oyvoluntary association research have given increasing-attention to the
meaning/of Citizen participation in contemporary American society. While the
discusston that follows provides only an overview of the activity in this area, its
does/indicate to some ext,ent the scope and nature of these investigations.

/Before proceeding to the body of the discussion, an introduction is necessary.
we shall see, most attempts to explore the issue o, participation in voluntary

sociations haye been -motivated by the desire for an explication of the dy-
namics of ftarticipation in associations..Not enought lies beerr done to analyze °
the implications gained .from these studies. The classic diChotomy between the
scholar and the change-oriented activist-planner is particUlarly apparent in th:

. literature rpviewed. -

/ While the present discussion Inakes the same types of distinctions, it is im-
Portant to note that this-effort is only one portion of a larger exploration which
will seek to deal with the policy-relevant implicatons pf participation in volun-
tary assOciations. More specifically, this, larger exploration is aimed atdetermin-
ing the appropriate mechanisms for social change given an understanding of the
nature of voluntary associations and community structure..This is especially
necessary 'in designating the direction for changes in programs and strategies
aimed at imprpving the quality of life for black Americans.

Finally, there are areas of voluntary associations and community stiticture
which are scarcely analyzed botfrin this discussion and in the general literature.
These areas are often ones which areTnot amenable td statisticaranalysis, thus
such factors as individual and societal .values, and the substantive' content of
associations arenoticeably absent Wrimost discussions of voluntary associations.
Once again, these, issues. will be explored in subsequent efforts by the author.
What follows then is an analysis t3f the cOrrant."state of the art" with respect to
the study of associations. It is hoped that from this, otherof forts will emerge
and be capable of dealing with some of the issues absent in.the present literature;.,
as weil as.those which are not fully explored.

With their eVolution from folk'to urbait orientation and its concomitant in-
. dustrialization and specialization, human sockties have been radically altered. As

seen by writers such as Webet (1965), Toennies (1940), Redfield (1960); and
' Etzionr (1964), this alteration ties meant a decrease "in affective ties within

society, and a general reduction and/or restructuring of the functions of primary
groups (Litwak 1961). Bureaucratic organizations have thus become a major
component of life in industrialized society. As Etzioni notes:

We are born in' organizations, educated by organizations, and most of us
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spend much of our lives working for organizations. We spend Much of our

lesiure time paying,- playing, and praying-in organizations:Mat of-us will- die

in an Organizqtion, when the time comes for burial, the largeSt ordanization of-
all, the state, mustogrant official permission. Ic

:The presumed efficiency of bureaucracy-based on its rational character has been

largely responsible.for its increased prominence in modem life. Few areas of life

are immune to the impact of 'the organizational society (Etzioni 1964!
Just as bureaucra!tic organizations have taken over many of the responsi-

bilities formerly held by the family, in areas such as socializatioo anctsocial 'con-

trol, so has the formal voluntary organization taken precedence in" matters of

-individual lirtkage,tO the larger community and-society-,--Similarly;-as-bulau-
cratic-organizdtions have 1Ru:elle the primal y flied! is iitifiZedbrthirsuLiety' to

regulate the interaction of its members, cOmparable types of organizations have

emerged to 'protect citizen interests (Rose 1966). For almost every segment r±:

the population, collecifive action designed to promote the interest of specific
groups has become the dominant method of infiuence.\

f

The American attraction to voluntary .associations is as old as the nation'
itself. Alexix DeTocqueville's classic analysis Of America iftits Mahe was replete

with fascination and praise for. the widelpread utilizatiOn of voluntary associ-
ations.- In his disucssion of associations in Ameiica, DeTocqUeville states: -

Nothing in my opinion is more deserving of our attention than-the intel-

lectual and moral associatiOnof America.* The political and industrial
Associations of that country Strike us forcibly: but-the otheri elude our
observation, or if we discoVer them, we Understand them imperfectly be-

%

cause we have hardly ever 'seen anything of the kind. It must be acknowl-
edged, however, that they arq necessary to the American people as the
former, and perhaps more so (De Tocqueville 1945). ,

It is important to note here that while voluntary associations do perform an

important function in promoting arid protecting grOup interests, their role is not

- solely limited to that area.,Another important function of voluntary, associations

. ' is that of an integrative mechanism.. Voluntary associations repreont for many
theorists the mechanisms that mitigate against individual isolation and alienation

in modern society as Well as a means for normative integration of the individual
(Babchuck and Edwards 1965). The despair predicted and assumed by critics of

mass -society- to rei-ult from urbanization is to- a great extent lessened or elimi-
nated by the proliferation of voluntary associatiops (Bahchuck and Edwards

1965).
s At !east -one stLy has demonstrated the relationship betweip- voluntary

association membership and satisfaction with life in general (PhilliPs 1967). This

research effort by Derek Phillips determined that real differences exist between
participantS and non-participants with regard to selfexpressed happiness.

For white ethnic. Americans, particularly, voluntary associations have been

important forces in their Americanization. Associations have helped to, blend the

ethnic American into the "melting pot" and at the same time allowed for the
maintenance of cultural' differences (Glazer and Moynihan 1963). As Glazer and

Moynihan note; "the ethnic group is an interest gr,pup," thus,,ethnic groups have

utilized associations to promote and protect their colieative interests (Glazer and

Moynihan 1963). I3ottiTas advocate and integrative mechanisms, volUntary associ-,
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ations have been used with great success by white ethnic Americans.
Moving from this discussion of overall function, one can thus categotIze

,voltpnary associations as having at least' ft.,ur discrete types of internal functions..
On the qne hand, there is an integrative-or socialization function that dttempts
to develop group, community, or societal cohesion. Secondly. There is an instru-
mental or problem-solving function that is directed towardp dealing with issues
which in some way affect its members and society. Then, there is an expressive
or recreational function of associations. The fourth function of associations is, as-- ,.

':' Gordon. and Babchtick indicate "the capacity of an organization ta. bestow ..
prestige or-..to be associated with prestige which ace:rues to its members" (Gordon
'and Babchuck). This last function has been demonstrated, in several studies, tct
be a major de_ter_minant_DLthestratification system-in-a-number-of-ufban-areas----
(Hunter 1953, Laumann 1966).

'Having. briefly 'reviewed some ideas regarding-lhe importance of voluntary
associations in modern life, we now- move to the principal focus of this
disoL..ssionissues involved in the voluntary associations of black Americans.
With the emergence of fhe concept of black power and its resultant analysis of
;he plight of blacks in America, black° activists have been forced into an even
greater reliance upon ;he use of voluntary associations as a mechanism for collec-
tive action. While black power itself has yet to be conceptualized as a unified,
generally accepted. ideology, the necessity for the large-scale organization of
black self-interest associations has been generally affirmed.

Implicif in the contemporary definition of black power is the recognition of
the need .for restructuring the relationships between blacks and ipdividivals,
blacks as a group and other identifiable groups within society, and between
blacks and the society's network of formal organilations and institutions (Boggs
1969). The shift from cries for equality and freedom heard in the late 1950's

\ rnand early 1960's ,to the preient day efforts to secure self Aetermination, co':
munity control and group Cohesion e bodies at least a tacit understanding of
interorganizational 'relationships, which are major forces in aiding`ol'irrip'eilihg
social change (Boggs 1969) .. A . . .

Associations, then, represent the major mechanism by Which blacks arefieek.
ing to deal with institutiOnal America: Generally, the thrOst in organizing black
associations has been predicated upon ti;e 'ssumptibn that beingtlabk, in itself,
is a strcing enough force to compel large Timbers of blacks to form 'effective
problem-solving associations.These attempti to create viable association%that
are representative of the broad spectrum of black Americans have not been
successful. The limited success achieved by blacks attempting tcrestablith fund-
raising mechanisms in various cities is but one example which highlights the

failure of black organiiations (Davis); .

There haVe been, hoWever, some 'major-accomplishments made by blacks in.
emphasizing viable self-improvement. The initial achievements of organizatima
of black workers in both industrial, and serviCe occupations, does offer an

_ .

example of the potential of Self-interest organizationfin the 1970's,(Cockrel and
Hamlin 100). It is interesting to note that many of the successful eff5ts of
black organizations have been class-oriented, rather than attempts based plirely
upon racial identity. This fact raises valid questions is to ;he viabilin of uniform

..

organizations on the community and neighborhood level.
At the:same time, governmentat and philanthropic programs designed to
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improve the quality of life for blacks have also utilized voluntary astociations as
an esientiaj ingredient in their recipeS for individual, community, and societal
shange. These efforts, also, have experienced serious problems in securing the,

j_effective partieipat1on of the target papulation. In a number of evaluations-of
0.E.O.,and Model Cities, the effectiveness of associations established by these ---,-
programs has been severely cluestioned (I7evitan 1967). Many of these programs
have also relied heavily upon neighborhood and/or community-based organize
tiOnal strategies. In analyzing participation in the community action_?rograms of

Divid Austin notes that, "the potenVal impact of target area participa,-
tion-it-alterilifriElid by inherent limitations of organizing associations on the

basis of residential neighborhoods (Austin 1969)."
pespiteLthese_condemnations-of-neighborhood-approaches o Uae organization

of voluntarY associations, this strategy continues to' be the Most Utilized ,
approach by both black activists and governmental planners°. Thus,:the queStion
remains as to the 'feasibility of neighborhood organizing. More specifically, we
ask what factors must be considered in attempting to utilize this approach
successfully. Thus, what follows is an attempt to clarify some of the majO. issues
involved in utilizing voluntary associations -as a Mechanism for change.
analYsis, while not pretending to be exhaustive, will at least attempt to be sys-
tematic. Hopefully, it will help provide 'some of the appropriate questions that
need to be raised regarding black voluntary associations.

- Voluntary Participation Among Black Americans

With specific reference to black Americans, there exists in the literature
several divergent and apparently contradictory schooft of.thought. These _ap-

RV*
proachesanalyze participation among blacks in comparison and contrast.to that
genefatetl among white Americans. This method of analysis has been recently
attacked as a major factor in limiting-mir undersianding of the sociological pro-
cesses whiah operate within blick America (WalterS 1971). While this issue will
be explored in 'greater detail later in this discussion, -it is important to mention
here this major drawback of all the studies cited in this section.

One preValent view of social participation among blacks is that there is a low
level of participation in contrast td whites. In a number of studies, an almost
amorphous picture of blaCk Americans is presenteden which blaoks are depicted
as having.few organizational resources,aqd collective action placing only Minimal
importance on their communities (Wright and Hyman 1958, brake. and CaYtor(
1945).

In an effort to discover other predictors of pafticipaijon, Freeman,- Novak,.
and Reeder were forced to conclude that socio-economic statps was stiff-the besr
prPclictor of, affiliation- in their sample. (Freemen. Novak, and Reeder. 1957).
Thus, by controlling for socio-economic status,a ..petter Tepreseritation of the .,,,

r r. .

phenomenon of social participation might be obtained..
Anthony Orum conducted one of the first studies directed toWard synthe-

.7-sizing the two Contradictory theses by controlling 'for, socio-eConomic status..
-(Orum 1966). In studying social and political participation of Blacks and whites
in three cities, Orum found that lower class Blacks-were more active participants
in voluntary associationS 'thari their white countertiirt;, but that middlerand '
upper clasi whites were more voluntarily active than their Black counterparts.
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He concluded that social class was simply not as adequate a factor in predicting
participation for Blacks a§ it is fpr whites.

Orum's work does 'validate some of the arguments posited by Myrdal, Frazier,
and Hare in that he finds that by controlling.for.socio-economic statusBlacks
are more active than whites;however4 he attaches some very different interpreta-
tions to this finding.-OrumCOnciiides that voluntary associations are major foci
in the lives of Black A6ricans. He says that, "Associations are a means of
collective_membership-for Negroes, whereas they are means,of _collecting mem-
berships for whites." (Orum 1966). .

.

Orum's thesis, then, contradicts both the underparticipation argernent as well
as the pathologicaLaverpartioipation-algument-An7Orum's-vieVv,-blactcparticipa7
tion might be seen as compensatory,in that it is a contempprary response to the
historical barriers to social opportunities for blacks, but this is not necessarily
pathological.. (Olsen 1970). Rather it Om be inferred from Orum's analysis-that
whites are more pathOlogical in their affiliation than blacks:

A replication of OruM's stirdy, by Marvin Olsen, with`some modification con-
firmed this analysis. Olsen controyed for dge as well as class and added the
dimension of ethnic identify o acebunt for 'variance within the, black sample.
(Olsen 1970). While his findings par'aileled Orum's, he was also able to validate
the notion that persons with strong ethnic identity were more likely to affiliate.
Olsen's effort represents one of the few attempts to explain different rafeS of
participation in the black population.

All of the studies mentioned above were efforts to utilize individual chaoc-
teristics in order to explain social participation. What .emerges from this
approach still represents a confused picture of brick communities as the clebate
concerning whether blacks are underparticipators or overparticipators has yet to
be resolved, and substantial iprOof of factors which determine, participation of
blacks has yet AO be presenteWMcist quantitative studies have shown that tradi-
tional definitions of social class du not adequately discrimihate between black_
participators and black non-participators. (Olsen-19.70):WhileOlien's study does
give some baCking to the belief that the development of black identity does
foster increased participation, little support is found elsewhere. This could be an
important phenomenon 4n light of the grbwth and development of blacii power
and black identity movements. (Pouissant 1968).

A final and important consideration is the determination of the type and level
of voluntary associations which are most conducive to the .development.of a

uhified black community. BY-this we Mean that .simply knowing
rites-of_ participation says nothing as to what type of arganiiiiions and what
level of involV'ement_are most conducive to community problem solving. :In
Litwak and Meyer's formulition-of_nhe balancetheory, of coordination between
bureaucratic, organiiations and external brimary_groUpsV' they observe.that with'
reference to involvemenf`with schools the participaticirrpf-sorne communities
should be increased, while for other communities participation in schcol-relate4
activities need to be deaeased. (Litwak and Meyer 1966). Similarly, it would
seem itiat iome notion as.to what constitutes effective participation would have
to be presented in order for the mere presentation of participation to be mean-
ingful. Few.of the works have dealt yith the utility'of participation in black con-
text, rather assurriptions have. been made either that the model of pasticipation
existing for white Ainericans is mosf valid or that the model advanced by white

_
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immigrant groups who have successfully assimilated into mainstream America is

'the niost useful for black's.
At this point, we turn our attention to some of the issues and problems raised

by'the studies ,cited above. lt is the intention here to point the direction for a
synthesis of previous theoretical'Orientations and for the development of newer

_approaches that lead us to a better understanding of the structure and-processes

'extant in black communities.
Previous studies of black participation, as well as ones concerned with partici-

pation of all Amerigans, have primarily focUsed, upon individual characteristics

that are correlated with affiliation wilt voluntary asQoriationsAs-vve-have;seen, 16

the result in viewiqg all AmeriGaiis has been that social class is the priroary'Pee-.

dictor, while for Blacke the key predictor is still somewhat unclear. Freeman, .

Novak, and Reeder have called into question the utilization of individual charac-'

teristics.' (Freeman, Novak and Reeder 1957). While these researchers were
unable to find any predictor better than socio-economic status;they did, how-
ever, note that even using socio-economic status as-a predictor the strength of ,
association is Very low. These authqrs suggest that further study should concern
itself with neighborhood and community characteristics as independent variables

in an attempt to explain more of the variance.. (Freeman, Novak and Reeder

1957). _

Logically, it is apparent that individual behavior must be viewed in the con,
twit of .its environment. One's behavior is not merely a product 6f individual
characteristics such as age, sex, income, etc., but is also influenced by the social
forces of the environment. The understanding of voluntary association participa-
tion must be enhanced by a look at the influences of conimunity'and neighbor-

hood.
In studies - by Wright -and Hyman, Janowitz and Marvick,. and Drake and

Cayton, evidence of significant black underparticipation is reported. Wright and
Hyman for example found that while 63 percent of white 'adults belorlg to no
voluntary associations, non-participation among blacks exceeds 73- percent of
adults.' It is interesting to note that in this study, as well as most.others, partici-

pation in the church and church-related associations is not bonsidered. Similarly,
in comparing black and white samples, no evidence is presented that factors sucr
as socio-economic status or age were controlled...

However, it is generally believed that the existence of this underparticipation
can be,attributed to the lower socio-economic statui of blacks. There is also the

belief that blacks simply lack organization experience, verbal and social skills,
and Other personal qualities which are asumed to be prerequisites to participa-

tion. Other factors such as smaller age variation in the black bopulation, aliena-

tion and anomie, and general "civic apathy" among blacks have also been con-
. .

sidered as causative forces. (Orum 1966).
Given this analysis of participation in black communities, the response with

respect to program planning has been the demand for .an increase, in organiza-

tional efforts. Notions of "organizing the unaffiliated" presented by ,Cloward
and' Ohlin; Brager,- and Piven have at least made ktacit commitment to belief in

the validity orthe underparticipation thesis. (Cloward and Ohlin 1960; Piven
1966, Brager1963). Brager; for example, is nnost explicit in his support for this

thesis.

, If community oriented organizations are to be successful in their efforts to
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combat social ills they must involve significant numbers of representative
lowerrclass persons. However, as we noted,_membership-in-community
-organizations is nthrvery common among the lower class.,

Brager then goes on to describe a number of strategies designed to make
organizational membership "more common" in low-in,come and black com-
munities. The maximization of social participation through the de'Veloprnent of
new community associations is the primary mechanism utilized by adherents tra-,
the underparticipation thesis. The organization of the unaffiliated-black-then -is--

_____predicated--upon-the-assamluntary associations are importan* in
reducing apathy, fostering individual and group problem-solving, and prcmoling
social integration. Since much of the success of white ethnic Americans has, in
cpart, been attributed to the proliferation otethriic organizations, it is argued b.y
many that increased black organization will similarly lead to increased assimila-
tion and influerice.

A_ second approach to the issue of black organizational participation has
'bvOlved frOm the, belief that blacks are, in fact, ''exadgerated Americans."
(Myrdal, et. al., 1944). This argument sees blacks attempting to become main-
stream Americans by ?over doing" those aspects of the larger sobieW that are
visible signs of acceptanCe and assimilation. The early works of Frazier and later
works of Hare have-attempted to confirm this position. (Frazier 1957).
----Feorn this argument it iscontended that this mimicry of white Americans has
created a situation of hyperactivity with respect to social participation, which
is beljeved tra be especially evident in the black middle class. Membership in a
variety of clubs and civic orgahizations.is viewed ast major determinant of one's
pogition in the internal sfratification system of Black co'rnmunities. From this .
view, then, organizations arise v'hin the Black'comniunity because of their
capacity to confer social prestige and power.

While works of both Frazier and Hare are polemmical in nature, much Sup-
port for their positidn can be found in Myrdal's monumental work on the re
problem in America. (Myrdal 1944); According to Myrdal, the exclusion la,
Blacks from American society has been compensated for by their excessive -

3 affiliation with voluntary organizations, as was evidenced in his analysis which
indicated many Blacks who belonged to a great many voluntary groups. However
this type of participation is-seen to be dysfunctional in the stnse that it tended
to separate Blacks from other Blacks. Status g-rotips resklyig from this over-
participation were tound to be rigid, and thus a- sevëre impediment fo Black

_assimilation.
Moreover; Myrdal saw-thifoverparticiPation as dysfunctional in the sense that

it tended to futiher isolate Blacks from mainstream Amed'ca. He says:

Membership in their own segregated association does' noX help NeYoes to
success in the larger society:The situation must be seen as patKological.

Further evidence for this view of pathoragical overparticipation is found in a
study by Babchuck and Thompson conducted in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1960
(Babchuck and Thompson 1962). These researchers confirmed Myrdal's COnten-
tion that Blacks were more likely to participate in voluntary associations than
whites. "We found this _true for'Negrods of ail social class levels when compared
'to iheir white counterparts but it was especially-true for loper class Negroes"
''(Babchuck and ThomPson,19,62).
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This compensatory overpi.rticipation -thesishasalso played a roie in the
----development of action strategies. Generally, ttrategies based upon this analysis

. have caned for the developmedt of racially integrated associations-whose goal
has been fostering better relations between the races. The integration cif civil
rights groups of the early q1960's., in an example of organization based on this
thesis.

C approa asedch b upon thisecor s theory of overpa:icipation has been
especially supported by the works of Frazier and Hare ard itas Called for the
total.rejectionL,of existing Black organizations. It is Litiggested that these be
replaced by new organizations which do not differentiate among Blacks on the
basis of class or prestige. This approach has constituted a major thrust in efforts
of Black nationalists in oilanizing communities. Once again this approach rests
upon the assumption that increased Black identity can replace social class and

, status characteristics asa.major factor in promoting association membersiiip.
In an effort to understand the roots of the conflict between the underpartici-

pation and overparticipation arguments, a 'number of recent studies have
attempted to control for those factors:that ,have been proven to be th:e best
predictors of voluntary alsociation, participation. This has been made necessary
in part by the increasing visibility of Black organizations in that this phenomé-.
don calls into question both the underparticipation and overparticipation theses.

In virtually every study of.-social participation in America the best predictor. -
of participation in voluntary issociations has been socio-economic stattis.
Studies by Warner,(1941), Wright and Hyman (1958), Scott (1957), Hausknecht
(1962), and Axelrod (1963), have been especially supportive of this contention.
Wright and Hyman's national sampie .

to-
For examPler -fully 76 -percent ofthe :respondents whose family in.come.
falls beloW 2,000 dollars do not lielong lb any organizations in contrast to
only 48 percent' of those whihe income is 7,500 dollars or mire. Further-

. more there is an increase, in' the percentage of persons who belong to
several organizations as social status increases.
One effort to view pakiciPation as .1 prbduct of neighborhood characteristics

.acanpbe found ir a study tr4,Bell and Force of four'"neighborhoocis in San
Francisco. (Bell and Force 1956). OrCe of the primary hypotheses of their study
was: .

the socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhood population as a
unit may be an important indicatcfr of the socioeconornic reference group
for those living in the neighborhood, arid ma define a set & general
societal expectations with ,respect to, associational -behavior for the ;
residents.. .

. .

Bell and Force went on to differeqate their four.Neighborhoodi-on the basis
of family characteristics, socio-economic status, and age. Race Was assumed to
f3e.constant in-the sense that there were very,few non-whites. (Bell ead Force
1956).

In thi$ analysis, Bell and Force were able to go beyond individual socio-
economic_class as the best predictor of participation. In reporting their findings
the authors note that:

. .
...the socio-economic characteristics of the neighborhood population as a
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'Unit may be an important indicator of the sbcia-economic referenCe groUp foF
those living in the .neighborhood, and may define a set of general societal

\,
expectations with respect to associational-bahavior for the residents.

With tentative colirrnation for the thesis ,that neighborhood characteristics,
determine,to a large extent the valuntary participation. .1 moire next to the
consideration of Black neighborhoods.-In searching the literature, one is pressed
to find efforts to deal with 'this phenomenon. Mdre generally, little has been
done in the way of analyzing the social dynamics if theplack neighborhood ip
self. As stated earlier, most analysis of Black Americans has proceeded by corn-
paring'BlaCks with whites. Theiresult Os been a failure to appreciate and under-.
stand the differences within the Black population. _

Billingsley, far example, has decried the fact that most wOrks on the Black
family haVe .dea4 priniarity witti the .pathological aspects of Black family.
(Billingsley 1968). In a severe critique of M.oynihan's work, Billingsley specifi-
cally makes note,of the fact that little work has been done to understand the 76 .

percent of Black families who can be defined aestable by ttaditional criteria.
(Billingsley 1968).

The work of Jessie Bernard also supports the neer) far better understanding of
the internal structUre and processes of the Black population. (Bernard 1256). In
her work, Bernard contends that there is no typical Black family. Work, then, is
needed to understand 'a variety of different types rather than continuing, to
'assume that' there is in fact a single type of Black American.

JaMes Q. Wilson's work in the. area of Black politicsis even more explicit in
highlighting the .clilferences within the Black population. (Wilson 1960). Wilson
found in_ his study-that there is no single model of civic participation, but rather
Black communities differ greatly in civrc pdrticipation on the baSis of .such

. --factors as size, economics, and racial ecolOgy of the various cities in which they, ,
' exist: iWilsoln 1960). In stating his position, Wilson goes on to say that while
there are tit, °simple explanations for the differences ampng Black communities

-with regard to participation, "that the vitality .of Negro civic life ,is- not
necessarily, related ta the ability to attain race goals, ta the magnitude of tfie,
;problems which confront Negroes, or to the obstacles to progress raised by the
white community." (Wilsom1960).

reviewed a number of differing approaches to voluntary participation
among Blacks, the necessity for synthesis is most obvious. While every method
employed is able to account fdr some portion of the bthavior regar g-partici-

-nation, the fragmented.approach to factors predictin ffiIj,ei11s neither logi;
lyonor empirically confirmed. Those who have st.ted that individual

characteristics are the best predictors of affiliation have failed to explain forces
which'cletermine participation among Blacks. Similarly, they have failed to..
expiain much of the behavior among whites.

, The limited utilization of neighborhood as a determinant of partibipation
leaves cause to question the validity of that concept with respect to Blacks,' Logi-

sally such an approach appearyo hOld pFomise for explaining more' of the
'Variance regarding participation in voluntary associations. At the same time,
however, it is apparent that the neighborhood approach per se is at best another
.example of fragmentation.

To understand behavior in the Black community it Is first necessary to realize
that "from a sociological perspective,:Black u-rban ghettos are structurally com-

_
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ple.x." (Warren' 1967). Black tm;* r, like the behavior 'of atl Americans, is 'a
prodUCt of a Myriad of forcfes efing singly and collectively, sequentially arld
simultaneously. Such4or 'then are best understood utilizing a ;rabid-.- ,.

dimensional.perspective. .

In an effort to meet h's requirement of multipdimrsionaLiW; this discussion .

proposes that vlunt,r participation can be better explaitced by-viewing-it-as-a----
product of both individual and neighborhood variables. The studies.cited earlier
have generally chosen to deal wip the phenomenon of participation as either
individually determined or determihed_by characteristics of the individual andtor
neighborhood acting separately, but-moreover, .that participation can be better

understood by viewing it asthe product of the interaction between the indi-

vidual and his neighborhood.

Neighborhood As,the Location of Parkicipation
--

The neighbprhood has ban greatly used as a locationigor social participation,
but continues to,be a matter of much controversy in the literature ofAmerican
social science. While nO'single definitionof neighborhood exists in the literature,
one which does seem to be inclusive of the Most frequently Mentioped charac-
teristics states "that the nei'ghborhood is a small community, characterized by
timited area and highly develoPed face to face relations." (Eairchild 1944).

To suggest that the coffcept of neighboihood might contribute signifiCantly"

to the explication of hurnanzbe. havior, directly contradicts a; significant portion
of the literature.regarding the importan7/Of neighborhoods in industrial society:.

referepce is made,to the _classical theories regarding society's movement
from the folk to urban end of the nalytic continuuml-Thiimo.vement a seerr:
by many. theorists _has resulted in a differentiation of interests and thus the
neighborhbOd like all primary groups hai loSt Many of its previous functions
(Litwak 1961).

Similarly it is said that.technological advances in transportation and corn-
' munication have liberated the urban dweller froM prior dependence upon hii

ioc4lity. Friendship and common interest associations ai4 seen as no-longer the
important reference-group it once was,"and people tend to identify themselves

with various iniereft groups with which they are functionally.mech more inter-

related then with their neighbors." (Warren 1963).
This belief in the demise of the neighborhoOd as an important social unit is

predicated upon the assumptiin that the neighborhood is exclusively p primary

group. thi;--view sees the neighborhood as possessing the face to face, intimate,
affecthie relations which -tharactertize all gemeinschaft groups. (Warren 1963). It'
vv;uld appear, then, that given the validity of the notion thatsociety has indeed

moved away- fro-rn this gemeinschaft nature of social organization, that the con-

cept of neighborhood and its utility in understanding behavior -7 greatly

discounted.
, Mitigating against a cornplete dismissal of the neighborhood as a useful con-

cept, is the fact that numerous studies have continUed to t:pveal that the neigh-.
borhbod:is an important force in shaping behavior. Sussman-and White, for
examfile, found that annnynA and irripersonality believed to-be_present among
people living ii the same Urban areas, simply did not exist. (Sussman apd
1959). Nearly all of their sampleknew at least one neighliaTWhile-almost hdif

.kriew-fourtii-MT611nei
,
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Gans' classic study of Boitdn% West _End offers an. important rebuttal tei
those Who declare that the neighbOrhood is dead as an important concept; (Gans
1962). A similar studY by Suttles of neighborhoods occupied by 'four ethnic
groups in Chicago also, Joiifirrffs the thesis that the neighborhood is'a living\and
vital force in the lives of its'inhabitants. Stittlessays that,:':Life in Addams-area'

4 > is extremely provincial and ivhat goes on a tow blocks away hardly affects the
daily routine...." .(Sdiles 1968): \

Numerous
estudies7by .LitWe 'and his colleagues continue to support the Con- \.

tention that the ;neighborhood. iS' an important force in industrial society__
(Litwak and SzelenYi-1968):-For Litwak, the neighborhood is'extreendly knpor-

L_ tent in dealing with the issues of socialization and social ,Conttol as welt Is
mutual.aidl?These functions alone constitute,sfOr Litwak, remit enough to con-

-tinue to investigate the role of neighborhoOd as a deterMinant and Consequence ,

of human behavior. (LitWak 1961,-LitWak a-n-d-Fellin :1963).1 . .

A second group of studies .which rebut the demise of/neighborhood thesis," - I'
. concern themselves with the importance of neighborhood as a basis fer social
f 4

changz. Davies" work in citizen response te urban renewal clearly demonstrates
the ability of neighborhoods to resist and tefprm governMental policies. (Davies
1966). Davies' study is alsc, irnOrtant in that he is able/to elucidate some of thet
factrs which pr;iduced the differential success of several neighborhoods iri
resisting renewal. Clearly hii'wOrfc7, like Gans; is testimony to the potential of the
neighborhood to be a meaningful-entity in times of criirGans'19621.,, .
, . , ., .

Similar studies, particularly in the field of education, effer.thore credibility ta
the assertion that the neighborhood remains .an imPorta\lt unit of the social
organization of industrial society. The belief in thmp rtAce of neighborhood.

. in the education of children is shared by large'l:iiiMbe s 'of analysts, activists,
planners, and consumers'of varied political and social peuasioo.-For example,

_both white opponents of school busing, and, Black< advocates of community con-
trolled schools utilize this conviction irkl,the neighborhood\as the basis_and/or
rationale of their potitions. .;..-...

One advobte of community controrestonrWilcox, rtes that the de-
;;;;;',,_-,-

:.

..-- \
emphasis of the particularistic concern in favo'r of universalism has set the stage

.for the demands for neighborhood and 'community control of schools.
,..- r...

The minority group-Student, thus finds himself in die curious PoSition of
being miseducated by i system, that repreSents everYbody's 'intOest but
his. Suer students are ordved 'to' attend school udder cornpulsoy .edu-, , ,.

.-tation laws seemingly for the egc,_;,ru;s purpose of being convinCed at their-- \
...----.,' uneducatbility. Those Plat* sy.107;.:s who were able to negotiate \the---

-schools had to adoPethe views of their oppressors. They.tiad tOlisten to
,.
discussions of history that highlighted the honesty of George Washingto0

but not the fact that he wag a slave owner. lt.ls this tendency to deliver
generalized whim products into specialized Black cOmMunities that set the
stage, foc the thrust by Black communities to take control of the schools .

. ^
set up to serve thei; children (Wilcox 1968).

L

This tendency has for npny analysts resulted in a loss onegitimacy for public
education. As Leonard Fein indicates, "community con oi is no longer seen is
merely one way to revitalize a cigid sysfem but as th only way in which the
school system can be made legitimate."-: (Fein Greater control of the

e
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.lichools by the neighborhood and corninunity is seen as a requisite for echica- '
Veinal reform.

Yet another rationale for the necessity of Increasing neighborhood and com-
munity roles in public education Stems from the belief that education which is .

related and relevant to its immediate lodality is much more likeiy to be effective
than that which is highly centralized. Berube, for example, was ahle to garner
from the literature on educational achiee-arnent a number of studies which
suivort this contention. In summarizing his findings he says:

The most recent and pertinent educational research, then, has a common
denominator: the importance of the Psychologidilio the learning process.
Whether ápUpiI feels his efforts can influence. and control his future

. feelings of identity and self-worthemerges 'as the prime learning
facior

- Considered in conjunction with the long list of studies condemning the
destructure climate produced by large centralized school systems, these
psychological factors .constitUte a strong case.gor local control of. public
schools. (Berube 1968).

Moving from education to more general 'st.Udies-, the case for the neighbor-
hood continues,to mount. While admitting that some strengthening of neighbor-
hoods is pecessary, James V. Cunningham's. analysis still supports the notion that
strong neighborhoods are the "basic key(S) to urban vigor.' (Cunningham 1965).
The maintenance and improvernent of neighborhoods are thus seen as primary
requisites in improving the quality of ,urban life. Cunningham then goes on to
cite a number of approaches being employed to strengthen urban neighbor-

hoods. His implication is a result more ei neglect than ariy inherent conflict
between the neighborhood as a concept and modern society. (Cunningham
1965). . .

Milton Kotler's suppkt.for the concept of 'neighboshood government closely
parallels the. work' Of Cunningham. (Kotler 1970). His approach involves the
'establishment of creative federalism within our cities" by transferring much of
:the decision-making power currently held by city governments to neighborhood
corporations. iKOtler 1970). This new federafisni is eer. a one solution to
mounting problems of city government-ind feeling's of powerlessness on the part
of many Urban dwellers. The neighborhood is-suggested as yehicle for increasing
citizen inVolvement in decision making:

Finally,:the neighborhood has gained inureasing urnportande in the. develop-
. rnent of systems to'cleliver human Services. Government& and -privately funded
efforts to reduce poveity have all had the neighborhood as a dentral focus for
their efforts. Mow:doffs overview of neighborhood Service centers highlights this
phenomenon. .

It is apparent that the neighborhood center has become an Increasingly
popper instrunnent Of action in a variety..of federally supported. efforts.

°These effoits include programs sponsored by the President's Committee on
juvenile De!inquency,.D.E.O., the Concerted Services Prpjects co-sOon-
sored by H.E.W. and H.U.D.j. the Neighborhood Service Center Pilot
Program,' the,Neighborhoo6 Facilities Program, and the Model Cities pro-
gram. IR addition, some state and local governments have attempted to



.bring.,a wide variety of public and 'aivate services together' in a common
' locatian in neighborhoods where there is ird'at deprivation. (Nlogulof

1971)-.

From this bnef look at the literature; it appears that from a planning and
action perspective the controversy between those who argue that the neighbor-
hood is dead and those who .support its continued existence may in tact be a
Moot 'debate. As long as efforts of this .society to ameliorate or eradicate the
social deprivation of its citizens utilize the neighborhqod as the target for action, ,

we must continue to concern ourselves with the neighborhood as an entity, if for
,no other reason than to,developf alternative, non-neighborhood baied plans and.
programs. Similarly, as Icing as some studies continue to affirin -the important
effects of the neighborhood upon human behavior, further exploratkm with
regard to neighborhood is in order.

It is, however, appropriate to êxamine-the-m'ajor factors contributing to this
controversy Apparently the controversy' surrounding emerges froM assuinptions
regarding the type of relations which exist in the.neighborhood. As indicated
earlier, those who argue that the neighborhood is no longer important argue that
neighborhood is characterized t:',y gemeinschaft relations and as such represents a
primary group. At the same time it seems that many whOupport the notion a1f
the resurgeh& of the neighborhood seem to be implying that,the neighborhood
May also embody certain in1trumental functions which aid in problem solving. It
is 'clear that one might_resolve muCh cf thisdispute by admitting that neighbor-
hood is a mixed concept containing elements of both priMary and secondary:.
group functions.'

In supPort of this contention; Caplow and Forman characterize the neighbOr-
hood as beingi, "either the smallest of locality grouPs or as the largest of primary
-groups" (Caplow and Forrna9.:1950). Given this perspective, it is possible to con-
clude that the neighborhoOOs an everiinore valid concept for study. The poten
tial effect upon human behavioris,grairand its possible impact upon the central
focus .6f-this discussion ninety, participation in voluntary association, is an even
more compelling reason to utOize the interactive effects of neighborhood and

What must be remembered, however, is that not every small sub-area df the
urban space may 15e considered a neighborhood. As mentioneliearlier, the major

. components of neighborhood involve a small area which tan .in some way be
distinguished from the rest of the environment and has intensive face to .face
relation's. ,As Gans indicates, these iharacteristics did not hold for all iections of
Boston at the time fie,studied urban Villages.(Gans 1962).

Thomligson; adds -oil! another dimension to our definition of neighborhood
(Thomlinson 1969). In addition to the requirements of territory or area, and
intensk: facae to face relations, he suggests that per,sans who occupy.this area
must also possess sOrne commonality other than mere proximity which allows
them to be defined as being neighbors.

It is possible to deduce that it is this commonality that provides the necessary
linkages.among persons who livein the same area which allow for these intensive. .

face to face relations. Thus, one wonders whether, in fact neighboFhoods siudled
by .Gans and Davies were born out of crisis or. could they have been charac:
terized as neighborhoods prior tdthe emergence ol".the "common threat'-',,urban



reneWal (Gins 1962 and Davies 19(16). Gari makes it clear that people ot the
West End priorto the'Threat of renewal did not seni-t-a think Of their area as a
neightiorhood (Gans 1962). -,, _

: It is this commonality of neighbOrs. which apdear's to -be the major factor in
determining whether' 'an area can 'be defined as a neighborhood. Numerous

, studies have indicated the elements which need to be looked at in determining
whether such commonality,,exists. One effort cited by many analysts as a major
work in this area was conducted by Angell. His findings indicate that the degree
of homogeneity or heterogeneity is the major determinant of social integration
in American cities (Angell 1951). Angell found that the greater the homogeneity
of persons, with drespect tO the various statuses they hold; the greater the indices
of social integration. .

... 'A more recent analysis of neighborhoods tends to confirm this argument.
Kel/er concludes that it is the heterogeneity of the population which yields.the
impersonalized living assumed by theorists who dispute the value of the neigh-
borhood (Keller 1968). This analysis suggest's that status differences within an
area produce withdrawal from the localitY. Social participation, then,..is seen as'
being focused Outside the immediate neighborhood. In analyzing the work of
Caplow and -.Fotman, further support for this thesis is obtained Wa-plow and

. Forman 19501:In that they utilized a homogeneous neighborhood and were un-
able to find any significant degree of impersonality or lack of intensiVe relations
despite, high mobility Tates, one can infer that hornogeneity itiel is a strong
enough fofice td produce and maintain neighborlinesi.

While agreeing With the baFes for this 'argument, Fellin and Litwak suggest
that the problem of heterogeneity may not be as great as it appears. They say
that:

This factor may be less valid today owing .to the development of mass
commuoicatiom and the enlargement of the middle class stratum in current
society. The relevant questicin in regard to heterogeneity involves the
'extent tà which value differencei sometirridi' make communication _be-
tween people difficult, differences may also serve complementiry needs
and lead to cohesion. When: values are contradictory and people are
polarized along value position's, group cohesion is-unlikely. However, ex-
teme of values is not common in our society ... (Fellin and
Litwak 1968).

Gans also notes that heterogeneity per se is not necessarily destined to result
in any lack of cohesion or neighborliness (Gans). Heterogeneity on certain
characteristics might cement coehsion rather than impede it. The determination
of what conditions of heterogeneity lead to Cohesion and which do not hal. yet
to be made: .

Generally, the issue of heterogendity has been analyzed along traditional
status dimensions. "Among these status.differentials are -those arising from dif

. -
ferences in occupation, level .of living,..and family composition. The.efffects of
ethnic, religious and racial differences are. equallY important, but it is ribtable"
that -most urban neighborhoods tend toward homogeneity on these factors"
(Caplow and Forman 1950).. fs indicated by the last portion of this quotation as
well as an 'earlier citation from Fellin and Litwik, relatively high degrees of
homogeneity are presumed to exist in urban neighborhoods.
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Similarly, little work _has been done to determine coMmonalities existing

among persons. living in predominantly Black sub-areas of the urban §pace. It

appears tRat most studies assume that poverty and disorganization .characterize

most Black persOns even though the census and other statistics would indicate

otherwise (Billingsley 1968 and Bernard.1966). As We noted earlief, Black acti-

vists have generally assumed that blackness itself is a force strong enough to lead

to gfoup cohesion. Similarly, most researCh on Black communities and neighbor-

hoods have assumed that homogeneity of race was the single most ithportant
factor to be utilized kr analyzing behavior and social strUcture.

The Reality of Black Neighborhoods

Despite assumptions to the contrary, it is clear that prechiminantly black .

areas of the urban space are characterized by a great diveriity of, inhabitants
both Within a given area and among various areas. Dubois' classic analysis of
Philadelphia at .the turn of the century was one of the first studies to capture
this_ diversity (Dubois 1967). Even earlier studies of Blacks in the time of slavery
reveal great differences among slaves of given plantations (Franklin 1965).
Cleavages on the Plantation tended to revolve around-the various African origfris

of slaves as well as the varied statuses odcupied on the plantation. Particularly,
the differences between household and field slaves were important in determin-
'irig the startification system among Black slaves. Similarly the degree of accul-

turation was critical in differentiation of Black slaves (Johnson 1934).
More recent analysis of Blacks in urban areas has also validated this portrait in

diversity. Frazier's ecological study of Blacks in Chicago reports that at least two

major status groups existed in the ghetto (Drake and Cayton 1945). These
groups were seen to beopenly antagonistic and major impediments to collective
action aimed-at changing,social- donditions. Drake and Cayton's work also
corroborates this view particularly with respect to the conflict between status

groups (Frazier 1932).
Thus, to analyze the social participation of Blacks from a neighborhood per-

spective, it is necessary to utilize heterogeneity as a major dimension in differen-
tiating between neighborhoods. From the works of Gerald Suttles` and thatof
Donald Warren, it is possible to dedt.lee at least dime types of Black neighbor-

,

hoods which are likely to exist (Suttles 1968 apd Wacren 1963). On the one
hand there is the neighborhood characterized by widespread diversity in educa:

tion, income, pccupation, and family structure. This type of neighborhood is
primarily a product of; the historical and contemporary discriminatory practices
in housing. Blacks in this-type of neighborhood.are not there by choice but
rather by default- in that many who are financially able to afford to live else-
where Were not allowed to rent or buy within other sections of the city (ROse
1971). Thus a situatidn has emerged vt ere neighbors have little in common
other than skin color (Watts, Freeman, et al 1964).

A Second type of neighborhood one might expect to find ,is that which is. a
product of public housing. It. is .suggested that these neighborhoods are
extremely homogeneous. Homogeneity is so great as to become oppressive

(Rainwater 1967). Suttles for example declares:

the lorig term, hdwever, the most important consequence of project living

may be the way it restricts most opportunities to achieve a stake in the
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prospects-of the local community and to develop the kind of leadership and
social differentiation that is so critical in forming a: stable mora' community
(Suttles 1968). .

A final type of neighborhood believed to exist is the neighborhood of c6Sice..
This is the type believed to be normal type in that it is a resulLakinancial
ability and individual preference. Increasingly, Black neighborhoods, particularly
middle income types, should become neighborhoods of choice, givelfrthe accept-
ance of Black power and Black identity rhetoric (Watti, Freeman, et al 1964).
These neighborhoods _will, like most white neighborhoods, "take form and
evolve as a result of decisions by households to change their place of residence"

, (8ourne 1971). These areas should be characterized by both a homogeneity of
interests and characteristics.

It is argued then, that Black neighborhoods now are generally more polarized
than white neighborhoods, reflecting more characteristics of either the type one
neighborhood or type two neighborhood rather than the neighborhood of choice
(Warren 1963). Further it is suggested that -this fact plays a major role in
influencing the.participation of individuals in voluntary asso.ciations.

Our,review of the literature in the areas of voluntary participation in formal
organizations and the Foie of neighborhood highlights the potential utility of our
synthesis. LOoking at participation as a produq of the interaction of the indi-
vidual and.his or her neighborhood has not, to our knowledge, been attempted
in any systematic manner. If in fact the concept of neighborhood necessarily
implies '7J siMilarity of,commonality of residents, it is apparent that our proposed

. synthesis wilr shed additional light upon the importance of neighborhood for
Blacks.

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

The most compelling conclusion of this review is the rdlecif social research in
the continuing sterotyping of Blacks in America. it appears7for example:that
many of the assumptions regarding the extent of participation,by Rack and low*
income persons resuli in part from rather sophisticated stvotypes regarding the
lifestyles and bjiavior of persons who have not "made it', in American soeieW.

These stereotypes are congruent with any maY be seen as products of social
science's great concern with deviance. The focus on deviance and the concomit-

kl tant emphasis on factorf that cause deviance have too often led social scientists
to locate the genesis of low achievement within class and racial groupings.
Implicit in this approach is the belief that there is something about a racial group
rather than the sociai context in which the group is found that makes for diffi-.
culties. Ladner states this phenomenon in the following manner.

Many books have been written about the Black community but very few
have really dealt with the intricate lives of thelidople who live there. By
and large they have attempted to- analyze and describe the pathology
which allegedly characterizes the lives of its inhabitants while.at the same
time makinglts residents responsible for its creation. The unhealthy con-
ditions of the community. ... and the multitude of problems which
characterize it have caused social anahists to see these conditions as pro-
ducing millions of "sick" people, ihany of who are given few chances to
overcome the wretchedness which clouds their existence.



-

. .

in this light it is osy to understand why two diametiiolly opposed theories
regatding Black participation have continued to exist. To assume that a group of

people are deviant prior to investigation, insures that the most scholarly analysis

of their behavior will uncover compelling evidence supporting this initial aisump-
,tion. Clearly committed Black scholars ancFenlightened others must insist upon

non-pathological approaches to analyzing the behavior of Black Americans if we

are to cease our roles of accomplices in the systematic oppression of Blacks and

other "different" Americans.
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